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Abstract 

This dissertation examines the organization of audiences in spectacular venues 
(theatres, amphitheatres, stadia, and odea) throughout the Graeco-Roman world. The 
arrangements in Rome are discussed but the main focus is the organization of spectators 
in Italian and provincial venues, revealed through inscriptions found on the seats 
themselves indicating for which individual or group the seat or area was reserved. 
Included with this dissertation is a catalogue of seating inscriptions from venues 
throughout the empire, the first to be compiled. This study compares provincial 
communities within the same region, across regions, and also with Rome. Topics 
discussed include to what extent legislation passed in Rome influenced seating outside of 
the city, the contrast between the display in the theatre of the egalitarian ideology of 
classical Athens and the display of the hierarchically-based Roman ideology, the different 
uses of venues as they are revealed by seating inscriptions, and the relationship of 
spectacular venues to the power of the Roman emperor and the ways in which this power 
was negotiated in the East. 

Spectacular venues, in which members of the local population as well as visitors 
were present, were ideal locations for the display of the local social hierarchy. This 
display was one that was, at least in the western regions of the empire, influenced to a 
certain degree by legislation passed in Rome but it was also influenced by the desires of 
the local elite throughout the empire who were responsible for the grant of reserved seats. 
The organization of spectacular audiences thus not only reflected the disparate social and 
civic structures of individual communities, but also projected an idealized vision created 
by those in charge of seating arrangements. Local inhabitants could, through their 
attendance at spectacles, determine their place within the ideal community on display. 
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Introduction 

The grant of preferred seating at spectacles to individuals or groups of individuals was a 

practice adapted by Roman culture from Greek culture, in particular that of classical Athens, a 

polis which privileged magistrates, priests, and other important state officials with seats at the 

front of venues (Chapter 3). Reserved seating was a tool used by the Romans in the same 

fashion, to bestow upon an individual or a group the honour of public recognition in a venue in 

which a large number of people gathered. The senators and the equestrians, the two upper 

ordines or strata of Roman society, were at different times in the Republic granted seats at the 

very front and near the very front of the theatre audience respectively (Chapter 1 ). To a greater 

extent than had the Athenians, the Romans used reserved seating not only as a privilege but also 

as a way to keep each element of society in its own particular place. Roman society was heavily 

stratified and the auditorium (cavea) of a spectacular edifice, with its different levels of seating 

demarcated by walls and walkways, was the perfect venue in which not only to display but also 

reinforce this hierarchy. Shortly after the end of the Republic Augustus created a detailed seating 

plan for the theatre in the city of Rome, using reserved seating to emphasize the elevated status of 

groups such as the senators and equestrians and the low status of others, such as women and 

slaves. The organization of the Roman audience was not, however, merely a reflection of the 

existing social structure. Motivated by his own personal and political desires, Augustus 

honoured elements of society important to his social programme, including married men, who 

did not in and of themselves exist on a distinct level of the social hierarchy. Augustus used 
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seating arrangements to reinforce the manner in which he wanted the Roman social hierarchy to 

be structured not only to the inhabitants of the city themselves but also to those who visited it. 

His seating policies were to be modified only slightly by the emperors who followed him. 

Audience organization was a concern not only in the city of Rome but also throughout 

the empire. Although limited to a certain extent by seating legislation passed in the capital, 

Italian and western communities were able to structure their audiences as the local elite, 

responsible for the arrangements, saw fit (Chapter 2). In the Greek East the tradition of reserved 

seating worked in conjunction with Roman influence (Chapter 3). While seats in provincial 

venues had to be reserved for visiting senators and in some cases equestrians, the council of each 

town - the ordo decurionum in the West and the ~ouA~ in the East- was assigned seats in 

privileged areas of the local audience in recognition of its importance. Because each community 

was able to control the organization of local audiences and grant seats to those individuals or 

groups deemed important, spectator arrangements varied from town to town, region to region, 

and province to province. Although these variations reflect the discrepant social and civic 

structures of communities throughout the empire, they can also provide insight into the creation 

or reinforcement of a local self-identity within these communities. Audience organization in the 

provinces was not merely a reflection of the existing social structure but was also a static display 

of the idealized society which each community wished to exhibit. As opposed to in Rome, 

where the society on display was designed for visitors and local inhabitants, in the provinces the 

display appears to have been primarily designed for the local population. 
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The focus of this dissertation is the study of seating arrangements as they are presented 

by inscriptions found on the seats of spectacular venues - theatres, odea, amphitheatres, and 

stadia - throughout the Graeco-Roman empire, particularly in the provinces. Chapter l focusses 

on seating in the city of Rome itself, the evidence for which is almost entirely literary, providing a 

point of comparison for the evidence from the provinces. Chapter 2 focusses on Italy and the 

West and Chapter 3 on the East, and it is in these areas that the evidence comprises seating 

inscriptions almost exclusively. Chapter 4 provides a synthetic discussion of the trends, 

similarities, and differences found in audience organization throughout the empire and examines 

what spectator arrangements reveal about the social and civic environment of individual 

communities both within and outside of spectacular venues. 

The seating inscriptions upon which this study is based, carved in both Greek and Latin 

on the seats of venues throughout the empire, are compiled in the accompanying catalogue, the 

first such major collection of these texts. They consist generally of names, whether of an 

individual or of a group of individuals, or of the title of an office which is sometimes 

accompanied by the name of the individual holding it. These names or titles either stand alone or 

are accompanied by what are referred to in this work as reservation terms or reservation 

formulae, Greek or Latin nouns, prepositions, or verbs which indicate that the seat is reserved. 

Inscriptions of a fragmentary nature or those consisting of abbreviated names are included in the 

catalogue but have not been translated. The majority of the texts date to the Imperial period, in 

some cases to the late Empire (such as the factional seating inscriptions), but certain texts date to 
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the Augustan period or perhaps earlier. 

The catalogue of seating inscriptions accompanying this dissertation could not have been 

completed without the efforts of previous scholars. Early research on this topic was carried out 

by E. Hilbner (Rome and the provinces), P. Delattre (Carthage), E. Fabricius and C. Schuchhardt 

(Pergamum), and R. Heberdey (Ephesus).1 A most valuable recent resource is the series 

Epigrafia anfiteatrale de/l'occidente romano, volumes one through six. Volume six, a 

compilation of all the inscriptions from the Flavian amphitheatre, many of which are seating 

inscriptions, is of particular value.2 The release of new volumes is awaited with interest. 

Many inscriptions from the West are found scattered throughout the volumes of the 

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum (CIL). Individual studies that were available include those of 

E. Gose on the theatre of Altbachtal/frier, A. Maiuri on the amphitheatre of Puteoli, F. Miltner 

on the two amphitheatres of Camuntum, A. Ventura Villanueva on the theatre of Cordoba, J .L. 

Ramfrez Sadaba on the amphitheatre of Merida, R. Corzo Sanchez on the amphitheatre of Italica, 

G. Alfoldy on the theatre and amphitheatre ofTarraco, and R. Wiegels on the theatre of 

Lopodunum.3 For the eastern empire the majority of the inscriptions were gathered from 

individual works rather than epigraphic corpora, the main exceptions being the inscriptions from 

the theatre of Dionysus in Athens found in lnscriptiones Graecae (JG), those from the theatre of 

Bostra found in Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie (IGLSyr), and those from the theatre 

1 Hilbner 1858; Delattre 1898; Fabricius and Schuchhardt 1902; Heberdey et al. 1912. 

2 Orlandi 2004. 

3 Miltner 1933; Maiuri 1955; Gose 1972; Alfoldy 1975; Corzo Sanchez 1994b; Ramirez Sadaba 
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ofTermessus in Tituli Asiae Minoris (TAM).4 The following studies were of immeasurable use 

for the East: C. Roueche on the venues of Aphrodisias, Z. Borkowski on factional inscriptions in 

Alexandria, Y. Magen on the theatre ofNablus, A. Rehm on the epigraphy ofDidyma, A. 

Retzleff and AM. Mjely on the odeon of Gerasa, S. Agusta-Boularot and J. Seigne on the same 

venue, F. Kolb on the inscriptions from the theatre of Hierapolis and the stadium of Saittai, P. 

Herrmann on the epigraphy of Miletus, and B. Saria on the theatre of Stobi.5 Extensive use has 

also been made of J.P. Golvin's work on amphitheatres, D. de Bernardi Ferrero's work on 

theatres in Asia Minor, and F. Sear's recent work on Roman theatres.6 

The abbreviations of journals and epigraphic corpora used in the dissertation follow the 

standards of the American Journal ofArchaeology; an abbreviation not provided by that journal 

is EAOR =Epigrafia anfiteatrale dell' occidente romano. The abbreviations of the names and 

works of ancient authors follow those in the third edition of the Oxford Classical Dictionary. 

1994; Ventura Villanueva 1999; Wiegels 2000. 
4 /G II 32 5025-5164; IGLSyr XIII 9156-9166; TAM 3.1 872. 
5 Saria 1940; Rehm 1958; Kolb 1974, 1990; Borkowski 1981; Magen 1984; Herrmann 1998; 

Roueche 1993; Agusta-Boularot and Seigne 2004; Retzleff and Mjely 2004. 
6 de Bernardi Ferrero 1966-1974; Golvin 1988; Sear 2006. 
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Chapter 1 - Rome 

Roman society was based upon a strict social hierarchy. By the early empire this 

hierarchy comprised the senatorial order, the equestrian order, and the plebs in the city of Rome, 

and the decurional order and the plebs in the Italian and western provincial cities. The main body 

of the Hellenized eastern communities, the ~au.Atj, was the focus of some changes under the 

Romans which resulted in the creation of a new curial class.1 The importance of social order to 

the Romans is clear through the political and juridical privileges and positions granted to 

senators, equestrians, and decurions, the particular dress and insignia of these ordines which 

distinguished them not only from the mass of the plebs but from each other, and the social 

privileges bestowed upon these orders such as the assignation of special seats at spectacles. 

Organization in spectacular venues throughout the empire, most clearly expressed through 

reserved seating, was of particular concern to the Romans since this hierarchically-based seating 

system allowed the prestige of a group or of an individual to be visible to, and clearly defined for, 

the public. Reserved seating not only emphasized the elevated status of the upper ordines but 

also the low status of groups such as women and slaves. Audience organization was a tool used 

by the political leaders of Rome to create a static, public display of the social hierarchy, a display 

that did not necessarily only reflect society as it was, but also as it had been constructed by those 

in charge. In Rome the society on display in the theatre and amphitheatre reinforced the leaders', 

and in particular Augustus', ideological values not only to the local population but also to 
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visitors. 

Seating at spectacles in Rome 

Although senators and equestrians were granted reserved seats during the Republic as an 

indication of their elevated social status, it was not until the lex Julia theatralis of Augustus that 

audiences in Rome were organized in a detailed manner meant to reflect an idealized version 

according to Augustus - of Roman society. 

The Republic 

The practice of bestowing preferred seating, prohedria, upon individuals or groups of 

individuals was adapted by Roman culture from Greek culture, the majority of the evidence for 

which comes from classical Athens. In Athens prohedria was granted to magistrates, priests, and 

other important individuals or groups; in Rome it was granted to the senators, equestrians, and 

other groups of individuals important to the state.2 The elevated social status of the upper 

ordines of Roman society manifested itself in the privilege of reserved seating at spectacles; the 

lower status of groups such as women and slaves was reinforced by their location in the audience, 

near the back of the venue. A striking visual representation of the idealized Roman social order, 

the arrangement of spectators at spectacles acted to display and therefore, as a result, reinforce the 

strict hierarchy. 

1 For Italy and the West see Chapter 2; for the eastern provinces see Chapter 3. 
2 See Chapter 3 for seating in classical Athens: for discussion of the role of theatre in Greek society 

see Longo ( 1990); Ober and Strauss ( 1990); Padel ( 1990); Scully ( 1999). 
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In 194 B.C.E., before permanent stone theatres were erected in Rome, senators were 

granted the right to sit separately from the rest of the audience; whether immediately or at a later 

date their seats were placed in the orchestra.3 The ancient sources disagree upon the exact 

context of this grant. In his commentary on Cicero's Pro Cornelio Asconius gives three 

accounts: first, that it took place at the ludi votivi on the initiative of Scipio and his consular 

colleague,4 second, that it took place at the ludi Megalenses with the approval of Scipio,5 and 

finally that it took place on the orders of the censors at the ludi Romani with no involvement by 

Scipio.6 By the time of Augustus at the latest, senators were seated on low backless benches 

called subsellia (although the term can also refer to seats in general) which were placed on broad, 

flat steps in the orchestra.7 While the senators were pleased with their seats since they were a 

public representation of their elevated social status, according to Livy the general populace 

thought that the visible separation of the senators from the rest of the audience members was 

damaging to feelings of freedom and social harmony.8 

The prologue to Plautus' Poenulus appears to reflect this new arrangement in the theatre. 

First the prologus, acting as an imperator lzistricus, orders the audience members in subselliis to 

3 The senators also had specific seating arrangements in the Curia and in the temples where they 
met, where they were seated according to status and experience; see Taylor ( 1969). 

4 Ase. 70C. 
5 Ase. 70C; cf. Val. Max. 2.4.3; Livy 34.54.8. 
6 Ase. 69C; cf. Livy 34.44.4-5, 34.54.4-7. These varying accounts are most likely due to the 

changing attitudes towards Scipio and whether it was appropriate for the authors to extol or to deny his 
prestige (Wiseman 1973, 195). Gruen ( 1992, 203-204) argues that it would have been appropriate for Scipio 
to endorse such legislation as a public reassertion of the importance of the nobiles. 

7 Parker 1999, 164. 
8 Livy 34.54.6. 
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sit quietly (the precise meaning of subsellia here is unclear), revealing that at least some of the 

spectators are seated; as he continues, however, it becomes clear that this is not the case for all 

audience members.9 He orders the dissignator not to show anyone to a seat when the actors have 

begun to perform, but rather to leave them standing. 10 Slaves are told to leave room for free 

individuals, to pay their manumission price, or to leave, which seems to be a joke since slaves 

were usually allowed to attend the theatre. 11 The prologus then goes on to order the children to 

stop crying and the women to stop talking. 12 

There seems to be a contradiction here: seats were presumably available for the 

latecomers whom the dissignator was apparently not to lead in, but there were not enough seats 

for all who wanted them (as implied by the order to slaves to stand). This can be explained by 

the suggestion that the Poenulus was first produced after the senators had been assigned separate 

seating in 194B.C.E.13 T.J. Moore argues that although the prologus commands those who slept 

in to stand he is referring to those individuals, senators, who had seats reserved for them (since 

9 Plaut. Poen. 11 5-1 O; see Beare ( 1939) for an early argument in favour of the existence of seats in 
the Plautine theatre. 

10 II 19-22. Moore ( 1994, 116) believes that the office of dissignator was created to enforce the 
new seating arrangements. The position of dissignator was important enough to be mentioned in epitaphs 
(for example CIL If/7.345; AE 2000, 495); see also Chapter 2 for this position and its Greek equivalent. 

11 II 23-25. Although Cicero (Har. resp. 26) suggests that slaves were forbidden to attend theatrical 
performances at festivals, Rawson ( 1987, 87-88) and Moore ( 1994, 116-117) argue that this prohibition 
does not refer to all festivals and may in fact only imply that slaves were banned from the seats as opposed 
to the entire theatre. Moore (1994, 117) also adds that while Cicero (Har. resp. 26) states that it was the task 
of the praeco to remove the slaves, the praeco has already been at work in the Poenu/us (II 11-15) and the 
slaves still remain in the theatre. 

12 II 28-35. Slater (2000, 155) points out that the prologus objects early on to the noise of the lictor 
but he soon moves on to safer victims for his commands, slaves, children, and women. He suggests that the 
orders of the prologus are made less offensive to the audience by being directed at the minority and the 
powerless of the spectators. 
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only these individuals were led in by the dissignator), and that he is making a joke at the 

senators' expense. 14 The audience would therefore have been divided into three sections: the 

area reserved for the senators with many available seats - whether in the orchestra or on wooden 

seats is unclear (although individuals of particular importance may have been seated on sellae 

curules) 15 
- and watched over by the dissignator, the remaining theatre seats that were too few 

for the entire audience, and the area in the back of the theatre in which those individuals without 

a seat were forced to stand. The competition for seats clearly had nothing to do with time of 

arrival since the prologus commands the slaves who were already present at the theatre to stay at 

the back and not to attempt to sit. It was instead dependent upon social status; audience members 

of the lowest social standing, especially slaves, were denied a seat in order that latecomers of a 

higher social status could sit. 16 Although the Poenulus is a comedy, this prologue can be seen as 

indication of the social reality of the theatre in the early second century B.C.E. 

The back of the theatre was the location of lowest prestige, occupied by slaves and free 

individuals who were denied a seat by the arrival of latecomers with more wealth and status.17 A 

statement of Valerius Maxim us reveals in what low regard the area at the back of the theatre was 

held. 18 A former senator (he had been removed from the ordo by the censors) watching a 

13 Moore 1994, 115-116. 

14 Moore 1994, 116. 

15 Dio Cass. 48.31.3 provides a later example; Schiffer ( 1989) offers a useful discussion of the sella 


curu/is. 
16 Moore 1994, 116. For further references to the social status of the seated audience members in 

Plautus, see Poen. 1224; Capt. 1-3, 10-16; Amph. 64-68. 
17 Moore 1994, 117. 
18 Val. Max. 4.5.1. 
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production in the farthest section of the theatre was forced by all present to move to a place 

appropriate to his standing, presumably closer to the stage. The area between the stage, also an 

area of low prestige, and the back of the theatre was divided after 194 into seating for the senators 

and for the audience members who were not forced to stand. 19 Those members of the audience 

who had been able to sit in the theatre before 194 would have been visibly superior to their social 

inferiors who were forced to stand; the addition of senatorial seats added a third level to the social 

hierarchy since the senators were now visibly superior to those seated behind them. Moore 

suggests that the area reserved for senators was more than large enough to accommodate those 

who did in fact choose to attend the theatre, thereby reducing the number of seats available for 

other audience members and forcing some citizens of lower social status who had previously 

been able to sit to stand.20 His suggestion implies that the senatorial seats were located in the 

cavea rather than in the orchestra; if their seats were in the orchestra the amount of space 

available to other audience members would in fact have increased. The visible separation of the 

senators and the guaranteed proximity of the new senatorial seats to the stage might have angered 

the general audience members regardless of whether they were in the orchestra. 

The senate had been a feature of Roman public life from the beginning and by the time of 

Augustus was the official uppermost stratum of the Roman social hierarchy.21 According to 

19 Parker 1999, 164. Actors were generally, although not always, slaves, freed, or individuals of 
low social standing; see the Conclusion for a discussion of their status. 

20 Moore 1994, 123. 
21 For discussion of the Roman ordines and Roman social structure in general, see Rostovtzeff 

(1926); Gage ( 1964); Beranger (1970); Michel ( 1970); Hopkins ( 1974); MacMullen ( 1974); Cohen (1975, 
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tradition Romulus chose one hundred men to form the first senate; they were thereafter chosen by 

the kings and then the consuls. By the time of the Gracchi the senate, in which membership was 

now permanent, comprised three hundred men, many of whom were ex-magistrates. Sulla 

expanded its number by another three hundred and made the quaestorship the office of entry. The 

census requirement for senators remained 400,000 sesterces (at which it had been set by the early 

first century B.C.E.) until the time of Augustus, when sometime between 18 and 13 B.C.E. he 

raised it to one million sesterces.22 He also reduced the number of senators, by now over one 

thousand, to six hundred, which was the size at which this body remained into the third century.23 

Membership in the senate was never hereditary but Augustus emphasized the expectation that 

sons of senators would follow the path chosen by their fathers.24 Although in some ways he 

reinforced the elevated status of the ordo senatorius, Augustus nevertheless made it clear that he 

had become the new head of the social hierarchy.25 Senators were visibly differentiated from the 

rest of the population by the Latus clavus and special shoes, and were privileged juridically and 

socially with such honours as the front seats at spectacles.26 

1984); Nicolet ( l 984b); Alfoldy ( 1985); Raaflaub ( 1986); Grant (1992); Treggiari (2002). 
22 Augustus' changes to the senatorial census are recorded in Dio Cassius 54.17.3 and 54.26.3; he 

records 100,000 drachmae (400,000 sesterces) as the census amounts in 18 and 250,000 drachmae (one 
million sesterces) as the amount in 13/12 B.C.E .. 

23 Dio Cass. 52.42, 54.13-14, 54.26.3. Caesar had adlected numerous individuals into the senate, 
and after his death others managed to be added through bribery and influence. He had also increased the 
number of quaestorships from 20 to 40 but Augustus returned it to the original 20; see Talbert (I 984a, 55). 

24 Garnsey and Saller 1987, 113. 
25 See below. 
26 For further discussion of the senate see for example Etienne ( l 965b ); Wiseman ( 197 l ); 

Shatzman ( 1975); D'Arms ( 1981, 48-71 ); Chastagnol ( 1984a, l 984b, 1992); Talbert ( l 984b). For the 
Augustan senate see for example Brunt ( 1984 ); Talbert (I 984a); Eck ( 1990); Nicolet ( l 984a, 1990). 

12 
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In the late Republic another body began to appear. A plebiscitum equorum reddendorum 

was passed circa 129 B.C.E. requiring all current, former, or future senators to return the equus 

publicus, a public horse for whose upkeep the state provided. This plebiscitum freed up three 

hundred horses which were then bestowed as an honorific status symbol upon the many wealthy 

individuals who were not in the cavalry; it was these individuals as well as those in the military 

who combined to form the equestrian order.27 Another step in the separation of the senatorial 

and equestrian orders was Gaius Gracchus' exclusion of senators from the repetundae juries. 

The precise definition of an eques Romanus remains, however, an issue of debate in modem 

scholarship, with the requirements for admission to the ordo the central point of dispute. The 

narrow definition designates as an equestrian only an eques equo publico, an individual having 

received the public horse based on the necessary census requirement of 400,000 HS, free birth, 

and moral probity; the wider definition requires only the census qualification, free birth, and 

moral probity without possession of the public horse.28 The source of these modem diverging 

opinions is the lack of clarity in ancient sources as well as apparent changes in the definition of an 

eques Romanus throughout Roman history.29 In some cases it seems clear that the only 

equestrian was an eques equo publico whereas in others the nature of an eques Romanus is 

27 Cic. Rep. 4.2; Plut. Vit. Pomp. 22; see also Crawford ( 1978, 20 I); Alfoldy ( 1985, 49). 
28 It is in Pliny's description (NH 33.32) of the lex lulia theatralis that the census qualification for 

the equestrian order is first mentioned as being 400,000 sesterces; infra n. I 08. 
29 Badian ( 1972, 84) calls the definition of the ordo equester a "nightmare or will-o' -the-wisp of 

modern scholarship." 
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ambiguous.30 It also occurred on occasion that an individual could become an equestrian without 

the necessary qualifications. Caesar, Augustus, and later rulers bestowed equestrian status upon 

individuals whom they deemed worthy, including freedmen.31 

From Augustus onwards the employment of equites in high-ranking governmental and 

military posts previously reserved for senators increased and by the third century equestrians held 

positions of higher responsibility than did senators, perhaps because they had more professional 

military experience and emperors thought their political loyalty more trustworthy.32 Unlike 

senatorial families, equestrian families were not able to maintain membership in the ordo over 

many generations.33 Although in the third century it seemed that the ordo equester would eclipse 

the ordo senatorius, these two bodies amalgamated and the equestrian order eventually ceased to 

30 The lex Aurelia of 70 B.C.E. created decuriae of tribuni aerarii who were not equites (since they 
had a different decuria) and whom Asconius includes among the plebs but who Dio says were chosen 
amplissimo ex censu, that is from the equestrian census (Dio Cass. 43.25.2; Ase. l 7C). Here then are a 
group of men who have the 400,000 HS census amount but who do not seem to be equites. Evidence for the 
same lex, however, also provides an argument for the wider definition since the tribuni aerarii are often 
referred to as equites in other ancient sources (Veil. Pat. 2.32.3; Plut. Vit. Pomp. 22.3; Cic. Font. 36; Cluent. 
121; Flacc. 4.96). This seems to indicate that it was possible for men who had the census qualification but 
no other qualification (membership in the equestrian centuries, possession of the equus public us) to be 
thought of as equites. 

31 For the bestowal of equestrian rank upon imperial freedmen, see Suet. Vit. 12, and upon non
imperial freedmen see Dio Cass. 47.7.4-5; Suet. Aug. 27.2; Mart. 3.29, 11.37; Stat. Silv. 3.3.143-145. A rare 
example of an imperial freedman being given the insignia of a senator occurred under Nero, who honoured 
his freedman Epaphroditus for his role in discovering the conspiracy of 65 C.E. For the bestowal of 
equestrian status on others see, for example, Cic. Verr. 2.3.80, 185, 187; Macrob. Sat. 3.14; Philostr. VS, 
Heliodorus 626 (here the grant includes children although that was not usually the case); Sen. Controv. 
7.3.9; Suet. Jul. 33 (Caesar's troops mistakenly thought he was granting them all equestrian status), 39.2; 
Dio Cass. 48.45.7-9. 

32 Winspear and Geweke 1935, I 06-112; Ville 1981, 99, I 05-106; Brunt 1983, 42-43; Alfoldy 
1985, 164-168. 

33 Alfoldy 1985, 123; Demougin 1993, 235. 
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exist as a separate entity.34 Equestrians had their particular insignia, the angustus clavus and the 

gold ring, and although it was much later than the grant to senators they too were given the 

privilege of reserved seats at games. 

The equestrian order was assigned the first fourteen rows in the theatre by the tribune 

Lucius Roscius Otho in his lex Roscia theatralis of 67 B.C.E.; the lex also reserved certain seats 

outside of these rows (known as the XN or the XII/I in ancient sources) for equites who had 

become bankrupt through no fault of their own.35 Later, however, Augustus declared that as long 

as an individual or his parents had ever possessed the equestrian census amount he had the right 

to sit in the equestrian rows. 36 It is unclear whether the lex Roscia theatralis was innovative or 

whether it reintroduced a previous law, perhaps of Gaius Gracchus, which had fallen into disuse 

or had been cancelled by Sulla. Cicero and Velleius both suggest that there was an original grant 

which was cancelled and then restored by Roscius, Asconius states that Roscius confirmed the 

34 Alfoldy 1985, 193-200. For discussion of the ordo equester, see Stein ( 1927); Winspear and 
Geweke ( 1935, I 05-106); Hill ( 1939); Henderson ( 1963); Pflaum ( 1965); Nicolet ( 1966); Wiseman ( 1970; 
1973, 192-196); Badian (1972, 83-85); Hellegouarc'h (1972, 449-483); Millar (1977, 279-284); Crawford 
(1978, 200-201 ); Brunt (1983, 1988); Demougin (1988a, 1993, I 994a); Demougin et al. (1999). 

35 Cic. Phil. 2.18.44; Mur. 40; Livy Epit. Per. xcix; Ase. 79C; Plut. Cic. 13; Veil. Pat. 2.32.3; Juv. 
3.159. 

36 Suet. Aug. 40.1. The lex Roscia theatra/is originally applied only to the theatre, but it may have 
been extended to the amphitheatre by Augustus' lex /ufia theatrafis (below) and then later to the Circus 
when Nero reserved what may have been the first fourteen rows for the equestrians in 63 C.E. (Tac. Ann. 
15.32) (below). The lex Roscia theatralis is often used in attempts to determine the true nature of the ordo 
equester in terms of whether the number of equites who could have been seated in the first fourteen rows 
corresponds to the narrow or wide definition of the order. For discussion of the ancient testimony 
concerning the lex and its relationship to the ordo equester, see Henderson (1963, 62); Scamuzzi (1969a, 
1969b, 1970a, 1970b); Wiseman (1970, 72, 80; 1973, 194-196); Badian (1972, 84); Perez (1976, 438-440); 
Rawson (1987, 102-106); Brunt (1988, 146, 159); Demougin (1988a, 796-802). The lex does not in fact 
appear to provide concrete evidence for either side of the argument. Wiseman initially asserted that the 
fourteen rows were meant only for the equites equo publico since they were a fixed number ( 1970, 72), then 
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right of the fourteen rows, and Plutarch and Juvenal view Roscius as an innovator.37 The 

comment of Asconius implies that Roscius made law what had previously been custom, thereby 

"restoring" to the equites the seating privilege which had been their due because of their wealth 

and dignity.38 If this is the case then Roscius may be viewed as an innovator in some ancient 

sources because he was the first to enforce the right of the fourteen rows by law; the statement 

that he restored the dignity of the order does not necessarily suggest that an earlier, unattested 

grant was cancelled. There is no concrete evidence that the equites had reserved seats before the 

lex Roscia theatralis was passed and Roscius may have made law something that the equites 

alone thought they deserved. 

The reservation of the first fourteen rows in the theatre for the equites would have 

reduced, if not the number of seats available to other audience members (since the equites 

presumably would previously have taken up almost the same number of seats but scattered 

throughout the audience), then the number of seats available near the stage. Just as the people 

were upset when the senators were granted separate seats, the same reaction was provoked by the 

lex Roscia theatralis. Upon entering the theatre during Cicero's consulship in 63 B.C.E., Roscius 

was cheered by the equites but booed and hissed at by the majority of the audience.39 The 

reservation of the first fourteen rows added a fourth level to the social hierarchy of the audience: 

later reviewed his opinion and concluded that Roscius' criterion must have been the census ( 1973, 195). 
37 Cic. Mur. 40; Veil. Pat. 2.32.3; Ase. 79C; Plut. Vit. Cic. 13; Juv. 3.159. 
18 Wiseman 1973, 195-196. He believes that a law reserving seats for the equites had not 

previously been passed because the aediles wanted to encourage popular support and a lex in favour of the 
equestrians would have had the opposite result. 
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the senators, the equestrians, the better-off members of the plebs, and the poorest free individuals 

and slaves. The social hierarchy inside the theatre reflected that outside since the equites were 

becoming an increasingly important ordo, and that importance was solidified by the grant of 

reserved seats. Seats were also reserved for tribunes of the plebs in the theatre, at the latest from 

25 B.C.E. onward.40 

Since all male citizens who attended the theatre had to wear the toga, assigned seating 

also allowed the different levels of the social hierarchy within the audience to be distinguishable 

by dress. After the lex Roscia theatralis the audience comprised the senators in the orchestra 

with their latus clavus, the equestrians in the first fourteen rows with their angustus clavus, and 

the plebs with their plain white togas in the remainder of the seats. Near the rear of the theatre 

were the poor who were unable to afford the toga and individuals who were not citizens and 

therefore not entitled to wear the toga, seated if there were any seats available or standing with 

the slaves if there were not, attired in their dark woolen tunics and other clothing. 

While it is clear that Republican women did attend the theatre, their exact location is an 

issue of debate.41 Vitruvius recommends that the site for a theatre - although he is not referring 

specifically to Rome - be chosen for health reasons for those cum coniugibus et liberis 

persedentes, meaning that families, including presumably those with no children, attended 

39 Plut. Vit. Cic. I 3 . 
.j() The tribune of the plebs of 25 B.C.E., Gaius Thorianus, brought his father, a freedman, to sit 

with him in these reserved seats (Dio Cass. 53.27.6). 
41 Among many examples, Cicero (Tusc. 1.37) reveals that women did attend the theatre but not 

where they were seated. 
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together.42 Plautus' Poenulus implies that men and women were indeed seated together in the 

Republican theatre.43 What of the wives of senators and equites? It must be questioned whether 

in a society based upon a strict social hierarchy and the privileges which membership in an upper 

ordo could bestow, women would have been allowed to share their husbands' prohedria. Using 

Lucretius' description of the Republican theatre, L.R. Taylor and C. Schnurr suggest that the 

wives of senators were seated in the orchestra with their husbands; the passage to which they 

refer, however, is corrupt and no firm conclusions can be drawn from it.44 Schnurr believes that 

the wives of equites would also have been seated with their husbands; since it seems that in 

general women sat with their husbands in the Republican theatre, she sees no reason why 

senatorial or equestrian wives would not have done the same.45 It is not only the general Roman 

attitude towards women that makes this unlikely. Wives were not officially included in the 

42 Vitr. De arch. 5.3.1; Rawson 1987, 90 n. 39; Schnurr I 992, 148. For Vitruvian theatre design 
see Sear (1990); Gros (l 994b). 

43 Plaut., Poen. 32-35: matronae tacitae spectent, tacitae rideant, canora hie iooce sua tinnire 
temperent, domum sermones fabulandi conferant, ne et hie viris sint et domi molestiae. "Let matrons watch 
in silence, let them laugh in silence, let them temper their tuneful chirping here, let them take their prattle 
home, and let them not be a nuisance to their husbands here as well as there." (adapted from the Loeb, P. 
Nixon, trans.) 

-l4 See the OCT of Lucretius, 4.77-80, 4.79 in particular: tpatrum matrumquet. Taylor ( 1952, 148
150) argues that the reading of the text which supports her theory is correct while Schnurr (l 992, I 49-150) 
follows Taylor yet makes no mention of the difficulties with the text. 

45 Schnurr 1992, 149-150. She argues that " .. .it is quite conceivable that Roman women of the 
Republican period who were members of that eminently proud class, the ordo senatorius, should with 
aristocratic conviction sit beside their husbands in the senatorial seats." She also suggests that the lex Julia 
theatralis (below) might have separated senators and their wives for the first time. Lilja (1985, 69) believes 
that seating arrangements would have differed between the temporary theatres such as those of Plautus' time 
and the only permanent Republican theatre. that of Pompey, rather than between Republican and Augustan 
times. It is Augustus' lex Julia theatralis that is, in my judgement, the benchmark for seating legislation and 
the point before and after which a comparison should be made, not the construction of the first permanent 
theatre. Lilja (70-71) concludes that in permanent theatres unaccompanied women, whom she suggests 
would have been mostly slave-girls and prostitutes, were seated at the back while matrons as well as other 
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senatorial order until the late Antonine period (and then only nominally) and the ordo equester 

never officially included wives or children.46 If the wives of senators were not considered part of 

the order until after the time of Augustus, when all women except the Vestal Virgins were forced 

to sit at the back of the theatre, it is unlikely that during the Republic senatorial wives would have 

been able to share the seating of their husbands. Since the wives of equites were never part of the 

equestrian order it is equally unlikely for them.47 One visible distinction among women may 

have been that matronae wore the stola and prostitutes wore the toga.48 While in general men 

and women appear to have been seated together in the Republican theatre, the wives of senators 

and equites were most likely seated separately from their husbands. This mixed viewing was to 

change under Augustus. 

The first permanent stone theatre erected in Rome was that of Pompey in 55 B.C.E.49 

Stone theatres were common throughout Italy and the lack of such a venue in the capital before 

that of Pompey is worth noting. There were in fact earlier attempts at building a permanent 

theatre; Livy mentions one in 179 and another in 174 B.C.E.50 In 154 a permanent theatre was 

accompanied women were seated with their male escorts, generally their husbands. 
46 Chastagnol 1979, 23. 
47 Rawson ( 1987, 91) puts it best: " .. .it would be against all precedent and parallel in the long 

history of prolzedria for magistrates, priests and bouleutai to suppose that their wives shared the privilege." 
48 Since the toga was a male garment, on prostitutes it symbolized that they had abandoned female 

decency and were in effect the antithesis of the Roman male; it was also associated with adulteresses (Hor. 
Sat. 1.2.62, .82; Ov. Ars am. 2.600; Pont. 3.3.51-52; Fast. 4.134; Tib. 1.6.67; Mart. 2.39, 6.64.4, I 0.52; 
Juv. 2.68-70); see Gardner 1986, 215-252; Edmondson 1996, 85; Edwards 1997, 81. 

49 Tac.Ann.3.23,3.72,6.45, 13.54, 14.20;Mart. I0.51, 11.21, 14.29, 14.166;Plut. Vit.Pomp. 
40.5, 42.4, 52.4; Dio Cass. 60.7.I; Suet. Tib. 47; Cal. 21; Claud. 21.1; Aul. Gell. 10.1.7; Prop. 2.11-12; 
Veil. Pat. 2.48.2. 

50 Livy 40.51, 41.27. 
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under construction but Publius Cornelius Nasica convinced the senate that it should be 

demolished because it was useless and harmful to public morals.51 A ban was then imposed 

preventing seating from being built at games held within the pomerium but was lifted by 145 at 

the latest, when Lucius Mummius erected seats at the plays held for his triumph.52 Since 

permanent theatres were not allowed, ludi scaenici were held in increasingly elaborate temporary 

structures culminating in the lavish theatre of Marcus Aemilius Scaurus, built in 58 B.C.E.53 

In 55 Pompey built his permanent theatre outside the pomerium and was able to forestall 

any argument on the part of the senate by adding a temple to Venus Victrix at the top of the 

cavea, effectively making the seats the stairs to the temple.54 The reluctance of the senate to 

allow the construction of a permanent theatre or even seating can be attributed to a variety of 

factors. A stone theatre would give the people a place to gather and express their discontent, the 

content of the plays could be political, theatre was seen by many as ostentatious, luxurious, and 

damaging to Roman morals,55 it was thought to be better for Roman character to stand,56 and the 

whole concept of theatre was coloured by foreign, non-Roman ideas.57 The lack of a permanent 

51 Livy Epit. Per. 48; Val. Max. 2.4.2. 
52 Tac. Ann. 14.20. 
53 Val. Max. 2.4.6; Plin. NH 33.53, 36.114-115. Wooden theatres continued to be used even after 

the construction of the theatre of Pompey, evidence for which can be found on the phylakes vases (Beacham 
1992, 1-26, 56-85). 

54 Tert. De spect. I0. See Frezouls (I 983b) and Martin-Bueno ( 1992) for the religious context of 
theatres; Frezouls concentrates on the theatre of Pompey in particular. 

55 Livy Epit. Per. 48. A permanent theatre occupied urban space yet was not used on a continuous 
basis, which to the Romans was indeed luxury (Coleman 2000, 219). 

56 Val. Max. 2.4.2. 
57 For discussion of the role of theatre in politics, and Roman theatre and theatrical structures in 

general see also Bieber (1939); Frezouls (l983a, 1990); Dupont (1985); Rawson (1985); Beacham (1999); 
Edwards ( 1993, 1997); Scodel ( 1993); Edmondson ( 1996); Parker ( 1999); Gros (2002). 
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theatre also allowed the senators, responsible for the construction of the temporary structures, to 

impress their position of power upon the people. The sponsors of the temporary theatres were in 

control of their gift to the plebs since they dictated when the theatres were to be built, when they 

were to be taken down, and even if they were to be built at all.58 The view of those in power 

changed, however, and by the time of Pompey the same reasons that a permanent theatre had 

been unappealing now made it appealing. It provided a controlled, segregated area in which large 

groups of people could be brought together under close supervision, and the events taking place 

on the stage could be manipulated by the individual sponsoring the performance to his own 

advantage.59 

The enforcement of seating legislation for both senators and equites before - in the case 

of the senators over a century before - the construction of a permanent theatre asserts the 

importance of the theatre as a venue for displaying the social hierarchy. It was a structure which 

collected large groups of people together in one place and allowed them both to see one another 

and to be seen easily. Although the temporary theatres were being constructed and demolished, 

the seating hierarchy of the theatre remained the same; while the venue changed, the audience 

arrangements remained a constant and effective visual reinforcement of the social organization of 

the state. 

58 Gruen 1992, 208-209. Holleran (2003, 58) suggests that the lack of a permanent theatre in Rome 
can also be attributed to the desire of prominent Romans for recognition. The state would not erect a 
permanent building for leisure and an individual politician would not have wanted to fund such an enterprise 
anonymously; until Pompey no one dared to build a stone theatre under his own auspices in Rome. 

59 Beacham (1992, 158-159); Gruen (1992, 221-222). 
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During the Republic munera were generally held in the Forum Romanum but could also 

on occasion take place in the Forum Boarium and the Circus Maximus.60 In 52 B.C.E. Gaius 

Curio built a wooden structure consisting of two theatres back-to-back which were then turned to 

face each other in the afternoon for gladiatorial shows, essentially the first amphitheatre in 

Rome.61 Even after the construction of the first stone amphitheatre by Statilius Taurus in 29 

B.C.E. munera were held predominantly in the Forum, the Saepta Julia, or in temporary wooden 

structures until the construction of the Aavian amphitheatre.62 The Forum may have been used 

on a regular basis until its destruction in the fires of 14 and 9 B.C.E.; its continued use reflects its , 

important political and cultural associations throughout the Republic.63 

Seating at Republican munera was not as strictly regulated as it was in the theatre, but it 

may have been common practice to reserve the best areas in the temporary wooden stands for 

magistrates and members of their families as well as having a block of seats for senators.64 

6°Forum Romanum: Cic. Phil. 9. 7 .16; Plut. Vit. C. Gracch. 12.3-4; Pseudo-Asconius Div. in Caec. 
16-50; Livy 23.31.15; Plin. NH 19.23; Dio Cass. 53.22; see also Carettoni ( 1956-1958); Golvin ( 1988, 56
58); Welch (1994, 69-78). Forum Boarium: Val. Max. 2.4.7; Livy Epit. Per. 16. Circus Maximus: Suet. lul. 
39.2; Pl in. NH 8.21. For the history, development, and role of munera see for example Dodge ( 1999) and 
Futrell (2000) with bibliography. 

61 Plin. HN 36.116-120. According to Pliny after the first few days some of the spectators became 
so used to the structure that they remained in their seats when the theatres rotated. See Etienne ( l 965a) for 
discussion of the development of the term amphitheatrum. 

62 Dio Cass. 51.23.1; Suet. Aug. 29. Augustus, Tiberius, and Caligula may have used the 
amphitheatre of Statilius Taurus (Suet. Aug. 43. I; Tib. 7.1; Cal. 18.4); Augustus and Caligula also used, as 
did Claudius, the Saepta (Suet. Aug. 43.1; Cal. 18. I; Claud. 21.4; Dio Cass. 55.10.7). Forthe study of 
Roman amphitheatres see for example Golvin ( 1988); Bomgardner ( 1991, 1993, 2000); Futrell (2000). 

63 Golvin ( 1988, 19-21, 45-47, 56-58); Bomgardner (1993, 376); Beacham ( 1999, 37-38); Dodge 
( 1999, 225). Welch ( 1991, 276) suggests that the only reason the Romans stopped using the Forum 
Romanum was that it was no longer large enough to hold the increasing number of people attending munera; 
see Welch ( 1994) for the development of the amphitheatre in the Republic. 

64 Cic. Phil. 9.7.16, 9.16. 
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Occasionally in the Circus individuals and their families were also given reserved seats for 

service to the state.65 Senators had their own reserved area at munera by 39/38 B.C.E. at the 

latest; on this date a senatus consultum was passed allowing ambassadors of the Plarasans and 

Aphrodisians to sit in the area reserved for senators at games, gladiatorial shows, venationes, and 

athletic competitions in Rome or within one mile of the city.66 Senators traditionally controlled 

access to the games by giving tickets or seats to members of their tribe and to their clients.67 It 

seems that Romans of a lower social status who did not have the social connections necessary to 

receive these tickets would only have been able to attend munera by paying for the privilege, and 

they would have watched the spectacle from ground level, standing behind barricades outside the 

arena.68 Plutarch relates that Gaius Gracchus requested that the stands for a munus be 

dismantled; after his request was ignored he had the seats tom down the night before so that the 

65 See Livy 2.31 for the grant of a sel/a curulis in the Circus Maximus to the family of Marcus 
Valerius Maximus and see Val. Max. 4.4.8 for the grant of a locus spectandi to the gens Aelia in the Circus 
Maximus and Circus Flaminius; Edmondson (2002, 44). Ovid discusses the Circus under Augustus as an 
ideal place to meet women. and the same surely would have applied during the Republic (Ov., Ars am. 
1.135-176; Am. 3.2; Tr. 2.279-284); see Balsdon (1969, 258); Edmondson (1996, 87). There were two 
Republican Circuses in Rome: the Circus Flaminius built in the Campus Martius in 221 and the Circus 
Maximus located between the Palatine and Aventine hills, established by 329 (Plin. HN 36.24.102; Livy 
1.35.8, 1.56.2; Dion. Hal. Rom. Ant. 3.68; De Vir. lll. 8.3; see Balsdon 1969, 252-253). Livy's (1.35.8) 
statement that the senators and equites had reserved seats is anachronistic since they were not granted these 
seats until much later, but Ville ( 1981, 434-435) suggests that it was a privilege which fell into disuse until 
reinstated by Augustus (below). For more on the Circus see Cameron (1976) and Humphrey (1986). 

66 Reynolds 1982, doc. 8.76-78, doc. 9.10-11. 
67 Cic. Att. 2.1; Mur. 73. Cicero, for example, did not give gladiatorial tickets to the Sicilians when 

he was quaestor there, but when Clodius became their patron he intended to start the practice. This could 
also happen in the Circus (Cic. Mur. 73). If not sponsoring the games, senators would have received groups 
of tickets from officials and magistrates to give away (Balsdon 1969, 258; Futrell 2000, 162-163). 

68 Cic. Sest. 58.124; Ville 1981, 432; Edmondson 1996, 87; Futrell 2000, 163. For munera 
produced for profit see Chamberland (2007). 
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plebs could watch for free.69 It was not until 63 B.C.E. that legislation was passed preventing the 

sponsor of the games from handing out tickets to his friends and clients, although others would 

still have been able to exercise this patronage on his behalf.70 

As in the theatre, most women and men were seated together at Republican munera 

(Sulla, for example, met his wife at a gladiatorial presentation).7 1 Vestal Virgins, however, had 

their own seats at munera; privileged seating for this group in the theatre was later enforced by 

the lex Julia theatralis of Augustus.72 The process of patronage and the reservation of seats for 

senators as well as magistrates and their families reveal that the hierarchy of Roman society, 

effectively displayed in the theatre, was also beginning to affect seating at gladiatorial shows. 

The Augustan Era 

Although seating in the Republican theatre reflected the importance of the ordo 

senatorius and ordo equester to Roman society, it was not until Augustus that full advantage was 

taken of the use of an audience as a tool to present a detailed, static, public display of an idealized 

social hierarchy. Augustus organized Roman spectators in accordance with his social 

programme and this display was presented in full view not only of audience members from the 

local population of the city but also of visitors. This process of structuring an audience according 

69 Plut. Vit. C. Gracch. 12.3-4. 
7°Cic. Mur. 67. 72, 73; Balsdon 1969, 258. 
71 Plut. Vit. Sul/. 35.3; Cic. Att. 2.1. Ville ( 1981, 432-433) suggests that the lack of prohedria for 

senators and equites was because of the private nature of munera at this time. 
72 Cic. Mur. 73. The location of their seats is unknown, but since the Vestal Virgin was lending 

hers to Murena as a gift it can be assumed that it was in a favourable location. 
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to the social and political views of those in charge is found throughout Italy and the provinces 

and is discussed in the chapters that follow. 

Pliny refers to a lex Iulia theatralis in regard to a tightening up of the ordo equester in 23 

C.E.73 This law was passed by Augustus in order to regulate seating in the theatre and (although 

to what extent is unclear) at munera as well in his overall attempt to strictly define the 

hierarchical system of Roman society, to compensate for the triumviral period when many rules 

of the discrimina ordinum had been broken.74 By legislating seating at munera, even to a 

minimal extent, Augustus was able to strictly limit the Republican practice of patronage since the 

best seats were now only open to the members of the upper orders themselves.75 Suetonius 

provides the most detailed description available of the new arrangement, worth quoting here in 

full: 

73 Plin. HN 33.32. As Edmondson ( 1996, 75) points out, modern knowledge of munera and of 
festivals during the Republic and Imperial period is limited, and of the known munera during the empire the 
vast majority were put on under the auspices of the emperor. This limits any detailed discussion of the 
effectiveness of spectacles in reinforcing the discrimina ordinum in the principate only to those put on in 
Rome by the ruler, but important information concerning the social and civic structure in the provinces, as 
well as the motivation behind the organization of spectators, can be gathered for spectacles outside Rome 
(Chapters 2, 3, and 4). 

74 The phrase discrimina ordinum is used by Tacitus (Ann. 13.54) to describe the audience in the 
theatre of Pompey under Nero. Suetonius (Aug. 44. I) makes no distinction between the theatre and 
amphitheatre in regard to the lex Julia theatralis and it is unclear whether all of the elements of the lex Julia 
theatralis were meant to apply to gladiatorial shows or only some of them; the only direct reference to 
munera by Suetonius concerns the seating of women. Beacham (1999, 123) argues that the lack of 
distinction in the lex between theatrical and amphitheatrical events is circumstantial evidence that munera 
did not take place only in the Forum, Circus, or new permanent amphitheatre, but also may have taken place 
in the permanent stone theatres (Augustus also held them in the Saepta Julia (Dio Cass. 55.10.7) and the 
Campus Martius (Suet. Aug. 43.1 )). He suggests that since the lex confined women to the back of the theatre 
at gladiatorial events, it was the presence of munera in the theatre that necessitated the shift in the seating of 
women, not the events on stage. 

75 Futrell 2000, 164. 
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Spectandi confusissimum ac solutissimum morem correxit ordinavitque, motus iniuria 
senatoris, quem Puteolis per celeberrimos ludos consessu frequenti nemo receperat. 
Facto igitur decreto patrum ut, quotiens quid spectaculi usquam publice ederetur, 
primus subselliorum ordo vacaret senatoribus, Romae legatos liberarum sociarumque 
gentium vetuit in orchestre sedere, cum quosdam etiam Ubertini generis mitti 
deprendisset. Militem secrevit a populo. Maritis e plebe proprios ordines assignavit, 
praetextatis cuneum suum, et proximum paedagogis, sanxitque ne quis pullatorum media 
cavea sederet. Feminis ne gladiatores quidem, quos promiscue spectari sollemne olim 
erat, nisi ex superiore loco spectare concessit. Solis virginibus Vestalibus locum in 
theatro separatim et contra praetoris tribunal dedit.76 

The lex most likely dates to sometime between 22 and 17 B.C.E. since in 22 Augustus regulated 

various issues concerning the games, including who was allowed to perf onn in the arena as well 

as who was to preside over them, when they were allowed to do so, and how much they could 

spend.77 

The lex Iulia theatralis assigned all levels of the population seats according to their 

social standing and their political involvement and responsibility and was meant to be applied, in 

76 Suet. Div. Aug. 44. "He corrected and arranged the disorderly and indiscriminate fashion of 
viewing spectacles, motivated by the insult to a senator to whom no one had offered a seat in a crowded 
house at some busy games in Puteoli. As a result of this the senate decreed that, whenever any public show 
was given anywhere, the first row of seats should be reserved for senators; at Rome Augustus forbade the 
envoys of the free and allied nations to sit in the orchestra, since he was informed that even freedmen were 
sometimes appointed. He separated the soldiers from the people. He assigned special seats to the married 
men of the plebs, gave to boys under age their own section and to their paedagogues the adjoining section, 
and he decreed that no one wearing a dark cloak should sit in the middle of the auditorium. He would not 
allow women to view even the gladiators except from the upper seats, although it had been the custom for 
men and women to sit together at such shows. Only the Vestal Virgins were assigned a place to themselves, 
opposite the praetor's tribunal." Adapted from the Loeb, J.C. Rolfe, trans. 

77 Edmondson (1996, 88) dates the lex Julia theatralis to somewhere between 20 and 17 B.C.E. and 
the initial decree of the senate to leave the front rows of all spectacles open for senators to 26 B.C.E. (2002, 
45 ); Gros ( l 994a, 291) provides a date of 23; Rawson ( 1987, 98-99) suggests a date between 22 and 19. In 
22 Augustus transferred responsibility for state festivals from the aediles to the praetors and also forbade 
any praetor to contribute more than his colleagues to the festivals, to hold gladiatorial combat except by a 
decree of the senate, and to have more than one hundred and twenty contestants (Dio Cass. 54.2.3-4 ). 
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some fonn or another, throughout the empire.78 It was an idealized construction of society, one 

created according to Augustus' desires, that was on display. It seems that Augustus allowed 

slaves, previously forced to stand behind the last row of seats, to sit in the summa cavea with the 

free poor who sat at the back as they had during the Republic. 79 In contrast to the mixed viewing 

of the Republic, women were moved to the back of the theatre to be seated with the slaves and 

the free poor. 80 Matronae and their daughters would most likely have been seated separately, a 

distinction for which there was Greek precedent, and unmarried women over a certain age may 

not have been present at all.81 

Ovid and Propertius support Suetonius' description of the lex since as equites they were 

seated in the first fourteen rows and relate that they had to tum their heads to look for women at 

the back of the theatre.82 The passage from Ovid is controversial. He is complaining to his 

78 To what extent the Augustan seating legislation was implemented in the provinces will be 
addressed in Chapters 2 and 3. The following discussion of the seating arrangements of the lex Julia 
theatralis moves from the back of the theatre to the front, using as its model Rawson's seminal article 
(I 987). 

79 See for example Horace (Epist. 2.1.182-188) concerning those seated nearer the back of the 
theatre; Rawson (1987. 87, 89); Futrell (2000, 165). In the prologue to Plautus' Poenulus slaves are told to 
stand; several of his plays provide Republican evidence that the poor were seated or standing at the back of 
the theatre (above). 

80 Balsdon ( 1969, 258) suggests that the segregation of women at munera was an indication that the 
games had lost their private character. and would from then on be given in Rome only under the authority of 
the state. 

81 In 12 B.C.E. ayuvo1 and avav8po1 were allowed to attend banquets and watch public shows on 
Augustus' birthday, implying that they could not do so at other times (Dio Cass. 54.30). While certain 
aspects of the seating arrangements dictated by the lex Julia theatralis may have come directly from Greece 
(Schnurr 1992, 151-154 ). they may also have arrived in Rome via Campania before the end of the Republic 
(Rawson 1987, 90). See Chapter 3 for the organization of audiences in classical Athens. 

82 Prop. 4.8.77; Ov. Am. 2.7.3-4; also Golvin (1988, 348); Rawson (1987, 89-91 ); Schnurr (1992, 
150). Ovid still recommends the theatre, although not its seating areas, as a place to meet women (Ars am. 
1.89-134, 1.494-504; Rem. am 751-756). 
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mistress that when they are at the theatre and he happens to glance up to the back of the audience, 

she thinks he is searching for another woman. S. Lilja has taken this to mean that Ovid's 

mistress must be seated beside him or else she would not know where he was looking or if he 

were looking at another woman. 83 This can, however, be explained in other ways: his mistress, 

seated in the back of the theatre, was able to see the general direction in which Ovid was looking 

and recognized that it was not at her, perhaps a friend told her what had happened, or he may 

have in fact been looking at his mistress but she assumed he was looking at someone else.84 If 

the wives of senators and equites were allowed to be seated with their husbands under Augustus, 

which it appears they were not allowed to do in the Republic, Suetonius would surely not have 

made a point of stating that women were separated from men even at gladiatorial games and only 

the Vestal Virgins were allowed near the arena or the stage.85 Since the woman to whom Ovid is 

speaking is his mistress and a freedwoman, it is even more difficult to imagine that she had 

managed to sit next to the poet in the equestrian fourteen rows. 

Augustus may have moved women to the back of the audience to ensure their safety in 

the rowdy crowds of the theatre and amphitheatre and to distance them from the potentially 

sexual or violent events taking place on stage or in the arena. He may have been making an 

effort to decrease flirtation at the spectacles to serve as an indication of the moral superiority of 

the Roman people; women were denied suffrage and had little official political involvement and 

83 Lilja 1985, 67-71. 
84 Rawson 1987, 91. 
85 Beltran and Pina (2003, 44) suggest without providing evidence that it is possible that the wives 
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responsibility, also affecting their seating. Augustus may even have been attempting to 

discourage women from attending spectacles at all by forcing them to climb to the top of the 

venue to get to their seats.86 It is in fact difficult to imagine the wife of a senator or equestrian 

making her way to the very back of the audience, near the slaves and the poor. 

The Vestal Virgins were the only women not moved by Augustus to the rear of the 

venue, and they in fact had excellent seats in one of the tribunalia.87 Augustus' decision to grant 

the Vestal Virgins, alone out of all the women in the audience, seats in such proximity to the 

events taking place on stage or in the arena at first glance seems to be incongruous. Even female 

members of the imperial family were not allowed to sit with the Vestal Virgins until the time of 

Tiberius, when he granted the honour to Livia.88 Augustus' motivation can be attributed to the 

unique position the Vestal Virgins occupied in Roman society in terms of their sexuality. M. 

Beard argues that far from being merely virginal maidens, these priestesses combined within 

themselves not only elements of both married and unmarried women but also certain 

characteristics that cannot be seen as anything other than male. The Vestal Virgins had privileges 

of senators and equites were able to sit with their husbands under Augustus. 
86 Lilja 1985, 69; Schnurr 1992, 153-154; Bomgardner 2000, 16-17 (cf. Hopkins and Beard 2005, 

107); Futrell 2000, 165; Edmondson 2002, 48. Bomgardner (2000, 12. 14) suggests that Augustus' 
motivation may also have been based upon the protection the velum or colonnade at the top of the cavea 
would offer women from the sun and rain. 

87 Futrell (2000, 162) believes that this location for their seating makes sense in an amphitheatrical 
context, where the tribunals were situated at either end of the short axis, but not in theatres where the 
tribunal was located centrally in the cavea, directly opposite the stage. This was indeed the case in Greek 
theatres in the eastern empire (Chapter 3) where the parodoi were uncovered, but in Roman theatres the 
tribunalia were located above each aditus maximus, entrance into the orchestral area, although there could 
be a central area of honour in the cavea. 

88 Tac. Ann. 4.16; infra n. 138. 
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that were usually only granted to men: they had the use of a lictor, were allowed to give evidence 

in court as if they were male, and were unlike other women in terms of testamentary powers in 

that they could bequeath property in their own right.89 It is because of this combination of 

sexualities and genders that the Vestal Virgins were not made to sit with other women. The 

potential role of these priestesses as visible representatives of the male members of their families, 

with whom they were often publicly associated, may have been another factor behind their 

seating.90 The male element to their gender and their important position within the state made 

privileged seating, near the events of the stage or arena as well as at eye-level to the sponsor of 

the games seated in the tribunal opposite, acceptable.91 

Augustus assigned a cuneus to praetextati and a separate one to their paedagogi. This 

may be based upon the Athenian precedent of reserving an area for the ephebes in the theatre, but 

Augustus was also concerned about Roman children and the birth-rate as well as the control of 

rowdy youngsters at the spectacles, a responsibility which fell to the boys' paedagogi in the next 

cuneus.92 The social status of the paedagogi, who were freedmen or slaves, ensured that they 

and their charges were seated nearer to the back of the venue than the front but their role as 

89 Beard 1980, 15-18; also Hopkins (1983, 18). 
90 Hallett 1989, 68; see also Chapters 2, 3, and 4. 
91 Kolendo ( 1981, 302) asserts that the factors that determined which seats were the best were 

distance from the arena or stage, a central or lateral location, and the distance from the individual presiding 
over the games. It was in a tribunal that Augustus was seated when his sella curulis collapsed (Suet. Aug. 
43.5), and in which Claudius was seated when he presided over the rededication of the Theatre of Pompey 
(Suet. Claud. 21.2; Dio Cass. 60.68). 

92 Rawson 1987, 91; Beacham 1999, 123. For ephebes in the Athenian theatre and in eastern 
venues under the Romans see Chapter 3. 
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educators of young Roman citizens allowed them to sit among the freeborn.93 Young boys with 

no toga or paedagogus presumably would have been seated at the back of the cavea with the rest 

of the free poor; only a single cuneus was assigned to the praetextati, within which any boy 

whose family could afford to buy him a toga could sit.94 

Augustus' relegation of different social levels of foreigners to different seats clearly 

reflects his concern with the Roman hierarchy. He barred public hospites from sitting in the 

orchestra or with the senators at games because freedmen could be envoys. They may have been 

seated just behind the equites in the ima cavea, acknowledging their political role as envoys, or in 

the media cavea with the togati.95 There would have been no reason why foreign visitors of 

noble birth would not still be seated with the senators, while unofficial peregrini might have had 

an area of their own at the edge of the venue, based perllaps on Athenian as well as Roman 

tradition, or may have been seated behind the togati.96 The plebs togata would have occupied 

the majority of the seats in the media cavea; they may have been divided into tribes, or perllaps 

into the plebsfrumentaria and those who did not receive the grain dole.97 

93 Orlandi 2004, 176. 
9~ Rawson 1987, 91; Beacham 1999, 124. Futrell (2000, 162) argues that at the games boys would 

have had their own cuneus within the maenianum assigned to their social group. She seems to be implying 
that the sons of senators, of equites, and of members of the plebs togata who were old enough to have a 
paedagogus and whose family could afford one would all have their own cuneus near their fathers. This 
does not yet seem to have been the case, although later senatorial seats did include sons; see below. 

95 Rawson ( 1987, 92) believes that Augustus moved the public lwspites behind the equites. 
96 Rawson ( 1987, 92-94) suggests that Suetonius did not mention seating for peregrini because he 

took it for granted. There is Roman precedent for an area reserved for peregrini: the late Republican lex 
Ursonensis from Spain provides for the seating of adventores (see Chapter 2). For possible Athenian 
precedent see Chapter 3. 

97 Beacham 1999, 124. Rawson (1987, 94-98) points out that tribal divisions may have been 
awkward since, for example. the urban tribes would have needed more space than the rural tribes. 
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Augustus assigned mariti reserved seats among the plebs togata and it is possible that 

bachelors were not always allowed to be present. For the Secular Games in 17 B.C.E. the 

senatus consultum de ludis saecularibus exempted those who were not married from the ban on 

their presence, and in 12 B.C.E. ayuvOL and avavbpOL were granted the right to watch public 

shows and to attend banquets on Augustus' birthday.98 Both these events imply that unmarried 

men were not normally allowed at spectacles.99 It is unclear exactly to whom this ban applies but 

because of Augustus' concern with the birth and marriage rate among the upper ordines in 

particular it may have affected only senators and equites. 100 The ban presumably would have 

been revoked by the lex Papia Poppaea in 9 C.E. at the latest because of the resentment of those 

to whom it applied, but may have been in force when the lex Julia theatralis was originally 

passed. 101 The lex Papia Poppaea granted privileges, including prominent seats in the theatre, to 

individuals with the ius trium liberorum, those men who had three or more children. 102 If the ban 

on caelibes did indeed only apply to senators and equestrians Augustus would have had to 

distinguish in some fashion between married and unmarried members of the plebs togata in order 

to a<;sign the mariti their separate seats, perhaps in front of those for the bachelors. Separate 

seating would have visibly emphasized Augustus' concern for marriage and the birthrate. 103 

98 FJRA I 40.1; Dio Cass. 54.30. For more on Roman marriage, see Treggiari ( 1991 ). 

99 Rawson ( 1987. 98) discusses as a possible precedent the total ban on unmarried men in Sparta, 


where they were banned from the Gymnopaedia in the theatron. 
llXl It was the equites who protested against this ban most vociferously (Suet. Div. Aug. 34.1 ). 
101 Rawson 1987. 98; Schnurr 1992, 159-160; Beacham 1999, 124. 
102 Mart. 2.91.6, 2.92, 3.95.5-10, 9.66. See below for the lex Papia Poppaea and the lex Julia de 

maritandis ordinibus. 
103 Rawson 1987, 98; Beacham 1999, 124. Mariti still had their own seats in the time of Martial 
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When Augustus separated the soldiers from the people he was providing reserved seating 

for off-duty soldiers and veterans. 104 S. Bingham argues that he was establishing command posts 

of a sort for soldiers, praetorians, who were present to maintain order. 105 There were indeed 

guards at spectacles but in the context of the lex Julia theatralis it is much more likely that 

Suetonius was referring to Augustus' provision of reserved seats for soldiers rather than areas for 

on-duty praetorians. 106 In front of the plebs togata and the military he placed the decuriae of 

apparitores (the scribae, lictores, viatores, and praecones). 107 By seating them near the front of 

the audience Augustus was visibly emphasizing the importance of these officials and attendants, 

thereby reinforcing his role as head of the social hierarchy. 108 

The following rows, the first fourteen of the theatre, were reserved for the ordo 

equester. 109 In the amphitheatre the first fourteen rows would have provided far more seating 

(Mart. 5.4 l.8). 
104 Rawson 1987, 99. Under Tiberius the senator Junius Gallo suggested that the praetorians who 

had finished their years of service should be allowed to sit in the equestrian rows but the emperor refused 
(Tac. Ann. 6.3). 

105 Bingham ( 1999, 370-371) suggests that the guards, whom she believes were an extension of 
Augustus' praetorian bodyguard, were meant to keep an eye on the spectators and that having them separate 
from the audience in specific locations, rather than interspersed among the crowd, would have made this 
task easier. 

106 For guards at the theatre, see for example Tac. Ann. l.77, 13.24, 16.5. 
'
07 Tac. Ann. 16. l 2; Rawson 1987, 99-100; Edmondson 1996, 92. For more on the apparitores, see 

Jones (1949, 38-43); Purcell (1983). The scribae in particular seem to have been held in high esteem, at 
least during the Republic, and some were even given the gold ring of the equestrian order (Cic. Verr. 3.185). 

108 Beacham 1999, 124. 
109 It is in the description of the lex Julia theatralis by Pliny (HN 33.32) that the census 

qualification for the onto equester is mentioned as being 400,000 sesterces. Pliny discusses the law passed 
under Tiberius in 23 C.E. outlining who was able to wear the gold ring of the equites in an effort to restrict 
admission into the order: ne cui ius esset nisi qui ingenuus ipse, patre, avo paterno HS CCCC censusfuisset 
et lege Julia theatrali in quattuordecim ordinibus sedisset ("only he [was able to wear the gold ring] who 
was himself an ingenuus, whose father and paternal grandfather had qualified as an equestrian through the 
400,000 sesterces census requirement, and who had been allowed to sit in the equestrian fourteen rows as 
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space than in the theatre; whether or not the equestrians had the same area assigned to them in the 

amphitheatre is unclear. 110 The division of the equestrian seating into age groups (Tacitus 

mentions that the cuneus iuniorum was named the cuneus Germanici after the death of the 

prince) was most likely an Augustan innovation as opposed to a stipulation of the lex Roscia 

theatralis. 111 The first two rows of the equestrian seats were assigned to tribuni militum and ex-

m·buni militum; some other minor magistracies were also seated here. 112 

The wearers of the corona civica were seated either in front of the equites and behind the 

senators or in the last row of the senatorial seating. 113 The senators were seated on subsellia in 

the orchestra of the theatre and on the podium, in the row or rows closest to the arena, in the 

amphitheatre. 114 The most important individuals in the senatorial rows may have been seated on 

sellae curules.115 Although the legislation of 194 B.C.E. granted senators reserved seats it was 

not always put into practice, and it was the inability of a senator in Puteoli to find a seat that 

was decreed by the lex Julia theatra/is"). The issue of the definition of an eques Romanus again comes into 
play with Augustus' legislation; see Rawson ( 1987, 102-107) for a detailed discussion of both sides of the 
argument. 

I Ill Futrell (2000, 162) suggests that the first fourteen rows of the amphitheatre would have 
constituted the first maenianum, but this cannot be applied to all amphitheatres in Rome; Edmondson ( 1996, 
91 n.97) argues that there is no concrete evidence that the rows assigned to the equites in the amphitheatre 
were in fact the first fourteen. See below for a discussion of the seats for equites in the Flavian amphitheatre. 

111 Tac. Ann. 2.83; Rawson 1987, 105. 
112 Pseudo-Aero and Porph. on Horace Epod. 4.15-16. Ovid (Fast. 4.377-386) sits next to a man 

who tells him that he received his seat through military service, while Ovid received his in a time of peace; 
an ex-tribune and an ex-decemvir are seated together. It is possible that the first two of the fourteen 
equestrian rows were assigned to those serving in office while those who had retired had space behind them 
(Rawson 1987, 104). Tiberius later refused a request to allow retired praetorians to sit in the fourteen rows 
(Tac. Ann. 6.3). 

113 Plin. HN 16.13; Livy 10.47. They were applauded whenever they attended. 
11 ~ Theatres outside of the capital. such as those at Aries, Merida, and Segobriga have broad, 

shallow steps in the orchestra, usually occupying three rows, for the subse/lia (Chapter 2). 
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prompted Augustus to pass seating legislation concerning senators. He had a senatus consultunz 

passed which, at its heart, was meant to reinforce the elevated status of the ordo senatorius by 

providing them with reserved seats. It ensured that wherever in the empire a spectacle was held 

senators would always have the seats closest to the stage or the arena. 116 Also in an attempt to 

secure the senators' elevated status, the lex Julia theatralis removed envoys from the orchestra 

because they could be freedmen. When Augustus was not presiding over the events on stage or in 

the arena, he may have been seated among the senators. 117 When presiding, Augustus would 

have been seated on a sella curulis in the tribunal opposite that of the Vestal Virgins along with 

the male members of his family and anyone else he wished. 118 His privileged position and 

seating was clear to all present; when he commented upon an eques drinking in his seat the man 

replied that Augustus did not need to worry about losing his place if he got up. 119 

Distinctions of dress at munera and in the theatre under Augustus were very similar to 

those under the Republic, with the addition of the triumphal dress which he may have worn (a 

purple toga with gold motifs over a tunic decorated with palms) and the added requirement that 

matronae wear the stola. '20 As they may have done during the Republic, prostitutes presumably 

115 Beacham 1999. 125; see Schafer ( 1989) for the sella curulis. 
116 Suet. Aug. 44. l. 
117 At munera this meant on the podium, and Augustus once seated Parthian hostages in the second 

row at gladiatorial performances, directly behind this own seat (Suet. Aug. 43.4; Edmondson 2002, 53). 
Commodus seems to have sat, at least on some occasions, in the orchestra among the senators (SHA 
Commodus 3.6). 

118 Suet. Aug. 43.4-5. 
119 Quint. Inst. 6.3.63. 
l'O - Rawson 1987, 90; Edmondson 1996, 85. Rawson suggests that Augustus would have been 

unsuccessful in making matronae wear the stola at all times and that it was hardly ever worn after his rule. 
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wore the toga, distinguishing them from the matronae. 121 

As mentioned above, it is difficult to know to what extent the lex lulia theatralis was 

meant to be implemented in the amphitheatre, and it is even more difficult to know to what 

extent it was actually implemented. The theatre audience had been divided hierarchically during 

the Republic to a greater extent than that of the amphitheatre, and it may have been easier for 

spectators in the theatre to adapt to an extension of this hierarchy than it was for those in the 

amphitheatre to adapt to its new imposition. Although Suetonius states that Augustus confined 

women to the back rows even at gladiatorial shows, Ovid's recommendation of chariot races and 

gladiatorial presentations as places to meet women reveals that they would have been seated 

together at munera as in the Circus. 122 In respect to the seating of women, then, the lex Iulia 

theatralis does not initially appear to have been successfully implemented at munera. There is no 

evidence that the lex was meant to apply to the Circus and women and men there were seated 

together. 123 By 5 C.E. Augustus had assigned special seats in the Circus to senators and equites; 

presumably from this time on, as in the Republican theatre, the wives of members of the upper 

two ordines would not have been allowed to sit with their husbands. 124 Statements of Ovid 

reveal that there were lines inscribed on the stone seats of the Circus to demarcate seat separation; 

Augustus was particularly insistent that male citizens wear the toga in public life (Suet., Aug. 40.5); he may 
have felt the same about the stola. 

121 Supra n. 48. 
122 Suet. Aug. 44; Ov. Ars am. 1.135-176: Am. 3.2; Tr. 2.279-284; see Edmondson ( 1996, 88-89). 
123 Ov. Ars am. 1.135-176; Am. 3.2; Tr. 2.279-284. 
124 Dio Cass. 55.22.4. Humphrey (1986, 77) concludes that seating in the circus from the time of 

Augustus on was "generally but not uniformly by rank," and suggests that citizens were seated according to 
their tribes (see above for the difficulty of tribal seating). Schnurr (1992, 156) believes that the circus was 
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this was also the case in the permanent theatres and amphitheatres. 125 These lines would have 

made the task of assigning a certain number of seats to an individual or group of individuals 

much easier.126 Augustus himself viewed the events in the Circus with his family from the 

houses of friends or freedmen although he also constructed an imperial box in the Circus itself. 127 

Roman spectacle played an important role in defining and reinforcing the social order 

from the Republic to a few years after the death of Augustus. The time period was one in which 

various social groups, including Augustus and his family, tried to define their places within the 

hierarchy which was developing following the collapse of the Republic. 128 Augustus' legislation 

concerning the theatre and munera needs to be placed in the context of his other social 

legislation. By fixing the senatorial census at one million sesterces he created a financial 

distinction that reinforced the elevated status of the ordo senatorius, but in 22 B.C.E., when he 

regulated when and by whom munera were allowed to be held and how much each editor could 

spend on the spectacle, he subordinated the ordo. In combination with these measures Augustus' 

arrangement of seating helped him to shape a new relationship between himself and the senate, 

and also to reinforce the traditional relationship between the senators and the plebs; he was 

therefore able to solidify the position of the ordo senatorius within the social hierarchy. 129 

spared from Augustan reforms because of its apolitical atmosphere. 
125 Ov. Am. 3.2.19-20; Ars am. 141-142; Lilja (1985, 71-73). For such divisions in the provinces 

see Chapters 2 and 3. 
126 Although infra n. 157 concerning the allocation of amounts of space, not numbers of seats, to 

the Arva\ Brothers in the Flavian amphitheatre. 
127 Suet.Aug.45.l;RG 19. 
128 Edmondson 1996, 75. 
129 Edmondson 1996, 81. For Augustus' legislation of 22, supra n. 76. 
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He did the same for the ordo equester by assigning some of its members to high-ranking 

administrative positions; his (albeit unsuccessful) attempts to prevent equestrians from 

performing and his enforcement of the lex Julia theatralis were other ways in which he advertised 

the social standing of the order. 130 The lex Valeria Cornelia of 5 C.E. created ten centuries of 

Gaius and Lucius Caesar to act in the elections of praetors and consuls; these centuries were filled 

by senators and equites of high standing, which confirmed the status of the two upper ordines. 131 

This elevated social status was clearly demonstrated in the theatre through their seating, which in 

fact led to the upper ordines, especially the senators. being over-represented in the audience 

relative to their actual percentage in the population of Rome. 132 Augustus' own seating in the 

theatre (when he was presiding he sat in one of the tribunalia) reinforced that he was the new 

head of state; he was in full view of the audience and although he too was a spectator, he was 

also himself on stage. 133 Although he increased the social standing of the two upper ordines, by 

seating himself in such a prominent position after his reorganization of the theatre audience 

Augustus clarified that the place of the senators and equestrians within the new social hierarchy 

was still beneath his own. His seating among the senators when he was not presiding, on the 

other hand, appears to have been an attempt to convey that while he was the head of state he was 

still their equal. This illusion was no longer maintained by later emperors who at munera began 

130 See the Conclusion for the prohibition against senatorial and equestrian performances. 
131 The lex is known only from the Tabula Hebana of 19 C.E.; see Brunt ( 1961) for detailed 

discussion. 
132 Gunderson 1996, 125. By the same token, the plebs were under-represented. 
133 Lim 1999. 351. 
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to sit in an enclosure, the pulvinar, which visibly separated them from the senators. 134 Augustus 

also made himself appear more available to members of the plebs since they could, for the most 

part, see him and interact with him. 

Augustus' concern with the decay of the institution of marriage (one of the symptoms of 

which he considered intermarriage between different social levels) and with the low birthrate 

motivated him to pass legislation to strictly regulate Roman marriage and reward those who 

produced children. 135 The lex Julia de maritandis ordinibus of 18 B.C.E. and the lex Papia 

Poppaea of 9 C.E. forbade marriage between socially unequal individuals, rewarded marriage 

and the bearing of children, and punished failure to marry and childlessness. 136 Senators and 

their male descendants through the male line to their great-grandson were forbidden to marry a 

freedwoman, an actress, or the daughter of an actor or actress; the same restrictions applied to the 

female descendants of senators through the male line.137 Certain aspects of spectacle legislation 

allowed Augustus to advertise his marriage and childbearing reforms: mariti were assigned 

special seats by the lex Julia theatralis, caelibes were for a certain period of time banned from 

attending spectacles, and those who had fathered three children were granted prominent seats at 

rn Edmondson 2002, 53. Nero is said to have watched gladiatorial presentations from within an 
area of the podium enclosed by curtains for privacy (Suet. Nero 12.2); Domitian did the same (Edmondson 
2002, 54). 

135 For more on Roman marriage, see Treggiari ( 1991 ). 
136 The lex lulia and the lex Papia are often confused in the ancient sources and it can be difficult 

to determine to which law certain measures belong. Crawford ( 1996, 801-809) provides a useful discussion 
of these two laws and the problems surrounding them as well as a reconstruction of the lex lulia; see also 
Brunt (1971, 558-566). 

137 Dig. 23.2.44. Edwards (1997, 70) suggests that it is possible that references to gladiators and 
gladiatorial performances were removed from the Digest, the main source for these two laws, because 
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the theatre by the lex Papia Poppaea. Seen in the wider context of all of the Augustan social 

reforms, his measures concerning the presentation of, performance at, and seating at spectacles 

constituted an important part of his plan to decisively define the social hierarchy, to reinforce the 

discrimina ordinum which had been ignored during the Republic, and to emphasize the 

importance of marriage and children. 138 The organization of the audience at spectacles under 

Augustus did not reflect the true social composition of the city - senators, for example, were 

greatly over-represented- but instead was one designed according to his political and social 

desires. He structured the audience in this manner not only to reinforce his policies to the 

population of Rome but also to present his ideal Roman society to visitors to the city. 

The Post-Augustan Principate 

The arrangements in the theatre seem to have changed little from the time of Augustus, 

although Tiberius did permit Livia to sit in the tribunal with the Vestal Virgins, an honour which 

seems to have become the norm for most imperial women in accordance with their status as 

members of the imperial family. 139 The visible divisions of the populace by dress became more 

pronounced under later emperors. Caligula declared that senators were allowed to wear hats in 

the theatre to protect themselves from the sun and that they could sit on cushions for comfort 

munera were banned by Christian emperors. 
138 For the importance of Augustus to the Roman social structure, see in particular Millar ( 1977). 

Rostovtzeff (1926, 47) asserts that Augustus' main goal concerning Roman society was " ... to sharpen the 
edges, to deepen the gulf between the classes and to assign to each its part in the life of the state." 

139 Tac. Ann. 4.16; Antonia, the grandmother of Caligula, and his sisters were given the same 
privilege in 37 (Dio Cass. 59.3.4) as was Messalina, the wife of Claudius, in 44 (Dio Cass. 60.22.2). 
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(and that anyone who wished could go barefoot to the games). 140 When German ambassadors at 

Rome under Nero visited the theatre of Pompey during a performance, they commented upon the 

discrimina ordinum which was striking because of distinctions of dress. After noticing 

individuals attired in foreign apparel sitting with the senators and being informed that they too 

were envoys, the Germans took their seats with them. 141 At first glance it would appear that 

Nero, unlike Augustus, gave foreign envoys prohedria despite the possibility that they were 

freedmen. The two German envoys were the leaders of their tribes, however, and the other 

envoys may have been royalty as well; Augustus had also allowed foreign royalty to sit with 

members of the ordo senatorius. Domitian imposed strict legislation regarding the appearance 

and seating of equites in the theatre (they now had to wear their togas with the angustus clavus) 

since it seems that the arrangement for this ordo had at some point fallen into disarray. 142 

Seating arrangements in the amphitheatre under Augustus may not have been as complex 

as those in the theatre, but through a gradual process his legislation found its full expression in 

the Flavian amphitheatre. Tacitus relates that at a munus in 21 C.E. a nobilis iuvenis refused to 

give up his seat to an ex-praetor. 143 Prohedria for senators was therefore still in effect and the 

privilege of reserved seating seems to have been extended by this time to the sons of senators, 

140 Dio Cass. 59.7.8; Mart. 14.29. 

141 Tac. Ann. 13.54. Suetonius' description of the event (Claud. 25.5) attributes it to the time of 


Claudius. 
142 Mart. 5.8, 5.23; Suet. Dom. 8.3. 
143 Tac. Ann. 3.31. 
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giving the nobilis iuvenis a reason not to leave his seat. 144 When the farmer Corydon climbs to 

the back of the Nero's wooden amphitheatre in the Campus Marti us, he comes to the seats where 

the crowds in dark or base attire are watching near the women in the audience, revealing that 

regulations concerning the seating of women and those not wearing the toga were still 

enforced. 145 Further down, closest to the arena, sat individuals pressed together in a group whom 

Corydon identified as either equestrians or nivei tribuni. 146 These tribuni attired in their white 

togas could be the tribuni militum, soldiers, or the tribuni plebis, civilians. 147 Neither of these 

groups of individuals was numerous enough to deserve special mention by Corydon. E. Rawson 

suggests instead that nivei describes the plebs togata in general, and D. van Berchem argues that 

tribuni should be emended to tribules, the members of the tribus. 148 Corydon describes the seats 

closest to the marble wall, the senatorial seats on the podium, and says that they are protected by 

a golden net hung on ivory tusks and a cylinder inlaid with ivory able to tum and drive away the 

animals in the arena. 149 

The construction of the Flavian amphitheatre, begun by Vespasian and dedicated by 

Titus in 80 C.E., made temporary wooden amphitheatres unnecessary and the Colosseum 

144 The discovery of inscriptions containing cp, ccpp, and ci (elarissimus puer, elarissimi pueri, 
and c/arissimus iuvenis) in the Flavian amphitheatre reveals that at some point after its construction 
senators' sons were allowed to sit with their fathers (Orlandi 2004, nos. 16.3B, 17.6C, 17.21C, 17.84C, 
17.940, 17.l 19B, 17.130D, 17.143D, 17.157). 

145 Calp. Eel. 7.26-27. Nero constructed his elaborate wooden amphitheatre in 57 C.E. (Tac. Ann. 
13.31.1; Plin. HN 16.200; Suet. Ner. 12.1) but it was destroyed in the great fire of 64 along with the 
amphitheatre of Statilius Taurus (Tac. Ann. 15.40; Dio Cass. 62.18). 

146 Calp. Eel. 7.29. 
147 For the trihuni as trihuni militum, see Edmondson ( 1996, 89; 2002, 50). 
148 van Berchem 1941-1942, 189-190; Rawson 1987, 95. 
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became the main venue in which munera were held. It was not the first permanent amphitheatre 

in Italy, nor in fact in Rome (that of Statilius Taurus was built under Augustus), but it 

overshadowed all others in terms of its size, design, and decoration. 1 so The design of the 

amphitheatre allowed and in fact encouraged the idealized social hierarchy of the state to be 

displayed effectively at munera for the first time. There were four main entrances; the major axis 

ran east to west and its two entrances opened directly on to the arena, and the minor axis ran 

north to south and provided access to the two tribunalia. The location of these two tribunalia, 

the northern of which was the imperial box and the southern of which was occupied by the 

Vestal Virgins, female members of the imperial household, and magistrates and other individuals 

invited to sit with them, was the best in the amphitheatre from which to both see the events of the 

arena and be seen by the crowd.1
s1 An exterior porch denoted the imperial entrance and just 

inside was a stuccoed reception hall. 152 Except for the four main entrances the bays of the 

exterior facade were numbered, beginning at the northern entrance and continuing anti

149 Calp. Sic. Eel. 7.49-56. 
15°For Italian amphitheatres see Chapter 2; for the amphitheatre of Statilius Taurus see above. 

Coleman (2003) argues that a structure such as the Flavian amphitheatre was not built by Augustus during 
his remodelling of Rome because it may have resulted in odium in that time of change between the Republic 
and the Empire. By denying himself the prestige which such an amphitheatre may have brought, he instead 
received the prestige of not constructing such an overwhelming symbol of his power. There is not space 
enough here for the full, detailed analysis that the Flavian amphitheatre deserves; see instead, for example, 
Golvin (1988, 368-80); Edmondson (1996, 90-95); Bomgardner (2000, 9-20); Futrell (2000. 155-161 ); 
Gunderson (2003 ); Hopkins and Beard (2005) for previous bibliography. The following discussion of the 
architecture of the Colosseum has been condensed from Edmondson ( 1996, 90-95) and Bomgardner (2000, 
9-20). 

151 Kolendo 1981, 302. 
152 See Paparatti (1988) for stucco decoration. 
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clockwise. 153 These numbers were the initial step in an extremely organized system of access to 

the cavea which allowed the different levels of Roman society to attain their seats relatively 

quickly and easily, and in the case of the ordo senatorius, without coming into contact with the 

plebs. 154 

The senators were seated on the podium of the amphitheatre; they would enter through 

any of the exterior bays and move to the interior walkway from which they would climb up one 

of twelve stairways and enter onto the podium. 155 The senatorial area in the temporary 

amphitheatre of Nero as described by Calpumius Siculus was richly decorated; that of the 

permanent Flavian amphitheatre would have been as well. A large number of senatorial seating 

inscriptions from the podium dating to the late empire have been found. 156 Certain priests, such 

as the Arval Brothers, who were also senators were seated in this area as well and foreign nobility 

would have been granted the same privilege. 157 

153 CIL VI 32263; Orlandi 2004, no. 12.1. 
154 This process is echoed in amphitheatres in Italy and the western provinces; see Chapter 2. 
155 Bomgardner (2000, 12-13) suggests that the seven rows of marble seats found behind the 

podium would also have been occupied by the senators who would have been seated according to gradations 
of status. Edmondson ( 1996, 91-92) prefers that these seats be allocated instead to the equites. 

156 Seating inscriptions from Rome have not been included in the catalogue for the sake of length. 
Instead full references have been given to Orlandi's monumental 2004 work in which she compiles all 
known epigraphic texts from the Colosseum, many of which relate to seating. The senatorial inscriptions are 
compiled by Orlandi (2004) in her catalogues 16 and 17. Inscriptions in Orlandi are here referred to by 
catalogue number (i.e. Orlandi 14.1 ). Hilbner ( 1858, 68-71) and Chastagnol ( 1964, 1966) also discuss the 
senatorial inscriptions but Orlandi's work is superior. having the advantage of almost forty years of 
additional discoveries and detailed research. For the epigraphy of the Flavian amphitheatre in general see 
Orlandi (2004) with bibliography. 

157 Hilbner ( 1858, 62) suggests that Suetonius did not mention priestly colleges in his description of 
the lex lulia theatralis because priests would have taken their seats in their political role as senators rather 
than in their religious role. The Arva! Brethren were assigned specific amounts of space in three sections of 
the Flavian amphitheatre upon its construction: maeniano /, meniano [sic] summo II, and maeniano summo 
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The equites, tribuni, and members of the decuriae of the apparitores might have been 

seated on seven marble rows behind the podium but separate from the ima cavea or they might 

have been seated in the ima cavea itself. 158 The ima cavea could be accessed in two ways: the 

lower area directly through a staircase from the middle walkway at ground level, and the upper 

area via a more indirect route up two sets of stairs and through the gallery on the first floor. It is 

worth noting that the ima cavea contained twelve, not fourteen, rows of marble seats whereas the 

seven rows behind the podium were divided into fourteen cunei which may have been in 

reference to the fourteen equestrian rows in the theatre. 159 The seating for equites was 

differentiated even in the most basic fashion at its inception, when a special area was reserved for 

those members of the ordo who had gone bankrupt. Augustus removed this distinction but 

divided the seating into age groups; Tacitus mentions that the cuneus iuniorum was named the 

in ligneis (CIL VI 32363; /LS 5049). Those who were senators would have been seated on the podium; other 
individuals associated with the Arvals such as clients, freedmen, and slaves would have been seated in the 
areas appropriate for their social status. For detailed discussion of the Arva! Brethren and the difficulties this 
inscription causes in terms of the nomenclature of the divisions of the cavea, see in particular Orlandi (2004, 
167-171, no. 13); earlier Hilbner (1858, 62-65); Hiilsen (1894); Pasoli (1950); Rea (1988, 11-19). 

158 Edmondson ( 1996, 91-92; 2002, 50) prefers that the seven rows of marble seats be assigned to 
the equites because they would constitute the equivalent of the fourteen rows which this ordo was granted in 
the theatre. Bomgardner (2000, 12-13) argues instead that the equites would have occupied the ima cavea, 
as does Futrell (2000, 162). The context of an inscription from the cavea referring to equites Romani is 
unknown, although presumably it was reserving a specific amount of space for the ordo (CIL 32098b; /LS 
5654b; Orlandi 14.2). Another inscription refers to a decuria (CIL VI 32098i; Orlandi 14.9). Epigraphic 
evidence suggests that the type of decuria may have been specified in a lost fragment preceding the extant 
inscription, for example [ viatoribus tribuniciis ex dee ]uria [- - -], rather than the other way around, 
[de]curia[e - - -] (eg. viatorum tribuniciorum). 

159 Space in the Flavian amphitheatre seems, at least in some cases such as for the Arva! Brethren, 
to have been allotted by feet rather than by row or cuneus; how this would have affected equestrian seating 
is unclear (supra n. 158; also CIL VI 32098g; CIL VI 32098h; Orlandi 14.7, 14.8, 14.15, 14.18, 14.20). 
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cuneus Gemumici after the death of the prince. 160 There may have been further divisions made 

in the seating according to the position attained in politics or in the military. 

The media cavea, the summa cavea, and the summa cavea in ligneis were accessed 

through increasingly complex pathways. The plebs togata were seated in the media cavea and 

the subdivisions applied by Augustus to the theatrical audience now were able to be fully 

enforced in the amphitheatrical audience. An inscription from the cavea of the Flavian 

amphitheatre refers to individuals allotted a certain amount of seating space by a lex or 

plebiscitum, and it can be assumed that this is the lex Iulia theatralis. 161 Other inscriptions, 

dating generally to the time of the construction of the amphitheatre, refer to space assigned to 

praetextati and their paedagogi, to hospites publici (who under the lex Iulia theatralis were 

removed from the senatorial seats), and to clientes. 162 The identity of these clientes is unclear. 

Van Berchem believes that they are the members of the thirty-five urban tribes organized into 

two groups, the seniores or patres and the iuniores or liberi; these individuals were the 

beneficiaries of the grain dole and thus he considers them the clientes of the princeps. 163 This 

hypothesis depends upon the members of the plebs togata being seated by tribe, which causes its 

own difficulties; it is equally possible that these were clients of a private individual. 164 An area 

160 Tac. Ann. 2.83. 
161 CIL VI 32098a; /LS 5654a; Orlandi 14.1. 
162 Praetextati: CIL VI 32098c; /LS 5654c; Orlandi 14.3. Paedagogi: CIL VI 32098d; /LS 5654d; 

Orlandi 14.4. Hospites: CIL VI 32098e; !LS 5654e; Orlandi 14.5. Clientes: CIL VI 32098f; /LS 5654f; 
Orlandi 14.6. 

163 van Berchem 1941-1942, 183-185. 
164 See above for the difficulties of tribal seating. Without the qualifying word(s) which would have 

followed client(ibus vel -es vel -ium) it is impossible to know to which group of individuals this would 
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was also reserved for members of the community of Gades and individuals from other cities may 

have also had their own seating. 165 One inscription reserves a seat for a specific individual but 

. f h" . nkn 166h l own.t e ocat1on o 1s seat 1s u 

It was not only through access to the cavea and seat location that the Flavian 

amphitheatre displayed and reinforced the desired social hierarchy. Dissignatores were in charge 

of making sure that people sat only in the seat to which they were entitled. 167 Now that there was 

a permanent location for imperial munera, the emperor could take advantage of the venue to 

display his beneficence and could attempt to structure the hierarchy through his distribution of 

gifts and meals. When food was served in the amphitheatre it was organized by social ranking, 

and the senators and equites dined on higher quality meals. 168 The emperor also scattered gift-

tickets throughout the audience, some of which had to be given to the members of the ordo 

senatorius and ordo equester. 169 It would be appropriate if the prizes which could be collected 

by the senators were superior to those available for the equestrians, which were in tum superior to 

those available for the plebs. 170 

The Circus remained largely unaffected by seating legislation. Under Caligula seats in 

refer; Orlandi (2004, 177-178 ). 
165 CIL VI 320981; CIL VI 32098m; Orlandi 14.1 la, b. Strabo (3.5.3) states that some of the 

inhabitants of Gades spent part of the year at Rome and it is thus not surprising that they had their own area 
in the amphitheatre. Although the lex lulia theatralis as related by Suetonius makes no mention of 
foreigners, there is both Athenian and Roman precedent for such seating (see above). 

166 CIL VI 32098p; Orlandi 14.22. It is possible that this text reserves space for two individuals. 
167 See Chapter 2. 
168 Stat. Silv. 1 .6.28-50; Suet. Dom. 4.5; Edmondson ( 1996, 95). 
169 Suet. Dom. 4.5. For other examples of largesse and food in the theatre and amphitheatre, see 

Mart. 8.78, 11.31; Dio 49.43.4; Suet. Ner. 11.2. 
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the Circus could be occupied free of charge not only by members of the plebs but also by 

equites. 171 Whether all seats were free and where the free seats were located is unclear. In order 

to obtain these free seats people waited in the Circus overnight, and when Caligula drove these 

crowds out of the venue twenty equites were killed, implying that members of the ordo equester 

were just as eager to occupy these seats. Claudius assigned the senators specific seats and Nero 

did the same for the equestrians, granting them an area in front of that for the people; he also 

allowed those senators not wishing to wear the toga with the Latus clavus to sit with the plebs. 

The seats for both ordines must have differed in some way from those originally provided for 

them by Augustus. 172 Women and men not of senatorial or equestrian rank were still seated 

together. 173 As had Augustus, later emperors used the imperial box or on occasion watched the 

chariot races from the balconies of nearby houses. 174 

It was upon the theatre and amphitheatre that legislation organizing audiences 

concentrated rather than the Circus, perhaps because of its less political nature. Beginning in the 

Republic but cemented under Augustus, audiences in these venues were used as a public 

representation of the idealized social hierarchy. The placement of spectators within the cavea and 

the grant of reserved seats to certain groups of individuals reflected the social programme 

170 Edmondson 1996. 95. 
171 Suet. Cal. 26.4. 
172 Suet. Claud. 21.3; Dio Cass. 60.7 .3-4; Plin. HN 8.21; Tac. Ann. 15.32. It is unclear whether it 

was the first fourteen rows of the circus that Nero assigned to the equites. The cavea was remodelled, with 
new seats built for the senators over the water channel running around the edge, and the original senatorial 
seats behind the new ones were assigned to the equites. The total number of seats in the circus was increased 
by Trajan (CIL VI 955). 

173 Juv. 11.202. 
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undertaken by the ruler at that time, as is demonstrated by the lex Julia theatralis of Augustus. 

Audiences in the theatre and amphitheatre were not necessarily meant to reflect society as it was, 

but rather as the political leaders desired it to be. In Rome this structuring of the audience was 

designed for the benefit of both the local population and for visitors to the city. In Italy and the 

provinces the arrangement of spectacular audiences reflected the disparate social and civic 

hierarchies of individual communities but also, particularly in the East, could be used in the 

process of creating a local self-identity, one which appears to have been directed almost 

exclusively at the local inhabitants. 

174 Suet. Claud. 4.2. for example. 
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Chapter 2 - Italy and the Latin Provinces 

It is largely from literary sources, and in particular Suetonius, that we know of seating 

arrangements at spectacular venues in Rome. 1 The evidence for spectator arrangements from 

Italy, the western provinces, and the eastern provinces, on the other hand, consists almost entirely 

of epigraphic evidence, the majority of which comprises seating inscriptions from theatres, 

amphitheatres, and stadia. These texts generally consist of names or offices, sometimes listed 

together, carved into the seats of venues and reveal that the organization of audience members at 

spectacles was a concern outside of Rome as well. Since provincial communities had disparate 

social and civic structures, the seating arrangements in their spectacular venues reflect these 

differences. Just as in Rome, however, spectator organization could also be influenced by the 

desires of the local elite. Although, at least in Italy and the western provinces, seating 

arrangements relied to a certain extent upon policies passed in Rome, the elite of provincial 

communities were still largely able to structure audiences how they chose. 

An Introduction to Seating Inscriptions 

Certain factors prevent seating inscriptions from being used to create an all-

encompassing picture of audiences in the provinces. These factors are the loss of painted texts, 

the reuse of seats, the difficulty of dating the inscriptions, the possible inscribing of seats through 

1 The extant epigraphic remains include the seating inscriptions from the Colosseum (Orlandi 2004, 
nos. 14.1-23, 15.1-14. 16.1-74, 17.1-178). an inscription from the first century C.E. mentioning a sell a 
curu/is in the Theatre of Pompey ( CIL VI 41075), and a list from the fourth century of individuals who 
attempted to take seats to which they were not entitled ( CIL VI 41328-41330); see also Chapter I. 
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personal. and therefore unofficial, means, and finally the locations in which the inscriptions were 

found. Inscriptions were not the only means by which a seat could be marked as reserved and 

many seats would presumably have had painted texts, although none have been securely 

identified.2 Communities might have favoured painted texts over inscriptions because of the 

need to reuse the seats, and their loss creates a gap in the available evidence. Seating inscriptions 

were more permanent than painted texts and would not require touch-ups over time but it is 

precisely this permanence which could cause difficulties. The reuse of seats by different 

individuals or groups necessitated new inscriptions which would have been carved in very close 

quarters to, if not directly over, earlier texts. The overlay of inscriptions indicating the reuse of 

seats can be seen for example in the theatre of Aphrodisias and in the amphitheatre of Paris.3 In 

many cases a seat was reserved because of the prestige of a particular office rather than a 

particular individual and only the relevant title was inscribed, presenting no obstacle to the reuse 

of a seat. In more problematic instances, however, both the title of the office and the name of the 

individual are present. 

Different layers of inscriptions on the same seat cause difficulties not only in interpreting 

the texts but also in dating them. Even texts which have not been carved over or have not 

deteriorated too greatly cannot in general be securely dated. Those inscriptions which have not 

been covered by another text may date to a later stage of use of the venue, although, alternatively, 

2 A possible example of a painted text may be found on a seat in the amphitheatre ofTarragona 
(Mayer and Masso 1990, 173, no. 36 ). 

3 65, 38. 
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the practice of inscribing seats might have been discontinued before the venue ceased to be used. 

It can be very difficult to determine which of two superimposed texts is the later, and two 

separate inscriptions found side by side on the same seat cannot be taken to be contemporaneous, 

nor can two inscriptions on different seats next to one another. In some cases inscriptions are 

found both on the horizontal seat base and the vertical rise of a seat, seemingly indicating 

different periods of occupation. The lack of certainty surrounding the date of seating inscriptions 

- and here it must be emphasized that all the inscriptions from a particular venue cannot be 

assumed to date to the same period - prevents these texts from being used to provide a snapshot 

of the audience at a particular moment. 

Another obstacle presented by seating inscriptions involves the difficulty of determining 

whether the texts were carved due to an official mandate or instead by an individual of his or her 

own volition, that is, whether the grant of a seat was official or did not occur at all. Of the 

hundreds of texts inscribed on the seats of the stadium of Didyma, for example, A. Rehm was 

only able to identify a small number as official with any degree of certainty.4 There are some 

clues, although they are not foolproof, that an inscription was most likely official: elegant 

lettering, an original location closer to the front of the cavea, and a formula such as datus decreto. 

Another indication that a text was inscribed by official mandate rather than through personal will 

is if it was stretched across an entire row. Inscriptions carved across a full row were more likely 

to be official since they were meant to reserve a larger area for a specific group. The final 
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difficulty presented by seating inscriptions is that they and the seats upon which they were carved 

are often found ex situ. In some useful cases the seats are still largely in their original location in 

the cavea, for example in the stadium of Aphrodisias, the theatre of Stobi, the amphitheatre of 

Ni'mes, and the amphitheatre of Pola.5 In others, such as the theatre of Aphrodisias, because of 

the collapse of the cavea seating blocks were displaced when it was rebuilt.6 In some instances 

the cavea collapsed and was not reconstructed, resulting in seating blocks being scattered 

throughout the venue. In still other cases, such as in the theatre of Delphi, blocks with seating 

inscriptions are no longer in the theatre at all, sometimes because of the later plundering of the 

venue for building materials.7 Several texts from the theatre of Stobi were found in a nearby 

church and inscriptions from the amphitheatre of Paris were found in a wall surrounding the 

8venue.

Such are the difficulties presented by the texts collected for this study. It must be noted 

that their collection is dependent upon their publication, and many other seating inscriptions from 

venues throughout the Roman Empire remain undiscovered, or at least unpublished. Even some 

inscriptions that have been published can be of limited use in creating a seating plan since their 

exact location in the cavea is not noted by the author. In these cases it is clear only that a seat was 

reserved for the individual or group indicated in the text, but not where the seat was located. The 

4 Rehm 1958, I 02. 
5 67; 7, 8; 30, 31, 32; 23. 
6 65. 

7 6. 

8 7, 8; 38, 39. 
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discussion in the Chapters that follow is therefore based only upon the available evidence. 

These obstacles aside, and without the expectation that seating inscriptions can be used to 

create a definite seating plan for a particular moment in time, these texts are still of great value. 

They can be used to study the changes in the civic organization of a community over time. In the 

theatre of Stobi, for example, the names of families were inscribed over those of tribes suggesting 

that while the audience originally took its seats according to tribal affiliation, this gave way 

instead to familial ties.9 In eastern venues the location of seating inscriptions can suggest 

changes in the social structure from the Hellenistic period to the Roman period, such as in the 

theatre of Terrnessus where texts are found mostly only in the Augustan additions to the 

auditorium. 10 Not just the location, but also the content of inscriptions in eastern venues can 

reflect the transition from the Hellenistic to the Roman periods. Tribal names can reveal Roman 

influence, such as in the odeon of Gerasa where a tribe is named after the emperor Hadrian. 11 

The presence of Roman priesthoods in seating inscriptions from the theatre of Athens provides a 

contrast to the more traditional priesthoods listed.12 Seating inscriptions not only provide the 

names of offices and a~sociations found in the community but can be used to determine the 

importance of these groups within the local civic structure. To provide only two examples, in the 

theatre of Dionysus in Athens the priest of Dionysus was given a central seat in the front row, a 

location appropriate for the priest of the god to whom the theatre was dedicated, and in the 

9 7, 8; see Chapter 3. 

10 77; see Chapter 3. 

11 80.10, .12; see Chapter 3. 
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amphitheatre of Nimes the nautae, integral to the economy of the city, had their own seats on the 

podium.13 Seating inscriptions from venues in different cities and regions of the empire can be 

compared to reveal similarities or differences, and inscriptions from different venues in the same 

city, such as the theatre and odeon of Aphrodisias, can be compared to provide clues for their 

possible use. 14 Texts from a single venue are also capable of providing insight into its function. 

In the amphitheatre of Lyon, a setting integral to the meetings of the Tres Galliae, envoys from 

various civitates were given reserved seats. 15 A comparison between the arrangements in the 

provinces and those in Rome can suggest the extent to which legislation passed in Rome, in 

particular the lex Julia theatralis, affected provincial towns. 

The arrangement of audiences within provincial spectacular venues can also provide 

insight into how each community wished to present itself. The organization of spectators within 

the caveae of provincial venues served the same function that it did in Rome, to present a static 

display of society in a very public manner. The composition of this display depended, of course, 

upon the motivation of those who were in charge of organizing it. In Rome the senatus 

consultum of 194 B.C.E. providing senators with their own seats, the lex Roscia theatralis of 67 

B.C.E. in favour of equestrians, and the lex Julia theatralis of Augustus were the main legislative 

acts that organized seating but arrangements were made under later emperors as well. 16 The acts 

12 1, 2; see Chapter 3. 
13 1. lc; 30.3-4. 

1 ~ 65, 66; see Chapter 4. 

15 36.1, .2, .3, 37.6; see Chapter 4. 

16 See Chapter I. 
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of the Arval Brethren, for example, reveal that its members were assigned space in different areas 

of the cavea of the Flavian amphitheatre. The senatorial priests were seated on the podium while 

others involved with the Brethren such as clients, freedmen, and slaves had seats in different 

sections of the audience. One individual responsible for assigning seats to the Arvals was 

Laberius Maximus, on record as the praefectus annonae in 81 C.E., who may have 

simultaneously been holding another office such as procurator of the amphitheatre. 17 The rules 

of seating were enforced, not only in the Flavian amphitheatre but in other venues in Rome, by 

dissignatores. These individuals were responsible for leading certain spectators to their seats and 

also for ensuring that audience members did not attempt to sit in seats other than their own, 

particularly in those belonging to spectators of a higher social status. 18 Several epigrams of 

Martial mention two dissignatores of the Flavian amphitheatre, Leitus and Oceanus, and their 

efforts to control seating; incursions into the equestrian fourteen rows by freedmen or others not 

entitled to this privilege are mentioned most often by ancient authors. 19 

Outside of Rome, at least in Italy and the West, the members of the local elite were to a 

certain degree influenced, and constrained, by the arrangement.;; in Rome. The organization of 

seating arrangements fell to the local decurions in the West or to the town council in eastern 

17 Orlandi 2004, 168-169; Kolendo 1981, 304 n. 26. For more on the Arva! Brethren and seating 
legislation in Rome see Chapter I. 

18 Plaut. Poen. II. 19-22. 
19 These are the only names that Martial provides, which seems to indicate that the-;e individuals 

might have been servile. Mart. 5.8, 5.14. 5.23, 5.25; cf. Hor. Epod. 4.15-16; Suet. Aug. 14. 
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communities.20 Roman legislation such as the lex Coloniae Genetivae Iuliae was passed 

concerning spectator arrangement for certain communities, and seats were to be reserved 

throughout the empire for senators and perhaps also for equestrians, but the local council or ordo 

decurionum had a certain amount of freedom.21 The lex Coloniae Genetivae Iuliae itself 

provides the decuriones of the colony of Urso, Spain, with the somewhat limited ability to 

choose with whom they wished to be seated.22 Although in a decree from Smyrna in Asia Minor 

the local council obtained the governor's acquiescence to a grant of seats to an association of 

porters, it seems as though this was merely a symbolic, rather than a necessary, prerequisite.23 

The desire for at least a minimal amount of order and organization in spectacular venues 

was not limited to the capital. Inscriptions for dissignatores in Trea in Italy and in Corduba, 

Spain, indicate that this position was filled throughout the western provinces.24 The text of the 

foundation of Gaius Iulius Demosthenes, a leading citizen of Oenoanda in Lycia, Asia Minor, 

reveals that during the agonistic festival he established under Hadrian magistophoroi were in 

20 As two examples, an inscription from the Ager Beneventanus seems to indicate that a Publius 
Camurus Gemellus was granted a seat in a tribunal with the permission of the decurions ( C/L IX 2093 ), and 
the council of Smyrna was involved in granting seats to a group that appears to be a professional association 
(IK24.I, no. 717; van Nijf 1997, 221). 

21 Suet. Aug. 44.1. For the extent to which legislation passed in Rome concerning audiences in the 
city and not expressly mentioned as being applicable to the provinces was enacted outside of the city see 
below. 

22 CIL II 5439. Chapter 125; Crawford 1996, no. 25; Crawford 1993; see below. 
23 IK 24.1. no. 713; van Nijf 1997, 221-222; see also Chapter 3 for the role of the local council. In 

this inscription which dates to 225 C.E. the council assigns four seats in a row to the porters called 
'AcrKATJTTlOOTat; this grant was confirmed by the proconsul Lollianus Avitus. 

2~ CIL 11217 345; AE 2000, 495. 
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charge of keeping order in the theatre.25 The assignation of seats was largely an internal decision 

of each community and it reflects both the discrepant social and civic composition of 

communities throughout the empire and also the social and civic hierarchy that the local elite 

wished to display. 

Seating Arrangements in Italy and the West before Augustus 

Many eastern cities could rely upon a history of prohedria for spectator arrangements but 

most of Italy and the West had no such precedent.26 When a senator in Puteoli could not find a 

seat at busy games, Augustus was prompted to have a senatus consultum passed decreeing that 

wherever games were held senators to were be given the front row or rows. A few years later he 

passed the lex lulia theatralis to organize seating both in Rome and to a certain extent in the 

provinces as well.27 Although this legislation affected seating in Italy and the western provinces 

there is pre-Augustan evidence for organized seating in these areas. The main source for these 

arrangements is the lex Coloniae Genetivae Iuliae (also known as the lex Ursonensis) from Urso, 

Spain, dating to shortly after the death of Caesar.28 This lex addresses seating not only for 

senators visiting the colony but also for the local ordo of decurions. 

The decurions were the members of the third upper ordo of Roman society, but it wa-; 

25 II. 64; the lines provided for the inscription are those assigned by Worrle ( 1988). For more on 
Demosthenes' festival see Chapter 3. 

26 For seating in the East, see Chapter 3. 
27 Suet. Div. Aug. 44. For the lex lulia theatralis and its application in Rome, see Chapter 1; for its 

application in Italy and the western provinces. see below. 
28 CIL II 5439; Crawford 1996, no. 25. 
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not an empire-wide order as were those of the senators and equestrians. Each town in Italy and 

the western empire had its own autonomous decurional order made up of the local elite who were 

responsible for city administrntion. Its members were genernlly ex-magistrntes, usually former 

quaestors or aediles, although on occasion non-magistrntes could be adlected into the order by the 

censors to fill places emptied by death.29 While in principle the decurional order was not one of 

birth, during the early empire examples can be found of a family belonging to the order for 

several generntions since the sons of decurions inherited the property of their fathers. 30 There 

was a minimum property qualification for the decurional order, as there was for the senatorial and 

equestrian orders, but the amount varied from city to city bm;ed upon the size and wealth of each 

locality; the social status of the ordo decurionum therefore differed from city to city. Though all 

decurions did have to meet the local census qualification, it could be rnther low and thus many 

members would have been rich only by local standards.31 As a result there were great 

differences in the wealth and origin of the decurions throughout Italy and the West. The size of 

the ordo also varied from town to town depending upon the size of the local population.32 The 

ordo decurionum of each town was integral to local civic life and its members were rewarded, as 

were those of the senatorial and equestrian orders, with elevated social status including insignia 

29 Stevenson 1939, 171; Garnsey 1971, 315-317. 
30 Alfoldy 1985. 127. 
31 In some larger cities such as Comum in northern Italy the census was set at I 00,000 sesterces 

(Plin. Ep. 1.19.2) but in small municipalities it could be as low as 20,000 sesterces (Alfoldy 1985, 127-128). 
32 Although the size of the order is generally given as approximately one hundred individuals (for 

example Abbott and Johnson ( 1926, 65); Stevenson ( 1939, 171 ); Duncan-Jones ( 1974, 283, 287 ); Hopkins 
( 1974. 103 ); MacMullen ( 1974, 90)). the use of this figure as a standard number is not entirely secure (see 
Nicols ( 1988) on the whether a standard size for the ordo can in fact be determined). 
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and privileged seating at spectacles.33 

Chapter 125 of the lex Ursonensis provides for reserved seats at all spectacles in the 

colony for both local and Roman magistrates, local decurions, and any others whom the 

decurions chose. The right of local pontiffs and augurs to sit with the decurions at public ludi and 

gladiatorial competitions is mentioned in an earlier Chapter of this law.34 A section of the 

Tabula Heracleensis, dating to 45 B.C.E. and applicable not only to coloniae but also to 

municipia, praefecturae,Jora, and conciliabula, mentions reserved seating for decurions at ludi 

and gladiatorial presentations.35 Chapter 126 of the lex Ursonensis deals with seating at 

theatrical shows only, legislating that coloni, incolae, hospites, and adventores were to be seated 

according to a decree of the decurions. The division of the audience members in this fashion 

reveals that it was the status of co/onus that was the important factor in general audience 

arrangement at Urso and at other coloniae as well. In Telesia in Italy, for example, Lucius 

Manlius Rufius put on ludi scaenici and gave a public banquet to the local coloni and incolae.36 

33 Although there were marked differences between the ordines of each city, its members had 
uniform roles. They had to pay a summa lwnoraria and, along with the rich freedmen of the community 
(many of whom were Augusta/es), they would have met most of the local public expenditure. Decurions also 
administered the cities in the areas of justice, finance, the food supply. public order, and construction 
(Alfoldy 1985. 129). Garnsey ( 1971) suggests that an entry fee was paid only by the adlecti until the fir<>t 
part of the second century, at which time a more general summa lwnoraria was imposed because the 
financial responsibilities of the decurions, as opposed to their administrative duties, were being given 
greater emphasis. For more on the decurional order and the local elite of provincial communities, see for 
example Abbott and Johnson ( 1926, 64-68); Duncan-Jones ( 1974, 283-287); Millar ( 1983 ); Curchin ( 1990); 
Demougin (I 994b); Pintado (200 I); Melchor Gil and Rodriguez Neila (2001 ). 

34 Chapter 66. A distinction is made in this Chapter and others, as well as in the Tabula 
Heracleensis (II. 136-141 ), between ludi and gladiatores. which indicates that gladiatorial competitions 
were not part of the official ludi (Crawford 1996. 435). 

·'
5 11. 136-141. CIL 12 593; !LS 6058; Crawford 1996, no. 24. 

36 CIL IX 2252. 
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Each community was an independent unit and the larger size of the venues relative to the local 

population made the distinction between coloni, incolae, hospites, and adventores necessary.37 

Coloni must have been granted better, and most likely more, seats than incolae, who must in tum 

have been favoured over adventores. Most, but not all, individuals from outside the colony who 

were present for the spectacle would have been given the poorest seats no matter their status in 

their home town since they played no role in the sociopolitical life of Urso.38 The decurions of 

Urso and presumably of other communities at this time were allowed, however, to choose those 

individuals with whom they wished to be seated and it seems more than likely that a decurion 

from a neighbouring town would be among those selected. Although hospites were also not 

from the colonia, as official guests surely they would have had seats closer to the stage than 

adventores. The importance of this distinction between audience members in each community is 

revealed by the fact that it is also found outside of the spectacular context. In Interamnia in 

central Italy baths were constructed for municipes, coloni, incolae, hospites, and adventores, and 

similar examples have been found elsewhere in Italy and in Cisalpine Gaul.39 

Chapter 127 of the lex Coloniae Genetivae addresses seating in the orchestra of the 

theatre in particular. The individuals granted this privilege were Roman and local magistrates, 

past, present, and future Roman senators and their sons, the serving praefectus fabrum, local 

decurions, and individuals whom the decurions deemed appropriate. In his discussion of the 

17 Futrell 2000, 164. 

·'

8 Kolendo 1981. 306. 

'
9 Interamnia: CIL IX 5074, 5075; other examples: C/L V 376, 6668; XI 6167; XIV 2978, 2979; 
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planning of theatres, Vitruvius takes the seating of decurions in the orchestra of the theatre for 

granted.40 The lex Ursonensis, while controlling the seating arrangements of the colony, still 

provides local decurions with a certain amount of independence.41 They were allowed to decide 

who, other than individuals stipulated by legislation, was to sit with them at all spectacles and 

they could organize the general audience members at theatrical presentations how they chose as 

long as the distinction between coloni, incolae, hospites, and adventores was generally observed. 

The one area in which the lex does not allow flexibility is the seating of Roman senators and 

magistrates, highlighting that the provision of separate seats for senators in 194 B.C.E. (later 

reinforced by the senatus consultum passed under Augustus) was meant to have been extended 

throughout the provinces; this practice may also have served as a model for the seating of local 

decurions and magistrates.42 The lex Roscia theatralis was also observed outside of Rome and 

by 43 B.C.E. in Gades, Spain, a municipium civium Romanorum, the first fourteen rows were 

reserved for local equites.43 

Two inscriptions from Capua in Italy provide further evidence for pre-Augustan seating 

arrangements. A decree of the pagus Herculaneus, dated to 94 B.C.E. and pa5sed under the 

direction of the magister pagi, instructs the local collegium of Iovis Compagus to repair a public 

portico. In return for this beneficence the twelve magistri /ovei Compagei, all of whom were 

also Kolendo 1981, n. 36. 
40 Vitr. de arch. 5.6.2. 
41 Compare the detailed arrangements of the lex Ursonensis to Chapter 81 of the lex lrnitana, 

below. 
42 Crawford 1996, 240. 
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freedmen, were to receive a locus in teatro as if they had provided theatrical exhibitions.44 

Although locus here is in the singular it must refer to an area in the theatre for all twelve of the 

magistri rather than merely for a representative. Another, albeit fragmentary, inscription from the 

same time period is of a similar nature. A series of individuals who can all be identified as Liberti 

are named, reference is made to theatrical structures which they either repaired or constructed, 

and although the names of the consuls are lost, the date upon which theatrical exhibitions were 

presented is identified.45 This inscription and the one above follow a general pattern of which 

just under thirty examples remain, all from Campania. They include the name of the group (lost 

in the second inscription) such as the magistri of lovis Compagus, of Castor et Pollux et 

Mercurius Felix, or of Spes, Fides, and Fonuna, the names of the members (many of whom 

were freedmen), the work (whether the repair of an existing structure or the construction of a new 

one) that was carried out, and the sponsorship of ludi and the year in which they were held.46 It 

43 Cic. ad Fam. 10.32.2; Strabo 3.5.3. 
44 CIL I2 682, X 3772; ILLRP 719; cf. Boak 1916, 28-30; Frederiksen 1984, no. 17; Chamberland 

200 I, no. 60: Pagus Herculaneus scivit a.'d.' X Termina[lia]: I conlegium seive magistrei Iovei compagei 
s[unt] I utei in porticum paganam reficiendam I pequniam consumerent ex lege pagana I arbitratu Cn. 
Laetori Cn. f magistrei I pagei {ei} uteique ei conlegio seive magistri I sunt lovei Compagei locus in teatro 
I esset tamqua(m) sei {sei} /u'd'os fecissent IL. Aufustius L. I. Strato, C. Antonius M. I. I Nico, Cn. A vi us 
Cn. I. Agathocles, C. Blossi(ius) IM. I. Protemus, M. Raminius P. I. Diopant(us) IT. Sulpicius P. Q. Pu(pi) 
/., Q. Novius Q. I. Protem(us) IM. Paccius M. I. Philem(o), M. Licculeius M. I. I Philin(us), Cn. Hordeonius 
Cn. I. Euphemia I A. Po/Ii us P. I. Alexand(er), N. Munnius N.l. I Antiocus, C. Coelio C. f Ca/do I [L.] 
Domitio Cn.f Ahenobarb(o) cos. 

45 CIL1 2 2506; /LLRP 713; cf. Frederiksen 1984, 282 no. 15; Chamberland 2001, no. 59: [- - - - I 
- -] Epic(adus?), I [- - -] cl(- - -), IQ. Annius Q. I. Fe[- - -], IP. Bivellius T. I. [- - -], IP. Messius Q. I. [- - -], 
IC. Lusius C. l. [- - -], IP. Ovius P. l. Plut(us), IC. Antonius C. l. [- - -] : I [heisce magistreis - - 
tr]eib(unal), I cuniu(m) muliereb[us - - - I - - -] ludosq(ue) fecerun[t - - -/ - - -]o cos. 

46 The order in which these elements appeared varied. Castor et Pollux et Mercurius Felicis: CIL 12 

2947, Frederiksen 1984, no. 10; Spes Fides Fortuna: CIL I2 674, Frederiksen 1984, no. 3. Frederiksen 
( 1984, 281-284) contains a complete list of these inscriptions. 
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appears as though these magistri were curatores fanontm, individuals who, having paid a summa 

lwnoraria, were appointed to look after local shrines and to undertake civic duties that elsewhere 

would have been handled by official magistrates.47 

These boards provided Liberti, legally unable to become members of the three upper 

ordines because of their servile origin, with their own seats in the theatre. The reservation of 

seats for Liberti happened rarely in Rome during the Republic, and when it did occur it was on an 

individual basis rather than because of membership in a particular group. It was possible that a 

libertus could be granted the status of eques because of personal merit and could therefore sit in 

the fourteen rows, but in most cases they obtained seats through unofficial means.48 In 25 

B.C.E., the tribunus plebis Gaius Toranius brought his father, a freedman, with him into the 

theatre to sit upon the tribunes' bench.49 Wealthy Liberti who were able to meet the equestrian 

census requirement of 400,000 sesterces and present themselves as equites by wearing the gold 

ring often seated themselves in the equestrian area without permission.50 The opportunity for 

reserved, and perhaps rather good, seats in the theatre that membership on the Campanian boards 

of magistri offered freedmen during the Republic was echoed after Augustus in Italian and 

western cities by that offered to Augusta/es (below). 

47 Frederiksen 1984, 264-268. 
48 Dio Cass. 47.7.4-5: Octavian enrolled the freedman Philopoemen among the equites for helping 

to save the life of Titus Vinius, one of the proscribed. 
49 Dio Cass. 53.27.6. Even though he was flouting social conventions Gaius Torianus acquired a 

good reputation because of this incident because it expressed his sense of duty and devotion to hi& father. 
The exact location of the bench of the tribunes is unclear. 

50 Augustus attempted to repress, among other things, the frequency of this type of social climbing 
by setting a limit on manumission (Suet. Aug. 40.3) and preventing, in the lex Julia theatralis, hospites from 
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In the second Capuan inscription mentioned above, the magistri from an unknown 

collegium provided funds for work to be done in the theatre, either to repair or build a tribunal 

and a cuneus. The fragmentary nature of the text makes its precise interpretation difficult but it is 

striking that the cuneus identified in the inscription as a cuniu(s) muliereb(us) appears to have 

been meant for women in particular. It is possible that within this cuneus there was a certain 

degree of internal stratification, that is, that the wives of decurions would have been seated at the 

front of the audience while those women of a lower social status were seated closer to the back, 

but there is no proof of this. The placement of women in their own area was a very different 

arrangement from that in Republican Rome where women and men were seated together, other 

than the wives of senators and equites who, at least in the theatre, appear to have been seated 

separately from their husbands. 51 The only clear reference to seating for women outside of Rome 

in the Republic comes from Vitruvius who recommends that the site of a theatre be chosen for 

health reasons for those attending together with their wives and children.52 If indeed this 

inscription from Capua can be interpreted as referring to a cuneus for women only, the most 

likely precedent for this segregation may come from Capua' s Hellenic heritage. The presence of 

women in the classical Athenian theatre has been debated but the ancient testimony seems to 

indicate that they did attend.53 The Athenian system of seating, including the segregation of 

sitting in the orchestra with the senators after learning that they could be liberti; see Chapter I. 
51 Chapter I. 
52 Vi tr. De arch. 5.3.1. For Vitruvian theatre design, see Sear ( 1990); Gros ( l 994b). Post-Augustan 

evidence for the location of women in Italian and Western audiences is only somewhat le-;s elusive (below). 
53 See Chapter 3; also Haigh ( 1889, 297-302); Pickard-Cambridge ( 1968, 264-265, 269); Podlecki 
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women, may have travelled to Rome via Campania and the Capuan inscription may be evidence 

of this movement. s4 Women also appear to have been separated in the theatre of Interamna 

Nahars, modem Temi in Italy. At the end of the Republic two quattuon1iri adorned this venue 

with bronze ornaments in mulierebus, seemingly in the area of the theatre devoted to women.ss 

It seems that during the Republic women were segregated in the audience of certain communities 

outside of Rome. 

The body of evidence for pre-Augustan seating arrangements in Italy and the West is 

small compared to that dating after his death and does not allow a detailed seating plan to be 

constructed. What it suggests is that audience organization in the provinces was a concern before 

the lex Julia theatralis. Legislation passed in Rome during the Republic regarding the seating of 

senators and equestrians was not only meant to be implemented outside of the city, it might also 

have served as a model for the seating of local decurions. One of the provisions of the statute 

passed upon the creation of a colonia or municipium regulated seating, as is revealed by the lex 

Ursonensis; the same concern can later be seen in the Aavian lex Imitana (below). The 

organization of audiences before Augustus also highlights the differences not only between 

communities outside of Rome and Rome itself, but also those between individual communities. 

( 1990); Henderson ( 1991 ); Goldhill ( 1994); Katz ( 1998). 
5~ For seating in the theatre of Athens see Chapter 3. Schnurr ( 1992, 151-154) suggests that the 

seating arrangements dictated by the lex Julia theatralis most likely came directly from Greece whereas 
Rawson ( 1987, 90) argues that they may equally have arrived in Rome via Campania. In Campania a 
thriving Hellenistic culture had been established and the adaptation of certain elements of Athenian seating 
in this area would not be impossible. 

55 CIL XI 4206; Jouffroy 1986, 57. 
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Membership in the boards of Campanian magistri provided Liberti with an opportunity that they 

were denied at Rome. It is possible that women were seated separately in the Capuan theatre, 

different from the largely mixed seating at Rome; they seem also to have been separated in at 

least one venue north of Rome. A Roman senator was a Roman senator no matter where he went 

and was immediately guaranteed a seat in the best area of the theatre or amphitheatre. Visiting 

decurions might have been granted the privilege of sitting with local decurions, but this was 

because of personal invitation rather than official legislation. Horizontal links between the 

provincial elite might in most cases have taken precedence over vertical divisions between 

audience members. Since the members of each local ordo decurionum could choose specific 

individuals with whom they wished to be seated, the composition of spectators around the 

decurions would have varied to a certain degree from community to community. As is revealed 

by the lex Ursonensis, Roman regulations passed before Augustus could not, and indeed did not 

try to, prevent a small amount of variation in audience organization. 

Augustan and post-Augustan evidence 

Augustus was prompted by the iniuria of a senator in Puteoli for whom no one would 

provide a seat at busy games to have a senatus consultum passed ensuring that wherever and 

whenever public shows were held, the first row of seats would be left vacant for visiting 

senators.56 Although Suetonius states that Augustus then turned his attentions to seating in 

56 Suet. Div. Aug 44. 
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Rome, his concern for audience organization was clearly not limited to the capital. The 

observance throughout Roman territory of the senatus consultum passed in 194 B.C.E. for 

senators and the legislation passed in 67 B.C.E. for equites is discussed above; it seems that the 

lex Julia theatralis was also meant to be extended in some fashion throughout the empire. The 

different civic and social structures of communities in Italy and the western provinces made the 

direct application of his legislation impossible, but it is clear that seating arrangements at 

spectacles were an integral part of life after Augustus. 

The renovations carried out on the large theatre of Pompeii provide early proof of the 

result of the lex Julia theatralis outside of Rome. In 3/2 B.C.E. Marcus Holconius Rufus and 

Marcus Holconius Celer funded the enlargement of the crypta around the top of the second 

century theatre and constructed new rows of seats distinct from the original cavea.57 Audience 

members could only approach these new seats, completely disconnected from the older rows, 

from outside the theatre. This new area might have been intended for those individuals whom 

Augustus had relegated to the back of the audience, namely slaves, the poor, most likely women, 

and perhaps also visitors from outside Pompeii. The work on the crypta also meant that the ima 

and media cavea now had separate entranceways; the twenty rows of the media cavea could be 

accessed from six new doors in the crypta, leaving the entrance into the orchestra only for those 

for whom there were seats reserved on the four rows of subsellia.58 At some point after the 

57 CIL X 833-834. Celer may have been Rufus' son (Zanker 1998, 109). 
58 Zanker 1998, I 08, 113; see the discussion of Plautus' Poenulus in Chapter I for the term 

subsellium. 
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renovations the seats of the cavea were numbered. On the eleventh row of the first maenianum 

survive the numbers XIII, XIV, and XV; these seats were delineated by a vertical line and 

measured 0.39 min width.59 The Holconii also constructed two tribunalia over the parodoi, in 

which the individual presiding at the games would sit, as is revealed in an inscription from 

Cumae; in Rome, one of the tribunalia would be occupied by the magistrate sponsoring the 

spectacles and anyone else with whom he wished to be seated.60 An inscription on a seat in the 

centre of the first row behind the subsellia lists the complete cursus honorum of Marcus 

Holconius Rufus. 61 In the middle of the inscription was space for a monument to be attached, 

and P. Zanker suggests that it was a bronze sella curulis which would have been a symbol of 

Holconius Rufus' prominent position in Pompeii that was clearly visible to all audience 

members.62 The renovations to the Pompeian theatre, a venue that had been adequate for the 

Pompeians for over a century, resulted in a venue capable of displaying the social hierarchy of the 

town more effectively as outlined under the lex Julia theatralis.63 

59 Formige 1914, 32; Golvin 1988. 353. 
60 AE 1927, 158; Sherk 1970, no. 41. See Chapter I. 
61 CIL X 838. 
62 M. Holconius Rufus was perhaps the most important citizen of Pompeii under Augustus. He 

would have begun his political career in approximately 20 B.C.E., since by the time the inscription was 
engraved in the theatre he had served as duumvir four times, as quinquennalis once. and had been awarded 
the honorary title of tribunus militum a populo by the emperor even though he had limited or no military 
experience. This position would have entitled him to a seat in the fourteen rows of the equites when he 
visited the theatre in Rome (Zanker 1998, 112). Holconius Rufus had also held the office of priest in the cult 
of the emperor (sacerdos Augusti) and had been named patronus coloniae. 

63 A series of painted inscriptions on the arches on the exterior of the Pompeian amphitheatre that 
grant individuals a locus by permission of the aediles at first glance appear to be related to ~eating (CIL IV 
1096, l096a, 1097, 1097a, 1097b). They should instead be taken as indicating spaces available outside 
during spectacles that were granted to vendors by the aediles; their location on the outside of the 
amphitheatre does not suggest an immediate link with the arrangements in the cavea (Kolenda 1981, 303). 
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Unfortunately, a detailed legislative source for post-Augustan seating arrangements in 

Italy and the West such as the Republican lex Coloniae Genetivae does not exist. The Aavian lex 

Imitana created for the new municipia of Baetica mentions seating only briefly.64 Chapter 81 

states that in whatever seats each group of men watched the games before the statute was passed, 

they were to watch them in the same place as long as it was legislated in a decurional decree. 

The lex also provides that the audience was to be organized in a fashion that was allowed under 

present and future statutes, plebiscites, or decrees of the senate or edicts or judgements of 

emperors from Augustus to Domitian, most likely including the lex Julia theatralis. This clause 

outlines, in effect, a seating plan whose details must have been familiar to the municipiwn but are 

unclear to modem readers of the lex. 

The main body of evidence for Augustan and post-Augustan seating in Italy and the 

West is epigraphic, found on the seats of the venues themselves. These inscriptions reveal that 

the division of audience members according to the local social hierarchy was as important as it 

was in Rome. The evidence can best be divided into numeration within the venues and 

inscriptions from the seats of venues bearing reservations for individuals or for offices and 

groups. 

M See Gonzalez ( 1986) for analysis and translation of this lex. 
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Numeration within venues 

Audience members in Italian and western venues were subject to the influence of the 

local social hierarchy even before they obtained their seats. Spectators were guided through the 

venues by numbers inscribed or painted over the entrances which were meant to ensure that they 

could obtain their seats easily and in an organized fashion, a large component of which was 

ensuring that individuals of a different social status used different routes. This differentiation of a 

route began as soon as an audience member arrived, such as in the amphitheatre of Verona where 

the seventy-two externalfomici were identified with numbers, and continued as he made his way 

through the venue.65 Internal pa-;sageways, vomitoria, and cunei could all be identified to 

facilitate crowd movement.66 This process was made easier by the use of tesserae which 

functioned as tickets.67 A bone tessera from the theatre of Pompeii assigns its holder a seat in the 

second cavea (presumably the media cavea), the third cuneus. and the seventh gradus, and 

another from the Arles amphitheatre assigns a seat in the media cavea, the fifth cuneus, and the 

tenth gradus.68 On a bilingual tessera from the theatre of Issa in Croatia is inscribed XV 

65 EAOR II 71; CIL V 3455. Of the seventy-two fornici, the only securely identified of the sixteen 
remaining texts are thirty-nine, fourty-two, and sixty-four through sixty-seven. This echoes the arrangement 
in the Colosseum where twenty-nine of the thirty-three entrances on the eastern side are also marked with 
numbers (Orlandi 2004, no. 12.1; see Chapter 1 ). 

66 Such as in the amphitheatres of Aries (Formige 1965, 36 ), Puteoli (Maiuri 1955, 56-59; AE 
1956, 139), and Cenomanni ( CIL XIII 3192). 

67 Tesserae were round, coin-like objects made of lead, wood, or bone. A tessera from Issa is 3 cm 
in diameter; in general they would have been approximately the same size. The identity of these objects has 
been disputed (see van Berchem ( 1936) for example) but many are generally accepted to have functioned as 
theatre and amphitheatre entrance tickets. 

68 Golvin 1988, 353-354. 
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nOAY~EYK IE, denoting the fifteenth row in the sector of Polydeuces.69 Another area of the 

theatre was most likely named after his twin Castor, others may have been named after different 

deities, local heroes, or civic tribes.70 The use of both the Greek and Latin reflects the status of 

Issa, an independent colony of Syracuse which in 47 B.C.E. became a Roman municipium. In 

order for the distribution of these tesserae to have been effective, their number must have 

corresponded closely to the number of seats in the venue. 71 

The final step was the arrival of the spectator at his seat, and in some venues the seats 

themselves were identified by number.72 In the amphitheatre of Verona, for example, a specific 

seat is identified as being found in cuneus I, locus IIII, linea I.73 It seems that in this inscription 

locus was not meant to identify the seat but rather an area and linea was the specific indication of 

where the individual was to sit. In general, however, a locus was the equivalent of a seat and was 

the term used in seating inscriptions a<; part of the reservation formula.74 It appears as though 

seats in different venues were numbered both left to right and right to left, and individual seats 

69 Inventory no. Kl258, Arheolosky Muzej, Split; in the catalogue "Actores y Publico" in El Teatro 
Romano La Puesta en Escena. Ayuntamiento de Zaragoza, 2003. 

70 In the theatre of Syracuse one cuneus was named after Zeus and others were named after the 
kings of the city and their wives (Di Ike 1948. 184 ). For the seating of civic tribes in the Greek areas of the 
empire see Chapter 3. 

71 Galvin 1988, 353-354. A bone "jeton" from Meaux in France may have functioned as a theatre 
or amphitheatre tessera (AE 2004. 927). On one side is inscribed XXX Dec(i)mus, which may indicate that a 
seat. perhaps the thirtieth, was reserved in a section of the venue; this section may either have been named 
after an individual Decimus or was in fact the tenth section. 

7
:. Two seats identified as numbers four and twenty-one have survived from the theatre ofVolaterra 

(22), in the amphitheatres of Rimini and Pola only single seat numbers have been found (16.1, 23.74), and 
in the amphitheatre of Lyon a seat may be identified as locus numerus I (36.4). An inscription from Calama 
that may be from a theatre seat reads locus/, perhaps identifying the first seat in a row, but its identity is not 
secure (Gsell 1965, no. 319). 

73 21. 
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including those in the amphitheatres of Aquileia, Milan, Pola, Aries, and Nlmes, and in the 

theatre of Pompeii were demarcated by lineae.75 The standard seat width seems to have been 

approximately 0.40 metres; those in the theatre of Pompeii were 0.39 metres wide, those in the 

amphitheatre of Pola were 0.38-0.40 metres wide, and those in the amphitheatres of Aries and 

Nlmes 0.40 metres wide.76 In Aries and Nlmes incisions in the form of a fem were made every 

two metres, corresponding exactly to five seats.77 This grouping of seats by fives also seems to 

have affected their reservation, since various bodies not only in these venues but also in the 

amphitheatre of Lyon were assigned seats in groups of five (below). The division of seats every 

two metres in the amphitheatres of Aries and Nlmes is the same on the very last row of the cavea 

as it is on the second row of the podium, which might indicate that almost every spectator was 

allotted the same amount of space (although it is of course possible that at the rear of the audience 

more than five spectators were meant to fit in the two metres).78 Decurions and other magistrates 

were seated on bisellia in the first row which would have provided them with more room. The 

apparent equality in seat size elsewhere in these two venues suggests that one of the factors 

determining the quality of a seat may not have been its size, except at the very front of the 

audience. Distance from the events taking place in the arena or on stage, as well as distance from 

7~ A linea was the inscribed boundary line separating seats. as mentioned in Ovid (Am. 3.2.19). 
75 Seats in the theatre of Aquileia were numbered from right to left (15.2, .5); seats six, seven, 

nineteen, twenty, and twenty-one from unknown sections of the venue are securely identified. In a 
spectacular venue in Corfinium (the original location of the seat is unknown, 18), the amphitheatre of Milan 
(EAOR II 73), the theatre of Pompeii (Formige 1914, 32; Golvin 1988, 353), and the civilian amphitheatre 
of Aquincum ( Cll III 10494) seats were numbered left to right. 

76 Golvin 1988, 173. 
77 Formige 1914, 32; Grenier 1958, 620; Golvin 1988, 188. 
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the individual presiding over the events, were more important.79 

The presence of a numeral on a seat did not always serve to identify it. In several cases a 

grouping of seats was granted to a body and the number thus assigned, often accompanied by 

loca, was indicated on the seats themselves.80 In the amphitheatre of Arles three inscriptions 

assign seats in multiples of five: thirty seats on the podium were given to an unknown group, and 

in the ima cavea twenty-five seats were assigned to an unknown group and twenty seats were 

granted to the scholastici of the city.81 In the amphitheatre of Lyon twenty seats were assigned to 

an unknown group, and in the amphitheatre of Nimes the nautae sailing upon the Ardeche and 

the Ouveze rivers were granted twenty-five seats on the podium and those sailing upon the 

Rhone and Saone forty seats in the same area.82 From these examples it seems that in these 

venues, seats, unless assigned on an individual basis, might have been allocated by fives. This 

distribution by fives may be related to the actual division of seats in groups of five every two 

metres as is shown by the inscribed lineae and fem-shaped markings mentioned above. Certain 

groups were granted space not by a specific number of seats but instead by a number of rows. In 

the theatre of Merida the local equites were given what may be ten rows while two inscriptions 

78 Formige 1914, 32. 
79 Kolendo 1981, 302. 
80 A seating inscription from the theatre of Aquileia (15.l) may have been meant to assign a 

specific number of seats to an individual or individuals but it is too fragmentary in nature for an 
interpretation to be offered. A text from the amphitheatre of Speyer assigns a lost number of loca to an 
unknown group of individuals (53). A text from Urso whose original location is unknown lists the name of a 
woman followed by loca Ill (Cll Il2/5, 1046). Although it is tempting to see this as the grant of three seats in 
a spectacular venue to a woman, it is virtually certain that this inscription is reserving a spot for a female in 
a columbarium; cf. Cll II2/5, I 049, I 053, I 058, I 059. 

81 26.3; 27.l, .6. 
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from the theatre of Orange each grant three rows to the equites of the population.83 

Inscriptions on seats could also reserve a specific amount of space rather than a number 

of seats. The amount of space is referenced by a number of pedes and sometimes also by a 

number of semis.84 These texts are few in number and unless their original context is known they 

can be confused with fragmentary funerary inscriptions.85 Presumably the grant of a specific 

amount of space occurred more rarely than the grant of a specific number of seats since the seats 

were easier to quantify because their divisions were already marked.86 

8~ 36.4; 30.3, 30.4. 
83 50; 29. 
84 A Roman pes measured 11.65 inches (296 mm) and was divided into 12 equal portions, unciae; 

half a foot was a semis. Several such inscriptions are found in the Colosseum (Orlandi 2004, nos. 14.1, 14.3, 
14.7, 14.8, 14.15, 14.18, 14.20). 

85 For example a fragmentary inscription from the theatre of Pola whose texts reads PED could be 
from a theatre seat but it is could also be a fragment from a funerary epitaph that was found in the theatre 
(CIL V 299). From either the media or summa cavea of the western sector in the theatre of Cordoba comes a 
text granting a woman two feet of space (42.1) and an inscription from an unknown venue in Tarragona 
assigns a unidentified group eighteen pedes and a lost number of semis of space (47.3; Chapter 4). 

86 In Urbs Salvia the consul Lucius Flavius Nonius Bassus, his mother, and perhaps his wife 
provided funding for the construction of the local amphitheatre (EAOR III 78; a similar inscription 
discussing the honours given to a local individual and his mother, one of which was privileged seating in the 
amphitheatre (perhaps only for the son) was found at Cumae (AE 1927, 158; Sherk 1970, no. 41)). A portion 
of the inscription, most likely located on the podium of the amphitheatre, grants six hundred and fifty seats 
to the plebs Urbisalviensium. Buonocore ( 1992, 113) believes that the entire population of the city would 
have been more than six hundred and fifty individuals and therefore that this number must indicate 
particular representatives of the population. If so, how these individuals would have been chosen and 
whether the same people were granted access to these seats for each event in the amphitheatre is unclear. It 
is doubtful that these individuals were the adult male members of the local population since it seems 
unlikely that they would number precisely six hundred and fifty and there is evidence, both in and outside of 
Rome, against the complete exclusion of women from gladiatorial presentations (Chapter I and below). 
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Seats reserved for individuals 

The majority of seating inscriptions in Italian and western venues reserve seats for 

individuals identified by name alone and fall into two groups: those that refer to a locus ("place 

of') and those that do not.87 Seating inscriptions for individuals generally consist of 

abbreviations or are too fragmentary for the name to be determined. Inscriptions containing 

personal names can also present a problem in terms of the length of time during which the 

reservation of the seat would have been observed by other audience members. If the individual 

in question were to be absent, there is no way of knowing whether his or her seat would remain 

empty or if someone else would sit in it. If an individual were to move away or die, his or her 

seat must have been passed on to another spectator; either the new name wm; inscribed over the 

earlier one or the seat was occupied in a less regulated fashion.88 It is also very difficult to 

determine whether a seat was reserved for an individual because of an official mandate or if 

instead someone took it upon himself to mark the seat in an unofficial manner. The use of the 

formula datus decreto decurionum makes this task easier since it is an indication of an official 

grant. This grant of a seat by a decree of the decurions represent-; an official assignation of public 

space to an audience member or members, and was therefore both recognition and confirmation 

of an individual's place within local society. This formula was not used very often to grant seats 

to individuals, and locus alone with the name of the individual for whom the seat was reserved is 

87 For those inscriptions that do mention a locus, knowledge of the original location of the text is 
crucial since this term was also used in funerary and honorary contexts. Several inscriptions from 
columbaria in Urso have already been di.;;cussed (supra n. 80). 
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found much more frequently.89 It does not seem that the use of locus rather than of datus decreto 

decurionum indicates an unofficial rather than an official inscription since several such texts were 

located on the podia of amphitheatres, bestowing upon the individual in question the honour of 

one of the best seats in the venue.9° Fewer seats off of the podium are reserved by means of 

locus, although this may be merely an accident of survival.91 Where the case of the name 

following locus can be securely identified, in every example but one the names are in the 

genitive. An inscription from the Chester amphitheatre in England in which a seat is reserved for 

a Seranus is the only example of locus followed by the possessive dative, Serano.92 

Far more common than seating inscriptions with locus and a personal name are those in 

which only the personal name survives; in some cases the locus which preceded the name has 

been lost while in others it is possible that only the name was originally inscribed. In those texts 

in which the names of the individuals can be deciphered, of those names whose endings survive 

the most common case by far is the genitive. In many inscriptions this case might originally have 

88 Kolendo 1981, 312. Many of the seats of the Paris amphitheatre show evidence of reuse (38 ). 
89 An amphitheatre seat from Rimini was granted by decurional decree, but whether it should be 

expanded as locus or /oca is impossible to determine (16.2). A text from Speyer has been resolved to state 
that the loca were data decreto decurionum civitas Nemetum (53); whether these loca were assigned to 
individuals or to a body within the community is unclear. For the difficulties presented by seating 
inscriptions, see above. 

90 On the balustrade of the podium of the amphitheatre of Syracuse are nine inscriptions containing 
locus that appear to be reserving seats for individuals (12.l, .2, .4, .5, .8 .•13, .14, .16, .20). A locus on the 
podium of the amphitheatre of Avaricum Biturigum is reserved for Gavia Quieta, the daughter of a local 
duumvir (33) and in the amphitheatre of Lyon a focus is reserved for an Anemus (37.8). On the podium of 
the amphitheatre of Nlmes a locus was reserved for an individual whose name cannot be restored (30.l). 

91 A seat from the civilian amphitheatre of Aquincum is identified as the locus of an individual 
whose abbreviated name is followed by his occupation, the carcerarius legionis (55.10), and an 
amphitheatre seat from Chester is identified as the locus Serano (51). 

92 51. 
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been preceded by locus but could also have stood on its own as an indication of the possession of 

the seat. The seating inscriptions from the theatre of Lopodunum in Germany are unusual and 

use a formula unique to this venue. Five seats in the theatre carried inscriptions containing names 

inscribed in the nominative, four of which are preceded by vicanis Lopodunensibus in the 

dative.93 R. Wiegels suggests that these inscriptions represent not only the reservation of the seat 

for a particular individual, but also the involvement of the individual named in the financing of 

the theatre. That is, the seat was a symbol of a donation to the community in return for which the 

individual received both the privilege of the use of this reserved seat and public 

acknowledgement of his donation.94 

Even more problematic than the inscriptions reserving a seat for an individual only by 

name are those seats bearing a personal name and the title of an office.95 While a seat inscribed 

with only a title could be reused by anyone who filled the position, the addition of an individual's 

name limited its use~ future occupant<; would either have had to have the seat reinscribed or been 

forced to ignore the name already present. Inscriptions reserving seats for individuals of a 

particular rank or status do not pose the same problem since, unlike for an office, rank is assigned 

93 52.1, .2, .3 . .4. 
9~ Wiegels 2000, 190. 
95 In the civilian amphitheatre of Aquincum the carcerarius legionis, whose name seems to have 

accompanied his title, was given a seat (55.10). in the theatre of Lopodunum a seat was reserved for an 
individual who may also be the magister pagi (52.5), and in the amphitheatre of Sarmizegetusa a bisellium 
was granted to an Augusta/is whose name may also appear (11.2). Several inscriptions from the 
amphitheatre of Carthage indicating that the occupant of the seat was a principalis almae Karthaginis 
appear to contain the individual's name, although the texts are very fragmentary (58.8b, .16, .18a ..19a, .20 . 
•21a, 59.1). A text from the same venue which refers to a sacerdotalis, a priest of the imperial cult, may also 
mention his name (58.15). 
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to one individual and cannot be transferred to another; these texts should be seen no differently 

than those containing only names. The best examples of indication of rank come from the 

amphitheatre of Carthage where seats were assigned to individuals identified as viri clarissimi as 

well as perhaps clarissimi iuvenes and clarissimi pueri.96 

Although the identity of the occupants of inscribed seats generally can at best only be 

speculated upon, an analysis of the position of these seats within the caveae of venues provides 

insight into the place of the occupant within the perceived social hierarchy of his or her 

community.97 Of those seats whose original location is known, many are from the podia of 

amphitheatres. This is hardly surprising. The grant of a reserved seat in a spectacular venue to an 

individual was an indication of elevated social standing. For the grant to be considered a great 

honour the location of the seat would have to be most favourable, as near to the front of the 

audience a~ possible. In fact, the reservation of a seat for an individual - and the same does not 

always apply to offices or groups - would be most effective were the seat located at the front of 

the audience. There it would be in full view of the spectators present and would be among the 

seats of others of high status. The visibility of the individual occupying a reserved seat was one 

of the most important factors in determining the quality of the seat; two others were the distance 

of the seat from the stage or arena and the distance from the individual presiding over the 

96 58.2 . . 4, .Sb, .6 ..7..Sa..9..lOa, .11.. 18b. 59.3; 58.Sa, .13, .24b. 
97 MacMullen ( 1963, 101-102) makes suggestions for the identity of several individuals who were 

assigned seats in the civilian amphitheatre of Aquincum l55.l, .5, .6, .8 . • 10 ..12, .14, .19). 
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98 games. 

Podium seats, as well as seats throughout the cavea, were reserved not only for important 

male members of the community but also for women, an arrangement very different from that in 

Rome where the majority of women were relegated to the back of the audience by the lex Julia 

theatralis. The reason for this difference may be that the involvement of Italian and western 

women in sociopolitical life was greater than that of women in Rome. From the beginning of the 

second century C.E. municipalities seem to have become increasingly dependent upon wealthy 

women for benefactions.99 In Italy and the provinces women funded the construction of public 

buildings, were patronae both of associations and of communities, were priestesses of the 

imperial cult, and undertook restricted munera. 100 It is from the late second century onward that 

the known instances of municipal patronae in Italy and the West date. 101 The existence of these 

women must be viewed with caution and should not be taken as indicative of an increa5e in the 

official political role of women in public life in Italy and the West. 

98 Kolenda 1981, 302. 
99 Forbis 1990, 494; also Garnsey ( 1974) who dates the decline of benefactions by decurions to this 

date. He suggests (232-241) both that the pres~ures of liturgies had increased by this time and that although 
epigraphic evidence indicates that decurions were voluntarily donating more than before, only the wealthie-;t 
would have been able to do so. 

itxi For example, in Pompeii Eumachia, a public priestess and patrona of the guild of fullers, 
dedicated a prominent building in the Forum in her name and that of her son (/LS 3785, 6368; see Nicols 
( 1989, 126) on the role of women as patronae of co/legia). In Tiberian Cumae a local woman and her son 
were honoured for their acts of beneficence in the community (AE 1927, 158; Sherk 1970, no. 41) and in 
Urbs Salvia a woman and her consular son provided for the construction of the local amphitheatre (EAOR 
/// 78; supra n. 86). Priestesses of the imperial cult are commemorated by over two hundred inscriptions, 
making this priesthood the public function most attested for women in the West (Hemelrijk 2005. 138). 

' 
0 

' The earliest dates to 190 C.E. and the latest to 310 C.E. Nicols ( 1989) compiled a catalogue of 
municipal patronae from Italy and North Africa. The practice of adopting a patrona rather than a patronus 
seems to have varied from region to region (Nicols 1989, 130-132, 137). 
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It seems that, at least on a very limited and individual basis, Italian and provincial women 

could also play a role in theAugustales. 102 This potential involvement in the Augusta/es 

provided women with another avenue through which they could become prominent public 

figures and it seems reasonable to suggest that female Augusta/es would have been subjected to 

summae honorariae and been expected to make financial contributions to their communities. It 

may in fact have been the increased need for funds that caused the Augusta/es in Misenum to 

open their doors to women. 103 It is important to note that when a woman married she took on the 

same social status as her husband and it was not unheard of to find a woman holding a priesthood 

or magistracy only because her husband originally held it. 104 The offices which these women 

held tended in fact to have very little, if any, practical and political importance and were mostly 

avenues by which wealthy women could participate financially in their communities.' 05 The use 

of honorary inscriptions and other methods, such as the grant of privileged seating at games, of 

rewarding these public-minded women wa.;; an effective method of encouraging other women to 

do the same in a time when their wealth was in demand. 106 

The placement of certain women at the front of Italian and western audiences is 

102 An inscribed statue base from the Sacellum of the Augustales at Misenum reveals that a 
Nymphidia Monime was adlected in 149 C.E. into the corpus upon the death of her husband. an Augustalis. 
Not only was she a woman active in the Augusta/es. she is also the first known individual to have been co
opted by the corpus rather than having been chosen by the decurions. The pronaos of the same Sacellum 
was donated by Cassia Victoria. a priestess of the Augustales. See D'Arms (2000) and Zevi (2000) for these 
statue bases, and Miniero (2000) and Muscettola (2000) for the Sacellum in general. 

103 Supra n. I02. 
104 Gardner 1986, 67-68; this was the case with Nymphidia Monime (supra n. 102). 
105 Gardner 1986. 67-68. 
106 Forbis 1990, 506. On women and public life in Italy and the West see MacMullen ( 1980); 
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noteworthy. A Tiberian inscription from Cumae seems to grant a local individual and his mother 

the right to sit in a tribunal opposite the individual sponsoring the games (although the right may 

only have been given to the son); this echoes the privilege given to prominent female members of 

the imperial family from the time of Tiberius onwards. 107 The inscription in which this 

arrangement is mentioned is a summary of various municipal decrees passed in honour of these 

two individuals and it is clear that the right to sit opposite the munerarius was a privilege 

accorded as a reward for community involvement. In A varicum Biturigum an inscription from 

the podium of the amphitheatre reserves a seat for the daughter of a local duumvir, and it is 

possible that she was given this honour because of the social status of her father. On the podium 

wall of the amphitheatre of Nimes is inscribed the name Severina; the inscriptions contains no 

other information. 108 The involvement of certain women in corpora of the Augusta/es raises the 

possibility that they may have been allowed to share in the privileged seating of this group as 

well. The lex de Flamonio Provinciae Narbonensis states that the wife of the flamen, the high 

priest of the provincial imperial cult, wa'i allowed to attend games with her husband although 

whether she would have shared his privileged seating is unclear. 109 Women were also granted 

reserved seats in the cavea at large, but overall they were assigned seats much less frequently 

than men. 110 Of the three instances in which women were granted seats either on a podium or in 

Nicols (1989); Forbis (1990); Navarro Caballero (200 I). 
107 AE 1927, 158; Sherk 1970, no. 41. See Chapter 1. 
108 33: 30.2. 
109 F!RA 1.22; !LS 6964; Cll XII 6038. 
11°Four seating inscriptions from the theatre of Cordoba are of female names, although their 
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a tribunal, in two the women were expressly associated with male family members. In Cumae 

the woman's relationship with her son was of significance and in Avaricum Biturigum it was the 

relationship with the father that was stressed. These particular women may only have been 

assigned reserved seats because the male family members to whom they were linked were of a 

high social standing. The placement of these women in such privileged seats, where they were in 

full view of all audience members, would have put them in the position of acting as public 

reminders of their male relatives. 111 

Seats reserved for offices or groups 

Texts in which the names of an office or of a body have survived are of great use in 

clarifying the status of these groups within their community. 112 The social organization of 

provincial caveae did not always reflect the exact social hierarchy of a community and could 

instead act as a display of an idealized - according to the local elite - societal structure. The grant 

of seats to an office or a group was an indication of its importance to the community as it was 

perceived by the local ordo decurionum. Loca on the podium of the amphitheatre of Nimes, for 

example, were reserved for nautae identified by the name of the river upon which they sailed, 

original location is unknown (42.1, .2b, .3. 43). The inscription Mariae Salviae, which might have been a 
seating inscription, was found in a wall of the theatre of Casinum (17). 

111 Imperial women frequently served as visible reminders of the power of the emperor; see Purcell 
(1986); Flory ( 1993); Boatwright (2000). 

112 The groups or offices for which seats were reserved in Italy and the West can be categorized in 
the following manner: administrative or political units, magistrates and decurions, those identified by rank 
or status. Augusta/es, religious offices other than Augusta/es, collegia, the military, peoples, and alia. 
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and their importance in the economy of Gaul is indicated by the frontal location of these seats. 113 

The reservation of seats for individuals or for a single office or priesthood was more effective if 

the seat was near the front of the venue because the individual in question could be seen by all the 

audience members, as discussed above, but the reservation of seats for a larger group did not 

necessarily need to follow the same principle. The demarcation of a large area of public space for 

a group within a theatre or amphitheatre would have had a visual impact merely because of the 

number of individuals who were seated together, and therefore the location of seats for a group 

was not as important for visibility to other audience members as it was for an individual. This is 

not to say, however, that the grant of seats on the podium or in the orchestra for a group of 

individuals was not a greater honour than the grant of seats elsewhere in the venue. 

As in Rome, senators and equestrians were granted reserved seats in Italian and western 

venues and the senatus consultum passed under Augustus ensured that senators had seats in the 

first row. The majority of the western inscriptions for senators come from the amphitheatre of 

Carthage where many seats were reserved for viri clarissimi, presumably on the podium. 114 

Clarissimi pueri and clarissimi iuvenes may also have had their own seats in the same venue. 115 

Provincial equestrians do not appear to always have been assigned fourteen rows as they were the 

equites in Rome, in Republican Gades on at least one occasion, and according to Petronius, also 

113 30.3, .4; Kolenda 1981, 311. 

114 58.2, .4, .Sb, .6, .7, .Sa, .9, .lOa, .11, .18b; 59.3. 

115 58.Sa..13, .24b. 
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in Campania. 116 In the theatre of Merida equestrians may have been granted ten rows, while in 

the theatre of Orange they were assigned three rows, and in the amphitheatre of Syracuse an 

individual who was an eques Romanus had his own seat on the podium. 117 All the epigraphic 

evidence for equites from the provinces comes from near the front of the cavea, but none of it 

confirms that provincial equites were granted fourteen rows as the lex Roscia theatralis had 

. d th . R 118ass1gne em m ome. 

It has in fact been questioned whether the equites for whom seats were reserved in the 

West were even the same as those for whom seats were reserved in Rome. J.-C. Golvin suggests 

that the equites with seats in the cavea of the theatres of Orange and Merida were of a different 

type than the equites who had the right to the fourteen rows in Rome. He states that it was the 

equites equo publico who were given privileged seating in Rome, and that whenever these 

individuals travelled outside the city they would sit in the orchestra with the decurions and 

senators. The equites found in the caveae of provincial venues were, according to Golvin, 

equites romani a plebe, who were part of the plebs of whom they were merely leading citizens 

116 Cic. ad Fam. I 0.32.2; Petr. Sat. 126. In the Satyricon, Circe's maid Chrysis mentions that her 
mistress prefers to pass over the fourteen rows and look for a lover from the back of the theatre. 

117 50, 29, 12.1+.2. There are two ways in which the equestrian rows in Orange might have been 
assigned. The equites may have been given the first three rows of each of the two cunei in which the texts 
were found, providing approximately one hundred and seventy seats (Kolenda 1981, 310). Alternatively. the 
inscriptions can be interpreted as reserving the first three rows of the entire theatre, providing the equites 
with approximately three hundred and forty seat~ (Formige 1914, 4 7-49 ). Strabo relates that by 43 B .C.E. 
the total number of five hundred men of equestrian rank in Gades was not equalled in any other city at that 
time except Patavium, although of course the number of provincial equites would have increased under the 
empire (Strabo 3.5.3; cf. Cic. ad Fam. I 0.32.2). 

118 See Chapter I. An inscription from Herculaneum relates the many honours given to the 
equestrian Marcus Nonius Balbus, patron of the city. one of which is the placement of a sella curulis in the 
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without any true political function. 119 There is not in fact any evidence that it was only the 

equites equo publico who could sit in the fourteen rows in Rome, nor that the individuals who 

had this seating in Rome were of a different status than those equites who had reserved areas in 

provincial caveae. 

Decurions were given privileged seating along with the senators and equestrians. The 

Caesarian lex Coloniae Genetivae luliae reveals that they had their own reserved area in the 

orchestra at theatrical spectacles and presumably at the very front of the audience at munera. 120 

Unfortunately few secure seating inscriptions survive for decurions, although those that do 

indicate that they were seated at the front of the venue. 121 Certain magistrates would have been 

seated at the front of the venue with the decurions or perhaps in a tribunal. 122 The level of social 

and juridical status that was required by involvement in politics, whether on a local scale as an 

individual magistrate or on a larger scale as a member of the ordo equester or ordo senatorius, 

was reflected by the grant of reserved seat~ in a spectacular venue at or near to the front of the 

theatre during the presentation of ludi (Sherk 1970, no. 28). 
119 Golvin 1988, 347-348 as per Formige ( 1914. 48). See Chapter 1 for the seating of the equites in 

Rome and for the difficulty of determining to whom exactly the seats were granted. 
12°Chapters 125 and 127: see above. 
121 An inscription from a bisellium which would originally have been located on the podium of the 

amphitheatre of Sarmizegetusa may be reserved for a local decurion (10.10). and a text from the 
amphitheatre of Merida reserves a podium seat for a decurion as well (49.1). 

122 The quattuorviri of Carnuntum were assigned very good seats in the military amphitheatre in the 
tribunal opposite that of the legate of the legion. It is possible that these civilian magistrates were granted a 
reserved area in the military venue that echoed their seats in the civilian venue as a gesture of goodwill by 
the military settlement (56; Kolendo 1981, 312). For more on the provision of seats for civilians in military 
venues see Chapter 4. 
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audience. 123 

A group of individuals who were near in social status to the decurions of their 

community but who did not have the same juridical status were the Augusta/es. In towns in Italy 

and the West rich Liberti often owned as much land as the local decurions. 124 Although they 

could not become decurions because of their servile origin they were sometimes rewarded 

instead with the omamenta decurionalia. 125 From Augustus onward wealthy freedmen formed 

their own body called the Augusta/es, the corpus of which comprised largely, from eighty-five to 

ninety-five percent, liberti although ingenui and it seems perhaps even women (very rarely) could 

be members as well. 126 The Augusta/es were originally a priestly grouping responsible for 

maintaining the imperial cult but became to a large extent more of an ordo second to the 

decurions in status. In effect, they were an official middle in both the economic and social 

spheres of towns in Italy and the West. Their magisterial functions were extended under Trajan 

when they were organized into corpora, collegia, or ordines; as a result more emphasis was 

placed upon these functions than their roles as priests. 127 The Augusta/es, like members of the 

123 A praefectus may have had his own seat in the amphitheatre of Italica but the inscription is too 
fragmentary for a restoration to be made with certainty (45.7). In the civilian amphitheatre of Aquincum a 
vilicus may have had a re<;erved seat, although the restoration is uncertain and its original location is uknown 
(55.4); it has been suggested that he was the vi lieus of the statio vectigalis (Kolendo 1979, 47). The 
principales almae Karthaginis, leading dignitaries of Carthage in the late fourth and fifth centuries, were 
given their own seats in the amphitheatre (58.8b, .16 ..18a, .19a, .20, .2la, 59.1; Kotula 1968, esp. 243). In 
the same venue a devotus agens in rebus, a courier between the central government and the province. may 
have had his own seat (58.14a). 

124 AlfOldy 1985, 131. 
125 CIL II217 139, for example. For the ornamenta of Roman ordines see Kleijwegt ( 1992). 
126 Ostrow ( 1990, 364); for women as Augusta/es supra n. 102. 
127 Taylor 1914, 242-244; D' Arms 1981, 27. An inscription from Suessa Aurunca, for example, 
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ordo decurionum, paid a summa honoraria and made cash donations to their towns both 

collectively and individually and were granted status symbols including insignia and privileged 

seating at games and theatrical presentations. 128 They were often named after the decurions in 

lists of who was to receive or donate funds, both stressing their importance in the community and 

reinforcing their secondary status. 129 The Augusta/es in some respects resemble the equites at 

Rome in that they were the second of three subsections of Italian and western communities - the 

decurions, the Augusta/es, and the plebs - just as the equestrians were the middle layer in Rome 

between the senatus and the populus. 130 The creation of the Augusta/es under Augustus allowed 

Italian and Western liberti, denied membership in the local decurional order, to be officially 

invested with social status. Augustus' motivation can be seen not as encouraging worship of his 

person, which he did not allow in Rome or in Italy, but rather as defining a function within the 

state for these liberti as he had done with the senators, equites, and imperial liberti and slaves. 131 

Although the Augusta/es were of a similar social status to the decurions, their juridical 

status was not comparable because the majority of the Augusta/es were liberti. This conflict 

reveals that a decree was passed by the ordo decurionum et Augustalium et plebs universa (Cll X 4760). 
128 ForexampleC/LX 1217, 1881,4760. 
129 Cll II 4511; IX 23; X 112, 415. 1881; AE 1927. 124. 
13°Cll X 4760, 6677 for example; see Taylor ( 1914, 243) who dates this tripartite division of 

provincial communities to the time of Trajan. Ostrow ( 1990, 370-371 ), citing evidence from Ostia, sees the 
Augusta/es as serving the same function for the local decurions as the equites did for the senators in Rome 
in that their descendants were able to become members of the upper ordo. 

131 Dio Cass. 51.20.8. Ostrow (1990, 366-367) stresses that although Augustus might not have been 
actively involved in the initial creation of the Augusta/es, his permission would have been required for them 
to become integrally involved with the imperial cult. He suggests (367) that the creation of the Augusta/es 
was a "piece-meal. step-by-step evolution responding as much to local developments in the towns as to 
events in Rome." For more on Augusta/es see for example Taylor ( 1914); Tudor ( 1962): Duthoy ( 1970); 
Ostrow ( 1985); Sasel Kos ( 1999); D' Arms (2000); Miniero (2000). See Chapter 1 for Augustus' role in 
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between juridical and social status did not, however, prevent the Augusta/es from being granted 

reserved seats in theatrical or amphitheatrical audiences, in some cases on par with or at least near 

to that of the decurions. Many honorary inscriptions for Augusta/es make reference to the grant 

of a bise/lium, suggesting that the individual in question was seated at the front of the venue. 132 It 

is possible, although the evidence is scanty, that the direct involvement of a venue with the 

celebrations for the provincial imperial cult might have had an effect upon the seating of 

Augusta/es. Of the three venues, all amphitheatres, in which seating inscriptions for Augusta/es 

have been found, two were associated with the provincial imperial cult. Augusta/es might have 

had seats on the podium of the amphitheatre of Lyon, the venue in which celebrations were held 

for the annual meetings of the Tres Galliae. 133 They also might have had privileged seating on 

bisellia in the amphitheatre of Sarmizegetusa, a venue located just to the west of the provincial 

imperial cult complex and in which the celebrations for the annual meeting of the concilium of 

the Tres Daciae were held. 134 In Camuntum, on the other hand, the Augusta/es mwzicipi Aelii 

defining the ordo senatorius and the ordo equester; also Ostrow ( 1990, 368-372). 
132 A fragmentary inscription from Epora grants a local sevir Augustalis the ornamenta 

decurionalia as well as the right to be seated among the decurions at public meals. It is possible that the 
missing portion of the inscription following these grants refers to seating at games; suggested restorations 
are inter decuriones ludis convenire permisit and inter decuriones ludis insertis although neither can be 
confirmed (Stylow ad CIL 11217, 139). In Veii the freedman Caius Iulius Gelotus was granted the right to 
attend public meals among the centumviri and also to be seated on a bisellium among the Augusta/es at all 
local spectacles ( CIL XI 3805). Several honorary inscriptions refer to a bisellium for an Augusta/is without 
making reference to in what venue it should be used: C/L V 7618; IX 2249, 2475, 3524; X 14. I 026, I 030, 
1217. The ordo decurionum et Augustalium et plebs universa of Suessa Aurunca decreed the honor biselli 
to a local Augusta/is because he provided a gladiatorial show; his son was allowed into the ordo decurionum 
without having to pay a summa lwnoraria because of his father's standing in the community (C/L X 4760; 
Kleijwegt 1992. 132). 

133 37.1, .2. 
114 , . 
· 10.3, 11.2: Etienne et al. I 990a, 279-280 and fig.2; I 990b, 93-94 and fig. 2. For more on the 
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Kamuntini did not have seats at the front of the audience, but rather in the second maenianum. 135 

Camuntum was not the centre of the provincial cult in Pannonia Inferior, a role which was 

instead filled by the town of Savaria. 136 Unfortunately solid evidence for the seating of 

Augusta/es in other venues is lacking and therefore this suggested connection with the provincial 

imperial cult cannot be confirmed. The high priest of the imperial cult was allowed to wear a 

magistrate's toga at all games throughout the province and to watch the events from seats among 

the decurions or senators. 137 The high priest was not, however, an Augusta/is but instead a 

member of the wealthy local elite or sometimes even an equestrian. 138 

In general the caveae of Italian and western venues were divided among various political, 

occupational, and religious groupings, as well containing reserved seats for individuals and seats 

for the population in general. It is only in Roman North Africa that there is evidence for the 

organization of spectators according to membership in a voting tribe, or curia. The term curia 

originally referred to a division of the Roman people into thirty groups that appear to have been 

association of spectacular venues with the imperial cult see Chapter 4. 
135 57.1; the inscription reserving loca for the Augusta/es municipi Aelii Karnuntini is found in a 

vomitorium which leads to seats in the second maenianum. In the amphitheatre of Tarragona seviri were 
given their own seats but the original location of the inscription is unknown (48.2). For a detailed discussion 
of the offices of Augusta/is, sevir Augusta/is, and sevir see Taylor ( 1914, 1924) and Nock ( 1934 ); also Sasel 
Kos ( 1999). 

136 Fishwick 1987, vol. 1.2, 303. 
137 As stated by the the Vespasianic lex de Flamonio Provinciae Galliae Narbonensis (FIR 1.22; 

!LS 6964; CIL XII 6038); Levick (2000, no. 126); Fishwick (2002, vol. 3.2, 3-15). 
138 Etienne et al. I 990a, 277-278; Fishwick 2002, vol 3.2, 11, 296, 298-300. In Carthage a high 

priest, a sacerdotalis, had a seat in an unknown area of the amphitheatre (58.15). Although in the 
amphitheatre of Sarmizegetusa, closely associated with the provincial imperial cult, a flamen had his own 
bise!lium at the front of the audience (10.9), the term used in Dacia for the high priest appears to have been 
sacerdos. The title sacerdos was originally used where worship was given to Roma and the living emperor, 
whereas flamen was used where the focus of worship was a divus or divi, that is, deceased rulers who were 
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the basic unit not only of assemblies of the people but also of the anny. 139 Curiae are also 

attested much later in Italy and the provinces, and especially in Roman North Africa, in their 

capacity as voting units of local assemblies. 140 There is evidence for seating according to curia in 

the amphitheatre ofLambaesis and in the theatre ofLepcis Magna. 141 In the amphitheatre of 

Lambaesis the names of six curiae (Antoniniana, Augusta, Aurelia, Papiria, Saturnia, and 

Traiana) were inscribed on various rows in the upper section of the cavea. 142 The inscriptions 

appear to assign one row in more than one cuneus to the members of each curia. Since these 

texts survive from only four cunei it is difficult to determine the precise arrangements, but the 

names may have been inscribed both at the midpoint of the assigned seats and at either end in 

order to mark off the relevant amount of space. 143 Although no seating inscriptions for curiae are 

found in any other venues, statue bases surviving in the theatre of Lepcis Magna provide 

evidence for curial seating. These statues were erected in the theatre by various curiae in honour 

of Septimius Severus and members of his family and they would have originally stood in the 

sections of the theatre in which the members of the relevant group were seated. 144 While the 

division of the audience according to curiae is at first glance more in keeping with the tribal 

given the ~tatus of state god (Fishwick 2002, vol. 3.2. 294-295). 
139 Alfoldy 1985, 6. 
1 
-
1°For more on curiae in Roman North Africa see Kotula (1968); Gascou ( 1976). 

141 See Torelli ( 1971). 
142 64. 
14

-
1 Kolendo 1981. 308-309. 

144 /RT 391, 405, 406, 411, 413, 414, 416. 417. 420, 436, 541; Torelli (1971 ); Kolendo ( 1981, 
309). It is not clear, however, what the precise seating arrangements were. 
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seating of the East, these groups were in effect closer to collegia in their organization. 145 The 

curiae served the same religious purpose as did the Augusta/es, who are rarely attested in North 

Africa; they were responsible for the maintenance of the municipal imperial cult. 146 

In some of the venues in Italy and the West reserved seats were granted according to 

occupational affiliation. Membership in a collegium was in fact one of the only ways in which 

individuals of a lower rung on the social hierarchy could obtain their own seat in a spectacular 

venue. 147 The grant of seats to collegia should be seen more as a reflection of the importance of 

their financial contribution to the local economy than a reflection of their social status, since 

collegia comprised working individuals. 148 The nautae in Nirnes were granted reserved seats on 

the podium of the local amphitheatre whose extent was indicated by two identical inscriptions. 149 

The centre of activity of these nautae was not Nimes and the reservation of seats for these 

individuals on the podium of the amphitheatre stresses their importance in the economy of the 

city. 150 Oil merchants may have been given seats on the podium of the amphitheatre of Aries, 

145 Kotula 1968, 51. 
146 Kotula 1968, 72-75, 88; Whittaker 1997, 150-151. 
147 Kolendo 1981, 315; see Chapter 4 for the importance of group membership in obtaining 

reserved seats. Following van Nijf ( 1997, 9) this study refers to private associations as col!egia, but this is 
not meant to suggest that these different groups were identical in nature. 

148 Futrell 2000, 165. The number of collegia for whom seats were reserved is greater in the East 
than in Italy and the West; see Chapter 3. 

149 30.3, .4; Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 63. A very fragmentary inscription may indicate 
that the nautae had seats in an unknown area in the amphitheatre of Paris (38.15), and a nal'icularius or 
perhaps nautae may have had an area in the ima cavea of the amphitheatre of Nlmes, but again the text is 
very fragmentary (31.5). Navicularii could be free or freed individuals. The best-known example of a 
freedman acting as a navicularius is Petronius' Trimalchio; also /LS 7029 for a Roman freedman who was a 
navicularius and also served as a sevir augustalis in Lyon and Puteoli. See Virlouvet (2004) for the 
navicularii of Aries and Pleket ( 1983, 137) for naukleroi in the East. 

150 The Rhone enters from the Mediterranean at Aries, to the east of Nfmes, and the confluence of 
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perhaps because of an official relationship with the emperor concerning the annona. 151 Reserved 

seats for other collegia, including priestly organizations, were located throughout the cavea. 152 

Another occupational group mentioned in a seating inscription from the amphitheatre of 

Syracuse is that of the tabularii, for whose members either a single seat or a group of seats was 

reserved on the podium.153 These individuals were imperial finance clerks who were largely 

slaves or freedmen and the reservation of seats for them on the podium, a practice very different 

from that in Rome, is noteworthy. Another group whose members could also be liberti and who 

were granted their own area were the arcarii vicesimae in the amphitheatre of Tarragona. These 

individuals, imperial financial clerks responsible for taxes, were seated in an unknown 

location. 154 

The grant of seats to a group was not always only a reflection of its importance, whether 

social or financial, to the community or Roman state, since the organization of seats for a group 

within a single area was also advantageous in terms of crowd control (although it could of course 

cause problems in and of itself). The commotion caused by a large group of people seated 

the Rhone and the Saone is located near Lyon (at the altar of the Tres Galliae). The Ardeche is a small 
tributary of the Rhone to the north of Orange and the Ouveze flows into the Rhone north of Avignon; both 
rivers are therefore north of Ni'mes. For more on maritime commerce in Gaul in the area of Aries, see 
Christo I ( 1971, 1982); also Strabo (IV.I.14 ). For the navicularii of Aries see for example CIL III 14165, in 
which it appears that the five corpora of navicu/arii of the city threatened to go on strike. 

151 26.1; Haley 2003, 88-89. 
152 In the amphitheatre of Aries sclwlasticii were granted seats in the ima cavea (27.6) and the 

pastophori of the local temple of Isis were assigned seats as a group in the media cavea (27.4, .5). It is 
possible that a group of macellarii had reserved seats in an unknown area of the amphitheatre of Lyon 
(36.8), but the inscription is very fragmentary and its restoration uncertain; infra n. 171. 

153 12.7; for the status of the tabularii see Jones ( 1949, 43, 47). 
154 48.1; Jones 1949, 43. Arcarii of private individuals were usually slaves (Andreau 1999, 64-65). 
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together was easier to spot and subdue than that of individuals spread throughout the audience, 

and the Roman government kept close watch on the behaviour of collegia in particular since it 

believed that their activities might be subversive.155 This did not only apply to occupational 

organizations. Groups of young men were also prone to disruptive acts, particularly when it 

came to acting as partisans of a colour, gladiator, or actor. 156 Although the grant of seats to 

iuvenes and perhaps iuniores was meant in part to recognize their status in the community, it 

would also have helped to contain any inappropriate behaviour they might demonstrate at the 

spectacles. 157 

An occupational category whose members did not belong to a co/legium but to whom 

seats were provided at spectacles was the military. Military settlements generally had their own 

amphitheatre, and although their precise purpose is debated it is clear that the majority of the 

155 Among many examples, as a result of the riot in the amphitheatre between the Pompeians and 
Nucerians, the Pompeian people were forbidden from forming any collegia for ten years (Tac. Ann. 14.17), 
and the bread-bakers of Ephesus were strongly rebuked after a strike (IK 11.2. 215). The punishments for 
the behaviour of the bakers included a ban on group meetings; if anyone was caught contradicting the edict 
they were liable to arrest. Also in Ephesus silver-smiths who wished to protest the teachings of Paul the 
apostle protested in the theatre (Act. Ap. 19.23-41; Roueche 1984, 181 ). The dislike of the central 
government for such associations is clear in Trajan's edict to Pliny that they should be disbanded because 
they posed the threat of political disturbance (Plin. Ep. I 0.34.1, I 0.96.7). 

156 See Chapter 3. A unique seating inscription is found in the first maenianum of the amphitheatre 
ofNlmes: cuneus ova/is /oca (31.l). The adjective ova/is is very rare, and comes from ovo, to raise a joyful 
clamour, to rejoice, or to exult (clamorem quendam /aetum tol/ere, triumphare). This cuneus could perhaps 
be reserved for members of a claque, but its precise nature is unclear; for the political function of claques in 
the later empire see Browning ( 1952, 16-20). 

157 Cameron 1976, 77. Reserved seats for iuniores are found in the amphitheatre of Italica (45.10) 
and for iuvenes in the amphitheatre of Trier (54.1), although the location of these areas in the caveae is not 
known. For the seating of young men in Rome see Chapter l; for the importance of young men to eastern 
communities see Chapters 3 and 4. 
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audience in these venues would have consisted of military personnel.158 In specific instances 

members of the military obtained reserved seats in a venue other than that of the camp. An 

inscription from the civilian amphitheatre of Aquincum reveals that the carcerarius legionis of 

the nearby military settlement was given his own seat in the audience. He might have received 

his seat because he helped supply condemned individuals and prisoners to fight in munera 

presented for the enjoyment of the civilian population. 159 A fragmentary inscription from the 

same venue appears to be reserving seats for veterans, although whether for one or for two is 

unclear. 160 The presence of these military personnel in a civilian venue reflects the reality of 

Aquincum, where the military and civilian settlements were adjacent, as they were in Camuntum 

as well. Veterans may also have been granted seats in another venue outside of the martial 

context. A very fragmentary inscription from Hispalis may refer to a seating area for veterani. 161 

These veterani seem to be the new settlers of Hispalis rather than merely a military contingent of 

the local population. In Valentia both veteres and veterani are mentioned in inscriptions, 

evidence for a type of double community. The veteres from Valentia seem to be the old settlers 

of the Republican colony, whereas the veterani come from the resettlement of the late first 

158 For more on the purpose of military amphitheatres see Chapter 4. 
159 55.10: Kolendo 1979, 52 n. 89; 1981, 314. For more on the seating of military personnel in 

civilian amphitheatres see Chapter 4. 
160 55.11. The inscription reads VETR II. It is possible what appears to be the Roman numeral II is 

in fact be another letter that has worn away, such as part of veterani or part of a name. Another inscription 
from the same venue may be reserving a seat for a veteranus, although the text could also be restored to a 
name such as Vettius (55.14). Since the civilian settlement of Aquincum is located adjacent to the military 
community it is tempting to see this second text as referring to a veteran but caution must be used. 

161 Corzo Sanchez l 994a, 243. The condition of this inscription - both sides are lost - necessitates 
the use of caution in its re!>toration. 
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century B.C.E. and first century C.E., and a similar situation is likely for Hispalis. 162 

The larger size of many Italian and western venues relative to the size of the local 

population meant that attendance at spectacles was not restricted to members of the town or city 

itself and the reservation of seats for outsiders was possible. 163 These outsiders for whom seats 

were reserved could include visiting senators and possibly equestrians, as well as envoys from 

nearby communities, as was the case in the amphitheatre of Nimes where representatives from 

Arles were given seats in the ima cavea. 164 The inhabitants of the territory around a community 

might often travel into town to attend spectacles as well. The Republican lex Coloniae Genetivae 

provides for the seating of outsiders as adventores and hospites, and in the civilian amphitheatre 

of Camuntum the inhabitants of the pagus Aelianus, a subdivision of the territory of the 

settlement, were given their own reserved area in the first maenianum of the civilian 

amphitheatre. 165 The organization of the audience in such a way that outsiders were immediately 

recognizable, might, if the group of outsiders were large, have had negative results. It is easy to 

imagine that the conflict between the Pompeians and Nucerians in the amphitheatre of Pompeii 

escalated because the Nucerians were a distinguishable group seated together. 166 

The presence of representatives of other towns in the audience in the case of the 

162 Galsterer 1971, 53-54. For a full discussion of veteres and veterani see Galsterer ( 1971, 53-55 ). 

163 Futrell 2000, 164. 

164 31.4. 

165 Lex Ursonensis: Chapter 126; see above. Carnuntum: 57.2; the inscription was found within a 

vomitorium that opens onto the first maenianum. These individuals were given seats closer to the events 
occurring in the arena than were the local Augusta/es. 

166 Tac. Ann. 14.17. 
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amphitheatre of Lyon has different implications. The spectators in the amphitheatre of Lyon in 

fact for a long time consisted only of envoys from other towns. This amphitheatre was part of the 

complex for the provincial imperial cult at the confluence of the Rhone and Saone rivers and was 

used for festivities during the annual meetings of the concilium of the Tres Galliae, comprising 

peoples from Lugdunensis, Aquitania, and Belgica. 167 Seating inscriptions in the amphitheatre 

reserve areas for the delegates of several of the peoples who made up the Tres Galliae and 

attended the annual meeting. TheAlwrni, the Bituriges Cubi, the Tricasses, and the Vellavi all 

have their own areas. 168 At some point the venue was opened up to individuals from outside of 

the Tres Galliae as well as perhaps to the inhabitants of Lyon. 169 Representatives of the Glanici 

from Gallia Narbonensis were granted seats and the Antipolitani, also from the same region, may 

have been given a reserved area but the inscription is fragmentary. 170 It is possible that after the 

venue was opened up only those peoples within Gallia as a whole were allowed to attend the 

games at Lyon. 171 A similar arrangement may have been in place in Tarragona where, in an 

unknown venue of the city, envoys from the concilium provinciae of Hispania Citerior were 

granted seats. The city was the capital of the province of Tarraconensis and the centre of the 

167 This amphitheatre and its role in the provincial imperial cult is discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 4. 

168 36.1, .2, .3; 37.6. A fragmentary inscription from this venue may be restored to provide seats for 
the Aedui, the Viromandui, or the Viducassii (37.7), and another may be restored as tres provinciae Galliae, 
although the identity of the individual or group who would have been seated in this spot is unknown (37.3). 

169 See Chapter 4. 
170 36.6, .7. 
171 A text from this amphitheatre restored both as Macedon um and as macellariorum (36.8) has 

been used to suggest that envoys from the Macedones would have participated in the festivities and 
therefore that peoples from outside of all the Galliae could attend. This seems unlikely and it is perhaps 
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provincial imperial cult and these reserved seats may have been used during the annual 

• 172meetmgs. 


The Application of the lex Julia theatralis in Italy and the West 


The lex Julia tlzeatralis in its entirety could not be applied directly to Italian, western, and 

African cities because of the different civic and social structures of these communities. Seating 

arrangements in these areas were therefore not a carbon copy of those in the capital but were in 

some ways very similar. As the upper ordo of each community, decurions were given seats at the 

front of the venue as were senators in Rome, and the senatus consul tum passed under Augustus 

provided visiting senators with seats at the front as well. Equites had privileged seating for which 

there is epigraphic evidence in Merida, Orange, and Syracuse but the number of rows does not 

correspond to the fourteen given to the equestrians in Rome by the lex Roscia theatralis. The 

magistrate presiding over the spectacle was seated in a tribunal, as he was in Rome, and any 

person whom the community wished to honour could be given seats opposite the munerarius as 

was done for example in Cumae. 173 In Rome, Augustus gave the honour of seating in the 

tribunal opposite that of the sponsor of the games to the Vestal Virgins in recognition of their 

important religious role and elevated status. Along with the unofficial attendance at local 

spectacles of individuals from other communities, areas could be officially reserved as occurred 

in the amphitheatre of Nimes where envoys from Aries had their own seats. In the Aavian 

better to favour the restoration of macellariorum or another alternative altogether; supra n. 152. 
172 47.l, .2; for more on this see Chapter 4. 
173 AE 1927. 158; Sherk 1970, no. 41. 
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amphitheatre in Rome delegates from Gades had their own reserved seats and an inscription 

records an area for public hospites. 174 Augustus assigned the praetextati of Rome their own 

cuneus and seated their paedagogues in the one adjacent in order to both emphasize the 

importance of the young men and to make sure that their behaviour was controlled; in venues in 

the West it was the iuvenes who were instead the relevant age group granted seats. Augustus 

separated the soldiers from the people, and some individual veterans in the western provinces 

may have had their own seats in civilian venues. 

It is clear that in other aspects of Italian and western seating the intention behind the lex 

Julia theatralis, not only to arrange audience members according to their sociopolitical 

involvement but also to present a particular societal display that had been structured according to 

the desires of the leaders of each community, was applied to those institutions that did not exist in 

Rome or for which there were no equivalents. The Augusta/es, the ordo second to that of the 

decurions in Italy and the West, were given their own reserved seats that could be at the front of 

the audience; in a sense they were the provincial equivalent to the equites at Rome. In contrast to 

the arrangements in the capital, where Augustus prevented freedmen from obtaining privileged 

seating, in Italy and the West these individuals were able to do so through such avenues as the 

Augusta/es or collegia. In certain venues collegia were provided with reserved areas and 

membership in a professional association was a way in which a working individual could obtain 

his own seat. The grant of seats to these groups was based on their importance to their 

174 Orlandi 2004 nos. 14.5, 14.5. I, 14.11; Chapter I. 
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community and the state, detennined by financial contributions to the local economy rather than 

by their social and juridical status; in contrast, Augustus considered juridical status in particular 

when detennining in what manner he wished to display Roman society. In Aquincum and 

Camuntum, two communities which had both military and civilian amphitheatres, a social 

hierarchy was maintained that allowed room for individuals from the other settlement, reflecting 

the geographic co-existence of these double communities. The quattuorviri of Camuntum were 

given seats in the military amphitheatre of equal privilege to those of the military legate presiding 

over the events, and in the civilian amphitheatre of Aquincum the military carcerarius legionis 

was honoured with the grant of a seat. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the application of the lex Julia theatralis in Italy 

and the West is its provision concerning the seating of women. While the privileged seating of 

women outside of Rome is in direct violation of the lex as it was applied in the capital, it does not 

seem to violate its intention. One of the reasons why Augustus relegated most women to the 

back of the audience might have been that he wished to emphasize that they had little official role 

within the new sociopolitical framework of the city. Women in Italian and western communities 

had a more varied involvement in public life than they did in the capital, and these women were 

given honours including the grant of reserved seats in the theatre and amphitheatre. They were 

being seated according to their sociopolitical involvement, as the lex Julia theatralis directed, as 

well as according to their financial contributions to their communities. One of the reasons that 

these women might have been honoured in such a fashion was the social status of their male 
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family members, both husbands and fathers. 

An element of audience organization in the West which is unique to the Latin-speaking 

cities of Roman Africa is the assignation of reserved seats to the civic curiae, voting units of the 

local population. The only venue in which seating inscriptions were found for curiae is the 

amphitheatre of Lambaesis, but there is evidence for such arrangements in the theatre of Lepe is 

Magna as well. 

While there are many differences between the bodies and individuals honoured with 

reserved seats in Italy and the western provinces and those honoured in Rome, the motivation 

behind the organization of spectators was largely the same. Although certain aspects of the lex 

Julia theatrafis were to serve as a model for communities outside of Rome and senators were 

guaranteed privileged seating throughout the empire, each town was to a large degree able to 

organize local audiences as it saw fit. An important element of these arrangements was 

sociopolitical involvement, but certain other factors such as financial contributions and the social 

status of family members were also taken into consideration. Since each community had a 

certain level of independence in terms of audience organization and could structure the cavea to 

present a specific and idealized hierarchy, there was local variation in spectator arrangements. 

These local variations also reflected, although perhaps not as strongly as in the East, the disparate 

social structures of each community. In communities in the East, discussed in the following 

Chapter. audience organization was one of the ways in which the local elite could negotiate 

Roman dominance by reinforcing their community's identity to the local population. 
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Chapter 3: The Greek Provinces 

Pre-Roman seating 

Some areas of the East had a history of audience organization upon which they could 

rely, and this tradition continued into the Roman era. In classical Athens audience organization 

in the theatre of Dionysus served the same function as it later did under the Romans, to display a 

particular reflection of society that was considered appropriate and desirable by those in charge. 1 

In Athens the arrangement of the spectators reflected the male-dominated, democratic ideology 

of the polis; seats at the front of the audience were reserved for magistrates and the rest of the 

citizens appear to have been seated by tribe. It seems that anyone could sit in the front rows other 

than in specifically reserved seats, but an individual with prohedria was allowed to ask them to 

leave.2 Permanent sections at the front of the cavea were reserved for members of the council, 

ephebes, the archons, the nomophylakes, strategoi, and priests.3 Members of the council were 

assigned seating in an area called the bouleutikos, and the ephebes in the ephebikos, both of 

which were located in the central cuneus.4 Philochorus states that the nomoplzylakes, the 

guardians of the law, sat opposite the archons suggesting that each group was seated at or near 

1 Csapo and Slater ( 1995, 286-305) provide a detailed discussion of the audience in the Athenian 
theatre in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.E. 

2 Schol ion to Ar. Eq. 573-577. Before the cavea was built entirely out of stone only the rows for 
prohedria were in marble while all the other seats were wooden benches (scholion to Ar. Thesm. 395; 
Cratinus, Kassel-Austin, PCG F 360). 

3 For the sake of consistency the Latin terms for theatrical and amphitheatrical architecture have 
been used throughout. 

4 Ar. Av. 793-796; scholion to Ar. Av. 794; Pax 897-908. 
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either end of the cavea, the only areas available directly opposite one another.5 Although the 

precise location of the seats for priests and generals is unknown, Aristophanes confinns that they 

had prohedria.6 Xenophon suggests that foreign merchant<; and ship-owners should be given 

reserved seats at the front of the cavea although his proposal does not seem to have met with 

approval since there is no evidence of such an area.7 

The presence of women in the Athenian audience is the subject of great debate, but 

ancient authors seem to imply that they did attend.8 Plato, for example, mentions women in the 

theatrical audience without providing any conclusive evidence as to their location.9 A passage 

from Aristophanes' Pax- can be used to argue both for and against the presence of women. 10 

During the preparation for a mock sacrifice in the play, barley is thrown to the audience from the 

stage. After the slave announces that he has finished throwing the barley and that not a man in 

the audience does not have any (barley is also slang for penis), another character responds that the 

women did not receive any. This can be taken both to suggest that women were not present at 

all, or rather that they were present but were seated at the back of the venue and thus were too far 

away to catch any barley. Two sources may be used for clarification. The first, a scholion to 

Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusae, refers to legislation introduced by the politician Phyromachus in 

5 FGrH 328 F 64b. 

6 Ar. Ran. 297; Eq. 573-577, 702-704; scholion to Ar. Eq. 573-577. 

7 Xen. Wars and Means 3.4. 

8 See Haigh (1889, 297-302); Wilson (1982, 158-159); Pickard-Cambridge (1968, 264-265, 269); 


Podlecki (1990); Henderson (1991); Goldhill (1994); Katz (1998) for the various arguments in favour of 
and against their presence. 

9 Pl. Grg. 502d; Leg. 658C-D. 
10 Ar. Pax 962-967. 
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which he seated men and women separately and also divided prostitutes from free women. 11 The 

second, a fragment from the Gynecocratia of Alexis dating between the mid fourth and early 

third centuries B.C.E., states that an unknown number of women must watch the festival seated 

in the furthest section of seats of the theatre like foreign women. 12 This area could be the 

uppermost on either the left or the right side of the cavea, and it is possible that free women and 

prostitutes were assigned different rows within this space. It must be kept in mind that the 

legislation of Phyromachus may not be genuine and that the Alexis fragment is later in date and 

comes from a comedy that appears to be about women taking charge of the government. These 

two references do seem, however, to support the presence of women in the Athenian theatre and 

their separation from male audience members. 

Tokens engraved with tribal names appear to have been used as theatre tickets and along 

with epigraphic evidence from other Greek theatres suggest that tribal seating wm; in use in the 

theatre of Dionysus in Athens, although how strictly it was enforced during dramatic 

performances is unclear. 13 The arrangement of the cavea by tribe m;signed essentially equal 

seating to most audience members, reflecting the democratic ideology of the city. 14 Only those 

individuals with prohedria or reserved seats at the front of the cavea would have been visibly 

11 Scholion on Ar. Eccl. 22; Pickard-Cambridge 1968, 265, 269. 
12 Alexis Gvn., Kassel-Austin, PCG F 42; Arnott 1996, 151-152. 
13 Csapo a~d Slater 1995, 289-290; see Pickard-Cambridge ( 1968. 270-272) on the possible use 

and identification of theatre tickets. Tokens were also used in the West; see Chapter 2. 
14 Winkler ( 1985. 30) suggests that the organization of the audience at the Great Dionysia in 

particular was meant to display" ... (at least ideally) a kind of map of the civic corporation with all its 
tensions and balances. The fundamental contrast was that between the internal competition of tribe against 
tribe ... and the equally strong determination to honor and obey legitimate authority, so that the polis as a 
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distinguished from the rest of the audience. This tradition of reserved seating continued into the 

Hellenistic period. fu the theatre of Megalopolis, for example, tribal seating inscriptions date to 

the late third or early second century B.C.E. 15 

Roman evidence 

The history of audience organization in at least some areas in the East prevents the 

organization of eastern audiences under the Romans from being attributed entirely to new 

legislation, and the impact of Roman practice must instead be limited only to modifying existing 

arrangements. Although the senatus consultum passed under Augustus ensuring that senators 

would always be given the front row can be seen as an extension of prohedria for magistrates 

and there is evidence for this privileged seating in the East, it does not seem to have been applied 

as a rule. 16 In the stadium of Aphrodisias, for example, a senator had a seat in the eighth row and 

in the theatre of Laodicea a man of consular rank was given seats in the third row from the back 

of the theatre. 17 The main change in spectator organization in the eastern provinces under 

Roman rule was the increase in stratification of the spectators, reflecting the Roman 

hierarchically-based ideology. More so than in the West, ea'>tem audiences reflect both the 

whole would display a united front against its enemies." 
15 IC V 451; Richards 1892, 122-124; Fiechter 1931, 22-23 no. 2. These tribal inscriptions were 

located on the backs of the seats and were later replaced by new tribe names on the fronts of the seats 
(below). For more on seating in Greek and Hellenistic theatres see Htibner ( 1858, 53-54 ); Winkler ( 1985, 
30-32); Polacco (1987, 1-12). 

16 Suet. Aug. 44.1. For example, in Stratoneika Marcus Cocceius Nerva, consul 36 C.E., was 
granted prohedria by an honorific decree (/K 22.1, no. 509; AE 1922, no. 30). In the stadium of Didyma a 
seat is inscribed i'lti:liciaTJi; (68.1.59); the term is equestrian in nature and may reserve this seat in the front 
row for an eques. 
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disparate social and civic structures of individual communities and also the manner in which 

some local elite used audience organization as a means through which to fashion a self-identity 

for their community. 

The body of epigraphic evidence for seating in the eastern regions of the empire during 

the Roman period can be divided into the same categories as those from the western provinces: 

numeration within the venues and inscriptions from seats which reserved them for individuals or 

for offices and groups. 

Numeration within venues 

Unlike in Italy and the West few texts seem to have been designed to lead spectators to 

their seats. This must be because the design of eastern theatres and stadia did not generally 

incorporate complex pathways and a variety of entrances and therefore the identification of a 

route within the venue was unnecessary. 18 Tesserae seem to have been used a-; theatre tickets in 

at least some venues in the East. The bilingual tessera from Issa was discussed in Chapter 2; 

another bilingual tessera was found in the odeon of Pericles in Athens, inscribed with Aiaxut.ou 

and the number thirteen in both Greek and Latin, perhaps indicating that a seat was reserved in 

the thirteenth row of a section of the venue named after Aeschylus. 19 Tesserae inscribed with 

17 67.56.; 76. 
18 For more on the architecture of Greek versus Roman theatres see below; see Chapter 2 for the 

internal routes demarcated in western venues. 
19 Broneer 1932, 141 n. 2. An ivory theatre ticket was used in the theatre of Corinth which seems to 

have referred to one of the four cunei of the venue (Broneer 1932, no. 5; no date is provided). The 
identification of two tesserae from Jerusalem as theatre tickets is questioned by Segal (I 995, 4 n. 6). 
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numbers corresponding to those identifying seats have been found in the Zea theatre at Piraeus.20 

Whereas the Greek tesserae generally contain only basic information, the purely Latin tesserae 

are more detailed and refer to the cavea (ima, media, summa ), cuneus number, and row 

number.21 Again, this is a reflection of the differences between Greek and Roman venues; 

Roman theatres and amphitheatres were designed to display and emphasize the social hierarchy 

of the spectators, meaning that the cavea itself was highly stratified. Greek venues were instead 

more open and had fewer- if any- divisions within the cavea itself.22 

Seats in some eastern venues were identified by number; in several cases the venues in 

which seats were identified in this fa<;hion were either constructed or modified during the Roman 

period. In the odeon of Alexandria, built in the late third to early fourth century C.E., one row of 

seats identified by inscriptions remains. In the thirteenth row from the bottom the seats are 

marked AX, BX, through to IrX (IX, 2X... l3X).23 On the upper surface of each seat is a lunate 

sigma; the combination of the lunate sigma, chi, and number is particular to this row and appears 

to have been its identifying formula. Other individual seating blocks from this odeon are 

inscribed with a number alone or with different symbols together with a number. These symbols 

include a twig, a cross, a vertical line, and on the upper surface of some seats, a circle. It appears 

that only the five upper rows, twelve through seventeen, are numbered in this fa~hion.24 In the 

20 Sear 2006. 4, 404. 

21 Chapter 2. 

22 See Chapter 4. 

23 Makowiecka 1971, 480; Wladyslaw and Makowiecka 1973, 109. 

24 Makowiecka 1971, 480; Borkowski 1981. 96 no. 15. 
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eleventh row the first seating block is inscribed PNB which has a numerical value of one hundred 

and fifty-two.25 This inscription does not follow the same pattern as that found in rows twelve 

through seventeen and it is possible that this change was meant to distinguish the first eleven 

rows in some way from those above. 

A similar method of differentiation is found in the theatre of Aphrodisias, originally built 

in the second half of the first century B.C.E. but enlarged by the addition of the summa cavea 

under Antoninus Pius. Two of the steps between the tenth and eleventh cunei of this venue carry 

inscriptions, the fourteenth step an A and the seventeenth step possibly a L1. 26 These letters may 

be numbers, one and four, indicating the seat rows. C. Roueche suggests that the numbers start 

so far up because they identify rows beyond those containing officially allocated seats.27 In the 

south theatre at Gerasa, the first phase of which dates to 90 C.E., the seats of the outer cunei are 

numbered. The numbers begin at the bottom at A (one) and end at IOH (two hundred and 

seventy-eight); three different hands are responsible.28 Finally, in the theatre of Nablus seat5 in 

the first row that were assigned to a civic tribe were identified from one through twenty-one; the 

25 81.6. 
26 65.67. 
27 Roueche 1993. 113. In the same venue 18 is inscribed in the sixth row of the third seating block 

in the sixth cuneus from the north. perhaps the number 12 (65.28). If in fact meant to be the number 12, this 
text seems to be identifying the seat. The fourth seating block in the eleventh row of the seventh cuneus of 
the theatre also carries the same inscription (65.39). Since the size of the seating blocks was not standard. it 
is possible that 18 could again be identifying the twelfth "eat. It may alternatively have been an abbreviation, 
perhaps for a civic group; see Chapter 4. 

28 Sear 1996. 222, 225. An inscription from Gerasa dating to the same time records that a T. 
Flavi us provided 3,000 drachmas to build a cuneus of the south theatre (Jones 1928, 152-153. no. 13 ). 
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numbers move from right to left and are approximately 0.30 to 0.40 metres apart.29 As in the 

West this seat width seems to have been the average; in Stobi the inscribed lines in the front row 

mark off area-; 0.80 metres wide or larger which would have provided enough space for at least 

two spectators.30 While the identification of seats and rows by numbers or symbols enabled 

spectators to find their seats quickly and in an organized fashion, the notation of seats with 

different patterns of numeration may also have served to distinguish those that were reserved, or 

assigned by specific tesserae, from those that were meant for general audience members. It is 

possible that the practice of identifying single seats increased during Roman dominance because 

of the higher level of stratification of the audience as well as the increased number of seats 

granted to individuals. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the presence of a numeral on a seat did not always serve to 

identify it. In some cases a block of seats was assigned to a group as a whole and the number 

thus granted was carved on the seats themselves. Clear-cut examples of this are found in the 

Latin catalogue but there is only one set of Greek inscriptions for which this may be the case.31 

In the stadium of Aphrodisias several seats in the twenty-fifth row of the fifteenth cuneus are 

29 78; Magen 1984, 275. In the Zea theatre at Piraeus, constructed in approximately 150 B.C.E., the 
first row of seats is numbered from right to left (Sear 2006, 404). Many seats in the theatre of Mytilene are 
inscribed with Greek letters or symbols such as a sickle and a dagger; the date of these inscriptions is not 
provided (Sear 2006, 4) . 

.io Gebhard 1981, 16; Wiseman ( 1984, 579) provides a width of 1.05 metres. See Chapter 2 for the 
average seat width in the West. 

31 Two of the inscriptions from the theatre of Aphrodisias mentioned above (65.28, .39) may have 
been identifying the seats rather than indicating the number of seats assigned to a group or to an individual, 
or they could equally have been abbreviations. For the western examples see Chapter 2. 
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inscribed either IA or AI, perhaps the number eleven.32 Since the inscriptions are found neither 

in the eleventh cuneus nor the eleventh row and cannot have been meant to identify the eleventh 

seat, if IA and AI are in fact numbers they may represent the number of seats assigned to a group. 

It is also possible, however, that these texts are abbreviations of the name of a group since the 

same inscription is found on the seats at either end of the seventeenth row of the twenty-eighth 

cuneus, perhaps indicating that the entire row was reserved for the group AI may represent.33 

Seats reserved for individuals 

The increase in the number of inscriptions reserving spots for individuals rather than for 

offices is an indication of the move from Greek to Roman times and reflects the breakdown of 

the egalitarian image of the classical Greek cavea. Individually identified seats are appropriate in 

an audience in which the public display of social stratification is important and in which 

spectators have already been subdivided into various groups. Seats for individuals can then be 

seen as an indication of internal stratification within these groups. 34 While Latin inscriptions use 

the term locus ("place of') plus the genitive to indicate a seat is reserved, the four terms used in 

Greek inscriptions are Torroi:; ("place of') plus the genitive, and KOTEXETat, rrpoKaTEXETat, and 

5taKaTEXETat ("reserved") plus either a preposition and the genitive or the genitive alone. As in 

the Latin catalogue, not all texts contain reservation formulae, either because they have been lost 

32 67.41. 

33 67.47; similar abbreviations are found in the odeon of the city (66.1). 

34 van Nijf 1997, 217. For more on this see Chapter 4. 
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or because they were never originally inscribed. 35 The fonnulae in Greek inscriptions reserving 

seats for individuals can be divided into the following categories: TOTTO<; and the name of an 

individual, KCXTEXETat or KaTEXETat un6 and a name, npoKaTEXETat or npoKaTEXETat un6 

and a name, and chaKaTEXETat l'.m6 and a name. The fonnula of TOTTO<; and a name is the most 

common.36 The fonnula KaTEXETat un6 and its imperative fonn survive only in the theatre of 

Tennessus. as do npoKaTEXETat and npoKaTEXETat un6; inscriptions with OtaKaTEXETat UTTO 

may survive in the theatre of Pergamum.37 

In the stadium of Didyma two fonnulae were used that are unique to this venue, E:n\. and 

the genitive and emo and a name in the genitive.38 Inscriptions carrying E:nl are far more 

numerous than those with em6. 'Ent appears to have been used to indicate that a seat had been 

reserved in an official capacity through the authority of the prophetes in office. These prophetai 

were elected annually from the leading families of Miletus; five candidates were nominated by 

each of the five local demes and then in a second vote the final choice was made.39 The oracle of 

Apollo at Didyma remained active well into the fourth century C.E.40 Although the eponymous 

office in Didyma was in fact the stephanophorus of Miletus, the office of prophetes was much 

-
15 Several inscription'> contain a reservation term alone, but they would originally have included the 

name of an individual, office, or group. 
36 This formula is found for example in the theatre (65.7, .17, .35, .40, .47) and stadium of 

Aphrodisias (67.8, .32, .33, .65, .68), in the th~atre of Miletus (71.13), in the theatre of Stobi (7.57), and in 
the theatre ofTermessus (77.3.9). ' 

37 77.3.18, .6.2, .7.3, .8.2, .12.15 ..12.18; 77.1.1, .3.22, .7.5 ..11.1. 
38 Only one inscription,' AAE~a 6 TOTTO<; ETTL' A(p)TEµ(ou (68.2.27b), contains both TOTToi:; and 

ETTL; it may indicate that a seat was reserved for the individual named in the year of the prophetes Artemius. 
39 Parke 1986, 124; Jones 1987, 326. 
40 Baker 2005, 406. 
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more prestigious and seems to be the office of importance in the seating inscriptions.41 'Err( is 

explicitly linked with the office of prophetes in several inscriptions.42 In other texts ETTt is linked 

with an individual identified elsewhere as a prophetes. For example, it is found with the name 

Artemon in two texts and this man is identified in two other seating inscriptions as a prophetes.43 

A Straton is identified as a prophetes in two inscriptions in which his name is associated with 

ETTt .44 Several names are repeated in many of the seating inscriptions in association with ETTt, and 

these individuals seem to be the prophetai in office when the seat was reserved.45 In some cases 

these names are associated with others, presumably the individual for whom the seat was 

reserved, whereas in certain inscriptions they stand alone, perhaps because another name has 

been lost. The repetition of the same names in this fashion suggests that ETTt was not being used 

to reserve seats for the prophetai named, but rather that the seats were being reserved through 

their authority. Although in quite a few cases the title prophetes is not included along with ETTt 

and the name provided, the title is included - and several of the names are repeated - often 

enough to make the association of ETTt with the reservation of the seat through the authority of the 

prophetes a reasonable suggestion. These inscriptions from the stadium are rather difficult to 

interpret. 

41 Parke 1986, 124; Sherk 1991, 248-249. 
42 68.1.3, .1.7, .1.8, .1.18, .1.38, .1.39, .1.40, .2.26b, .2.35, .2.42, .3.11. In one text (68.2.35) it is 

linked with the plural, prophetai, which may suggest that two individuals held the office in one year. 
43 68.1.33, .2.38; 68.1.43b, .3.8. 
44 68.1.7, .1.8. 
45 For example, Philo~tratus: 68.1.5, 1.27, .1.30, .2.lOb, .2.18a, .2.24, .2.25 ..2.43. Stratonus: 

68.1.7, .1.8, .5.1. Charmus: 68.1.9, .1.17, .l.40a, .2.7a, .2.50. Atticus: 68.1.10 x2, .1.17, .1.20, .2.lla, .4.8. 
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Of the three inscriptions containing arr6, in two cases the preposition is followed by 

'ApTE:µwvo<; np0<ptjTOu while in the third it is followed by the name of an individual alone.46 

This last individual was most likely a prophetes who was not explicitly identified as such, as was 

frequently the case with the inscriptions using E:nl, or whose title has not survived on the seat. A. 

Rehm suggests that the use of an6 is meant to indicate that the seat was reserved for the 

individual named from the year given, designated by the prophetes holding office, onward.47 

The identification of the reservation of a seat in a specific year may not have been the original 

intention of these inscriptions, however, and is not a phenomenon found in any other venue. The 

term should instead be taken to mean more generally that the seat was reserved during the tenure 

of office of the prophetes named and was most likely meant to be reserved from this point 

onward, perhaps for a specific individual. This must have been difficult to enforce. 

The inscriptions in the theatre of Athens also carry formulae specific to this venue, KaTa 

ljltj<jnoµa and Ka8' L.moµv1iµanoµ6v, both indicating that the seats were granted by an official 

decree. They serve the same function as locus datus or focus datus decreto decurionum in the 

Latin inscriptions, to indicate that a seat or block of seats was granted through official means.48 

Far more common than seating inscriptions with reservation formulae are those in which 

only the personal name survives. Many of the names are either abbreviations whose case is 

therefore unknown or the names are too fragmentary for their case to be determined. Of the 

Sopoleus: 68. 1.13, .l.18. Sophanus: 68.1.17 .. l.20, .l.22b, .2.12b x2, .2.26b, .3.9, .4.4. 
46 68.l.43b, .3.8; 68.2.39. 
47 Rehm 1958. I 02. 
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inscriptions whose ca~e can be detennined the vast majority are in the genitive and they might in 

many cases have originally been preceded by one of the reservation tenns; several texts also 

survive in the nominative. A particularly interesting series of inscriptions concerns an individual 

to whom seats were granted in the theatre of Miletus. On each of the top three rows of one 

cuneus is inscribed SriAuµ( Tpou.49 This inscription would have reserved approximately twenty 

places for the individual named. identified as Marcus Aurelius Thelymitres, a prominent athlete 

in Miletus.50 Since three rows of seats were too many for one individual even were his family to 

have been seated with him, he must have allowed others to sit in these seats. It is likely that some 

of these individuals would have been members of the associations who are known to have 

erected honorific statues for him in the theatre, two groups of porters and the linen-weavers.51 

The identity of the individual for whom a seat was reserved is not usually able to be detennined 

and a suggestion for restoration can rarely be made with certainty, a difficulty compounded by the 

habit in some communities of reinscribing the seats when they were no longer needed by the 

original occupant.52 Inscriptions containing personal names can also present a problem in tenns 

of the length of time during which the reservation of the seat would have been observed by other 

audience members.53 The question arises whether when the individual in question was absent his 

-1
8 2.6i, .6m, .60, .7k, .71, .7o, .9a, .tog. 

-1
9 71.10. 

50 Herrmann 1998, 126; see below for more on seats for athletes. 
51 van Nijf 1997. 223. A similar arrangement is found in the stadium of Aphrodisias, in which 

Claudia Seleuceia was assigned seats that she may have given to members of an association to which she 
was somehow connected (67.20, .21; below). 

52 For example in the theatres of Aphrodisias (65.9, .18, .19) and of Athens (2.6n). 
5 

' See Chapter 2 for the difficulties presented by seating inscriptions. 
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or her seat would remain empty or someone else would sit in it. The inscriptions from the 

stadium of Didyma containing amS are particularly problematic since they suggest that the seat 

was reserved from a specific point onward for an unidentified length of time. 

Even more problematic are those seats bearing not only the name of an individual but 

also of the office held. While a seat inscribed only with the title of an office can be reused by 

anyone who fills the position, the addition of the name of an individual holding the office limits 

its use since future occupants would either have to have the seat reinscribed or be forced to ignore 

the existing inscription. There are several such texts in the Greek catalogue. In the theatre of 

Aphrodisias a seat is reserved for a Theodotus who is identified as the rrpoTaupapio~, the leader 

of the aurarii.54 Quite a few inscriptions from the stadium ofDidyma identify individuals by 

both their offices and their names. Seats are reserved for a tragic actor, priests, a high priest, 

wardens of the temple, an individual who may be a shell-fish dealer, a female agonothete, and an 

archon, all of whom are identified by name as well as by office.55 Although the most common 

office for which name and title are listed together is that of prophetes, the prophetes named is not 

the individual for whom the seat was reserved. Texts in which an individual is identified by 

name and rank are less problematic since an individual's status was personal and could not be 

transferred; these inscriptions are equivalent to those identifying an individual by name alone. A 

seat in the stadium of Aphrodisias is reserved for an Attalus who is of senatorial rank, and in the 

theatre of Laodicea a seat is inscribed nauA£ i vou urraTLKOU indicating that Pauleinus was of 
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consular rank.56 

As in Italy and the West seats were reserved for both men and women. Eastern women 

appear to have been involved with their communities to a greater extent than their counterparts in 

the West. Women in the East could undertake restricted munera and act as priestesses for a 

number of deities, although it seems that they acted as benefactresses or patronae to communities 

less frequently than western and Italian women.57 The number, or at least variety, of offices held 

by eastern women is much larger than that held by women in Italy and the West. To provide but 

a few examples: in the first century C.E. Mendora of Sillyon in Pisidia performed a number of 

duties including being a dekaprotos (an office concerned with the collection of taxes), a priestess 

of the imperial cult and of Demeter, a gymnasiarch, and a hierophant.58 A woman from 

Termessus was a gymnasiarch in perpetuity and a founder of the local gymnasium, a female 

Jysiarch is known from Sidyma, a woman was an agonothete in Didyma, and the stephanophoria 

and prytaneia could also be held by women.59 The evidence for the involvement of eastern 

women with their communities comes primarily from the first and second centuries C.E.60 These 

public-minded women were rewarded with honorary inscriptions and statues as well as on 

. . h 61occasion wit seats at games. 

54 65.56; for the aurarii see below. 
55 68.1.23: 68.1.13, .1.36: 683.9; 68.1.43b; 683.12; 683.13b; 68.4.6. 
So 67.56; 76. 
57 MacMullen 1986, 439. 
sx van Bremen 1985, 223 and n. 3, 6; for the office of dekaprotos see Jones 1940, 139-140. 
59 TAM III 58, 123; TAM II 188, 189, 190; Dmitriev 2005, 179-180; 68.3.13b. 
60 van Bremen 1985, 233-234. 
61 For more on women in the East see for example Marshall ( 1975), van Bremen ( 1985), Trebilco 
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The majority of the inscriptions reserving seats for female audience members survive 

from Athens where women were particularly active in civic life as priestesses.62 Although the 

first row of the theatre of Dionysus was assigned exclusively to priests, priestesses were given 

seats in the second row and above. These seats were, however, almost always reserved for the 

office and not for the woman, as was also the case with men holding office. Other religious 

offices held by women for which seats were reserved include a barley-carrier and basket bearer.63 

A few women who were not identified by office were also granted seats in the theatre of 

Athens.64 Two seats, for example, were reserved for an individual named Ladamea, one of 

which is fragmentary and the other in which the woman (although it certainly could have been 

two different women) is identified as Tfl~ MricS~ou, the daughter of Medeus.65 A similar 

situation arises with three seats inscribed MEytOTJ1~ KaTa l!J~<Ptoµa, perhaps denoting that the 

same Megista was in possession of three reserved seats granted to her by a decree of the 

assembly.66 

Seats were also reserved for women in venues in other cities although not in so great a 

number. Carminia Claudiana, a member of a prominent Aphrodisian family, was granted her 

(1991, 104-126), Dmitriev (2005. 178-188). 
62 1.13di; 2.6a, .6c, .6d, .6i, .6j, .7p, .Sc, .Sd, .Se, .Sg, .9d, .lOa, .lOe. 
63 2.6k; 2.7h. Seats were also assigned to young women who carried symbols in procession (2.6f, 

.6g) and to hymn-singers, most likely all female (2.6h, .Sb, .Se). 
64 For example, seats were given to a Theoxena (2.llh), a Theano (2.12a), and the wife of Herodes 

Atticus (2.71). 
65 2.Sa, .7m. 
66 2.6m, .60 ..9a. Marcus Aurelius Thelymitres in Miletus (above) and Claudia Seleuceia in 

Aphrodisias (below) were also granted more than one seat each. 
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own seat- most likely originally located in the upper cavea - in the theatre of the city.67 In the 

stadium of the same city Claudia Seleuceia was assigned her own area near the very back of the 

audience, some seats of which were allocated to members of an association; if the inscriptions are 

contemporaneous then she may have given them to the members of a group to which she wa<; 

somehow connected, perhaps as benefactress.68 In the same venue two women, Ignatia and 

Hypsicles, were given seats in the eleventh row. 69 None of the inscriptions for female audience 

members in Aphrodisias mention offices held, although this does not mean that these women did 

not in fact hold any. 

It is not only in Athens that women holding an office were granted their own reserved 

seats. The female agonothete from Didyma mentioned above had a seat in the third row; the 

majority of the seating inscriptions for magistrates in this venue are located in the first two rows 

which suggest<; that this woman might have been purposely separated from her colleagues. 70 In 

the theatre of Termessus an area was reserved for a group of high priestesses of the imperial cult; 

although the text runs from the fifth down to the first row of the second nwenianum it is unclear 

whether the entire area was devoted to these individuals or only a section of it.71 In the theatre of 

67 65.88b; Roueche 1993, 117; see Lewi!> ( 1974, 91 M) for the family of Carminia. One of her 
relatives donated I 0.000 denarii towards seats in the theatre. In the same venue a seat whose original 
location is unknown wa<; reserved for an Apphia (65.78). and a spot in the sixth row of the theatre was 
inscribed for a Flavia, although this may instead be the name of a civic tribe (65.29). 

68 67.20, .21: van Nijf 1997, 222-223; cf. the inscription for the athlete Marcus Aurelius 
Thelymitres and his dependants in the theatre of Miletus (above). 

09 67.26. 
70 68.3.l3b; a seat in the -;econd row of the same venue was inscribed for a Claudia Bassi Ila who is 

the daughter or wife of a Xenophon (68.2.36). 
71 77.6.2. 
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Delphi a large portion of the sixth c1meus appears to be reserved for the priestess Memmia Lupa, 

who lived near the end of the first century B.C.E., and members of her family.72 Only rows four 

and above of this cuneus carry seating inscriptions and it may be that the rows closer to the 

orchestra were reserved for magistrates and other important individuals in a different fashion. 

Seats are reserved for Memmia Lupa by name and office in rows four. five, and ten and her 

family name alone is inscribed alone on rows five, thirteen, and fourteen. 

The evidence for women in eastern audiences suggests that although they were able to be 

active in civic life and to hold office, and were in some cases identified by these offices in seating 

inscriptions, they were not a5signed seats in the first row. In the theatre of Dionysus, for 

example, the best seats priestesses were granted were in the second row. In the case of Herodes 

Atticus senior and his wife Alcias, he was seated in the second cuneus from the left in the fourth 

row and she was seated in the second cuneus from the right in the tenth row.73 This is a contrast 

to the arrangements in the West, where women seem to have been able to hold fewer offices (and 

in fact no western women were identified in seating inscriptions by their office) but were given 

seats at the front of the audience. This, in some cases only minimal, segregation of women might 

have had its basis in earlier Athenian tradition. In classical Athens women might have been 

seated in the furthest rnneus of the theatre and it is possible that this arrangement was somehow 

transferred and influenced the location of women in ea5tern audiences under the Romans. The 

72 6.13, .14, .15, .22, .28, .30. For discussion of her family see Valmin (1939, 4). In the same venue 
a Cornelia had her own seat in the ninth row (6.21). 

73 2.3b, .71. 
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lex Julia theatralis, in which Augustus relegated all women to the rear of the venue except Vestal 

Virgins, and which seems to have been designed to be implemented in some fashion throughout 

the empire, would merely have confirmed this practice.74 

Although women were barred, at least in Rome, from the time of Augustus onward from 

attending athletic displays, seating inscriptions reveal that women were allowed to be seated in 

stadia in the East.75 The inscriptions from the stadium of Aphrodisias are most likely late in date 

and may have been carved after the stadium had been modified for gladiatorial presentations, but 

in Didyma the female agonothete had a reserved seat in the stadium.76 She may have been 

attending in an official capacity but it is possible that at least some eastern women were allowed 

to attend athletic presentations. Women in eastern venues, as in western venues, may have been 

granted the privilege of a reserved seat - no matter where it was located in the cavea - because of 

the status of their male relatives. In Athens a woman was expressly identified in her seating 

inscription as a daughter of a particular man, and Carminia Claudiana in Aphrodisias was a 

member of a prominent local family that contributed financially to the construction of the 

theatre.77 In other venues women were identified as either wives or daughters of particular 

men. 78 The presence of these women in the audience might have served as a reminder of their 

male relatives and they can therefore be seen as acting as public symbols of their male family 

74 Chapter I. 

75 Suet. Aug. 44.3. 

76 Welch 1998, 130-131. See Chapter 4 for the modifications to the stadium of Aphrodisias. 

77 2.61; 65.88. 

78 68.2.36; 77.1.3. 
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members. 

Seats reserved for offices or groups79 

R. Heberdey has created a seating plan for the theatre of Ephesus and it is a useful point 

of comparison to the evidence provided by seating inscriptions for offices and groups.80 The 

seating plan for the cavea of the Ephesian theatre is based not on inscribed seats but instead on 

inscribed statue bases, referring to civic groups, found throughout the theatre. These bases were 

erected at the behest of a foundation created by a local citizen and equestrian, Gaius Vibius 

Salutaris, in the early second century C.E. and were designed to hold statues involved in a 

procession for the goddess Artemis. 81 On the front of each base was the dedicatory inscription 

by Salutaris to the relevant civic body (council, tribe, or other group) and on the back was an 

inscription indicating that the cuneus of the theatre near which each base was placed was 

reserved for the group named. It is clear that these seating arrangements were not newly 

instituted and the bases were merely making manifest what was already in practice.82 

Heberdey assigns the central of eleven cunei to the ~ou.Atj, the main civic body of eastern 

cities under the Romans. Although the extent to which the Romans attempted to force their 

culture (however it may be defined) on the inhabitants of the eastern empire is rightly the topic of 

79 The groups or offices for which seats were reserved by Greek inscriptions can be categorized in 
the following manner: associations and other groups, magistrates, peoples, priests, other religious offices. 
and tribes. Certain factional inscriptions on seats also have a bearing upon audience organization. 

80 Heberdey et al. 1912, 202-203. 
81 These statue bases were erected between 104 and 107 C.E. (Heberdey 1912, 83; IK 11. L 29-35). 

For the foundation of Salutaris see Chapter 4. 
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renewed study and debate, it is clear they did involve themselves to a certain extent with eastern 

communities through the avenue of the local elite.83 It was by means of two policies that the 

Romans gave power to the local elite and created as well as perpetuated local self-autonomy.84 

The first was the creation of a property qualification for office (as existed for senators, 

equestrians, and decurions) although as in the West there may have been a huge financial gap 

between the wealthiest and less wealthy members of the ~oulir) of each community.85 The 

requisite census amount for membership most likely did nothing but enforce what was already 

general practice, namely that the wealthiest individuals in the community were those who 

became members. The second change wa<.; to make membership in the council permanent 

barring expulsion, a policy which had more of an impact than the census requirement. This 

stipulation meant that the assembly was not as powerful as it had been since it was no longer 

responsible for electing members of the council, and the council came to be the most important 

civic body of the community. By the end of the third century C.E. most councils seem to have 

become permanent bodies. The presence of a council was in fact one of the defining 

82 The text of the foundation refers to the placement of the statue bases above the cunei in which 
particular groups were seated and takes the seating arrangements as a pre-existing matter of fact (Chapter 4 ). 

83 The study of "Romanization" -;hould not, and does not, focus on the eastern empire alone. For 
ways in which to approach the study of the influence of Rome throughout the empire !>ee, for example, 
Barrett ( 1997); Freeman ( 1997); Hanson ( 1997 ); Ando (2000); Hingley (2005). For more on Greece and 
Asia Minor under the Romans see, for example, Sartre ( 1991 ); Alcock ( 1997); Goldhill (2001 ); Dmitriev 
(2005). For the "Romanization" of the Near East <>ee, for example, Ball (2001 ); Millar (2001 ). For the 
influence of Rome on western communities see, for example, Hingley ( 1997); Webster ( 1997). 

84 The following brief outline of these policies is adapted from Jones ( 1940, 171, 176). 
85 See Chapter 2. 
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characteristics of city status in Asia Minor and the Near East under the Romans.86 The councils, 

and indeed the communities themselves, of the eastern provinces are discussed here in a general 

fashion and with the focus upon seating in spectacular venues, an approach which in some ways 

highlights, but in other ways obscures, the differences between the civic and social structures of 

disparate communities. It must be stressed that the East was made up of diverse peoples and 

although many areas had been Hellenized, ethnic composition, culture, and civic structure could 

differ greatly from region to region. 

While a text found in the theatre of Ephesus may refer to the ~ouJ.tj its original location 

is unknown and the only securely identifiable seating inscription for this body comes from the 

odeon of Gerasa in Jordan.87 Although originally this venue had only one nwenianum and may 

have been designed primarily to house political meetings, after another maenianum was added 

under Septimius Severus the odeon would presumably have fulfilled the role of a venue for 

entertainment as well. Theatres and odea in the East may have regularly played a dual role of 

edifices for entertainment as well as political meetings.88 In the odeon of Gerasa the members of 

the town council occupied the entire easternmost cuneus which provided them with 

approximately two hundred and seventy-five seats.89 The location of the council of Gerasa in the 

cavea does not correspond to the central location of the council in the audience at Ephesus. The 

seating of the council in the Ephesian theatre is reminiscent of the arrangements in classical 

86 Mitchell 1993, 180 n. 137. 201. 
87 70.L 80.1. 
88 For more on this dual function see Chapter 4. 
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Athens, where the bouleutikos was located in the central cuneus of the theatre of Dionysus. 

Support for the allocation of the central cuneus to local councils outside of Ephesus comes from 

the theatre of Athens and is again based on the location of statue bases, albeit of a different 

nature. During Hadrian's visit to the city the council of the city dedicated a statue to the emperor 

in the central cuneus of the venue, suggesting that this is where its members were seated.90 

If the council was seated in the central cuneus in venues constructed during the classical 

Greek or Hellenistic periods (the theatre of Ephesus is originally Hellenistic), it is possible that 

this tradition continued unchanged into the Roman era. In at least some edifices constructed 

during the Roman period, on the other hand, including in the odeon of Gerasa which was built in 

165/166 C.E., the council sat elsewhere in the cavea. J. Wiseman suggests that in the theatre of 

Stobi, erected at the beginning of the second century C.E., the members of the council might 

have been seated in the first two rows of the venue along with priests and magistrates. 91 His 

placement of its members echoes Roman seating arrangements in the West, where the decurions 

92took their seats in the orchestra or at the front of the venue. The evidence from the theatre of 

Ephesus and the odeon of Gerasa supports the allocation of an entire cuneus, whether in the 

centre of the audience or elsewhere, to the local council. The possibility that in other towns the 

89 Retzleff and Mjely 2004, 37, 41. 
90 /G 3 464; infra n. 102. 
91 Wiseman 1984, 579. 
92 Chapter 2. The councils of eastern communities tended to be larger than the local ordines 

decurionum ofitalian and western towns (Jones 1940. 176 ), however, and in some venues its members 
might not have fit in the first two rows of seats. 
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~ou>.~ was seated elsewhere cannot, however, be discounted.93 Perhaps the construction date of 

the venue, whether it was Greek or Hellenistic in origin or built under the Romans, and the 

seating practices in use at its time of original construction resulted in different seating 

arrangements for the councils of individual communities. 

Heberdey assigns the council of elders, the gerousia, of Ephesus a cuneus next to that of 

the ~ou>.~ although he does admit that it seems unlikely that they would have filled the area in its 

entirety. He suggests instead that its members may have shared a cuneus with some of the priests 

of the city. In Ephesus the gerousia occupied a secondary position to the council but was still an 

important body that managed the financial affairs of local citizens and cults including, under the 

Romans, the imperial cult.94 Although a possible inscription for the council of elders has been 

found in the theatre of Ephesus its original location is unknown.95 The councils of elders of other 

cities, particularly those in Asia Minor, flourished in both political and social roles under the 

Romans and in some cases were first founded during this time. 96 The main role of the gerousia, 

other than to serve as a body which managed the business of the imperial and other cults, seems 

to have been to take some of the financial pressure off of the local councils since a certain level of 

93 In rows twenty and twenty-one of the second cuneus of the theatre of Delphi are fragmentary 
inscriptions of Roman date that have been interpreted a<> possibly reserving seats for the local council (6.11, 
.12; Valmin 1939. 2). It goes against all Greek - and Roman - precedent that town councillors would be 
sitting near the back of the audience, however, and surely these inscriptions must instead be referring to 
something else. perhaps the name of an individual. 

94 Roger5 1991 a, 63-64. 
95 70.2a. 
911 Oliver 1958, 475-478, 494; the council of elders of Sidyma, for example, was established 

between 185and 192C.E.(TAMII 175, 176). 
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social standing and wealth was surely required for entrance into this civic body.97 It is in the 

stadium of Saittai in Lydia that the only surviving seating inscription for the council of elders is 

found in situ and it reveals that this body was sharing a cuneus with a civic tribe.98 

In the theatre of Ephesus each of the six civic tribes was assigned its own cuneus, 

presumably in the same order in which they were officially listed.99 The role of the assembly of 

the people decrea-;ed as that of the city council increased under the Romans. It was no longer 

responsible for electing members of the council and appears to have rarely initiated any political 

action, although this does not mean that it ceased to function entirely within the city. '00 In Asia 

Minor the assembly met into the late third century and was mainly involved in public 

acclamations for individuals; most of the surviving epigraphic records of the decisions of the 

assembly of the people are in fact honorific. 101 The seating of tribes in the theatre of Ephesus is 

echoed by that in the theatre of Dionysus in Athens. When Hadrian visited the city in 126 C.E. 

the council and each civic tribe dedicated a statue to him in their particular section of the cavea of 

the theatre. 102 

97 For more on the gerousia see van Nijf ( 1997, 161-164 ). 
YX 73.12. 
99 Heberdey et al. 1912. 203. A list of the neopoioi from the mid-first century C.E. lists the tribes of 

Ephesus in order: Ephesians, Sebaste, Teians, Karenaeans, Euonumoi, Bembinaeans (JK 11.5, I 578a). The 
neopoioi were in charge of inscribing the names of new citizens on the wall of the Artemision (for example 
IK 11.4 1405.12, 1408.5, 1408.15, 1409.4). It ~eems that although the tribes in Ephesus had a role in civic 
life their members did not depend upon them for services in their private lives such as the provision of 
tombs, and instead turned to other organizations including professional ones (Roueche 1993, 122). 

Hxi Jones 1940, 177, 181-183. 
101 Mitchell 1993, 20 I; see Roueche ( 1984) for acclamations in the later empire, in particular those 

made by assemblies in honour of individuals. 
102 /G 3 466-469. In the middle cuneus there was a statue of Hadrian as archon of the city, 
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It is not the allocation of a separate cuneus to each tribe, however, that is supported by 

most of the seating inscriptions in other venues, no matter the type (theatre, odeon, or stadium). 

The one secure tribal inscription in the stadium of Aphrodisias is reserving only one row, 

presumably for select representatives of each tribe. 103 In the odeon of Gerasa three cunei were 

divided among twelve tribes. 104 In the stadium of Saittai it seems that two tribes may have 

shared each cuneus. 105 In the theatres of Hierapolis and of Stobi inscriptions a-;sign seats to more 

than one tribe per cuneus, although in Hierapolis a tribe identified as the rrpwTTJ<; 

'ArroAAwvLabo<; seems to have occupied the central cuneus in its entirety. 106 In two theatres 

tribes may have been assigned entire cunei as they were in Ephesus and Athens. The evidence 

for the seating of tribes in the theatre of Nablus is very fragmentary and the only tribe for which a 

complete inscription survives, the <j>uA ~ •HpaKArt uSo<;, was granted twenty-one seats identified 

dedicated to him by the council and people of Athens (IG 3 464 ). The statue bases were found at the bottom 
of the first and sixth cunei from the east and the sixth cuneus from the west; since the middle cuneus appears 
to have been assigned to the ~out.~. the names of the tribes on the statue bases corresponds to the order of 
the tribes in the official list (Pickard-Cambridge 1968, 270). In the theatre of Kibyra statues dedicated by 
three of the city's tribes to two brothers in 73 C.E. suggests that tribal seating was in effect. The number of 
known tribes corresponds to the number of cunei in the first maenianum. although since only three statue 
bases survive it cannot be stated with certainty that they acted as place-markers (Petersen and von Luschan. 
187-189. nos. 242-248; Jones 1987. 370-371 ). 

' 
03 67.55. It seem~ likely that tribes, or at least some sort of civic bodies. were assigned seats in the 

odeon of the city but the inscriptions are abbreviations and not able to be resolved (66.1; see Chapter 4 ). If 
they are tribal inscriptions. they do not assign one cuneus to each group represented by an abbreviation. 
Similar abbreviations were found in the stadium of Aphrodisias but whether they represent tribes is also 
unclear ( 67 .34, .44, .45, .46, .47). While tribes existed in Aphrodisias over a long period of time. they were 
not particularly prominent and their nature is unclear (Roueche 1993. 122). 

104 80; Retzleff and Mjely 2004, 41. 
105 73. 
106 75; 7.8 ..9..10..11..61; Wiseman 1984. 578 n. 63. Although the inscriptions from the theatre of 

Hierapolis that can be resolved provide the names of only seven tribes. two more texts are fragmentary and 
the arrangement of the inscriptions in the cavea of the theatre suggests that there were thirteen tribes in total 
(Jones 1987, 365). 
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by number in the front row of the central cuneus. 107 Since twenty-one seats would not have been 

enough for the entire tribe it is possible that these were merely representatives or that the rest of 

the tribe was seated in the cuneus behind them. In the theatre of Megalopolis it also is possible 

that an entire cuneus was assigned to one tribe. In this venue the front row of seats was made up 

of benches, on the fronts and backs of which are found three sets of inscriptions, the earliest set 

dating to the fourth century B.C.E. and the second set dating most likely to the second century 

B.C.E. 108 The final set is Roman and comprises five texts that are inscribed on the front of the 

benches and identify five tribes of the city. 109 Since each bench is positioned at the base of a 

cuneus it seems likely that it served as a place-marker assigning the entire cuneus to a tribe. The 

benches for both the first two and last two cunei, free of inscriptions, may have been reserved for 

different groups in another fashion. 110 While the evidence for the seating of tribes does not 

reveal a standard amount of space provided to them across the East, it does show that in some 

venues more than one tribe was assigned per cuneus. This variation in tribal seating may be due 

to the size of local tribes in comparison to the number of seats provided by each cuneus of local 

venues, but it also reflects the varied use of different venues in different communities. That is, 

107 78. To the west of the central cuneus are two very fragmentary inscriptions for tribes located in 
the front row, although these seats do not appear to have been identified by number (Magen 1984, 275). 

108 The earliest inscription is a continuous text commemorating a dedication made by an Antiochus 
to the construction of the theatre OG V 2.540; Richards 1892, 122-124; Fiechter 1931. 21-22 no. I); the 
second set is a series of tribal names that are inscribed on the backs of the second through seventh bench (/G 
V 2.541; Richards 1892. 124-125; Fiechter 1931, 22-23 no. 2). 

109 5. 
110 Jones ( 1987, 136) suggests either that they were filled only when the central cunei were full, or 

that audience members who were not citizens were to be seated in these areas, an arrangement reminiscent 
of the Athenian tradition of seating foreigners in the outermost cunei (above). 
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seating for every member of a tribe may not have been necessary in venues that were not used for 

l . . l . 111 po itlca meetmgs. 

The next major civic group to whom seats were granted in the theatre of Ephesus is that 

of the ephebes (young men of eighteen years of age or older), who were seated to the other side 

of the central cuneus than the council of elders. Groups of young men were granted their own 

reserved area not only in recognition of their status in the community but also so that any 

demonstrations or inappropriate behaviour on their part could be more easily contained.112 As 

for the council of elders, Heberdey admits that the ephebes in Ephesus most likely shared their 

rnneus with other civic officials. This sharing of a cuneus is consistent with the evidence from 

other eastern venues. 113 In the stadium of Aphrodisias the ephebes, here described as "sacred", 

occupied two rows in one cuneus. These two texts are thus far the only known references to 

"sacred ephebes", and it is possible that they were a subdivision of the larger group related in 

some way to Aphrodite. 114 In the theatre of Termessus at least two distinct groups of ephebes, 

one of whom is described a<; "emperor-loving", occupied a large portion of one cuneus; 

unfortunately the cuneus in question has not survived in its entirety. 115 Other groups of young 

111 In Philippolis officials of the tribes were given reserved seats at spectacles in return for financial 
contributions towards the construction of the theatre (Sear 2006, 3); in Lopodunum in the western empire 
the same arrangement seems to have been in place for those members of the community who donated funds 
to the theatre (Chapter 2); see also Chapter 4. 

112 Cameron 1976, 77: Roueche 1993, 123-124. 138. See also Chapter 2. Partisanship would later 
have been one of the motivating factors behind such outbreaks; see below. 

113 In the stadium of Didyma an l':cptj~apxoi;, leader of the local ephebes, had a seat in the second 
row although there is no evidence for the location of his ephebes ( 68.2. 7b). 

114 67.52, .53; Roueche 1993, 95. 
115 77.13.4, .13.5, .13.6 ..13.9+10. 
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men were assigned seats as well. The VEWTEpot, "younger men". of Aphrodisias had their own 

area in the odeon of the city, as they did in the theatre of Miletus, and in both venues these 

younger men were assigned at most several rows of seats; in the stadium of Didyma it seems the 

vfot, "young men", were assigned only a few seats.116 Differences in the location of seats for 

young men may be explained by the size of the groups relative to the space provided by each 

cuneus of the venue, by differences in the local role of the young men, and also by the different 

functions of local venues (whether mainly for political meetings or spectacular presentations). 

Individual magistrates were given their own seats that were generally assigned near the 

front of the audience, although they were in some cases scattered throughout the venue. Holders 

of offices that were at least nominally the same could in different communities be granted seats in 

different locations. For example, an archon had a seat in the front row of the theatre of Athens 

but in the third row in the stadium of Didyma. 117 The placement of the archon further back in the 

audience in Didyma suggests that, at leal)t in terms of the grant of a seat. the office was perceived 

to be more important in Athens. Seat.., were also reserved in the front row of the theatre of 

Dionysus for a ~amAEui;. the second of nine archons, a TTOAEµapxoi;, the third archon, and 

9rnµo8£Tot, the junior archons. 118 Although this arrangement is the same as that of classical 

Athens, seats for mpaTtjyot were not at the very front of the cavea as they were in the fifth and 

116 66.2; 71.16; 68.4.10. Although VEWTEpot and vfot can be used interchangeably to describe the 
age group older than the ephebes, these terms can also be used as equivalents to £cptjf3ot. and vfot is often 
used to describe any group of young men (Forbes 1933, 60-61 ). 

117 1.6a; 68.4.6. 
118 1.6b; l.6c; 1.7a, b, c, d. 
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fourth centuries, perhaps due to the post-Sullan changes in the Athenian constitution. 119 

In the first row of the stadium of Didyma was seated an £rmpxrn;, perhaps the Greek 

equivalent to apraefectus; gymnasiarchs were scattered throughout the first three rows and the 

female agonothete sat in the third row. 120 It seems that in Didyma not only was the female 

agonothete separated from other office holders but also that the location of seats granted to men 

holding the same office was not standardized. It is not only the seating for archons that differed 

from community to community (Athens and Didyma); other offices that were the same, at least 

on the surface, provided their holders with different seats in different places. In the Lycian city of 

Oenoanda, for example, current and fonner agonothetes were, unlike in Didyma. consistently 

given the privilege of a front seat. 121 In the stadium of Aphrodisias the reserved seats granted to 

oeconomoi, financial administrators, were in a different cuneus than those granted to the "sacred" 

oeconomoi and the "younger" (VEWTEpOL) oeconomoi. 122 

The different locations of individuals within the same venue who held the same office 

may be due more to the date of the grant rather than to an official decision to separate these 

persons. That is, all the seating inscriptions within one venue are not necessarily 

119 1.3di, perhaps 2.9c; a cnpmtjyoc; might have had a seat in the theatre of Ephesuo;, but the 
original location of the text is unknown (70.2b). For the post-Sullan constitution in Athens, !>ee Geagan 
(1967). 

120 68.1.la, .1.48, .2.35, .4.10 ..3.13b. 
121 The text of a foundation for an agonistic festival established by Gaius Iulius Demosthenes under 

Hadrian grants this right; Worrle ( 1998) publishes the full text for the festival and the line numbers provided 
in reference to this text are as per his organization. Mitchell (1990) provides an English translation; see 
Chapter 4. In the theatre of Mytilene an undated inscription may reserve a seat in the orchestra for an 
agonothete and demarch (Evangelides 1958. 231 ). 

122 67.22, .23; 67.49, .51; 67.50. 
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contemporaneous and one individual holding an office who was assigned a seat might have been 

given this privilege decades before or after another individual holding the same office. This 

phenomenon is not limited only to magistracies; in the theatre of Bostra the seats for 

'aCTK6rrmot, wine-skin makers, were not organized in a group even though they were all located 

in the second cuneus. 123 This arrangement is a bit harder to explain than that for the holders of 

offices, since in general members of a professional association were granted seats together as a 

group. It is possible that in Bostra the number of wine-skin makers increased until new seating 

areas needed to be assigned, or perhaps some members were assigned separate seats as a sign of 

prestige. 124 In Delphi the seating of a particular civic body at first glance seems surprising. In the 

theatre the Amphictyons, members of an important and historic council designated by the 

Amphictyonic League but still active under the Romans, are seated in the thirteenth row of the 

sixth cuneus. 125 Although the location of their seats, near the middle of the cavea rather than at 

the front, is not on par with their status, the Amphictyons might have been seated in this area 

because of a connection with the family of Memmia Lupa, in whose section of the cuneus they 

were located. 126 The varying seating arrangements for holders of the same office in different 

communities can be explained by local practices and the motivations behind the organization of 

123 79.5, .9 ..11. For the seating of collegia in the theatre of Bostra, <>ee below. 
12~ See Chapter 4 for the individual differentiation of members of a larger group. 
125 6.28. The Amphictyonic League. centered in Delphi, was formed in the fifth century B.C.E. by 

several Greek states as a means of increasing their resources for warfare. The Amphictyonic council 
comprised delegates from each state and was in charge of juridical processes; for more on this League see 
for example Bonner and Smith ( 1943 ). 

1c6 Valmin 1939. 4; see above for Memmia Lupa. 
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spectators. 127 Since audience arrangements reflect not only the different social and civic 

structures of individual communities but also an idealized society as it was structured by the local 

elite, variation in the organization of spectators is to be expected. 

The religious personnel for whom seats were reserved in some cases reflect the specific 

religious nature of a community. 128 By far the most common office to whose holders seats were 

granted in the theatre of Dionysus in Athens was that of priest; although priestesses and 

individuals occupying other religious offices were accorded the same honour their seats were not 

located in the first row. Inscriptions survive for priests of, among other gods, Z'.eus, Dionysus, 

Apollo. and Poseidon; the seat for the priest of Dionysus, the deity to whom the theatre was 

dedicated, was located in the centre of the first row. 129 Seats were also reserved for various 

manifestations of female deities such as Athena, Hestia, Demeter, and Aphrodite. 130 Individuals 

undertaking Roman priesthoods including those of the imperial cult are seated among persons 

holding traditional Greek offices. Some of the seats for the holders of Roman religious offices 

are found in the first row of the theatre, a privileged location shared by the priest of Dionysus. 

127 For more on this see Chapter 4. 
128 In many communities seats were reserved for priests on an individual basis. For example, in the 

second century C.E. in Rhodiapolis, Lycia, one Herakleitos, priest of Asclepius and Hygeia as well as a 
doctor, was honoured with front seating at public spectacles (Lewis 1974, 96D). In Xanthos in Lydia a 
Quintus Veranius Tlepolemos, who was a high priest of the Augusti, was granted front seating for life at 
public spectacles (Lewis 1974, 901). 

119 - I.la, .ld, .12a..12b, .13e, .14c, .16b; I.le, .12c, .13b, .16e, 2.6b, .7q; 1.2e, .lld, .13c, .15e . 
. 16f; 1.llc, .12e. 

130 1.13di; 2.6j, .lOa; 2.8c; 2.IOe. The title KoupoTpocpoi:; t; 'Ay.Aaupou is inscribed on a seat and 
seems to refer to a priest or priestess of Aglaurus, the daughter of Cecrops who was worshipped on the 
Acropolis (2.lOh). In quite a few cases only the name of the deity survives but it is safe to assume that the 
seats were reserved for the priest or priestess. 
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These offices are the priest and high priest of Augustus Caesar, the priest of Hadrian 

Eleutheraius, the priest of the Demos, Graces, and Roma, and the priest of Antinoos. 131 

Reserved seats for other Roman offices are scattered throughout the audience. 

Although the majority of the seating inscriptions from the theatre of Dionysus are 

' 	 Hadrianic in date, the text for the h:ptuc; Kat OpXtEp£wc; IEBacrTOu Ka(crapoc;, the priest and 

high priest of Augustus Caesar, is of particular interest since it is evidence for perhaps the earliest 

cult of Augustus at Athens. 132 This inscription was in fact modified and originally reserved the 

seat for the l.cpcwc; IcBamou Ka(crapoc;, the priest of Augustus Caesar. 133 This text is a 

reminder that although Augustus insisted that provincial cults in his name were to worship both 

him and Roma, at the municipal level he was willing to be honoured alone. 134 At some point 

after the original inscription was carved the title OpXtEp£wc;, high priest, was added. This 

expansion in the title of the office for which the seat was reserved seems at first to denote that the 

priest of Augustus Caesar had become the most important priest of the city. A. Spawforth 

suggests instead that OpXtEp£wc; was meant to elevate the standing of the individual priest (m; a 

personal honorific perhaps in return for some public beneficence) rather than the standing of the 

cult, since until the time of Nero this title was not automatically assigned to the priest of the 

imperial cult in Athens. 135 This delay in emphasizing the importance of the imperial cult may be 

131 1.Sb, .Sc, .!Ob, .13d. 

132 1.Sb. 

133 Maas 1972, I 16. 

134 Dio Cass. 51.20.6-7; Spawforth 1997, 184. 

135 Spawforth 1997, 184-186. 
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evidence of cautiousness on the part of the Athenians against elevating this priesthood above 

d. . al 136more tra 1tlon ones. 

Although the development of the imperial cult in Athens follows the general pattern 

found elsewhere in the East, there are some local peculiarities. 137 Among them, it was not until 

the time of Claudius that the festivities for the imperial cult were incorporated into a local civic 

festival, the Panathenaia, even though they had been celebrated since the time of Augustus, and it 

was also not until this time that Roman citizens served as imperial cult personnel. 138 The 

apparent lack of desire to permanently incorporate the imperial cult into religious and civic life in 

Athens coincides with a period of political unrest that resulted in a rebellion in 13 C.E.; the first 

years of the worship of the cult in Athens were not a time of peace and acceptance of Roman 

rule. 139 The imperial cult eventually became part of the religious structure of Athens, and 

Hadrian established three new agonistic festivals at Eleusis that were related to it, the 

Panhellenia, the Hadrianeia, and the Olympeia (the priesthoods for which are mentioned in 

seating inscriptions). 140 The cavea of the theatre of Dionysus provides a striking visual example 

of the co-existence of traditional Athenian civic institutions with Roman ones. The large number 

136 Spawforth 1997, 193. 
137 For more on the imperial cult in the East see Chapter 4. 
138 Spawforth 1997, 192-193. 
139 Spawforth ( 1997, 192) suggests that the causes of this civil unrest were complex but may have 

included conflicting loyalties among the city's elite and Athenian "nationalism". Hoff ( 1989) outlines the 
troubled history of the Romans and Athens. He includes ( 1989, 270) among the many causes of the distrust 
and resentment the Athenians felt towards the Romans not only that they were on the losing side against 
both Caesar and Octavian, but also the desecration of the city's monuments beginning with Sulla's soldiers 
and continuing under later Republican governors. 

140 van Nijf 200 I, 320; 1.2b. 
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of seating inscriptions in this theatre for the holders of both Greek and Roman religious offices 

echoes the religious nature of the festivals that took place in this venue. 141 

In the stadium of Didyma the most common religious office mentioned in seating 

inscriptions was that of prophetes. The presence of the name of a prophetes, however, was not 

an indication that the seat was reserved for him but rather that the seat was reserved through his 

authority. Some seats appear to be reserved in this manner for an unspecified amount of time. 142 

Texts from this stadium also refer to priests of deities whose names have been lost and to a priest 

of the imperial cult. 143 Other individuals involved with religious festivals (hymn-singers, chorus-

leaders, and a tragic actor) had their own seats as well. 144 Athletic competitions of the sort that 

would have taken place in the stadium of Didyma had an essential function in the Roman Ea'>t. 

The presentation of Greek agonistic festivals was an important way in which eastern cities 

negotiated their relationship with Roman rule since many of these festivals were established 

through the imperial cult. 145 They were also a means by which eastern cities could make a claim 

to a Hellenized identity as their political autonomy was reduced, since these festivals all shared a 

141 For more on this see Chapter 4. Other religious offices assigned reserved seats include the 
£~ riytjTm, interpreters of oracles ( 1. lb, .lla), the lcpoµvtjµwv, magistrates involved with religious affairs 
(1.Sa), and <j>m8uvTat, cleaners of religious statues ( 1.14a ..15d}. Seats were also granted to tparvjlopot, 
young women who carried symbols in procession (2.6f, .6g), uµvtjTplat, female hymn-singers (2.6h, .8b, 
.8e), an ot.ricj>opoi;, a female barley carrier (2.6k), and a OT£cj>av11cj>opo.;, a crown-bearer (2.8a). 

142 68.1.43b, .2.39, .3.8. 

143 68.1.13, .1.36, .3.9. Seats were also granted to the Tibeireioi, individuals involved in a cult 


association for Tiberius (68.1.61; van Nijf 1997, 227). 
144 68.2.45, .3.11; 68.1.49; 68.1.23. 
145 See Mitchell (1993, 219-225) for a list of such festivals; for more on the imperial cult see 

Chapter 4. For the reserved seating of victors in these athletic competitions see below. 
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. . 146common structure and organization. 

It was not always the case that the cities that established such Greek-style agonistic 

festivals had a strong claim to this identity, as is demonstrated by the foundation established in 

Lycian Oenoanda by Gaius Julius Demosthenes. During the time of Hadrian, he provided the 

funding for a festival which was to be named the Demostheneia.147 Although the festival is 

traditional in nature and appears to be merely recalling the Greek past of the city, Oenoanda did 

not appear until the third century B.C.E. when it was founded as a colony ofTerrnessus. It was 

only under the Romans that Greek-style public buildings were erected in Lycia as a whole and 

that individual cities began to claim such an identity en masse. 148 Demosthenes' provision of 

funds for this festival therefore did not refer back to the Greek history of the city but represented 

instead an innovation. Greek identity was something that was used by eastern cities of disparate 

social and civic structures in different regions to provide a place for themselves within the larger 

Roman empire. The claim to this identity through Greek-style festivals was, as is mentioned 

above, generally a~sociated with the imperial cult. The inscription of the foundation of 

Demosthenes is prefaced by a letter from Hadrian to the inhabitants of Oenoanda that discusses 

his good character, and the high priest and priestess of the imperial cult were the only Roman 

elements involved in the procession associated with the festival. 149 The imperial cult was a 

1 ~6 van Nijf 200 I, 310. 
147 For more on Demosthenes and this festival, as well as the similar foundation of Gaius Vibius 

Salutaris in Ephesus, see Chapter 4. 
148 van Nijf2001, 315-316. 
149 II 1-6, 70. The involvement of the two imperial cult personnel as well of the inhabitants of the 
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particularly useful tool for the elite of these communities, such as the eques Demosthenes, who 

were responsible for funding these festivals. These acts of public beneficence were a way in 

which individuals could advertise their generosity and elevated social standing. They were also a 

means by which local elite could declare to, and impose upon, their communities their own 

personal political and ideological views including the "importance of being Greek in a 

contemporary world, the realities of Roman power, and the principles underlying the social 

hierarchy."150 This creation of a local self-identity for the inhabitants of eastern communities was 

also expressed through seating arrangements in spectacular venues. 

The participation in these athletic competitions by individuals in the community, who as 

during classical Greek and Hellenistic times were the elite (although individuals of a lower social 

status and perhaps even slaves could now participate), allowed these athletes to define a place for 

themselves within Graeco-Roman society. 151 In the theatre ofTermessus victors in sacred 

contests were granted seats and in the stadium of Aphrodisias two separate seats in the same 

surrounding villages in the procession was not included in the first draft of the foundation, and it was only 
after almost a year of negotiation that they became part of it. Rogers ( 1991 b) suggests that this negotiation 
implies that the manner in which symbols of Rome were to be involved was an issue of debate, and that their 
inclusion does not, as Worrle (1988, 257-258) argues. mean that there were no tensions between this eastern 
city and the power of Rome. For more on this foundation see Chapter 4. 

150 van Nijf 200 I, 314. The combination of historical, political, and religious motivation behind 
sacred games that made them so important for the self-structuring of Greek communities in the Roman 
period is echoed in the procession and distributions organized by the foundation of Gaius Vibius Salutaris in 
Ephesus (Chapter 4). 

151 van Nijf 1997, 218; 2001, 320, 329; Welch 1998, 120. As van Nijf(2001, 323) points out, since 
victory in these competition'> generally resulted in cash prizes (the two categories of games were sacred 
crown games and prize games) -;uccessful athletes of a lower -;ocial <;!anding who participated could become 
wealthy by the time they retired. For more on the importance of Greek athletics under the Romans see 
Mitchell (1990, 189-193 ). 
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cuneus were assigned to individuals who were victorious, presumably in athletic competitions. 152 

In the theatre of Miletus, the prominent local athlete Marcus Aurelius Thelymitres was given 

approximately twenty seats to be occupied by him and his dependents, discussed above. In the 

theatre of Ephesus the sacred victors were granted seats in the ''first" cuneus (although whether in 

the north or south end of the cavea is unclear) which they shared with a priestly grouping. 153 The 

grant of seats to athletic victors was a method of publicly acknowledging both the role of these 

individuals in civic festivals and the status that this participation bestowed upon them. This 

honour was not only reserved for athletic victory. In 79 C.E. in Delphi a citharist from Puteoli 

and his descendants were granted seating at the front of the audience at public spectacles, a 

reward for his victory in the Pythian games. 154 As well as this privilege the citharist was given 

Delphian citizenship, personal inviolability, and immunity from taxation. The list of honours 

accorded to this individual reveals in what high regard any victory in a sacred contest was held, 

and the inclusion of the grant of a front seat in this list reinforces the function of reserved seating 

as a mark of privilege and social standing in a community. 

Members of professional collegia were also given reserved seats, and the presence of 

these groups in the audience is an indication of their, largely financial, importance to a 

152 77.2.1, .2.5; 67.59, .61. 
153 IK I I.I, 27.470-477. It seems that at some point the sacred victors and the priests were both 

designated by the term chrysophoroi; they applied as a single unit to the council of Ephesus to be granted a 
statue base in the theatre in order that they might participate in the foundation of Gaius Vibius Salutaris 
(Rogers 1991 a. 56-57). See also Chapter 4. 

154 SIG 817; Lewis 1974, 94A. 
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community. 155 The large number of seating inscriptions for these associations, by nature 

comprising working individuals of a lower social status, found in the East during the Roman 

period is evidence of the transition from Hellenic to Roman domination (below). Professional 

associations attempted to define an official place for themselves in the new, hierarchically-

structured civic structure and seating inscriptions for these collegia throughout the ea.;;tem 

provinces demonstrate that they were successful at doing so in many communities. 156 

Membership in a collegium was a way, often the only way, in which an individual of lower social 

status could obtain a reserved seat in a spectacular venue and therefore establish himself within 

. 157Graeco-Roman society. 

Two collegia in particular stand out among those who were granted reserved seats. In 

the theatre of Aphrodisias a rrpoTOaupap(o~, chief aurarius, had his own seat while in the 

stadium of the city seats were reserved for aurarii in general. 158 Members of this association also 

had seats in the theatre of Miletus, where they were subdivided into different groups: the 

ETTlVlKLOl aupaptOl and the cj>t.AayouOTOl aupaptot. 159 
, EmvtKLO~, the equivalent to the Latin 

triumplzalis, is very rarely used of people and here it may be used of the aurarii due to the 

a-;sociation of victory announcements and the demands for tax in gold, a process in which they 

155 Futrell 2000, 165. 
156 van Nijf 1997, 246-247. 
157 Kolenda 1981, 315; van Nijf 1997, 240; Chapter 4. 
158 65.56b; 67.67. 
159 71.1, .4, .6, .14; 71.6; 71.14. Other aurarii in the theatre of Miletus were :issociated with the 

Blues (71.1 ); for more on the factions see below. 
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would have played an important role. 160 Although aurarii generally translates as "gold

workers'', C. Roueche suggests that some or all of these individuals were bankers, working with 

gold as money rather than with gold as a craft. 161 In the theatre of Bostra individuals of a similar 

nature, the XPUaoxom or gold-smiths, were granted reserved seating. 162 

Another group for which seats were reserved in more than one community are the 

Atvoupyot, linen-workers. 163 Seating inscriptions in the stadium ofSaittai and the odeon of 

Gerasa reveal that in these towns this collegium seems to have attained tribal status. Although 

these texts are the only evidence for the reserved seating of what appear to be tribes of a 

professional nature, such tribes existed in Philadelphia near Saittai. In this community the term 

<)>uA~, tribe, was used to describe trade groups and they were among (if they did not comprise all 

of) the seven official tribes of the city.164 In the stadium of Saittai the linen-workers may have 

had up to six rows of seats and one of these rows appears to have been devoted to the younger 

members of the association, the Atvoupyot vEwT£pot. 165 The existence of an association of 

linen-workers in Saittai is attested during the late second and early third centuries C.E., the period 

160 Roueche 1995, 48-49, where she discusses, and refutes, Cameron's (1976, 248) suggestion that 
these individuals - in particular the '"emperor-loving" ones - were claquers. 

161 Roueche 1995, 41. 
162 79.7, .10. 
163 It was not only for the aurarii and the linen-workers that seats were reserved in more than one 

community. A group of l.aTurro1, stone-cutters, had their own area in the theatre ofTermessus (77.8.l) and 
the l.180K6rro1, individuals in essentially the same profession, were granted the same in the theatre of 
Dionysus in Athens (2.2b). The inscription for these individuals from Termessus has been resolved both as 
the 6pp£wv l.muno1, stone-cutters associated with the imperial horrea, and as the opdo1 l.aTuno1, the 
stone-cutters from the hills (van Nijf 1997. 225). 

164 Magie 1950. 135-136 and n. 49: Jones 1987. 358 no. I 0. 
165 73.30-35; 73.34. 
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to which the stadium seating inscriptions date, and textiles were an important area of production 

both for the town of Saittai and for nearby Philadelphia. 166 In only one of the texts from the 

stadium are the At voupyot expressly identified as a tribe; the other texts from Saittai are 

unfortunately fragmentary and the tribal designation has been lost. 167 

In the venues of both Saittai and Gerasa the linen-workers are given seating on par with 

that for the civic tribes (to whom the majority of the seating inscriptions in both venues are 

devoted) and in the case of Gerasa at least it is clear that the addition of these individuals to the 

audience hierarchy required some reorganization of the previous arrangements. 168 While the 

majority of the tribal inscriptions from the odeon of Gerasa date to the second century C.E., the 

lettering of the inscription reserving space for the linen-workers suggests instead a date from the 

third century; this later date is also confirmed by the near complete erasure of two earlier tribal 

inscriptions that was necessary to make room for the new text. 169 That no other area of the venue 

shows similar erasures suggests that the linen-workers were added to an already existing 

arrangement in the audience rather than being part of a complete overhaul of spectator 

organization. 170 Although the inscription for the linen-workers in the odeon of Gerasa does not 

expressly identify their grouping as a tribe, whereas the texts for the tribes make this clear, the 

166 Kolb 1990. 118. Textiles and the activities related to their production were also important 
elsewhere; in Hierapolis, for example, an individual who supplied the purple dye for textiles had enough 
wealth and social standing to be elected to his town council (Meijer and van Nijf 1992, I 07 no. 137). 

167 73.35. 

168 80.11+18. 

169 Retzleff and Mjely 2004, 40. 

170 Retzleff and Mjely 2004, 41. 
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addition of this group to the social hierarchy of the cavea which consisted almost exclusively of 

civic tribes implies that this collegium must have obtained a similar status. The presence of the 

linen-workers in the stadium of Saittai and the odeon of Gerasa is a testament to their increasing 

status, both socially and economically, within their respective communities. 171 

Whether or not these tribes of linen-workers had any political power, and in particular the 

ability to promote the interests of their or other collegia, is unclear. 0. van Nijf suggests that 

these groups played only a symbolic role. but that their financial contributions to their 

communities were important enough that they were rewarded with seating in the audiences on 

par with actual civic tribes. 1 n As mentioned above, however, in Philadelphia at least some the 

tribes appear to have been actual professional guilds with full tribal status, and a similar situation 

may have existed in Gerasa and Saittai. The assignation of seats to the association of linen-

workers is evidence of a societal change within these two communities, an increase in the status 

of this association and its acceptance by official civic bodies. This change is made manifest in 

the theatre of Gerasa by the re-cutting of seats to create space for this new element within the 

social structure of the cavea. 

In Aphrodisias the majority of the inscriptions reserving seats for members of collegia 

come from the stadium. although some are found in the theatre, for example a text for the 

171 Retzleff and Mjely (2004, 41) suggest that the linen-workers and presumably other professional 
associations may have been originally excluded from the formation of civic tribes on the basis of poverty. It 
is possible that this tribe did not in fact comprise only linen-weavers, but instead was named after a 
neighbourhood or district in which this occupation predominated and comprised individuals of any 
occupation who lived in this area. 
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butchers. 173 In the stadium seats were granted to groups such as the gardeners and the 

cppouµEvTap tot .174 Roueche identifies these individuals as frumentan·i, com-dealers, rather than 

as the military personnel usually denoted by this term, although she acknowledges that there are 

no other instances of the use of the title in the same manner in Greek. 175 The tanners, as well m; a 

professional association whose title cannot be resolved, also had seats in the stadium. 176 The 

absence of inscriptions for collegia in the odeon of Aphrodisias may be due to its smaller size as 

well as its different function within the community. This venue seems to have played a dual role 

as a meeting place of the a-;sembly and a small-scale stage for musical recitals and theatrical 

presentations, a venue inappropriate in both use and size for the inclusion of reserved seating for 

associations. 177 Just over half of the surviving inscriptions in the theatre of Bostra reserve seats 

for three associations, indicating their importance in the economy of the city. Seats were granted 

to members of the XaAKaTuTTot, copper-smiths, the' am<6TTotot, wine-skin makers, and the 

XPuaox6ot, gold-smiths. 178 Contrary to the usual practice of assigning seats for associations, the 

seats for the' am<6TTo tot, although all located in the second cuneus of the theatre, were not 

grouped together in the same area. One seat with a back was found in the second praecinctio and 

another in the first praecinctio, whereas the other seats were located in the eleventh row of the 

171 van Nijf 1997, 184-185, 233-234. 
rn 65.57. 
174 67.63, .4. 
175 Roueche 1993, 85. 
176 Tanners: 67.28; unresolved: 67.21. 
177 See Chapter 4. 
m 79.4; 79. 5, .9, .11; 79.7 ..10. XaliKmunot is an alternative spelling of xaliKoTunot. 
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cuneus. 179 The practice of assigning blocks of seats to occupational groups was not, similar to 

the arrangements in place for groups of young men, meant solely as an acknowledgement of their 

status. This allocation of seats was also an effective means of crowd control for organizations 

that were often seen as subversive by those in charge. 180 In Ephesus the silver-smiths who 

wished to protest the teachings of Paul the apostle gathered as a group and entered the theatre, 

and in the late second century C.E. the bread-bakers of the city were rebuked after a strike. 181 

Trajan's edict to Pliny that associations should be disbanded because they posed the threat of 

political disturbance reveals the attitude of the central government. 182 

In the stadium of Didyma areas were reserved for associations of young men and 

professional organizations, including perhaps the members of the crwfi11tmat, shellfish-

dealers. 183 Seats were also assigned to the' IcpoKwµtjTot, individuals who seem to have 

belonged to some sort of religious village association that was officially recognized in the 

stadium. 184 None of these types of groups are specific to Didyma but certain texts refer to two 

unidentifiable associations that are, at least in seating inscriptions, particular to this community. 

Several inscriptions refer to o't TTEpt followed by a name which varies; these imply a grouping 

179 79. 5, .9, .11. 
ixo See Chapter 2. Crowd control also played a role in factional seating {below). 
!XI Act. Ap. 19.23-41; IK 11.2, 215; Roueche 1984, 181. 
182 Plin. Ep. 10.34.1, 10.96.7. 
IXJ 68.3.}2. 
184 68.8; Rehm 1958, I 0 I. Village associations are found elsewhere outside of the -;pectacular 

context; for example both village and neighbourhood associations were granted reserved areas in a central 
square in Bostra (!GLS 6 2802). 
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around particular individuals. 185 The second group is what is identified as a TptKAtvov (the 

spelling is inconsistent) of an individual, and there is even a vrnTptKAl vov, perhaps a grouping 

of young men or a more recently established group. 186 Seating inscriptions for these two types of 

associations, revolving around an individual rather than a profession, appear to be unique to the 

stadium of Didyma. 187 The presence of a large number of inscriptions which mention some type 

of group affiliation suggests that membership in a larger body, whether through the tenure of 

office or another type of group identification, was important to audience members. 188 

Several seating inscriptions identify individuals both by name and by occupation. A 

sculptor had his own seat in the stadium of Aphrodisias, in the stadium of Didyma a seat may 

have been reserved for a shell-fish dealer, and in the theatre ofTermessus an individual who was 

a rhetor was gnmted his own seat. 189 While it is not clear whether these seats were located in an 

area in which others of the same profession were seated, the inclusion of the profession in the 

inscription suggests that these individuals chose to be identified in a fashion that made them a 

part of a larger group, membership in which provided them with the reserved seats. At the same 

time the inclusion of personal names in these texts reveals that these individuals, although 

affiliated with a larger group, wished also to be personally identified. This dual form of 

185 68.1.6, .1.15, .1.39, .1.44. .2.22, .2.37, .2.50, .3.16. 
IR

6 68. 1.18..1.30, .l.43b, .1.48, .1.50, .2.J, .2.lOb, .2.30, .2.J2a, .2.38, .2.42, .3.1; 68.1.30, .1.48. 
1
' 

7 In Aphrodisias a series of benches carrying abbreviations were found. These abbreviations 
could all represent names commonly found in the city and Roueche ( 1993, 123) suggests that they may 
represent groupings around a prominent individual from the city in the late fifth century C.E. Some. if not 
all, of the inscriptions from Didyma are of a much earlier date. 

188 See Chapter 4. 
189 67.14; 68.3.12; 77.12.16. 
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identification is evidence of internal stratification within the larger whole. 190 

In the East as in the West peoples external to communities could be granted reserved 

seats in local venues. In the stadium of Aphrodisias visitors from Mastaura and Antioch on the 

Meander were assigned seats, as perhaps were individuals from Miletus and Kibyra. 191 In either 

the stadium or theatre of Ephesus. seats were reserved for individuals from Keramus in Caria on 

the occasion of the second celebration of the Hadrianeia held around 128 C.E. 192 The individual 

on account of whom these seats were reserved, an Ulpius Aristocratus, was an agonothete who 

originally came from Keramus. Peoples distinguished by religious as well as geographic identity 

were also given their own areas. Jews were assigned seats in the odeon of Aphrodisias as 

'E~pfot and in the theatre of Miletus as Elou8fot. 193 One such inscription from Miletus reads 

, E' s:, - ' e R' h ti e R' 194 TuTOTIO<; touo£wv TWV Kat ~ £00£1-'tov; yet anot er reserves a seat or £00£1-'tot. e 

meaning of this term and its association with the Jews has been debated and the inscription from 

Miletus demonstrating a connection between the two groups has been translated in four ways. 195 

The first translation is "place of the Jews, also called proud ones", taking 8rna£~(ov as 

the genitive plural form of an adjective. 196 The existence of a seating inscription for 8rno£~LOt 

alone, however, reveals that the term could stand by itself and did not need to be expressly 

190 See Chapter 4. 
191 67.11; 67.62; 67.29; 67.64. 

192 69. 

193 66.3..4; 71.7, .15. 

194 71.15; 71.12. 

195 Baker (2005, 413-416) provides a useful summary of the debate surrounding this inscription and 

his discussion is condensed here. 
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associated with the Jews. The second reading of the text is ''place of the Jews and of the God

fearers", accepting that the lapicide reversed Kat Twv and implying that the Jews are seated 

together with Gentile God-fearers. 197 A third interpretation is to take 8rnm:~(ov as ''God

fearers" and as delimiting Elou8£wv, providing a translation of ''place of the Jews who are also 

called God-fearers". 198 The fourth, and most recent, reading of the text is "place of the Jews who 

are of the group of 8rnm::~(oL" Here 8rnm:~(ov is interpreted as the genitive plural of 

8rnm:~(m, a group name for the followers of Theos Hypsistos, ''the most high god", with whom 

the Jews may have associated themselves in order to obtain reserved seats at spectacles. 199 

Despite the differing translations of this text, the seating inscriptions for Jews in Aphrodisias and 

Miletus reveal that they saw themselves as a group distinct from the larger community, one 

deserving of reserved seats in the theatre. The text from Miletus appears to be the only evidence 

for the Jews associating themselves with another group in a possible attempt to receive reserved 

seats. Although another inscription from the city's theatre identifies the Jews as partisans of the 

Blues, this connection would not have on its own provided them with seats and it seems more 

likely that it was a relationship declared after the Jews already had their own area.200 Although 

196 Baker 2005, 413. 
197 Baker 2005, 413. 
198 For this argument, see Hommel (1975) and Baker's (2005, 413-414) summary. 
199 This is Baker's own argument (2005, 414-416). For more on the inscription and the debate 

smTounding it, -;ee Hommel ( 1975), Schiirer ( 1986, 167-168), Trebilco ( 1991, 159-162), Herrmann ( 1998, 
no. 940t), and Baker (2005 ). For the cult of Theos Hypsistos see Mitchell ( 1999); Baker (2005, 399-402, 
406-4 l 0). 

2
<Ml 71.7. For the relationship of partisans to other groups, see below. Within their synagogues Jews 

were subject to seating arrangements organized by profession. Individuals in the synagogue of Alexandria 
were divided into the goldsmiths, silversmiths, weavers (or rough weavers), bronzeworkers (or finishing 
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the Jews themselves were of course aware of their religious identity, it is possible that other 

audience members may not have distinguished them from other cult associations.201 

Factional inscriptions, acclamations or ill-wishes for the Blues and Greens that date to the 

later stages of the venues (generally to the late fourth century at the earliest), can also provide 

evidence for audience organization since spectators who were partisans of one colour tended to 

be seated together.202 In the odeon of Alexandria four factional inscriptions are in favour of the 

Greens and another is in favour of the Blues.203 One of the texts for the Greens refers to the 

v£wv rrpaa(vwv, perhaps a newer group of partisans or a group of young men who wished to be 

in some way distinguished from other followers of that colour.204 Although only the central and 

western portions of the cavea have survived, the followers of the Blues and Greens appear to 

have been seated separately, with the Greens located in the western half of the audience and the 

lone Blue partisan near the centre. The rest of the followers of the Blues might have sat in the 

eastern cavea. The largest number of surviving factional inscriptions comes from the three 

venues of Aphrodisias. In the odeon the only factional inscriptions that survive are for the Blues; 

in the stadium one, possibly two, inscriptions are in favour of the Blues while another may be 

weavers), and blacksmiths. These seating arrangements were in place to allow individuals from another 
community to meet those in the same profession and so that people from within the community could 
recognize members of a particular professional association (Rosenfeld and Menirav 1999, 259-262). 

201 Roueche 1993, 124. 
202 Cameron ( 1976) suggests that seating in<>criptions for the partisans of the Blues and Greens 

reveal that the majority of the audience members did not in fact seat themselves according to factional 
affiliation. 

203 81.1, .3, .4, .5; 81.2. 
21 

J.+ 81.3; for associations of young men as partisans see Cameron ( 1976, 75ff). 
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"th . "' f . h G 105 In h h f h . "' . . .e1 er m 1avour o or agamst t e reens.- t et eatre o t e city 1our inscnpt1ons are m 

favour of the Blues, three of which are acclamations and one of which is an ill-wish for the 

Greens.206 Four inscriptions from this venue are acclamations in favour of the Greens.207 The 

division between the followers of the Blues and Greens in the theatre audience is clear. The 

inscriptions favouring the Blues are found in the southern end of the theatre and those favouring 

the Greens, along with an acclamation not on a seat and an inscription mentioning a Green mime, 

are located in the northern end.208 The separation of the partisans in the audience was a natural 

arrangement - followers of a group tend to sit together to share in a common emotion - but it 

was also useful in that it may have helped to prevent extreme factional violence. It would have 

been dangerous to be a solitary and active partisan of the Blues surrounded by followers of the 

Greens, or vice versa. Of course, when partisans were seated in blocks it also made it much 

easier to identify who was a fan of which colour and conflict was not infrequent.209 

One text from the theatre of Aphrodisias praises not a faction, but an individual by means 

of the formula of a factional acclamation. Theodotus, the head of the aurarii (gold-workers or 

perhaps bankers), is acclaimed using the standard vtK~ ~ TUX11· "The fortune triumphs ..."210 

205 66.4-6; 67.6, .18; 67.10. 
Wt> 65.40i, .57, .69; 65.13. 
207 65.22i, ii, .23, .76. Two other inscriptions may be acclaiming one of the factions but may also 

be in favour of another group or association (Roueche 1993, 46.B. I, E.2). 
20 x Roueche 1993, 99. Acclamation for the Greens not found on a seat: Roueche 1993, 8e: 

inscription mentioning a Green mime: Roueche 1993, I. I .iii. 
209 Cameron 1976, 271-296; see Chapter 2 for the (non-factional) riot of the Pompeians and the 

Nucerians, which may have been exacerbated because the inhabitants of each town were clearly 
distinguishable in the audience. 

210 65.56b; see above for the aurarii. 
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The connection between the aurarii and a faction hinted at in this inscription is made explicit in 

the theatre of Miletus where seats were reserved for the aupapiot BEVETOl, auran'i who were 

partisans of the Blues.211 Another group, the butchers, is also associated with the Blues in the 

theatre of Aphrodisias, where an acclamation for this colour accompanies the inscription 

reserving seats for the collegium.212 Certain Jews were also partisans of the Blues. In the odeon 

of Aphrodisias an inscription reserves a spot for the elder Jews who are identified as Blues and in 

the theatre of Miletus some of the local Jews declared themselves partisans of the Blues.213 

These inscriptions suggest that groups that already sat together at spectacles - the aurarii, the 

butchers, and the Jews - became as a group supporters of a faction, here the Blues.214 That is, it 

was not necessarily the love of a particular faction that united these partisans but rather a 

common collegium or group identity that was then transferred as a collective whole to the 

partisanship of a colour. It may also have been the case that associations of young men became 

followers of a particular colour since they were already seated together as a group; one example 

may be the v£wv npaaivwv, supporters of the Greens from Alexandria.215 Not all of the 

factional inscriptions from the theatres of Miletus and the venues of Aphrodisias identify a 

particular group of people and their colour affiliation. Some are merely graffiti acclamations for 

the Blues or Greens. Thus it seems that there were individuals who chose to be identified and 

:11 71.l. 

212 65.57. 

211 66.4; 71.7. 

214 Roueche 1993. 131. 

215 Roueche 1993, 139. In later sources the term vfot or w:av(at is often used to describe groups 
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therefore seated both by their occupation, religious identity, or another marker of their place in 

society together with their partisanship, and then also individuals who chose to express 

themselves by their colour alone.2 16 Some of these individuals might have been claqueurs, 

whose purpose in the audience was to incite support for a particular faction. 217 

The influence of the Romans on seating arrangements in the East 

Audiences at spectacles were organized as an idealized reflection of local society as it 

was envisioned by each community's leaders, but the overarching ideology of the larger empire 

in which these communities were found also had an impact. In response to the transition to 

Roman rule the nature of spectator arrangements in the East changed. Audiences were for the 

most part now reflecting a hierarchically-structured ideal rather than a more egalitarian one. At 

the most basic level, the architectural differences between Greek theatres and Roman theatres and 

amphitheatres emphasize these different ideologies.218 The cla11sical Greek cavea was divided 

into cunei but there was no other separation of the audience, no walkways distinguishing 

different levels or varying routes of access for different audience members. The minimal 

differentiation in the Greek theatre took place in the horizontal plane, that is, the division into 

cunei, rather than the vertical plane, the division into maeniana.219 

of partisans, such as in Procopius (Anecd. 7 .23. 35, 42; BP 2.8. 11, 17, 28); see Cameron ( 1976, 75ft). 
216 For more on group membership as a declaration of the right to belong see Chapter 4. 
217 Roueche 1993, 132; also Cameron ( 1976, 234-249). For more on the circus factions, see 

Cameron ( 1976, esp. 79-80 for seating arrangements); Roueche ( 1993, 129-156). 
218 This is merely a brief outline of these differences; for a detailed discussion see Bieber ( 1939). 
219 Polacco 1981, 11. 
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Using the theatre of Dionysus as an example, there were two levels of group distinction 

at play in the classical Athenian audience, that between citizen and metic and that between 

tribe.220 Individuals who were not Athenian citizens, including women, might have been forced 

to sit in the outside cunei of the theatre. This visible distinction of non-citizen from citizen 

reflected the strict differentiation of these two groups in Athenian society. The rest of the 

audience, all men, was seated according to tribal divisions other than individuals who had been 

granted prohedria. The right to sit at the front of the audience was given to those who held the 

office of priest or magistrate. This distinction was based entirely upon the tenure of office and 

not upon any individual qualities, meaning that only the names of the offices without any 

personal identification were used to reserve seats.221 During the classical period the spectators at 

performances in the theatre of Dionysus acted as a reflection of the citizenry of the city and 

undifferentiated seating, other than division by tribe, was meant to reinforce the social cohesion 

of this community.222 D.B. Small proposes a model ''which defines the society as a loosely 

articulated social structure in which diverse social settings were permitted to develop their own 

norms and conventions."223 Within different venues in the same city those in attendance were 

allowed to develop a programme of behaviour particular to each location. The programme of the 

theatre of Dionysus was one of equality and social cohesion. 

The organization of audience members at spectacles and the very design of spectacular 

220 Small 1987, 86. 

121 Small 1987, 87. 

222 Longo 1990, 16. 
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venues in Roman society serves as a stark contrast to the arrangements in the classical Athenian 

theatre. The social hierarchy and visible evidence of its implementation in public areas where 

large groups of people were assembled was very important to the Romans. This meant that 

spectators were organized, at least ideally, in a fashion designed less to promote social cohesion 

and more to emphasize the differences between various levels of society.224 The free-standing 

nature of the majority of Roman venues, whereas Greek theatres were largely constructed against 

hillsides, allowed for the construction of passageways within the theatre building that gave 

audience members access to different levels of the cavea. No longer was the orchestra the only 

means of approach to a seat. The Roman cavea was also divided into cunei but the level of 

internal physical stratification was much greater than in the Greek cavea. Praecinctiones, 

walkways, divided the different levels of seating, nweniana, and a wall separated the area at the 

front of the venue meant for important audience members from the spectators behind it. 225 The 

complex design of many amphitheatres is in particular an excellent example of the Roman drive 

to create a venue in which the spectators were not only separated according to social standing 

223 Small 1987, 87-88. 
224 While the design of Roman caveae and Roman seating regulations were meant to reinforce the 

social hierarchy, they also provided a public space in which this visible hierarchy could be openly 
challenged; see the Conclusion. 

225 In Roman theatres and amphitheatres important audience members, usually the individuals 
responsible for the festivities and his companions as well as certain magistrates, were seated in tribunals. 
boxes over each of the two covered entrances to the orchestra (Chapter I). In eastern theatres that had not 
been modified under the Romans. the area of honour was a central tribunal close to the front of the cm·ea 
(Wiseman 1984, 579 n. 64). In Greek venues the entrances to the orchestra were not covered. providing no 
space for seating, and the cavea and the stage building did not form a cohesive whole. 
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once they found their seats, but also during their journey from outside the venue to their seats. 226 

The excellently preserved amphitheatre at Nlmes is filled with different access passageways to 

different levels of seating and numerous stairways carry spectators to higher levels of the 

227 cavea. 

The alterations to the cavea of the theatre of Pompeii discussed in Chapter 2 provide an 

example of the impact of Roman ideology on theatre architecture. 228 Another venue in which 

this change can be seen is the theatre of Syracuse. Originally constructed in the fifth century 

B.C.E., during the second century C.E. it was the subject of a complete renovation.229 The 

original Greek cavea had one praecinctio; under the Romans at least one other was added which 

divided the theatre into a minimum of three maeniana. In order to add a new praecinctio a row 

of original seats had to be destroyed, and in order to enlarge the orchestral seating now reserved 

for senators and others sharing the privilege two rows of original seats from the front of the cavea 

were also removed. The result of this remodelling wa~ that the theatre became a venue 

appropriate for the display of the local social hierarchy. 

The influence of Roman culture on stadia can be seen in those venues that were 

constructed or altered under Roman rule. Rather than being constructed against a hill, stadia 

could now be free-standing (in much the same way as theatres) and they had larger caveae, 

-->'n See Chapter 2. 
227 See Chapter I for the design of the Flavian amphitheatre in Rome. 
228 Chapter 2; also Small (1987, 91-92); Moretti (1992); Zanker(l998, 108. 113). 
219 Polacco ( 1981. 12-13) outlines the renovations and provides a hypothetical seating plan for the 

renovated theatre. 
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monumental facades, and a system for circulating spectators through the substructures.230 Unlike 

during the Greek period when the running-track of stadia had been the focal point of the venue, 

under the Romans it was the cavea that was emphasized. This reflects not only the hierarchical 

nature of Roman society but also the Roman view that spectacular venues were places in which 

people watched events rather than participated in them; conversely, it was participation that was 

most important to the Greeks and spectators either stood or were seated on banks of earth 

. h k 111surroundmg t e trac .-

In some venues in the Greek-speaking areas of the empire seating inscriptions can 

identify ways in which a community changed as it underwent the transition to Roman rule. The 

change from an independent Greek polis to a city that was part of a much greater empire required 

the readjustment of relationships between cities and their inhabitants. The combination of 

seating inscriptions in the theatre of Dionysus for traditional Athenian offices such as the 

strategos. archon, and priest of Dionysus Eleuthereus with texts for Roman priesthoods mirrors 

the adaptation of Greek cities to Roman rule. The large number of seating inscriptions for 

professional associations. groups which by nature comprised individuals of a lower social status, 

found during the Roman period is also evidence of a societal transition. Another indication of the 

move from Hellenic to Roman times is the increase in the number of inscriptions reserving 

places for individuals rather than for offices, a result of the breakdown of the egalitarian image of 

the classical Greek cavea. These seat<~ are representative of a society in which individual 

210 Welch 1998, 120-121. 
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identification and status is important, rather than of one in which the collective whole is more 

important than the individual. 

The theatre of Stobi, constructed in the early second century C.E., provides an example 

of the increasing importance of the individual in spectacular audiences.232 Seats in the first two 

rows of the theatre were inscribed with lines indicating wider seat divisions than those in the rest 

of the cavea. These seats would have been a')signed to those with the honour of prohedria: 

priests, magistrates, and, according to Wiseman, members of the council as well.233 Also carved 

into these seats were personal names, the majority of which cross over the division lines and 

therefore reveal that at some point the seats for prohedria ceased to be relevant.234 This suggests 

that familial divisions and personal identification became increasingly important in Stobi and 

took precedence over the less personal, and more egalitarian, reservation of a seat only for an 

office with no name included.235 

Tribal seating inscriptions provide evidence not only of the transition to Roman times but 

also of trends during Roman domination such as the rise in stature of the linen-workers discussed 

above. In many of the venues in which tribes were granted reserved seats these units were named 

after Greek gods or after Hellenistic rulers, for example in the theatres of Hierapolis and 

231 Welch 1998, 120-121. 
m7,8. 

233 Wiseman 1984, 579. 

234 Gebhard 1981, 15-16. 

235 Small 1987, 89-90. 
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Megalopolis and in the stadium of Saittai. 236 In three venues the names of the local tribes reveal 

Roman influence. In the odeon of Gerasa, constructed in the early third century C.E., the 

majority of the tribes are named after Greek gods but two texts identify a tribe named after the 

emperor Hadrian. This title would have been assigned to the tribe either during or after Hadrian's 

stay in Gerasa in 130 C.E.237 In the theatre of Stobi all the tribes identified thus far in seating 

inscriptions have Roman names, because Stobi was a Roman municipium and then colonia.238 

In Ephesus the tribe Sebaste was named after Augustus and a statue base in the theatre of the city 

dating to l 04 C.E. reveals that this tribe had reserved seating.239 Among communities on the 

western coast of Asia Minor Ephesus was the only one to have tribes named after Roman 

emperors, although this practice was common in the interior.240 

In the theatre of Megalopolis the names of Hellenistic tribes were inscribed on the backs 

of benches in the first row of seats, whereas the names of tribes in the reign of Hadrian were 

inscribed on the fronts of the benches.241 During this time the number of tribes was reduced from 

six to five, two new ones were added, and the endings of the names of three of the previously 

existing tribes were changed. The two new tribes, Mmv<lAiwv and CTappacriwv, were named 

236 75; 5; 73. 

237 80.10, .12; Retzleff and Mjely 2004. 40. 

2.18 7.8, .9,.11, .61. 
239 I K l l. l, 28; Heberdey 1912, 83c. This tribe was given a prominent position in the procession 

created by the foundation of Gaius Vibius Salutaris, in which the statue bases in the theatre played an 
integral role; see Chapter 4. 

240 Jones 1987, 295. For example. tribes named Sebaste were found in, among other towns in the 

interior, Claudiopolis, Nikaia, Nysa, and Ankyra (Jones 1987, 345, 348, 353, 358-362, 376-378). 


2-11 5. 
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after the two main villages that contributed to the synoecism that created Megalopolis.242 Instead 

of using the original feminine singular forms of the tribal names, the Hadrianic inscriptions use 

the masculine plural forms. Of the three previously existing tribes, two appear to have changed 

location in the cavea; the inscriptions for the tribe navirn; I navtaTwv are on the back and front 

of the bench in front of the sixth cuneus, but the early inscription, A TTOAAwv(a~ is on the back of 

the bench in front of the third cwzeus while the Roman inscription, AnoJ.J.wvtaTwv is on the 

front of the bench in front of the seventh cuneus and the original AuKaia~ tribe (now named 

J\uKm:tTwv) moved from cuneus seven to c1meus four. It is possible that the reduction of the 

tribes from six to five may be an indication of the declining population of Megalopolis. 243 

It is possible for the very location of seating inscriptions to reveal changes in audience 

arrangements. The theatre of Termessus, originally constructed during the Hellenistic era, was 

renovated during the Roman period; among other work carried out, its cavea was expanded 

under Augustus by the addition of an upper level of seating.244 The upper Augustan section of 

the cavea contains more seating inscriptions than the original lower section, in which three rnnei 

are completely devoid of texts. In the first ten rows of the theatre some of the inscriptions are 

located on the vertical rise of the seats, whereas in the upper cavea the texts are on the flat surface 

of the seats.245 Quite a few inscriptions from the theatre are for individuals; ephebes, priestesses 

of the imperial cult, sacred victors, possibly a rhetor and a prytanis, and an association of stone

242 Jones 1987, 138. 

243 Jones 1987, 138, 151 n.4. 

244 Small 1987, 90. 
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cutters also had reserved seats.246 Some of the seats for individuals as well as those for the 

ephebes and the rhetor are located in the original cavea. Also found in the original cavea, in rows 

eight, nine, ten, and twelve of the second cuneus from the south, are texts reading fNA.247 There 

is one such inscription per row, and each is located on the far southern end.248 These inscriptions 

are abbreviations, perhaps for a civic body of Termessus. No other texts of this nature are 

recorded in the rest of the original cavea, although very little remains of the southernmost cuneus 

and the third cuneus from the south is also fragmentary. Such abbreviations are not recorded 

anywhere in the Augustan cavea. 

D. de Bernardi Ferrero suggests that that the texts in the first ten rows were meant to 

identify a seat in some fashion while those in the upper cavea were meant to identify 

individuals.249 There are, however, inscriptions carved above row ten in the first maenianum and 

seats for individuals are found in the lower cavea as well. The smaller number of inscriptions in 

the original cunei and the placement of many of the inscriptions on the rise of the seats suggest a 

clear distinction between the upper and lower caveae, although the precise nature of this 

differentiation is unclear. The texts in the upper seating section are clearly Roman and those 

reserving seats for individuals in the lower cavea most likely date to this period as well. It is 

245 de Bernardi Ferrero 1966, vol. I, 17; Sear 2006, 3. 
2 
-i 
0 Ephebes: 77.13.4..13.5, .13.6, .13.10. Priestesses: 77.6.2. Sacred victors: 77.2.1, .2.5. Rhetor: 

77.12.16. Prvtanis: 77.4.3. Stone-cutters: 77.8.1. 
'47 . 
- 77.12.3, .12.5, .12.6, .12.9. 
2 
-i 

8 In the <>ame position in row eleven is carved fYN (77.12.7), although its relationship to the 
other abbreviations is unclear. 

2 
-i 
9 de Bernardi Ferrero 1966, vol. I, 17; Sear 2006, 3. 
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possible that during the transition to the Roman period the seating arrangements in the theatre of 

Termessus underwent a similar change to those in Stobi where personal identification seems to 

have replaced identification by office. In Hellenistic Termessus the differentiation of audience 

members according to personal status may not have been important since the programme of the 

theatre was not one that necessitated a display of the social hierarchy.250 Under the Romans, 

when society became increasingly stratified, seating inscriptions for individuals seem to have 

become more relevant. 

--''iO Small 1987, 90-91; see Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 - The Social Organization of Audiences Throughout the Empire 

During the Graeco-Roman period there was an effort towards audience organization in 

many - if not all - theatres, amphitheatres, and stadia. Seating inscriptions found throughout 

both the Latin and Greek areas of the empire reveal that communities were concerned with the 

portrayal of the social structure in their local spectacular venue or venues. Groups, offices, and 

individuals deemed to be important to the community were given their own seats which were 

generally located in prominent areas of these venues. The assignation of reserved seats was a 

visible expression of the right to belong, of participation in civic life, whether political or 

financial (of course many times the two went together), local or on a larger scale. This 

participation was rewarded with public recognition and, in effect, the visual definition of the 

particular place of an individual or group in a community's social structure. The display of the 

social structure within a theatre, amphitheatre, or stadium was just that, an exhibition, a static 

visual production orchestrated for the most part by members of the local elite. 

Spectator seating arrangements are therefore able to provide insight not only into the 

disparate social and civic organization of different communities throughout the empire, but also 

into the role of the theatre audience in the creation of a local self-identity. In Rome the 

reinforcement of the city's identity through spectator seating arrangements, carried out largeI y 

under Augustus, was directed both at the local population and at visitors to the capital. 

Individuals could attend the theatre or amphitheatre, find themselves surrounded by a static 

display of the Roman social hierarchy, and be reminded of their place within, or outside of, it. In 
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the provinces the local identity that was reinforced by audience organization, among other means 

such as processions and festivals, seems instead to have been directed mainly at the local 

inhabitants. Particularly in the East, the creation of a community's self-identity was an important 

way in which it could establish a place for itself within the larger Roman empire. 0. van Nijf 

proposes that honorific "inscriptions helped to tum the urban landscape itself into a mnemonic 

device, a site of civic memory."1 Audience organization and seating inscriptions could achieve 

the same result in the theatre, amphitheatre, and stadium. 

Reserved seats for Roman senators had been stipulated as necessary by Augustus and the 

earlier lex Ursonensis, and in some cases areas were also reserved for equestrians. 2 In addition to 

these mandatory reservations, the main civic elements of eastern towns (the council and tribes as 

well as usually the ephebes and the council of elders) and western towns (decurions and 

Augusta/es) were provided with their own areas.3 The specifics of the seating arrangements 

were, however, the choice of each individual community. Within different venues various 

individuals, groups, or bodies were granted seats, reflecting both the civic organization of 

disparate communities and the desires of those in charge of spectator organization. In the civilian 

amphitheatre of Aquincum, for example, members of the military had their own reserved seats. 

These individuals were not directly involved with the social structure of the civilian community, 

but were honoured with assigned seats by the ruling body of the settlement, perhaps in return for 

1 van Nijf 2000. 36. 
2 For seating arrangements in Rome under Augustus see Chapter I; for the lex Ursonensis see 

Chapter 2. 
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a service.4 In Aquincum, as in Camuntum, the military and civilian settlements were located in 

close proximity to one another, and the presence of military personnel in the civilian 

amphitheatre in Aquincum reflects this geographical reality. In the amphitheatre of Nimes 

nautae for whom the city was not the main area of activity were granted seats on the podium, an 

indication of their economic importance to the community.5 The examples of such arrangements 

are numerous. Reserved seats were a privilege, a physical and very public manifestation of the 

importance of an individual, office, or group to a community. The leading body or bodies of 

each community were allowed to a large extent to determine to whom this privilege should be 

dispensed and to shape the display of the micro-society of the audience as they saw fit. 

The Foundation of Gaius Vibius Salutaris 

The organization of an audience within a spectacular venue represented a specific 

societal programme that was chosen as appropriate for that particular space, but theatres were 

also part of the larger social and civic programme of a community. In Roman Ephesus, the 

components of the local social structure emphasized in the theatre audience were tied to those on 

display in another very public venue, namely frequent processions for the goddess Artemis that 

traversed the city. These processions were one of two main elements of a foundation established 

by Gaius Vibius Salutaris, a Roman citizen, equestrian, and member of the local ~ou/itj.6 In 104 

3 Chapters 2 and 3. 

4 55.10, perhaps also 55.11, .14; see below and Chapter 2. 

5 30.3.•4; ~ee Chapter 2. 

6 I K 1I. I. 27 .14-21. The discussion of the foundation of Vibius Salutaris that follows is based upon 
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C.E. he created a foundation in honour of the goddess Artemis for which he required the 

approval not only of the council and assembly of the city but also of the proconsul of Asia and his 

legate.7 This foundation was responsible for distributions of money to specified groups as well 

as for public processions, and the end result of its creation was that Salutaris dedicated statues, 

images, and money to certain civic bodies of Ephesian society and to Artemis herself.8 The 

details of the process are significant not only because both the distributions and the processions 

reveal the ways in which Salutaris, and therefore also the ~ouJ.tj and assembly of the city whose 

approval he needed to create the foundation, wished to structure Ephesian society but also 

because he made use of the theatre in this process. 

The lotteries and distributions took place in the temple of Artemis, for the most part on 

her birthday and therefore coinciding with the annual celebration of her mysteries. They were 

complex but can be broken down according to the three groups that were the recipients. These 

were: those who were required to take care of the statues associated with the procession, those 

who were required to spend their money on rituals during the mysteries, and those who were 

required to do neither.9 It is the third group, those bodies that were required to do nothing in 

Rogers ( 1991 a) and the text of the foundation found at I K 11.1, 27. Salutaris is only one example of the 
many eastern individuals of high social standing who provided financial support for their community during 
the Roman period. As Mitchell ( 1993, 211) puts it: "Nothing, however, more clearly illustrates the 
expectation that the rich would redistribute their wealth to the benefit of their cities than the idealized 
descriptions of honorific inscriptions, which endlessly ring the changes on patriotic zeal, open-handedness, 
generosity, and public extravagance of magistrates and other benefactors." 

7 IK I I.I, 27.73-83, 132-133, 412-413, 123-126. For the specifics of the creation of the foundation, 
see Rogers (1991 a, 24-30). 

8 JK I I.I, 27.126-128. 139-152. 
9 I K I I. I, 27 .66-69, 220-352, 485-553; Rogers ( 1991 a, 39-79) provides a detailed discussion of the 
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exchange for their monetary distribution and to which over eighty percent of the total endowment 

was allocated, that reflects the emphasis placed on certain elements of the social structure by 

Salutaris and the demos of the city. 10 The civic tribes received the largest amount of money 

followed by the ~ouA tj, the council of elders, and the ephebes. 11 Of the six tribes of Ephesus the 

names of five (the Ephesians, the Karenaeans, the Teians, the Euonumoi, and the Bembinaeans) 

refer back to the Hellenistic founding of the city; the sixth tribe (Sebaste) was named either 

during or shortly after the time of Augustus. The financial privilege - almost twice as much 

money as the next highest-paid group, the council- accorded to the fifteen hundred members of 

the civic tribes by Salutaris suggests a reaffirmation of the Hellenic character of the city, a theme 

echoed in the procession. 12 

The four-hundred and fifty members of the ~ouAtj and the three-hundred and fourteen 

members of the ycpoua(a, next on the list of distributions, were prominent and wealthy men of 

Ephesus. Their appearance in second place serves to emphasize the privilege of being placed 

first on the list that was granted to the members of the tribes. The final group to receive any 

significant amount of money (about seven percent of the total) from the foundation was the youth 

of the city, forty-nine paides and two hundred and fifty ephebes. The ephebes were the important 

age group here. As a whole they received more than ninety percent of the funds allocated to the 

distributions. 
10 Rogers 1991 a, 51. 
11 /K 11.1, 27: ~out.~: 220-231; gerousia: 231-238; tribes: 246-252: ephebes: 253-258. See Rogers 

1991 a. 50, Table 4. 
12 Rogers 1991 a, 60, 66. 
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youth and individually they received larger amounts than the paides; they also played an 

important role in the processions (below). Paides do not appear in the processions and another 

group of young men, the vfo L, are found neither in the list of distributions nor in the 

processions. 13 G. Rogers suggests that the emphasis placed on the ephebes of city by the 

foundation indicates that the rituals and distributions it created were meant "primarily as a tool of 

social, political, and even religious acculturation" for these young men. 14 

The distributions were performed in the temple of Artemis during the celebration of her 

mysteries in which the whole city was involved, actively integrating the ephebes into the social 

fabric of Ephesus. This process was strengthened by their inclusion and standing in the 

distributions which emphasized the tribes, council, and council of elders of the city, the bodies 

into which the ephebes would enter as they became adults and aged. 15 Women were included 

neither in the list of distributions nor in the processions and the only woman mentioned in the 

text of the foundation is the priestess of Artemis, responsible for distributing money to the hymn

13 Although the vfo1 most likely received other distributions throughout the year and may not have 
depended financially upon Salutaris' foundation, the members of the council and of the yEpoua(a were also 
given other endowments but were still included by Salutaris. Rogers ( 1991 a, 69) suggests that the lack of 
funding for the vfot may have something to do with their involvement in the celebration of the mysteries of 
Artemis (Strabo 14.1.20). Although VEWTEpOt and vfot can be used interchangeably to describe the age 
group older than the ephebes. they can also be used as equivalents to ephebes and vfot is often used for any 
group of young men (Forbes 1933, 60-61 ). In Ephesus the vfo1 were a distinct body from the ephebes. 

14 Rogers !99la, 67. 
15 Rogers 1991 a, 68. Distributions according to civic body were found throughout the empire, such 

as in Aphrodisias where Tiberius Claudius Ktesias and his family established a fund for distributions and 
crownings for the f3ouA~, demos. tribes, and prok/eroi (MAMA 8, 497.5-8). Bailey (2002. 113) suggests that 
the prok/eroi were specific members of the local community who had been selected by the benefactor. 
Distributions in the western empire, which often took place in the local theatre, could also be based upon 
membership in a civic body, generally the ordines decurionum and Augustalium (for example Cll IX 23. X 
415, 1881 ). For the place of col/egia in public banquets and distributions see van Nijf (1997, 149-188). 
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singers. 16 This indicates their low priority in the hierarchy of Ephesian society as it was 

structured by Salutaris, the council, and the assembly. Also lacking in the text of the foundation 

is any mention of professional collegia. Although these guilds, such as those of the silver-smiths 

or of the bread-bakers, existed in Ephesus and played an important role in the local economy, 

their members were of a lower social standing and were not considered appropriate for inclusion 

in the model of Ephesian society that Salutaris designed to educate the youth of the city. 17 

The foundation of Salutaris and the theatre of Ephesus were related in two ways. The 

first was through the prominent display of two copies of the decree of the council and demos of 

Ephesus ratifying the foundation, the location of which Salutaris chose himself. 18 One of these 

texts was installed in the Artemision, the complex for Artemis, and the other on the wall of the 

south orchestral entrance (parodos) of the theatre. The majority of the text in the theatre would 

have been above the eye level of anyone standing beneath it and the letters were small enough 

(one to four centimetres) that the five-hundred and sixty-eight lines of text, arranged in six 

!
6 IK I I. I, 27. 265-268; for the hymnodoi see van Nijf (1997, I 65-168). 

!
7 Rogers I 99 I a, 72. The silver-smiths of Ephesus were involved in demonstrations against Paul 

the Apostle (Act. Ap. 19.23-41) and the bread-bakers held a strike for which they were strongly rebuked UK 
11.2, 215). An example of the negative attitude of the elite of Ephesus toward members of collegia can be 
found in a letter from Hadrian to the magistrates and council of Ephesus. In this missive he offers to pay the 
summa honoraria required for entrance into the council on behalf of Lucius Erastus, an individual who was 
a ship-owner (naukleros) and transported dignitaries including Hadrian himself (Slc3 838). The emperor's 
intervention suggests that the Ephesian council was unwilling to have Erastus as a member and this 
unwillingness can be attributed to his occupation (Pleket 1983, 134). Pleket (1983, 134) knows ofonly one 
case in which an individual is identified as both a councillor and a naukleros, a Telesphorus whose 
sarcophagus was found in Nicomedia (SEG XXVII 828). It may have been more common to find merchants 
as members of the council (Pleket 1983. 139-142).; see van Nijf(l997. 22). 

i 
8 !KI I.I, 27.123-126. 
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columns, could not easily be read from below. 19 In combination with its location on the parodos 

wall these factors emphasize that the purpose of the placement of the text in the theatre was not 

so that it could be read in detail by audience members. Its desired impact did not in fact require it 

to be read. The theatre was a venue in which large groups of the Ephesian population gathered to 

watch spectacles, to carry out rituals, and to have public meetings and the size of the inscription 

ensured that even if it could not be read, it would be visible to those using the theatre. As well, 

the events that would take place in this venue were those that were funded by the foundation, and 

the official inscription formalizing the creation of this foundation was therefore perfectly located 

to reinforce Salutaris' role in providing these civic rituals.20 

The second way in which the theatre and the foundation were closely connected is 

through the processions in honour of Artemis. It was not an official civic procession, no ritual 

acts took place during its enactment, and it was not part of a major religious festival of the city.21 

Although it was a procession designed by an individual, it still had to be approved, as did the 

distributions, by the m;sembly and council of Ephesus. This procession was to be held for "the 

first new moon's sacrifice of the archieratic year, and on the occasions of the twelve sacred 

gatherings and regular assemblies every month, and during the Sebasteia and the Soteria and the 

penteteric festivals" as well as during athletic festivals and any other days agreed upon by the 

19 Rogers 1991 a, 20-21. 
20 Rogers 1991 a. 22. The function of the inscription as a public display of Salutaris' generosity is 

recognized by the proconsul of Asia (IK 11.1, 27.368). 
21 Rogers 1991 a, 80-81. 83; see Rogers (1991 a, 80-126) for a detailed study of the participants. 

statuary. and route of the procession. For the importance of processions in structuring a community's social 
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council and demos of the city.22 This means that it most likely took place once every two 

weeks.23 It began at the temple of Artemis outside the temenos, entered the city through the 

Magnesian Gate in the south, wound through the city stopping at the theatre, and exited through 

the Koressian Gate in the north on the return journey to the temple. Within the city itself the 

ephebes were responsible for escorting the procession and its statues into the theatre.24 Nine 

statues of Artemis, one of which was gold and the rest silver, and twenty silver images, some of 

which represented the Roman involvement in the city and others of which related to its Greek 

heritage, were carried by the participants in the procession.25 The gold statue of Artemis was 

carried at the very front of the procession and the rest of her statues were scattered throughout. 

The Roman images were the first to follow the gold statue of the goddess. Silver images of 

Trajan and Plotina were meant to stand in place of the actual physical presence of the emperor 

and his wife. Next came a silver image of the Roman senate, a physical representation of the 

power of the Roman political and legal system, followed by the silver image of the Bout.tj of 

Ephesus, the local counterpart to the Roman senate. -~6 

hierarchy see van Nijf ( 1997, 205-206). 
22 /K 11.1, 27.51-56, 202-204, 213-214, 419-42 I. 469, 475-477, 553-560; translation Rogers 

(199la). 
23 Rogers 199la, 83. 
24 !K 11.1, 27.49-56, 91-92, 210-213, 270-273, 423-425, 554-568. 
25 IK I I.I, 27.22-31, 148-150. It was the potential disruption of their trade in creating these silver 

statues of Artemis for visitors to Ephesus that caused the silver-smiths of the city to react so strongly to the 
teachings of Paul the Apostle (Act. Ap. 19.23-41 ). Ephesian Artemis, identifiable by her distinctive 
iconography (outstretched hands. multiple "breasts", frontal pose, and the animals that decorate her body) 
appears in the theatre reliefs at Hierapolis (below). 

26 Although there was a cult of the senate in the Roman East, the evidence, the majority of which 
comes from Asia Minor, indicates that it did not appear until the Imperial period. Erskine ( 1997, 25, 31-34) 
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A silver image of the Roman demos came next, followed by that of the council of elders 

of Ephesus, then by the image of the ordo equester which was presumably meant to call to mind 

Salutaris' status as an eques as well as perhaps the influence of this order in the city. A silver 

image of Augustus followed, accompanied by that of the tribe Sebaste, the only tribe whose 

name reveals Roman influence at the time of the establishment of the foundation.27 The 

placement of this image before those of the older Greek tribes of Ephesus is striking; the tribe 

Sebaste had only recently, in the mid-first century C.E., become the second tribe in order of 

prominence while that of the Ephesians was first and dated to the foundation of the city.28 The 

emphasis placed upon the Roman tribe in the procession echoes that placed upon the Roman 

images as a whole. The arrangement of these images at the head of the procession combined 

with the Roman nature of the first area though which it passed, the Upper Agora, was an 

impressive visual reminder of Roman influence in Ephesus.29 The rest of the statues were, 

except for one, reminders of the Greek nature of the city. Listed here in no particular order, these 

images were of the five remaining tribes, the demos of Ephesus, Androklos (the mythical founder 

suggests that such a cult did not exist during the Republic because cities in the East could not find a civic 
body in their own communities comparable to the senate, a process which was necessary in order to make 
Roman culture intelligible and therefore available for worship. One example of this would be the cult of the 
Roman demos; all eastern cities had a demos and while its role in society was different from that of the 
people of Rome, it was seen as an equivalent civic body. It was not until the eastern councils began to 
increase in power and membership became permanent (see Chapter 3) and the Roman senate's function 
changed under the emperor that the local councils and the senate could be seen as similar institutions and its 
worship was established; see also Price ( 1984, 42); Ando (2000, 168). 

n The tribes' A8p1av~ and' AvTwVEL viav~ were created later: see Jones ( 1987, 311-315). 
28 A list of neopoioi from the mid-first century C.E. gives the tribes in order: Ephesians, Seba.we, 

Teians, Karenaeans, Euonumoi, Bembinaeans (IK 11.5, 1578a). The neopoioi were in charge of inscribing 
the names of new citizen<; on the wall of the Artemision (for example IK 11.4 1405.12, 1408.5, 1408.15, 
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of Ephesus), Euonumos (a mythical figure after whom one of the tribes was named), Lysimachus 

(the Hellenistic ruler who refounded the city), Pion (a mountain god), Athena, and Sebaste 

Homonoia Cluysophoros (Concordia Augusta).30 After the ephebes had escorted the procession 

into the theatre where it made its only stop, they accompanied it to the Koressian Gate which was 

a focal point of the Greek foundation legend of the city.31 Just as the procession entered into a 

Roman area of the city led by Roman statues, it exited the city through a Greek area and the last 

images that were seen were those of the Greek elements of Ephesian society. 

The procession was representative, as were the distributions, of Ephesian society as it 

was visualized by Salutaris, the council, and the assembly.32 Another function of the procession 

was to call to its spectators' minds the history of the city, first the Roman influence and then, and 

more importantly, the Hellenic foundation. By recalling the historic Greek elements of the city it 

offered the citizens of Ephesus a way in which to negotiate Roman rule.33 Rogers suggests that 

the primary purpose of the procession, in the same vein a~ the distributions, was to introduce the 

ephebes to the history and society of the city as they were presented by Salutaris and the demos.34 

The role of the ephebes in escorting the procession throughout Ephesus and into the theatre 

made them an active part of this re-enactment, of this civic self-representation. 

1409.4). 
29 Rogers 1991a, 91-95. 
30 A complete list of the statues in the procession is provided by Rogers ( 1991 a, 84-85, Table 9). 
31 Rogers 1991a. 107. 109. 
32 For the importance of processions in creating and reinforcing the social hierarchy see van Nijf 

( 1997. 133). He calls (136) civic ceremonies and festivals "joint projects of civic <>elf-representation." 
33 Greek-style agonistic festivals served the same purpose (Chapter 3). 
_q Rogers 199la, 112, 115. 
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The importance of the theatre to Salutaris' construction of Ephesian society is 

demonstrated not only by his choice of the venue to carry one of two inscriptions officially 

confinning the creation of his foundation, but also by the fact that the only stop made by the 

procession during its progress throughout the city was in this venue. 35 The ephebes led the 

procession into the theatre and the statues and images carried by the participants were placed 

upon bases. They were to be arranged upon nine inscribed bases in groups of three; these statue 

bases were located at the top of each cuneus in the first maenianum.36 Each base carried a 

bilingual Latin and Greek dedication from Salutaris to Ephesian Artemis and a specific civic 

group; on the backs of the bases were inscriptions that served as place-markers in the cavea for 

the named civic group. These seating areas were presumably assigned before the erection of the 

statue bases which served merely to confinn the arrangements. The bases therefore acted not 

only as resting-places for the statues involved in the procession but also to indicate the groups for 

whom individual cunei were reserved. 

The text of the foundation refers explicitly to the placement of the statues above the 

blocks where different groups were seated.37 One statue base carries a dedication to Ephesian 

Artemis and the tribe Sebaste and the text on the back reserves the area for the tribe; the names of 

three groups, the vrnrroim, individuals in charge of inscribing the names of new citizens on the 

Artemesion, the XPucro<j>6pm, a priestly grouping, and the KOUPT'JTE<;, a priestly grouping 

35 !KI I.I, 27.49-52, 90-94, 210-213, 268-273, 553-568. 

36 /K 11.1, 27.202-206. 

37 The text (IK 11. I, 27) refers to seating areas for the j3ou/i~ ( 157), the priests and sacred victors 
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originally attached to the Artemision, were added later. 38 The dedication states that a silver 

statue of Artemis, the silver image of Augustus, and the image of the tribe Sebaste were to be 

placed upon this base. A second surviving base is dedicated to Ephesian Artemis and the tribe of 

the Teians, upon which was to be placed a silver statue of Artemis, the silver image of 

Lysimachus, and the image of the tribe; this base reserved a cuneus for the tribe of the Teians. 39 

A third base, dedicated to Ephesian Artemis and the tribe of the Karenaeans, held a silver statue 

of Artemis, the silver image of the tribe, and perhaps the image of Androklos; the seating block 

above which it stood was reserved for the tribe of the Karenaeans.40 

The dedicatory inscription of a fourth base has been restored to name Ephesian Artemis 

and the tribe of the Bembinaeans and the silver statues placed upon it were those of Artemis, the 

tribe, and perhaps of Pion. It presumably reserved a section for the tribe of the Bembinaeans, 

although the text from the back of the base has been lost...i. 1 Two bases carry dedications to 

Ephesian Artemis and youth groups of the city. The first, added to the series several years later, 

is to the paides and was designated to hold the silver image of Athena; on the back was an 

inscription for the tribe' Aoptav~. This inscription was added to the back of the statue base at a 

later date since the tribe was not added to the official roster at Ephesus until Hadrian's visit to the 

(who were in the "first sector"; 437-442, 476-477), and the paides (469). 
38 IK I I. I, 28; 27.172-177; IK 11.6. 2083c; Heberdey 1912, no. 83c. 
39 I K 11.1. 29; 27 .186-189; I K 11.6, 2083e; Heberdey 1912, no. 83e. 
40 IK 11.1, 30; 27.182-186; /K 11.6, 2083d; Heberdey 1912, no. 83d. 
41 I K 11.1. 31; 27 .194-197; I K 11.6, 2083f. Two other inscriptions for this tribe found in the theatre 

may be acting as place-markers in the cavea (IK 11.6, 2084. 2085). 
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city in 128 or 129 C.E.42 The second youth group to whom a base was dedicated was that of the 

ephebes; it was meant to hold a silver statue of Artemis and the silver images of the equestrian 

order and of the ephebes. The inscription on the back of the base reserves a cuneus of the theatre 

for the ephebes.43 The dedicatory inscription on the base for the gerousia reveals that it held a 

silver statue of Artemis, the silver statue of the demos of the city of Rome, and the statue of the 

council of elders; the text reserves an area for the gerousia.44 

Two very fragmentary texts have been found which are thought to have come from the 

front of one of the series of statue bases, but the group to which they were dedicated cannot be 

restored.45 Four inscriptions, three of which are fragmentary. have been found which come from 

bases allocated to silver statues of the goddess Artemis; these bases date to 107/108 and 109/110 

rather than to 104 C.E.46 There are no inscriptions on the backs, suggesting that these bases were 

not used to indicate an area of reserved seats. The placement of the rest of the statues can be 

determined from the text of the foundation itself. A silver image of Artemis, the silver image of 

the demos of Ephesus, and the silver image of the tribe of the Ephesians were to rest on the base 

dedicated to the tribe of the Ephesians.47 On the ba-;e dedicated to the council of Ephesus were 

placed the silver images of Trajan and Plotina, the silver image of the ~ou!i~ itself, the silver 

41 !KI I.I, 33; 27.465-469; IK 11.2, 274; /K 11.6, 2083g; Heberdey 1912, no. 83g; Syme 1988, 
162. 


43 /K l 1.1, 34; 27.168-172; /K l 1.6, 2083b; Heberdey 1912. no. 83b. 

44 /Kl l.l, 35; 27.164-167; /Kl 1.6, 2083a; Heberdey 1912, no. 83a. 

45 /K11.l, 32. 

46 /K 11.1. 36. 

47 /KI I.I, 27.177-181. 
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image of the Roman senate, and the golden statue of Artemis.48 Another addition to the series 

several years later, along with the base dedicated to the paides, was that dedicated to Ephesian 

Artemis, a priestly grouping, and the sacred victors; these two groups as a single unit requested 

seats in the ''first sector" (presumably the first cuneus, although whether from the north or south 

is unclear).49 This base, carrying the statue of Sebaste Homonoia Chrysoplzoros, was placed near 

the first seating block and was granted by the ~ou/i~ in response to the request. 

Using the arrangement of those statue bases found in situ and their accompanying 

inscriptions reserving sections of the theatre, R. Heberdey proposes a seating plan for the lower 

maenianum of the theatre of Ephesus, which contained eleven cunei.50 He assigns the council to 

the central cuneus, immediately to its left (the north) were seated the members of the council of 

elders, and to the right of the central cuneus were seated the ephebes; he suggests that both the 

ephebes and the gerousia would have shared their cunei with civic officials. Beginning in the 

second cuneus from the south he places the six tribes in their official order as of l 04 C.E., the 

first of which was the tribe of the Ephesians, followed by that of the tribe Sebaste and so on. 51 

The three central cunei, already occupied. are not included in this count. The two outer cunei 

were assigned to the priests and sacred victors, who were given the "first" cuneus although 

48 /KI I.I, 27.150-164. 
49 I K 11.1, 27.4 70-477. See Rogers ( 1991 a. 56-57) for a discussion of the nature of these two 

groups; also Chapter 3. This cuneus may later have been shared with, or given in its entirey to, the tribe 
Antoneiniane (below). 

50 Heberdey et al. 1912, 202-203; also Chapter 3. For the possible organization of the .;;pectators in 
the two upper maeniana see below. 

51 For the official order of the tribes of Ephesus at this date supra n. 28. 
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whether to the north or south is unclear, and to the paides. Since the back of the statue base for 

the paides was later inscribed for the tribe Hadriane, it can be assumed that the members of this 

tribe were given this cuneus either in its entirety or to share with the young men~ it is likely that, 

with the later addition of the tribe Antoneiniane, the cuneus of the priests and sacred victors was 

shared or reassigned as well. Also at a later date the names of three associations were added to 

the base for the tribe Sebaste, perhaps indicating that they, or at least representatives of these 

groups, were also seated in this cuneus. 52 Any visiting officials might have been given seats in 

the orchestra or perhaps would have been seated at the front of the central cuneus allocated to the 

council. 

The statue bases of Salutaris' foundation are in fact more useful than most seating 

inscriptions in terms of providing a snapshot of audience arrangements since they are all dated to 

104 C.E. or shortly after. The structuring of Ephesian society according to the wishes of Salutaris 

and, it must be remembered, the demos of the city that was on display in the processions and in 

the distributions was also on display in the ima cavea of the theatre.53 The inclusion of the 

theatre as the only stop made by the participants in the procession indicates that Salutaris was 

aware of its function as a venue in which society a<; he structured it could be presented to a large 

group of people simultaneously. The procession was a frequent, mobile, visual reminder to its 

spectators of the Greek history, Roman present, and idealized social structure of the city. The 

,,
-- Heberdey 1912, no. 83c, 202-203. 
53 "The social. historical. and theological discrimination at the very heart of the foundation 

ultimately represented the attitudes of the demos ofEphesos (Rogers 199la, 29)." 
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organization of the audience in the theatre served the same function, but this display was instead 

a static one, visually accessible to a greater number of people at the same time. It was the 

presence of a large portion of the local population as well as any visitors that made theatres, 

amphitheatres, and stadia such effective locations for exhibiting the structured society that those 

in charge of the arrangements, be it the local council and assembly in the East or the decurions in 

the West, wished to display. In these venues all in attendance could look around them and 

determine their own positions in the approved community on display as well as their place within 

the empire as a whole.54 

The presentation of society in a procession designed to create or reinforce a local identity 

and the relationship of this procession to the theatre is not unique to the foundation of Salutaris. 

Under Hadrian in the Lycian city of Oenoanda a local citizen and member of the equestrian order 

(like Salutaris), Gaius Iulius Demosthenes, founded a penteteric agonistic festival involving both 

musical and athletic events. The details of this festival are recorded in an inscription one hundred 

and seventy-seven lines long.55 As was required for the foundation of Salutaris, the council and 

assembly of Oenoanda approved Demosthenes' establishment of the festival, although only after 

a year of negotiation. The need for their approval is made clear in a letter from Hadrian 

recommending the festival which is addressed not to Demosthenes himself but to the council and 

54 See Newby (2003) for the role of art in theatres in Asia Minor in negotiating Roman rule. 
55 SEG 28 1462; for more on this festival see Chapter 3. Most festivals established in the East 

during Roman rule were purely athletic. and Mitchell ( 1993, 220) suggests that the emphasis of 
Demosthenes' festival on both musical and athletic events reflects the tastes of the emperor Hadrian. 
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assembly of the city.56 On each day of the festival a procession was to make its way to the theatre 

and its participants were to perform sacrifices. Images of the god Apollo and of the emperors 

were to be carried by ten sebastophoroi and they were to be escorted by twenty magistophoroi 

who were also in charge of order in the theatre.57 The other participants in the procession 

comprised the agonothete, elected yearly to oversee the organization of the festival, the priest and 

priestess of the civie imperial cult, the priest of Zeus, three panegyn·archs (the presidents of the 

assembly), the secretary of the council, five prytaneis, two market supervisors, two 

gymnasiarchs, four treasurers, two paraphylakes (police officers), the leader of the ephebes, the 

paidonomos (supervisor of education for the city), and the supervisor of public buildings. Also 

marching in the procession were representatives from the nearby villages.58 The only mention of 

seating arrangements in this inscription is for the agonothete, who was to be granted a front seat 

at meetings of the council and the assembly and at shows; former agonothetes were to continue to 

have the same privilege after their tenure of office had ended.59 Although the elements of 

Oenoandan society on parade were very different from those in the Ephesian procession, a 

similar desire to display publicly a particular representation of society, one aspect of which was 

56 II 2-3. 
57 II 61-64; see Chapter 2 for magistophoroi and dissignatores. 
58 II 69-80. Rogers ( 1991 b, with conclusions on 99) suggests that since the inhabitants of nearby 

non-Greek villages and the high priest and priestess were not in the version of the procession originally 
proposed by Demosthenes, their inclusion only after a year of negotiation indicates that the festival was to 
originally have been purely Greek in nature. He believes that the presence of these non-Greek elements 
within this festival would have provided the inhabitants of Oeonanda with a fashion in which to identify, and 
perhaps resolve. the tension not only between the imperial power and their city but also between the city and 
the native villages that surrounded it. 

59 II 58-59. 
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the interaction between the community and Roman power, and the relationship between this 

display and the theatre is clear.60 

The Different Functions of Spectacular Venues 

The text of Salutaris' foundation reveals that the statues and images involved in the 

procession were to be carried into the theatre for "the first new moon's sacrifice of the archieratic 

year, and on the occasions of the twelve sacred gatherings and regular assemblies every month, 

and during the Sebasteia and the Soteria and the penteteric festivals" as well as during athletic 

festivals and any other days agreed upon by the demos of the city.61 This varied function of a 

venue, for both political and entertainment purposes, was common and is attested, for example, 

by seating inscriptions in the odeon of Aphrodisias.62 Odea were designed for musical or small-

scale theatrical presentations but meetings of the assembly sometimes took place within them, 

and the overlap between these two functions is the same as that found within theatres. 63 Seating 

inscriptions from certain odea indicate that the organization, or at least identification, of those in 

attendance (whether for entertainment or political meetings) was a concern. The odeon of 

Aphrodisia<.; seems to have served not only as a location for concerts and recitals but also a<.; a 

meeting place for civic groups; one set of inscriptions in particular may reflect this political 

60 van Nijf 1997, 194. Processions into spectacular venues were an integral part of the imperial cult 
(below). 

61 IK I I.I, 27.51-56, 202-204, 213-214, 419-421. 469. 475-477. 553-560; translation Rogers 
(1991a). 

62 Roueche 1993. 118; 66. 
63 See Sear (2006, 39-40) for a discussion of odea. 
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function. A series of groups of letters was inscribed on the front lip of certain seats and these 

abbreviations most likely represented local civic bodies.64 These texts are only found in a certain 

area of the cavea in which the front lips of the seats have survived but they might have occurred 

elsewhere as well. Other inscriptions from this edifice are more appropriate for its use as a 

concert hall. The local vwTtpot (association of younger men) were given their own area and, of 

the four other surviving inscriptions from the odeon. three are factional.65 One of these factional 

inscriptions, all of which are in support of the Blues. refers to the elder Jews as Blues; the fourth, 

non-factional text reserves seats for Jews.66 These inscriptions are more appropriate for 

gatherings meant for entertainment than for meetings for political purposes.67 Although the 

factional inscriptions may be later in date than the other texts. there is no reason why the odeon of 

Aphrodisias could not have been used on a regular basis as a venue for both political meetings 

and for entertainment. 

While the edifice in Aphrodisias has been identified as an odeon, it is in some cases 

difficult to determine whether a structure should be considered an odeon or a bouleterion. 

Bouleteria were constructed to house political meetings, but the seating inscriptions in the venues 

of Gerasa (below) and of Aphrodisias, both of which are generally identified as odea, suggest that 

odea could be used for the same purpose. 68 There are several criteria that can be used, most 

64 66.l;Roueche 1993, 117-118. 

65 66.2; 66.4, .5, .6. 

66 66.4; 66.3. 

67 The presence of Jews as easily identifiable groups in audiences is discussed in Chapter 3. 

68 Baity has in fact identified both these venues, as well as the small theatre or odeon of Alexandria, 
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effectively in combination, to distinguish odea and bouleteria.69 Size is the first, with bouleteria 

generally assumed to be the smaller venues, but this is not always a decisive means of distinction; 

directly related to size is the capacity of the venue, since bouleteria were designed to hold only a 

specific segment of the population. Proximity to the community's agora, the presence of an altar 

in the middle of the orchestra, the lack of a stage, and two (rather than three as were usually 

found in odea) doorways from the outside are indicative of a bouleterion; the presence of 

tribunalia and an elaborate scaenae frons suggest~ instead an odeon.70 

Since there was a tradition in some areas of the East of using theatres to house political 

meetings, the presence of tribal seating inscriptions in these venues under the Romans can 

suggest, with some limitations, that a particular theatre was used for meetings of the assembly as 

well as for entertainment.71 J. Wiseman argues that it would have been unnecessary to assign 

civic tribes their own areas at spectacular events since the entire population of the city as well as 

outsiders were allowed to be present, making the division of audience members by tribe of little 

as bouleteria ( 1983, 515-519. 534-538, 541-545). In his comprehensive survey of Roman theatres, Sear 
(2006, 299). however, suggests that the venue of Alexandria is an odeon but cites Balty's assertion that it is 
a bouleterion, and lists (312. 329-330) the venues of Gerasa and Aphrodisias as odea. 

69 This list has been adapted from Sear (2006, 38-39). 
70 See Sear (2006, 40) for a discussion of bouleteria. A venue in the temple ~anctuary of Artemis in 

Dura Europus that was originally identified by Cumont ( 1926, 186-188) as an odeon was determined to be a 
bouleterion by the discovery of a seating inscription for a ZwtAos ZaJ3Ms j)ouAEUT~s ~oupas (Baur 1933, 
170-171, nos. 343-344) and of a statue located within this building dedicated to Julia Domna by the council 
of Dura (Baity 1983, 505). Other seating inscriptions were previously found in the venue, but contained only 
single names and thus did nothing to clarify its function (Cumont 1926, 445-446, nos. 125-127). Before the 
discovery of the statue and of the seating inscription mentioning the council, it seemed likely that the venue 
was a private odeon serving initiates of the cult of Artemis, as was the case in Altbachtal, Contiomagus, and 
Vienna (below). It is now clear that although this edifice is located within a temple sanctuary it functioned 
as a bouleterion for the community of Dura Europus as a whole; see also Baity ( 1983, 503-507). 

71 Sear 2006, 41; see Chapter 3 for the reflection in tribal names of the transition between the 
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use.72 There is, however, an arrangement supported by the text of Salutaris' foundation that 

would accommodate both the division of the local citizens into tribes and the seating of other 

members of the local population and visitors (below). Wiseman is referring to the theatre of 

Stobi in particular, on whose seats were inscribed not only the names of tribes but also of 

individuals who were members of these tribes.73 This venue was from the beginning designed to 

serve multiple functions, meetings of the assembly and stage entertainment as well as the 

presentation of munera and venationes, since the cavea does not extend all the way to the 

orchestra but is raised on a podium, similar to the design of an amphitheatre.74 

The mere presence of a few inscriptions reserving seats for tribes, however, is not enough 

to indicate that the venue in question was used for meetings of the assembly. In order for a 

theatre or odeon to have been used for such meetings, each civic tribe would have required 

enough space to accommodate its members, or at least enough of its members to reach a quorum. 

This arrangement seems to be in place in Ephesus, Gerasa, Hierapolis, Megalopolis, Nablus, 

Saittai, and Stobi.75 The original function of the odeon of Gerasa, at least as it is indicated by 

seating inscriptions, appears to have been to house political meetings. Texts reserving areas for 

tribes and for the city's ~out.tj are found only in the lower cavea (ima cavea), built in 165/166 

C.E.; the later upper cavea (sumnur cavea), perhaps constructed under Severus Alexander (222

Classical and Hellenistic periods on the one hand and the Principate on the other. 
72 Wiseman 1984, 578-579. 
73 7. 8. 

74 Gebhard 1981, 17-18. 

75 Gerasa: 80; Hierapolis: 75; Megalopolis: 5; Nablus: 78; Saittai: 73; Stobi: 7, 8. 
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235 C.E.), is devoid of any inscriptions. One quarter of the original cavea was assigned to the 

f3ouAtj while the rest was divided up between the tribes of Gerasa.76 The devotion of the entire 

ima cavea to these bodies suggests that before the addition of the summa cavea over half a 

century later the main use of this venue was as a political meeting-place. Although the odeon 

could also have been used for musical or small-scale theatrical presentations, if the arrangement 

indicated by the seating inscriptions were in place during these performances there would have 

been no room for any other audience members. It is the addition of the summa cavea that 

suggests an expansion in the function of the odeon. This new space, increasing the number of 

individuals who could be present, would not be necessary for political meetings but would allow 

more members of the local population to attend theatrical or musical presentations. In the 

stadium of Saittai enough space was assigned to each tribe to accommodate its members, but it is 

thus far the only evidence for a stadium perhaps being used for meetings of the assembly.77 In 

the stadium of Aphrodisias, on the other hand, three inscriptions may be for tribes but the only 

one that has been securely identified reserves only one row for what appear to be representatives 

of the civic tribes.78 

In all venues in which tribes were granted enough space to allow the venue, if necessary, 

to function as a meeting place for the assembly, the question of the enforcement of that seating 

arises. On days when an edifice was used for entertainment purposes rather than for political 

76 Retzleff and Mjely 2004, 37; see Chapter 3. 

77 73. 

78 67.3, .34 ..55. 
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meetings, it is difficult to know if tribal seating would still have been in place or if audience 

members would have taken their seats in a different manner. The text of the foundation of 

Salutaris supports the continuous application of tribal seating. The placement of the statues on 

their bases was the same for all occasions which reveals that the seating arrangements were also 

the same during the different uses of the theatre. Although Wiseman believes that tribal seating 

would have been unnecessary during spectacular performances since all members of the 

community could be present (above). the odeon of Gerasa presents a possible alternative 

scenario. Tribal seating could remain in effect in the lower cavea, while the rest of the venue 

could accommodate other members of the local population as well as visitors. This would in fact 

be possible in all the theatres with tribal seating inscriptions: Ephesus (the venue had three 

maeniana), Hierapolis (two maeniana), Megalopolis (three maeniana), Nablus (two maeniana), 

and Stobi (two maeniana).79 

As has been emphasized throughout this study, the audience in attendance at spectacles 

wa-; not always an exact static replica of the social and civic structure of a community. This was 

not only due to the desire of those in charge to present an idealized depiction of local society, but 

also because certain venues had a function other than, or as well as, a building of entertainment 

for the local population. The dual settlements of Aquincum and Camuntum each had two 

amphitheatres, one civilian and one military. The original military venue in each community wa-; 

constructed in wood during the Julio-Claudian period and then later rebuilt in stone. The civilian 

74 These theatres are summarized in Sear (2006): Ephesus (334-336), Hierapolis ( 338-339), 
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amphitheatre of Aquincum wa<; constructed under Trajan when the settlement was given the 

status of municipium, and that of Carnuntum under Hadrian to celebrate the same elevation of 

status.80 The function of military amphitheatres seems to have been dual, for both training 

purposes and entertainment. These two uses could be combined so that soldiers using 

gladiatorial combat as training for engagement could be viewed by spectators in the cavea. 81 

Since military amphitheatres tended to be constructed on the limes of the empire, they would also 

have played a role in introducing Roman culture to the local inhabitants and in reinforcing for 

military personnel the consequences of challenging Roman supremacy.82 

Inscriptions from the amphitheatres in Aquincum and Carnuntum reveal that the 

spectators in the two settlements were not distinct groups: military personnel did not remain only 

in the military amphitheatres, nor civilians in the civilian amphitheatres. In Carnuntum civilian 

magistrates, the quattuon1iri, were given reserved seats in one of the tribunalia of the military 

venue.83 These seats may have been given to the magistrates as a gesture of goodwill on the part 

of the military settlement.84 The reservation of seats for these civilians in the military 

amphitheatre may indicate that something other than training was taking place in the military 

arena. It seems unlikely that reserved seats would have been assigned during training bouts at all, 

Megalopolis ( 400-401 ), Nablus (305), Stobi ( 419). 
8°Kolendo ( 1979) provides a useful discussion of all four venues; also Golvin ( 1988, 122-125). 
81 Bateman ( 1997. 80-82) provides a useful summary of the debate surrounding the primary 

function of military amphitheatres. See Welch ( 1994, 63-65) for the use of gladiatorial training in the 
Republican army. 

82 Futrell 2000, 61, 66, 150-152. 
83 56. 
84 Kolendo 1981, 312. 
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let alone for non-military individuals. The presence of seats reserved for these magistrates 

suggests instead that gladiatorial presentations of some sort, whether using soldiers in training or 

prisoners of war, were taking place at which the quattuorviri were given seats of honour opposite 

the legate of the legion.85 

The evidence is reversed in Aquincum where military personnel, the carcerarius legionis 

(military jailer) and at least one veteranus, were given their own seats in the civilian venue.86 

The carcerarius might have been given his seat in exchange for the provision of prisoners for 

gladiatorial performances; similarly, the veteranus might also have performed some service for 

the civilian community. 87 Unfortunately no inscriptions survive from the amphitheatre of the 

military settlement. Although the inscriptions from the civilian amphitheatre of Aquincum do 

not suggest a dual function for this venue, along with the texts from the military amphitheatre of 

Carnuntum they reveal that the venues of one settlement were not completely inaccessible to 

members of the other settlement. This is particularly noteworthy since in both Aquincum and 

Carnuntum the military and civil amphitheatres were built at the far ends of both settlements 

rather than in between them, indicating that in their original conception they were each to serve a 

distinct population. The civilian amphitheatres of both Aquincum and Carnuntum, constructed 

later than the original military amphitheatres, represent an effort on the part of the civilian 

85 Futrell 2000, 151. 
86 55.10..11. 
87 Kolendo 1979. 52 n. 89; 1981, 314. 
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communities to claim a venue of their own.88 The inscriptions reserving seats for military 

personnel in the civilian amphitheatre and civilian magistrates in the military amphitheatre 

demonstrate that the two settlements, located in close proximity to one another, interacted. The 

reservation of seats for individuals from outside of the individual civilian or military settlement 

reveals the presence of individuals from a discrete community. 

The Religious Character of Spectacular Venues 

Since the societal programme on display in spectacular venues was a reflection both of 

elements of the actual social structure of a community and of the specific desires and ideologies 

of the local elite, audience organization was a way in which the disparate social and civic 

structures of individual communities were made manifest. The surviving seating inscriptions 

from the stadium of Didyma, for example, reflect the religious character of the site. The site of 

Didyma is located 16 kilometres south of Miletus and was focussed on its famous oracular shrine 

of Apollo which was established in the Archaic period.89 The stadium of the site was most likely 

constructed in the early second century B.C.E. and wa-; essentially an extension of the temple of 

Apollo, in that the south steps of the temple served as seats for the stadium; seating for the other 

side of the stadium was built independently.90 Many texts from the seats of the stadium mention 

the prophetai, the priests of the shrine of Apollo, elected annually from the leading families of 

88 Kolendo 1979, 52-53. 
89 For the oracle of Apollo at Didyma during the Greek and Roman periods, see for example Parke 

( 1986); Fontenrose ( 1988); Hammond l{998). 
9°Fontenrose 1988. 19-20; he suggests ( 42) that there may have been seven rows of seats on each 
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nearby Miletus. The importance of this office is reflected in its use to make official the allocation 

of certain seats; the name of the individual to whom the seat was granted is accompanied by that 

of the prophetes.91 The seating inscriptions from Didyma neatly reflect the function of the site as 

an oracular temple and also confirm the importance of the office of prophetes to the community. 

A significant number of the surviving seating inscriptions in the theatre of Dionysus in 

Athens also reserve places for religious personnel, including those holding offices of the imperial 

cult. This reflects the traditional religious nature of the theatre as well as its Roman function as a 

venue in which gladiatorial presentations for the imperial cult were held.92 Unlike other theatres 

such as those of Pompeii, Syracuse, and Termessus, that of Dionysus in Athens wa'i not modified 

under the Romans to better suit a hierarchically organized society.93 This lack of correlation 

between the architectural design of the cavea and the existing societal structure can be attributed 

to the social programme which the Athenians had chosen as appropriate for the theatre. 

Although seats were now identified as reserved not only for the holders of religious office but 

also in some cases for specific individuals, D.B. Small suggests that the programme of the theatre 

continued to be one of public assembly, where despite the strictly differentiated actual social 

structure the architecture remained that of a venue originally designed to display an egalitarian 

ideology. 94 The cavea of the theatre of Dionysus provides an excellent visual example of the co-

side of the stadium. For architectural specifics of the surviving stadium see Rehm (1958, 140-141 ). 
91 Rehm 1958, 102; Parke 1986, 124; see Chapter 3. 
92 Spawforth 1997, 184. 
93 See Chapters 2 and Chapter 3. 
94 Small 1987, 87-88. 
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existence of traditional Greek civic institutions with Roman ones.95 

In two particular venues, even though the tenure of a religious office is not indicated in 

any of the seating inscriptions, the community reflected is a religious one. Temples to deities in 

the Graeco-Roman world generally did not stand alone but existed within a larger sanctuary 

complex. Many temple sanctuaries contained theatres and since these venues were located 

within the complex walls the spectators would have been initiates of the cult.96 Since the deities 

worshipped in these, sometimes rural, sanctuaries could be of a local character or be local deities 

that were amalgamated with Roman ones, the individuals in attendance could be representative 

of the native population of the community. Seating inscriptions in these venues, therefore, may 

be able to better reflect both local character as well as Roman influence since the initiates of the 

cult would be a cross-section of the community. In theatres and other venues not located within a 

temple complex, on the other hand, individuals given the honour of a reserved seat by a seating 

inscription were usually of a higher social status in the community at large. 

In the theatre of Altbachtal located in a cult complex near Trier in Germany, constructed 

circa l 00 C.E., the names of individuals were inscribed on the seats they occupied.97 The 

location of this theatre within the sanctuary, its alignment with a shrine consecrated to Hecate and 

two unknown goddesses (perhaps Epona and Minerva), its high walls, and the discovery of 

95 See Chapter 3. 
96 Sear 2006, 45. An exception to this arrangement is found in the temple complex of Artemis at 

Dura Europus, in which a bouleterion designed to serve the community as a whole, not only the religious 
initiates, was located (supra n. 70). 

97 41. 
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theatrical masks within the venue all indicate that it was a private theatre reserved for initiates of 

the cult.98 These initiates would have participated in cult games and festivals held in the theatre. 

Although many of the inscriptions are fragmentary, it is clear that both native and Roman names 

are found on the seats, although an individual with the tria nomina is found only once. While the 

frequency of Roman and native names are approximately equal, the native naming practice (a 

single name followed by that of the father in the genitive) predominates. Combinations of a 

native and Roman name also occur.99 When a seat was reassigned to another individual, the 

original names were either carved over or the seat was turned around so that the original back end 

of the block faced the front. This was possible because each seat was not curved to fit in the 

semicircular cavea, as were most seats in theatrical venues, but were individual blocks with four 

straight sides. 100 A cult theatre is thought to have existed in rural Contiomagus (Pachten, 

Germany) because blocks from the sanctuary, including an honorary inscription with a relief and 

stones identified as seats inscribed with names, were found in the wall of a nearby castle. 101 The 

deity worshipped in this sanctuary was the Celtic river goddess Pritona, known also as Ritona 

and Ritonia, whose name has been found at Altbachtal as well. 102 The inscriptions in this theatre 

consist of names which are largely native in origin. 

Both the sanctuary of Altbachtal and that of Contiomagus were outside of the urbanized 

98 Binsfeld 1967. 10 I; Bouley 1983, 566-568 and figs. 3, 15, 16. 

99 Binsfeld 1967, 108-109. 

im Binsfeld 1967, IOI. 

101 40; also Moreau ( 1956-1958). 

102 Moreau 1956-1958, 117, 119; Binsfeld 1967, 102. 
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centre of the nearby city and therefore the appearance of native names in inscriptions is not a 

surprise. The sanctuary at Contiomagus was more rural, however, and this is reflected in the 

mostly native names found in the seating inscriptions in its theatre as opposed to the more 

common Roman elements in names from the theatre of Altbachtal. The frequency of Roman 

names in Altbachtal does not reflect an actual increased Roman population in this area compared 

to that in Contiomagus, but rather increased Roman influence that resulted in a preference for 

Roman names, a practice common in the second century C.E. 103 

fu a sacred theatre in Vienna dating to the Julio-Claudian period an inscription mentions 

a locus reserved for members of the priesthood of the dendrophoroi. This theatre was used for 

worship of Cybele and was surrounded by high walls to protect it from the gaze of those who 

were not initiates. 104 Seating inscriptions and seat reservations were not limited only to theatres 

in temple complexes; they were also used to reserve seats in a different type of venue in the 

temple precinct of Artemis, located within the city walls of Dura Europus in Syria. Although not 

a theatre nor any other traditional spectacular venue, an area was established within this sanctuary 

in which spectators could be seated. 105 Steps were constructed in the temple pronaos at the end 

of the first century B.C.E., turning the area into a small auditorium that would have been used for 

religious rites and festivities. The names of both men and women, Greek and Aramean, were 

103 Binsfeld 1967. 109. 
104 Sear 2006, 4, 45, 253-254. Although he provides CIL XII 1929 as a reference. the text as found 

in that volume, while from Vienna, does not -;eem to refer to the dendrophoroi nor to be reserving an area 
for them in the sacred theatre. 

105 Cumont 1926, nos. 86-121; Downey 1988, 89-91; supra n. 70 for the town's bouleterion. 
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inscribed on the seats of this room: the texts date to 61-62 C.E. Greek, and in particular 

Macedonian, names were the most common for the women but several inscriptions suggest 

families of mixed Greek and Semitic descent. 

Changes in Audience Organization 

Since audiences in spectacular venues functioned as a reflection of the social and civic 

structure of the individual community in which they were located, no matter to what extent it was 

an idealized reflection, changes in audience organization are indicative both of changes in the 

civic structure and attitudes of the community and of changes in the overarching ideology of the 

time. Evidence of the transition from Hellenic to Roman domination in the East, as found in the 

breakdown of the egalitarian ideology of the theatrical audience, is provided by the increased 

number of seats allocated to individuals and also by the presence of collegia in the audience. I06 

Changes in community structure during the Roman period are also reflected in seating 

inscriptions. In the most basic sense the recutting of inscriptions on seats indicates that the 

occupant changed over time. This could be especially problematic when a seat was allocated to a 

specific individual rather than to a specific office; communities could avoid this by having only 

the name of the office inscribed rather than the name of the office and its holder, or by having the 

relevant information painted on the seats rather than inscribed. 107 The recutting of inscriptions 

100 The attribution of Roman names to Greek tribes is also evidence of Roman rule in the East; 
these and other effects of the transition as they are reflected in audience organization are discussed in detail 
in Chapter 3. 

107 Many seats in venues throughout the empire show evidence of re-use including those in the 
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from the theatre seats of Stobi is of particular interest. 108 Both personal names and the names of 

tribes are carved into the theatre seats and it is possible because of the placement of the 

inscriptions to assign specific individuals to specific tribes. The theatre would, at least in its 

earlier stages, have been used both for amphitheatrical and theatrical spectacles and for meetings 

of the assembly.' 09 The seats show evidence of heavy reuse, and many of the earlier personal 

inscriptions have been overlaid by later ones. New names were still being added in the third 

century C.E. since at least one text was inscribed around a post-hole that was added in third 

century renovations after an earthquake. 110 

This reuse of the seats could be indicative of two things. The first would be that theatre 

seating was no longer allocated by tribe, perhaps because the venue came to be used primarily for 

entertainment purposes rather than for meetings of the assembly, and therefore spectators began 

to be seated with their families. 111 The second manner in which the recutting of the seats in the 

theatre of Stobi could be interpreted is that tribal distinctions continued to be relevant but families 

who were initially members of the tribes ceased to attend meetings of the assembly, perhaps 

because the family died out or moved away from Stobi. In this case, the area that had previously 

been a-;signed to one family would be reassigned to another and the old inscriptions would either 

theatre of Aphrodisias (65), the theatre of Stobi (7, 8), and the amphitheatre of Paris (38). For more on the 
difficulties presented by seating inscriptions and the reuse of seats, see Chapter 2. 

108 7. 8. 
109 See Chapter 3 and above. 
110 Gebhard 1975, 52-53; Wiseman 1984, 581. The function of this post-hole would have been to 

support a net that protected spectators from the events occurring in the arena. 
111 Gebhard 1981, 15; see Chapter 3 for the decline of the assembly. 
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be destroyed or merely carved over. IP 

Different evidence for a change in the nature and composition of tribes comes from the 

odeon of Gerasa and the stadium of Saittai. The presence of seating inscriptions in these two 

venues for members of the linen-workers (ALvoupyot) indicates that collegia of individuals of a 

lower social status were, at least in these two cities, granted seating on par with civic tribes. 113 

This increase in status of the AL voupym over time is demonstrated most clearly in the odeon of 

Gerasa, where the names of two tribes were almost completely erased in order to make room for 

these new individuals in the social hierarchy of the audience. 114 The seating inscriptions for 

delegates of the Tres Galliae in the amphitheatre of Lyon are also indicative of changes, although 

not in civic tribes, within the particular community of the venue. The presence of texts reserving 

space for individuals both from the community of Lyon itself and from outside of the Tres 

Galliae reflects the enlargement of the cavea and the decision to open up the festivities to those 

not involved in the provincial imperial cult (below). 

In certain venues the very location of seating inscriptions can provide insight into 

architectural and societal changes that occurred during the transition between Hellenic and 

Roman rule or during the Roman period alone. Architectural alterations are, of course, in 

themselves indicative of changes in society over time, and the renovations carried out in the 

theatres of Pompeii, Syracuse, and Termessus as well as the lack of renovation to the theatre of 

112 Wiseman 1984. 580; see the same work (580-582) for prosopographical discus~ion of the texts. 

113 See Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of these inscriptions. 

114 80.11+18. 
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Dionysus have already been discussed. The dearth of inscriptions in the summa cavea of the 

odeon of Gerasa, while the original ima cavea is designated in its entirety to civic tribes and the 

local council, suggests that a venue used originally only for meetings of the political bodies of the 

city was then expanded into one which had an increased capacity appropriate for small-scale 

musical or theatrical presentations. In the stadium of Aphrodisias more inscriptions are found in 

the eastern end of the cavea than in the western, which may partly be because spectators sitting in 

this section were avoiding having the sun in their eyes during morning performances. It is also in 

the eastern end, however, that a small arena was built at a later date. 115 The high concentration of 

seating inscriptions in this area suggests that after the construction of the arena the eastern end 

was the only section in use, and therefore the only area in which texts identifying the occupants of 

the seats were still being carved. 

Individual Identity and Group Membership 

Although seats could be assigned in venues in Italy and the provinces on the basis of 

individual merit, it was much more common that they were granted because of membership in a 

particular group. That is not to say that seats were not reserved for individuals by name, but 

rather that many of these seats were inscribed not only with the name of the individual in 

question but also by his or her title or group affiliation. 116 Seats were also reserved as a block for 

115 Roueche 1993, I. 84. 
110 When discussing funerary epitaphs, van Nijf ( 1997, 41) identifie-; those in which the 

individual's profession is declared as using "a strategy of distinction" together with "one of integration." 
This statement is equally applicable to similar inscriptions in spectacular venues. 
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a particular group as a whole without any indicator of individual identity and for individuals 

without any indication of office or another form of group affiliation. Declarations of group 

membership or of individual status or tenure of office were, however, common. 

The reservation of a block of seats for specific groups was a common phenomenon and 

suggests that membership in a group was one of the best ways in which reserved seats could be 

obtained. For individuals in the lower strata of society who could not afford the public acts of 

beneficence which might result in the grant of a seat, group membership was perhaps the best 

way in which to acquire a reserved seat. These groups could be empire-wide as were the 

senatorial and equestrian orders. As has previously been discussed, the senatus consultum passed 

under Augustus reserving the front row of seats at all shows for senators was meant to be applied 

throughout the empire. 117 Although equestrians as a group were granted seats in the theatres of 

Merida and Orange, there is no other evidence for the block assignation of seats to equites. 118 

Members of the ordo equester in the provinces were also members of the local elite and thus, if 

they were not automatically granted a reserved seat because of their equestrian status, they would 

have received one via another avenue. Groups in which membership could provide a reserved 

seat could also be limited to the western or eastern empire. Decurions as an ordo had their own 

area in western venues as did the Augusta/es as a group, although it seems that in particular 

instances individual members of the Augusta/es could be given seats among the local 

117 Suet. Aug. 44.1. 

118 so. 29. 
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decurions. 119 In the amphitheatre of Lambaesis the Latin equivalent to tribes, curiae, were 

granted block seats; groups of young men, iuniores and iuvenes, had their own seats in two 

venues. 120 In the East the members of the local councils, tribes, and generally the councils of 

elders and the ephebes were assigned particular sections of the venue. 121 Factional affiliation, the 

evidence in seating inscriptions for which survives only in the East, could in the later empire 

provide audience members with a group identity; it seems likely that the seating arrangements for 

factions evolved out of those already in place for professional collegia as well as perhaps for 

other self-identified groups such as the Jews. 122 Members of professional col/egia and the 

holders of certain offices including priesthoods were granted seats as a block. 

Seats assigned to co/legia were usually located together but in the theatre of Bostra, 

although the seats for the wine-skin makers were all located in the second cuneus, they were not 

organized in a cohesive whole. 123 There does not appear to be any correspondence between the 

location of seats for similar guilds in different cities, since the decision concerning not only to 

whom the seats should be granted but also where these seats should be situated in the cavea was 

the choice of each community. While seats for the members of professional collegia are found in 

venues in both the western and eastern areas of the empire, they are much more common in the 

119 See Chapter 2. A fragmentary inscription from Epora grants a local sevir Augusta/is the 
ornamenta decurionalia as well as the right to be seated among the decurions at public meals. It is possible 
that the missing portion of the inscription following these grants refers to seating at games; suggested 
restorations are inter decuriones ludis com·enire permisit and inter decuriones ludis insertis but neither can 
be confirmed (Stylow ad Cll II217, 139). 

120 64; 54.l, 45.10. 

121 There could be local variation in the nomenclature of the ephebes; see Chapter 3. 

122 See Chapter 3. 
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East. Membership in a professional association was the best way that an individual of a lower 

social stratum. one who needed to work for a living, could obtain a reserved seat in a spectacular 

venue. In both the stadium of Saittai and the odeon of Gerasa the professional association that 

was granted seats was that of the linen-workers and in these two cities at least it seems as though 

this particular guild was considered to be on par with the local civic tribes, at least in status if not 

in political power. Membership in a collegium might not always. however, have been a 

successful route to social recognition. In the text of the foundation of Salutaris. no mention 

whatsoever is made of seating for members of professional associations. Only those elements of 

Ephesian society deemed acceptable by Salutaris, an equestrian, and the local council and 

assembly were included in the distributions and processions, and collegia did not fall into this 

category. 

Membership in the Augusta/es served a similar function as that of membership in a 

professional association. The Augusta/es were not a unified, defined group and its members 

were scattered throughout cities in Italy and the West. 124 The majority of Augusta/es were liberti 

and although they could accumulate vast wealth they were not allowed to become members of 

the upper ordines because of their servile birth. Most Augusta/es. therefore, were denied the 

social and juridical privileges that came with membership in the ordo senatorius or the ordo 

equester. By belonging to the Augusta/es a freedman was able to receive certain social 

m 79.5, .9, .11; Chapter 3. 
12~ See Chapter 2. 
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privileges, one of which was reserved seating in spectacular venues. 125 Liberti could also belong 

to collegia; membership in these groups was not limited only to freeborn individuals. Freedmen, 

for example, could be navicularii, ship-owners; Petronius' Trimalchio is the most famous 

example. For freed individuals membership in a collegium could serve the same purpose as 

membership in the Augusta/es, to provide a sense of identity and a certain level of social status 

"th" . 1"6w1 m a community. 

Not only were blocks of seats assigned to certain groups, whether empire-wide, restricted 

to the Latin or Greek-speaking portions of the empire, or region- or community-specific, but 

individual seats were reserved by name for some members of these groups. While inclusion in a 

larger, official, group was an important factor in obtaining reserved seats, individual 

identification within this larger body distinguished one member from another and wa~ evidence 

of a more personal privilege. In a wider sense, this applied to the reservation of seats in theatres 

found in temple sanctuaries such as those of Contiomagus and Althbacthal. 127 Although any 

individual allowed to be a spectator in these venues must have been an initiate of the individual 

cult and therefore already a member of a narrowly-defined portion of the wider population, the 

declaration of the personal reservation of a seat provided an even more individualized 

experience. In venues in which more than one group of the population was present, the name of 

the group to which an individual belonged could be inscribed upon the seat as well as his or her 

125 Tudor 1962, 205; see Chapter 2. 

126 Meijer and van Nijf 1992, 75. 

127 40, 41. 
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personal name. In several cases the seat upon which the name of an individual and his group 

affiliation is identified was found out of context and it therefore cannot be determined if it was 

originally located within a set block of seats, while in other cases the seats are in situ and it seems 

that they stood alone and were not located in a larger reserved area. Whether or not the original 

location of these seats is known, the individual identification of a seat by name and affiliation 

indicates that its occupant was a member of a larger body whose identity he felt it was necessary 

to declare, even if his seat might have been located in a different area of the cavea. 

A striking aspect of audience organization at Didyma is that many of the seating 

inscriptions from the stadium ref er to some sort of group affiliation; in most cases the name of 

the individual for whom the seat was reserved appears to be included. In some inscriptions the 

name of an office such as agonothete or a priesthood is mentioned along with that of the 

individual, indicating membership in the civic structure of the community as a whole. Smaller 

unidentifiable groups are also included, groups that seem to be focussed around particular 

individuals as is indicated by the use of Twv m:pt or TptKAtvov and its variants in ao;;sociation 

with a name. 128 The presence of a large number of inscriptions which mention some type of 

group affiliation suggests that membership in a larger body, whether through the tenure of office 

or another type of group identification, was important to audience members and therefore 

perhaps that it was an important aspect of community life in Didyma outside of the context of the 

128 Chapter 3. 
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stadium as well. 129 Such individual identification within a larger group is not unique to Didyma 

alone. In the amphitheatre of Carthage several principales almae Karthaginis and viri clarissimi 

had seats reserved in their name as well as title. 130 In the amphitheatre of Syracuse an equestrian 

who may have been one of the only individuals of this rank, rather than of senatorial rank, sitting 

on the podium identified himself as such, and in the amphitheatre of Merida a seat was reserved 

131for a decurion identified by name. On a seat in the theatre of Aphrodisias the leader of the 

aurarii was identified by name while in the stadium of the same city a sculptor was identified by 

name and occupation. 132 In the theatre of Laodicea an individual of consular rank was identified 

by name and title and in the stadium of Didyma a Tpayy8oc;, perhaps a tragic actor, was listed by 

name.133 

What these inscriptions including both the name and larger group affiliation of the 

occupant reveal is that although membership in a larger body was important there was also a 

desire for individual, personal identification within the larger group. Affiliation with a group was 

one of the ways in which an individual could obtain a seat in a spectacular venue, and the 

declaration of such an affiliation in a seating inscription not only validated the occupant's claim 

to a seat but also provided the occupant with an established identity within the community. 

Membership within a local group, whether occupational, political, or of another type. indicated 

129 van Nijf 1997, 227-228. 
13°Chapter 2. 
131 12.1+2; 49. la. 
132 65.56; 67.14; see Chapter 3 for the aurarii. 
rn 76; 68.1.23. 
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that the individual in question belonged to the community as a whole. Such membership could 

also have wider implications. Group affiliation due to the tenure of office suggests that the 

individual was a member of the local elite who could afford the necessary public expenditure; 

membership in the ordo decurionum in the West and the local council in the Ea.;;t obviously had 

the same implication. Identification as an equestrian or senator established the occupant within 

an empire-wide ordo and therefore provided him with a rightful place in the empire as a whole. 

In several cases a claim to group affiliation did not indicate that the occupant of the seat 

was a member of community in which the inscription was found, but instead that he had a valid 

identity within another community. The reservation of a seat for the carcerarius legionis in the 

civilian amphitheatre at Aquincum conveys that the individual to whom the seat was granted was 

an outsider, someone who had no membership in the civilian community in which he found 

himself but did belong to the military community by which he identified himself. 134 Other 

instances of such identification include those in which individuals from another community are 

given reserved seats in a venue in their capacity as delegates or official visitors; this occurred in 

the stadium of Aphrodisias, the theatre of Ephesus, and the amphitheatre of Ni mes. 135 The claim 

to personal as well as group identity, whether or not the group was local, was a way in which an 

individual could affiliate himself with a larger, established body while at the same time retaining 

his personal identity. These individually identified seats are only appropriate in an audience in 

l.1
4 55.10. 

135 See Chapters 2 and 3. The reservation of seats for delegates of provincial concilia such as 
occurred in Tarragona and Lyon does not serve the same function (below). 
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which the visible distinction of different levels of the social hierarchy is important and in which 

the body of spectators as a whole has already been subdivided into larger groups. Personal 

claims to identity are then evidence of internal stratification within these larger groups. 136 

Women were one portion of the population to whom a different type of group 

membership, that in a family of high social standing, appears to have been an advantage in terms 

of the grant of privileged seating. In two towns of Republican Italy, Capua and Interamna 

Nahars, women appear to have been granted their own seating areas but there is no way of 

determining whether these areas had any degree of internal stratification, that is, whether the 

wives of senators were seated at the front and less distinguished women at the rear. 137 Under the 

lex Julia theatralis Augustus moved all women to the back of the audience except Vestal Virgins, 

and then from Tiberius onward imperial women were allowed to sit with these priestesses. It 

seems that the segregation of women was not strictly observed in provincial audiences in the 

West. There is evidence for indivictual women being granted their own seats at the front of the 

venue, an arrangement very different from that in Rome. A Tiberian inscription from Cumae 

grants a local individual and his mother the right to sit in a tribunal opposite the individual 

sponsoring the games (although the right may only have been given to the son), in Avaricum 

Biturigum an inscription from the amphitheatre podium reserves a seat for the daughter of a local 

duumvir, and on the podium wall of the amphitheatre of Ni'mes is inscribed the name 

136 van Nijf 1997, 217. For more on this see Chapter 3. 

137 See Chapter 2. 
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Severina. 138 Women were also granted reserved seats in the cavea at large, but they were 

assigned seats much less frequently than men. 

The involvement of specific women in corpora of the Augusta/es raises the possibility 

that they may have been allowed to share in the reserved seating of this group as well, and the lex 

de Flamonio Provinciae Galliae Narbonensis states that the wife of the flamen, the high priest of 

the provincial imperial cult, was allowed to attend games with her husband and she might have 

shared in his privileged seating. 139 Although women in the West were able to hold certain 

offices, in none of the surviving seating inscriptions is an office mentioned even though this 

would seem to be a way in which a woman might obtain a seat at the front of the venue. In fact, 

of the three known instances in which women were granted seats either on a podium or in a 

tribunal, in two of these (in Cumae and A varicum Biturigum) the women were expressly 

associated with male family members, and they may only have been given privileged seating 

because the male relatives to whom they were linked were of a high social standing. If the wife 

of the high priest was in fact granted privileged seating in Narbonensis it may only have been 

because of the merit of her husband rather than because she held office herself. 140 It seems that 

for women in the West membership in a family of elevated status was the best, and perhaps only, 

way in which a reserved seat at the front of the audience could be obtained. 

138 AE 1927, 158; Sherk 1970, no. 41; 33; 30.2; Chapter 2. 
U 

9 The lex de Flamonio Provinciae Galliae Narbonensis: FIR 1.22; !LS 6964; CIL XII 6038. For 
more on the imperial cult in Gallia Narbonensis see Gros ( 1990). 

140 While she may have held another office on her own, her relationship with the high priest did not 
automatically make her the high priestess of the imperial cult (Fishwick 2002. vol. III. I, 7). 
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There is no evidence for seats being reserved for eastern women at the very front of the 

audience on an individual basis or because of offices held. In Athens women were granted seats 

in the second row and above due to their involvement in civic life as priestesses or the holders of 

other religious offices, but these seats were reserved for the office and not the woman. 141 All of 

the individuals to whom seats were granted in the first row (the area of the highest prestige), and 

it seems, in the central cuneus almost in its entirety, were men. 142 Seats were assigned to women 

holding offices in other venues as well. In the stadium of Didyma the female agonothete who 

was identified both by name and by office was seated in the third row and in the theatre of 

Termessus an area whose extent is unclear was reserved for a group of priestesses of the imperial 

cult. 143 Seats were also reserved for eastern women on an individual basis, and although these 

seats could be near the front of the audience they were not located at the very front as they could 

be in the West. In the stadium of Didyma a seat in the second row was inscribed for a Claudia 

Bao;;silla who was the daughter or wife of a Xenophon. 144 Among the several seats reserved for 

women in the theatre of Dionysus was one inscribed for a woman who was expressly identified 

as Mri8~ou 8uyaTf1p, the daughter of Medeus; others were granted to a Theoxena, Theano, 

Ladamea, and a Megista. 145 Seats were also reserved for women without mention of an office in 

141 Chapter 3. 
142 1.1, .S-.16. The members of the local council must have shared the central cuneus in some 

fashion with those holding religious office, or perhaps it was the members of the local council who were the 
ones holding these offices (Chapter 3 n. I 02). 

143 68.3.13b; 77.6.2. 

144 68.2.36. 

145 2.61; .Uh; .12a; 2.7m; 2.6m, .60, .9a. 
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the venues of Aphrodisias. Carminia Claudiana, a member of a prominent Aphrodisian family, 

was granted her own seat in the swnma cavea of the theatre, and in the stadium Claudia 

Seleuceia was assigned her own area also near the back of the audience. 146 Two other women 

were given seats in the eleventh row of the same venue. 147 

It appears that unlike western women, women in the East were not able to obtain seats in 

the first row, even though they could be identified by office in seating inscriptions whereas 

western women were not. The segregation of women not holding office seems to have been 

more strictly enforced in the East than in the West, perhaps due to both earlier classical Athenian 

tradition and the influence of the lex Iulia theatralis. 148 Membership in an important family 

seems to have been, however, as advantageous in the East as it was in the West. In more than 

one instance in the eastern provinces the woman to whom the seat was granted was expressly 

identified in terms of her father or husband or was a member of a prominent local family. The 

family of Carminia Claudiana, for example, was prominent in Aphrodisias in the mid-second 

century C.E. and a male relative spent l0,000 denarii on the cavea of the theatre. 149 This 

donation, or at least her membership in this family, entitled Carminia to a reserved seat inscribed 

with elegant letters, and all who saw her in attendance would be reminded of the beneficence and 

power of her family. This was also the case in Rome, where the Vestal Virgins were seated at the 

146 65.88b; 67.20; see also Chapter 3. 

147 67.26. 

148 For the seating of women in classical Athens, see Chapter 3; for the lex Julia theatralis see 

Chapter l. 
149 Roueche 1993, 117; 65.88b; Lewis 1974, 91M. 
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front of the audience. There were several factors behind this honour: the religious importance of 

the Vestal Virgins, their role as Roman women who should be emulated, but also perhaps their 

role as public symbols of their male family members. 150 Imperial women were not allowed to sit 

at the front of spectacular venues until Tiberius honoured Livia in this fashion, but once in view 

of the audience these women would certainly have served as a reminder of the power of the 

emperor. 151 It therefore seems to be an empire-wide trend that the grant ofreserved seating to 

women was based to a certain extent upon the social standing and civic involvement of the men 

with whom they associated, whether by birth or by marriage. 

Spectacular Venues and the Imperial Cult 

Spectacular venues were an integral part of the imperial cult and the worship of the 

emperor. Processions, certainly not limited to those created by personal foundations such as 

those of Salutaris and Demosthenes, paraded into these venues in order to celebrate the power of 

the emperor and to participate in religious festivities in general. Carried by the participants in 

these events were statues of the god or goddess in whose name the festival was being held, while 

in those relating to the imperial cult symbols of the emperor were carried, such as a statue, shield, 

or chair (in Ephesus, for example, the images carried in Salutaris' procession included several of 

Artemis as well as of Trajan and Augustus, and in Oenoanda Apollo and the emperors were 

15
'
1 Chapter 1. 


151 See. for example. Purcell ( 1986); Flory ( 1993); Boatwright (2000). 
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represented). 152 During the reign of Tiberius, on each day of the five-day festival of the Caesarea 

in Gytheum images of Augustus, Livia, and Tiberius were carried from the temple of Asclepius 

and Hygieia to the imperial shrine and then into the theatre. 153 Such processions were common 

in the Greek East. In classical Athens. for example. a statue of Dionysus was carried in 

procession into the theatre during the Great Dionysia where it was placed in order to watch the 

competitions. 154 Perhaps the most famous procession of the Hellenistic period is that of Ptolemy 

Philadephus which took place in Alexandria sometime between 279 and 270 B.C.E.155 

These events also took place in the West, having as their origin the practice in Rome 

which included the pompa circensis in which representations of the gods were carried in 

litters. 156 It appears to have been Caesar who first accepted the honour of having a golden chair 

bearing his crown carried into the theatre (although it did not actually occur until after his death); 

the senate also granted that his chariot be carried in the pompa circensis. 157 Golden chairs were 

carried into and set up in the theatre for, among others, Sejanus, Tiberius, Gaius, and 

Commodus. 158 Processions in which symbols of imperial power were carried would have been 

part of the celebrations of the imperial cult in the Latin West as they were in the East. Images of 

152 Among countless examples of such a practice is a letter to the city of Alexandria in 41 C.E. in 
which Claudius acquiesces to having a golden statue in his likeness and a throne carried in procession 
(Lewis 1974, 37.B). For the symbolic presence of the emperor in spectacular venues see below. 

153 SEG XI 923. Price ( 1980, 31) notes that the sacrifices made during this procession. in front of 
the Caesareum, in the agora, and a sacrifice of incense in the theatre, were never made to the emperor and 
his family but were instead made on their behalf. 

15
-i Hanson ( 1959, 86); Pickard-Cambridge ( 1968, 58-59). 

155 See Rice ( 1983). 
156 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom., 7.72; see Taylor ( 1935) and Hanson ( 1959, 81-86) for pompae in general. 
157 Dio Cass. 44.6.3. 
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the emperors were canied from imperial temples or altars to amphitheatres and theatres on days 

important to the cult, such as the natalis of the emperor, and then at the end of the day were 

canied back to the temples or altars. 159 Although there is little direct evidence for these 

processions, the proximity of the imperial cult complexes to spectacular venues suggests that this 

is the case. The arrangements in Lyon are particularly suggestive, where two vomitoria from the 

amphitheatre lead directly into the complex, facilitating the movement of processions from one 

area to the other. Processions for the imperial cult would have served, a<.; the relationship 

between the complex and the amphitheatre in Lyon demonstrates, to link the various public 

locations in which worship of the emperor took place, including the altar, forum, temple, theatre, 

and amphitheatre. These processions emphasized the relationship between the political and 

religious centres of the cities. 160 At both the provincial and municipal level of the imperial cult 

these processions would also, with their display of the local social hierarchy, have promoted 

social cohesion as did those processions established by Salutaris and Demosthenes. 161 The 

proposed association between spectacular venues and the imperial cult is supported by the 

epigraphic evidence. Several texts from the amphitheatre of Lyon reserving seats for 

representatives of members of the Tres Galliae confirm its primary function as a venue used for 

158 Dio Cass. 58.4.4, 73.17.4; Suet. Caius 16.4. 
159 It seems that theatres were generally associated with the municipal, rather than provincial, 

branches of the cult (below). For more on processions of the imperial cult see Fishwick ( 1991, vol. II. I, 
550-566); for more on the imperial images that would have been carried in these proce"sions see Price 
(1984, 170-206). 

100 Price 1984, 110-111. 
161 Fishwick 1991, vol. II. I, 556. 
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the celebration of the provincial imperial cult by the concilium of the Tres Galliae. This 

concilium, comprising envoys from the various peoples of Gallia Lugdunensis, Gallia Aquitania, 

and Gallia Belgica, not only encouraged the tolerclllce of Rome and its leader but also acted a5 a 

liaison body connecting these Gallic provinces to the central govemment. 162 It was in Lyon that 

the imperial cult was first established in the Roman West, when Drusus erected an altar to the 

deified Caesar at the confluence of the Rhone and Saone rivers in 12 B.C.E. 163 The conci!ium 

met once a year and two of its duties at this time were to elect the high priest of the cult and also 

to celebrate Augustus' natalis with festivities that included games held in the amphitheatre. 164 

The close proximity of the amphitheatre, originally constructed in the second decade of the first 

century C.E. by the high priest of the imperial cult at that time, to the provincial cult sanctuary 

reveals the connection between the spectacular venue and the celebration of the power of the 

emperor. 165 That the amphitheatre must be considered an integral part of the complex as a whole 

is confirmed by the presence of two vomitoria leading from the amphitheatre into the sanctuary. 

In its first incarnation the amphitheatre of Lyon was designed only for the use of the delegates of 

162 Christopherson 1968, 351. 364-365, Deininger 1965, 99-107. For more on western cone ilia and 
their eastern counterpart the koina see Deininger ( 1965. 36-98, 99-135) and Millar ( 1984, 387-394 ). 

163 Dio Cass. 54.32; Livy Epit. 139; Suet. Claud. 2 (although he appears to be providing a date of 
l 0 B.C.E.); see Fishwick ( 1987, vol. I. I. 97-99, !02-130; l 996a; 2002, vol. III. I, 9-20; 2004, vol. III.3, 
I 07-120); Futrell (2000, 157 n. 13). While the altar was the focal point of worship for the first century and a 
half after its construction. a temple of the imperial cult was built at a later date; Fishwick ( 1972) suggests 
that the temple was erected between 121 and 136 C.E. 

164 Futrell (2000, 81) suggests that the role of the chief priest of the imperial cult in provincial civic 
administration may have been similar to that of the Roman censor, to review membership in the cone ilium. 

165 The amphitheatre was originally constructed in 19 C.E. by Caius Iulius Rufus and his son and 
was expanded in the fir-;t half of the second century (AE 1959, 78, 81; Audin 1969, 22-23; Audin 1979; 
Aud in and Le Glay 1970, 69; Golvin 1988, nos. 85, 171 ); also Fish wick ( 1972, 51; 1987 vol. I. I 134 ); 
Futrell (2000, 83). 
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the Tres Galliae and it-; cavea consisted merely of a podium upon which the approximately 

eighteen hundred delegates could be seated. 166 Envoys from peoples such as the An1emi, the 

Bituriges Cubi, the Tn'cassi, the Vellavi, and also perhaps either the Aedui, the Viromandui, or 

the Viducassi would have had their own areas in the original cavea. 167 Since the representatives 

of the Arvemi and Bituriges Cubi were seated next to one another it is possible that the delegates 

were arranged in alphabetical order. 

When the amphitheatre was expanded in the early second century C.E. its cavea was 

then comparable in size to that of the amphitheatres of Aries and Nlmes. 168 Seating inscriptions 

reveal that after its expansion the festival was opened to delegates from outside of the Tres 

Gal/iae who may have been formally invited to attend. 169 Representatives of the G/anici from 

Gallia Narbonensis were provided with seats as may have been the Antipolitani from the same 

region. 170 The local inhabitants of Lyon also appear to have at some point been allowed to be 

present. Several texts may be reserving seats for individuals and the Augusta/es seem to have 

had seats on the podium. 171 The seating inscriptions from the amphitheatre of Lyon therefore not 

only reinforce its primary role as a venue for the celebration of the provincial imperial cult but 

also reveal that at a later date individuals from outside of the concilium were present. 

166 Fishwick 2004, vol. III.3, 122. 
167 36.1, .2, .3; 37.6, .7a. 
168 Fish wick 1987, vol I. I, 134. 
169 Fishwick 1991, vol. II. I, 581; 2004 vol. III.3, 120-122. 
170 36.6, .7. 
171 36.5. 37.4 ..5..8, .9; 37.1. One inscription may refer to a local group of macellarii, butchers 

(36.8). although the less likely restoration Macedonum has also been suggested: Chapter 2. 
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Two inscriptions from Tarragona, similar to those from Lyon, may provide comparable 

insight. Tarragona was the centre for the provincial imperial cult of Hispania Citerior as well as 

for a municipal branch of the cult. An altar, most likely for municipal worship, was erected by 

the city in 2 B.C.E. and a temple to Divus Augustus was commissioned by Tiberius in 15 C.E.; 

these may have been located together in a forum. 172 During the Flavian period a three-tiered 

complex devoted to the provincial imperial cult wa~ constructed in the upper town, comprising a 

temple to Rome and Augustus, the forum of the concilium provinciae Hispaniae Citerioris, and a 

circus. 173 The middle terrace of this complex appears to have been devoted to meetings of 

members of the concilium. 174 Two identical seating inscriptions reserve places for envoys from 

peoples of the concilium, theMetercosani, who lived in the border area of the Vettones and the 

Carpetani. 175 The original location of these inscriptions is unknown but it has been suggested 

that they come from either the city's theatre or from an administrative building on the middle 

terrace in which meetings of the conciliwn were held. 176 It seems just as plausible that these 

inscriptions may have come from the amphitheatre ofTarragona. Although the amphitheatre, 

172 Quint. Inst. 6.3.77; Tac. Ann. 1.78; Carrete et al., 30-31. There is debate over the nature of the 
original temple and altar and whether it was for a municipal, rather than provincial, branch of the imperial 
cult; Fishwick (1982). For more on the municipal temple see Fishwick (1996b, 172-174) who also discusses 
the provincial temple ( 176-182). 

173 Ted' A 1989; Carrete et al. 1995, 3 l-32. The temple in this complex was originally thought to be 
that commissioned by Tiberius but archeological exploration has made it clear that the temple is in fact 
Flavian, although some of its decorative elements appear to be Julio-Claudian (Fishwick 1997, 36-37). The 
uncertainty surrounding the architecture of the temple is best explained by Fish wick ( 1987. vol. I. I, 150
154; 2002, vol. III.l, 43-52; 2004, vol. III.3, 5-30). 

m Fishwick 2004, vol. III.3, 31-35. 
175 47.1, .2. 
176 C!l lI 4280ad foe.; Alfoldy 1975, nos. 250a, b; Fishwick 1997, 40, 46. 
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dated by some scholars to the Julio-Claudian period and by others to the Flavian period, was not 

an official part of the complex it was still located within significant proximity and should be 

. 177taken as related to it. 

A clear relationship between the amphitheatre of Tarragona and the imperial cult is 

provided by its dedicatory inscription which reveals that the priest of the provincial imperial cult 

funded its construction, as was also the case in Lyon. 178 Although the circus on the bottom level 

of the complex in Tarragona presumably would have been the main venue in which spectacles 

for the imperial cult were held, the close proximity of the amphitheatre to the provincial complex 

as well as its construction by the high priest suggest that it may have served a similar purpose. 179 

Delegates from the concilium may have had reserved seats in the amphitheatre along with 

members of the local community, similar to the second stage of seating arrangements in Lyon. 180 

There seems to be little reason to prefer the theatre to the amphitheatre as the original location of 

the inscriptions reserving seats for the envoys of the concilium. This is supported not only by the 

connection between the amphitheatre and the provincial imperial cult in Tarragona and other 

cities, but also by the closer physical proximity of the Tarragonan amphitheatre to the provincial 

complex than the theatre. It is possible that the seating inscriptions came from the circus which 

was part of the complex, although no seating inscriptions seem to have survived from any circus 

177 Fishwick 1991, vol. II.I, 580-581; 2004, vol. 111.3, 38-40. Julio-Claudian date: Futrell 2000, 58 
following Golvin 1988. no. 139. Early second century: Dupre i Ravent6s 1994, 81-82; Gros 1994c, 27-28. 

178 AE 1990, 653; Dupre i Ravent6s ( 1994, 81 ); Fishwick ( 1997, 49). 
179 Fishwick 2004, vol. IIl.3, 35-38. 
1 ~0 A seating inscription from the amphitheatre reserves an area for local seviri (48.2). 
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in the empire. The inscriptions from the unknown venue in Tarragona were found in conjunction 

with another that assigns space to a group or individual, but this text unfortunately does nothing 

to shed light on their original location. 181 Although the possibility that these inscriptions came 

from an administrative building in which the concilium met cannot be ignored, it seems 

reasonable to suggest not only that they came instead from a spectacular venue, but also that it is 

likely that this venue was the city's amphitheatre instead of theatre. 

The amphitheatre of Sarmizegetusa, the capital of Dacia, is located just to the west of the 

provincial imperial cult complex and would have housed the celebrations of the conciliwn 

Daciarum trium (Dacia Inferior, Superior, and Porolissensis after the accession of Hadrian, but 

after the reorganization of Marcus Aurelius, Dacia Apulensis, Malvensis, and Porolissensis). 182 

As with the meetings of the concilium of the Tres Ga/liae in Lyon, in Sarmizegetusa envoys from 

the different civitates involved would have attended the annual meetings. Local Augusta/es also 

might have had reserved bisellia at the front of this venue. 183 It has been suggested that one of 

the most important functions of provincial amphitheatres was to function as a means of 

"ostentatious expression ofloyalty to the emperor." 184 This relationship between the 

amphitheatre and the emperor is made manifest in Lyon, where the venue formed part of the 

complex for the provincial imperial cult and was used to hold the festivals of the annual meetings 

181 47.3. Similar assignments of space are found in the theatre of Cordoba (42.l) and in the Flavian 
amphitheatre in Rome (Orlandi 2004, nos. 14.1. 14.3. 14.7, 14.8, 14.15, 14.18, 14.20). 

182 Tudor 1962, 201-202, 213; Fishwick 1997, 48; 2004, vol. III.3, 173. 
183 10.3, 11.2. 
18~ Futrell 2000, 58, 65, 93; also Fishwick 1997, 48; Hanson 1997, 77. 
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of the concilium of the Tres Galliae, and also in Sannizegetusa. A similar arrangement may 

have been in place in Tarragona, where the amphitheatre was used not only for the entertainment 

of the local inhabitants but also perhaps to hold celebrations of the provincial assembly meant, 

among other things, to reaffirm the loyalty of the peoples in question to the emperor via the 

imperial cult. In most urban areas, such as Tarragona, involved with imperial worship it was not 

the emperor who initiated the development of the cult; rather it was the community itself which 

undertook the worship, and the reorganization of urban space that accompanied it, encouraged by 

the emperor. 185 

Amphitheatres could be associated not only with provincial but also municipal centres 

for emperor worship in the West, although it was theatres that tended to be the preferred venue 

for the municipal branches of the cult. Theatres were more closely associated with the civic 

rather than provincial forum or complex and were therefore related to the civic rather than 

provincial worship of the cult. 186 The amphitheatre of Merida, the capital of Lusitania, was 

several hundred metres away from the provincial cult complex, farther than at Tarragona and 

Sannizegetusa but still within easy walking distance. In Merida, as opposed to in Sannizegetusa, 

Tarragona, and Lyon, a previously existing area of the city was adapted for use by the provincial 

cult rather than a new cult complex being constructed. 187 A unique feature of the amphitheatre in 

185 Hingley 2005, 85. 
186 Fishwick 2004, vol. IIl.3, 65-66, 191. 
187 Fishwick 2004, vol. III.3, 59. This was also the case in Cordoba, the capital of Baetica, where 

two already existing fora of the city were adapted for provincial purposes (Fishwick 2004, vol. IIl.3, 71 ). 
For more on the fora of Merida and Cordoba see Trillmich (1996). 
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this town is that it is located directly adjacent to the theatre, both constructed prior to the 

allocation of space to the cult complex, whereas in other provincial capitals the theatre and 

amphitheatre were distinct venues. The inscriptions that come from the theatre of Merida are 

those of municipal, not provincial, priests of the cult; a sacrarium in the centre of the ima cavea 

which held statues related to the imperial cult and was presumably connected with sacrifices and 

processions has been dated to the time of Trajan. 188 A similar sacrarium may have existed in the 

theatre of Cordoba. 189 The relationship between imperial cult and spectacular venue in the West 

was not always limited to amphitheatres and theatres since, at least in the case ofTarragona, a 

11 190. . 1 dclfcus was mvo ve as we . 

In the East the imperial cult was used as a tool to integrate the autonomous and largely 

previously Hellenized cities into the Roman empire. In 29 B.C.E. Asia and Bithynia were 

allowed by Octavian to establish sanctuaries in Ephesus and Nicaea for the cult of Roma and 

Julius Caesar at which Roman citizens could worship; sanctuaries for Greeks were 

simultaneously established at Pergamum and Nicomedia. 191 The imperial cult quickly spread 

throughout the eastern provinces. The key to its success was finding a place for the head of 

188 Trillmich 1989-1990; 1993. 116-117; Fishwick 2004, vol. III.3, 69. 
189 Ventura Villanueva 1991, 64-65, no. I; Fishwick 2004, vol. III.3, 103. For more on the theatre 

of Cordoba see Jansen (2005, 348-357 ). 
19°For more on the imperial cult in Tarragona in particular see Pensabene ( 1996); for the imperial 

cult in the West in general see Fishwick ( 1987-2004. esp. 1991, vol. II. I, 574-584 and 2004, vol. III.3, 305
349 on spectacles as part of the cult); Le Glay (1991); Le Roux (1994); Futrell (2000, 80-84, 92-93). For the 
imperial cult in Roman Africa see, for example. Smadja ( 1978, 2005); Rives (200 I). Tassaux ( 1999) 
discusses expressions of personal devotion to the cult of the emperor, rather than those performed through 
an official municipal or provincial organization. 

191 Dio Cass. 51.20.5-7. 
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Roman power in the traditional pantheon of eastern gods. Through the incorporation of visible 

symbols of the emperor into festivals and rituals, the eastern cities were provided with a familiar 

way in which they could conceptualize the new political situation. 192 Unlike in the western 

provinces, in the East there was historical basis for the cult of a ruler. Worship of the Hellenistic 

kings was reasonably common but it should be noted that it was of a different nature than 

worship of the Roman emperor. These Hellenistic cults were localized and came and went over 

time with the individual members of the dynasties. 193 The imperial cult was much more 

standardized and widespread than were the cults of the kings and its appearance was not a 

response to specific interventions by the ruler in particular cities as were the Hellenistic cults. 194 

The promulgation of the imperial cult in the East was facilitated by the existence of 

provincial assemblies, koina (the Greek equivalent of the western concilia), that were responsible 

for acting as mediators between the emperor and local communities, as well as for organizing 

regular imperial festivals that were presided over by the high priest. 195 These priests came from 

the local elite, as did those of the western provinces. One of the reasons for the success of the 

imperial cult in Greek culture was its ability to capitalize on the competition not only between the 

elite in a single community but also between communities. The cult therefore functioned to 

provide eastern communities with a way in which to negotiate Roman domination by providing 

19~ Price 1984. 7. This is only a brief discussion of the imperial cult in the Roman East. for which 
Price's 1984 work on the cult in Asia Minor is of great value; see also Bowersock (1965, 112-121 ). 


193 Price 1984, 23-40. esp. 24. 36. 

19~ Price 1984, 43. 56; Mitchell 1993. 113. 

195 Bowersock 1965, 115-116; Price 1984, 56. For more on western concilia and their eastern 
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links between the East and Rome as well as links within the East itself. 196 The power and 

presence of the emperor was introduced in the eastern provinces through assimilation into an 

already existing tradition of ruler worship as well as into traditional cults and festivals of local 

gods or goddesses. 197 In the foundation of Salutaris, for example, created not in honour of the 

emperor but of Artemis and in which personnel of the imperial cult played a very small role, the 

power of the emperor is still made manifest by the imperial images that were not only carried in 

the procession but in fact lead it through the city. 198 

Although the ritual of the eastern imperial cult was based in Greek tradition, some 

elements of its celebration were purely Roman in origin. Gladiatorial fights and venationes 

(animal hunts) were held in modified stadia and theatres since amphitheatres were very rarely 

constructed in the East. These shows were put on in the eastern provinces almost exclusively in 

connection with both the provincial and municipal branches of the imperial cult. 199 In eastern 

communities munera and venationes did not fall under the responsibility of the city as a whole as 

did some athletic and musical events, but were instead put on by private citizens who were 

almost always the high priests of either the municipal or provincial branches of the imperial 

cult.200 Theatres were generally modified by building a wall around the orchestra or by lowering 

counterpart the koina see Deininger ( 1965, 36-98. 99-135) and Millar (1984, 387-394). 
196 Price 1984, 62-63, 65, 77, I 00, I 02; Ando 2000, 62, 132. 
197 Price 1984. I 03; Mitchell 1993, 113. 
198 Rogers 1991a, 49-50, 52-54,70; see above. 
199 Robert 1971. 33-34. 35, 240, 243. 256; Welch 1998, 123. See Chapter 3 for a discussion of the 

relationship between Greek agonistic festivals and the imperial cult. 
21 xi Robert 1971. 267-275. 
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the level of the orchestra itself and adding a podium to separate the spectators from the action 

taking place. 201 Stadia were modified in a similar fashion, but these modifications generally took 

place later than those to theatres.202 The stadium at Aphrodisias, for example, was altered by the 

construction of a small arena in its eastern end. The stadium at Sagalassos, perhaps constructed 

under Nero, was also used for such displays as is proven by its high podium; within the theatre of 

this city was found a relief of venationes.203 In general venationes were more commonly 

displayed in stadia than in theatres because of their larger size; gladiatorial presentations, at least 

until the mid-second century C.E., would have commonly taken place in these venues as well. 

Fewer theatres and stadia were altered in mainland Greece than in Asia Minor but gladiatorial 

shows and venationes were still held in these traditional venues; theatres in the Near East show 

no signs of having been adapted for Roman spectacles.204 In these buildings, as in all venues 

used for the celebration of the imperial cult throughout the empire, cult personnel were given 

privileged seating in accordance with their status. In both the East and the West the high priest of 

provincial and municipal branches was given a seat at or very near to the front of the audience (in 

201 Modifications to the orchestras of many Greek theatres do not appear to have been undertaken 
until the mid to late second century C.E. (Welch 1998, 127). 

202 Izenour 1992, 193-198; Welch 1998, 121-122; Carter 1999, 269-278. 
'03 1 k . .- Ta loen and Wael ens, 2004, 183, 206-207; see Chapter 3 tor more on the mfluence of the 

Romans on the architecture of Greek spectacular venues. 
204 Welch 1998, 131; Retzleff 2003, 131. The Panathenaic Stadium in Athens, constructed in the 

mid second century C.E. by Herodes Atticus, is an example of a mainland Greek stadium built under Roman 
rule. His stadium did not, however, reflect Roman building and civic practices, as did most new stadia 
constructed in Asia Minor, but was instead traditionally Greek in nature despite its larger size and atte<;ted 
function as a venue for venationes. Welch ( 1998, 133-138) suggests that the stadium and the theatre of 
Herodes Atticus -;hould be seen together, and that the stadium represented the Greek aspects of his personal 
and public life while the theatre represented the Roman aspects. 
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Gallic Narbo, for example, they were seated among Roman senators and the local decurions), 

and high priestesses could also be given reserved seats as they were in Termessus.205 Other 

imperial cult personnel were also granted reserved seats throughout the empire.206 

Ruler worship in the two halves of the empire was very similar.207 The imperial cult 

provided a way for the various peoples throughout the Roman provinces to make sense of their 

social and political position. It was a means by which the central government could attempt to 

control the activities of local communities and was an avenue through which local communities 

could visualize and understand their place within a larger political and ideological system.208 

One noticeable difference between emperor worship in the East and in the West is that no 

equivalent eastern body existed for the Augusta/es. Within Greek communities there was no 

category of ex-slaves that needed to be provided with an official fashion in which they could be 

involved in their communities. a~ was needed for liberti in the West. 209 In the empire as a whole 

the celebrations of the imperial cult, involving gladiatorial competitions and venationes, took 

place in theatres, amphitheatres, and even circuses; these venues were also linked to ruler 

worship through the processions that opened and closed the festivities. The power of the 

205 The seating of the high priestesses in Termessus: 77.6.2. In Narbo the privileged seating of the 
high priest of the provincial cult among Roman senators and decurions is provided for in lines 5-6 of the 
Vespasianic lex de Flamonio Provinciae Galliae Narbonensis: FIR 1.22: /LS 6964: CIL XII 6038. 

206 See Chapters 2 and 3. 
207 Price 1984, 74-75. He propose~ ( 1984, 66) a "gift-exchange model"' for the imperial cult in Asia 

Minor and the East in general that can also be applied to the West. Although eastern cities founded local 
branches of the cult in order to honour and maintain close ties with the emperor, "the general imperial 
acceptance of civic cults and the possibility of penalties for non-fulfillments of promised cults combined to 
create considerable, covert central pressure for the e~tablishment and continuation of cults." 

208 Price 1984, 132, 239-240, 248. 
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emperor, an integral component of the imperial cult, was made manifest in these venues not only 

by the images of the imperial family that were carried in procession, but also by permanent 

statuary, whether found in the caveae or on the stage buildings themselves.210 

The emperor was obviously very rarely, if ever, present in person, but his power was 

certainly represented symbolically. Images or symbols of the emperor were carried into venues 

in processions for the imperial cult and other statues were on permanent display in these 

venues.211 The arrival of an imperial image was regarded by a community as an event of equal 

importance to the actual adventus of the emperor. In Termessus Minor in Lycia on the day that a 

sacred image of the younger Valerian was brought to the town shows were held in the 

amphitheatre.212 In Stratonicea in Lydia a chair of state was placed in the audience at games for 

Nerva, and in the theatre of Ephesus images of the members of the imperial house were placed 

upon statue bases located at the front of the audience.213 A sacrarium constructed during the 

time of Trajan at the front of the theatre of Merida was designed to hold six imperial statues and 

the decoration of the scaenae frons and rest of the theatre building included imperial statue 

groups from the time of Augustus and of Claudius. 214 The decoration of the scaenae frons of the 

209 Price 1984, 88-89, 114. 
210 Price (1984, 206) states that it was primarily through the use of imperial images that the power 

of the emperor was diffused and incorporated into the Greek provinces. 
211 For the political uses of portraits and other images in Rome see. for example, Gregory (1994). 
212 /LS 8870, I. I 9f; Fishwick 1991. vol. II.I, 553; also Ando 2000, 232, 251. 
213 The grant of a curule chair to Nerva occurred in 96 C.E. (Lewis 1974 pg 23 no. F); <>ee above 

for the arrangements in Ephesus. 
214 Trillmich 1989-1990; 1993. The statues in the exedra of the peristyle were Augustan in date and 

they comprised images of Augustus, Tiberius, and Drusus (Trillmich 1993, 113-114); the imperial statues 
decorating the scaenaefrons were from the time of Claudius (Trillmich 1993, 114-116). For the Trajanic 
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theatre of Hierapolis not only celebrated the imperial family but also served to create ties between 

the city and Hellenic culture. Septimius Severus, Julia Domna, Geta, and Caracalla are all 

depicted in procession; both the Hellenistic and the Ephesian Artemis also appear. 215 This 

combination reveals that the inhabitants of Hierapolis, although acknowledging Roman power, 

wished to present themselves as having both a Greek heritage and a relationship with the city of 

Ephesus. In effect, Hierapolis was using theatre reliefs to create a civic identity for itself during 

the Roman period. The appearance of the imperial family is a nod to Roman power, the images 

of Hellenistic Artemis provide a Greek identity, and the presence of Ephesian Artemis implies a 

direct connection between Hierapolis and an important city in Asia Minor.216 The iconography 

of the theatre reliefs was one of the tools used in Hierapolis' civic self-representation; along with 

such imagery, the organization of audiences was another tool available to communities 

throughout the empire. 

Statues and other symbols of the emperor served an important function. Their presence 

in venues in which a large percentage of the local population was gathered, whether for 

celebrations of the imperial cult or for meetings of the a.;;sembly, provided a focus for attitudes 

towards the emperor and Roman rule. These statues contained within themselves the ideology of 

the Roman emperor and the empire as a whole and were designed to arouse in the viewer 

consideration -although surely they were not always considered favourably- about his or her 

sacrarium see Trillmich ( 1993, 116-117). 
115 de Bernardi Ferrero 1966, vol. I., 59: for the reliefs of Apollo and Artemis see D'Andria and 

Ritti ( 1985). 
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individual place, as well as that of the local community, within a larger societal and political 

system.217 S. Price states that images of the emperor and the imperial household located 

throughout the provinces" ... not only constituted their own discourse, they were also objects of 

discourse."218 The presence of these statues may also have been designed to remind the viewer 

that he or she was not alone in observing these statues; similar ones would have been found in 

venues throughout the empire.219 The symbolism of these images in theatres and amphitheatres, 

the very venues in which rituals for the worship of the emperor took place, was most likely not 

lost on those in attendance. 

The emperor was not only present in statues and other symbols but also in epigraphy. 

Dedicatory inscriptions, honorary inscriptions, and letters between communities and the 

emperors or his representatives in the provinces have all been found within the walls of 

spectacular venues. The placement of one of the inscriptions outlining Salutaris' foundation, 

including a letter from the provincial governor, on a parodos wall in the theatre of Ephesus is 

discussed above. Perhaps the most famous example of the symbolic presence of the ruler in a 

venue through epigraphy is the archive found on the northern parodos wall and neighbouring 

walls of the theatre of Aphrodisias, in which copies of communications between the central 

216 Newby 2003, 194-199. 
217 Price 1984, 205; Ando 2000, 209-215. 
218 Price 1984, 205. 
219 Ando (2000, 40-41) argues that one of the tools through which the imperial administration 

attempted to maintain provincial loyalty was through "an ideology of unification," that is, the similarity of 
the relationship that all individuals had to the emperor was emphasized. 
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government and the city were inscribed. 220 This archive contains more material from the late 

Republic such as correspondence with Octavian, but it also includes letters from emperors 

including Commodus, Septimius Severus and Caracalla, and Severus Alexander. The emperor 

wa<; always symbolically present in provincial venues and all the spectators would have been 

aware of his power. Spectacular caveae in the provinces were therefore a mix of the local display 

of society as arranged by the elite of the community (often recorded in seating inscriptions) with 

the display of imperial power through the symbolic presence of Rome and the emperor. The 

epigraphy of the venues reflected the organization of the audience, the acts of public beneficence 

by the local elite, and the power of the emperor. This joint display of local and imperial power 

would have reminded the spectators that although the leaders of their community had a certain 

amount of independence and autonomy, they were also part of a larger whole, of a system that 

was far more politically powerful. 221 

220 Reynolds 1982, docs. 6, 16, 17. 18, 19. 
221 van Nijf 1997, 210, 216. 
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Conclusion 

The organization of audiences in spectacular venues, as well as the choice of the 

particular representation of local society that these audiences were designed to display, wa<; a 

concern throughout the empire. The starting point for this concern in Italy and the western 

provinces was the city of Rome. The senatus consultwn reserving seats for senators in 194 

B.C.E. and the legislation reserving seats for equestrians in 67 B.C.E. most likely acted a<; models 

for the seating of decurions in western communities, and the lex Ursonensis of circa 43 B.C.E. 

confirms that spectator arrangements were in place in colonies during the Republic. A senatus 

consultum passed under Augustus ensured that senators would be guaranteed seats anywhere in 

the empire that they might travel (although this did not always result in a front seat: in the 

stadium of Aphrodisias a senator was seated in the eighth row) and his lex Julia theatralis 

appears to have been designed to be observed, in whatever form was appropriate for each 

community, throughout the West. In some areas of the East, on the other hand, there was a 

tradition of audience organization which makes it difficult to determine the extent of the 

influence of Augustan and later seating legislation in these area<;. Renovations to eastern theatres 

and stadia carried out during the Roman period, however, allowing them to better accommodate 

a hierarchically-stratified model of society, reveal that Roman ideology had an impact. The 

organization of spectators enabled those in charge of the arrangements to, within limits, structure 

the micro-society of the audience a<; they chose, and to display an idealized representation 

designed according to their desires and motivations. Seating arrangements in place throughout 
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the empire therefore not only reflect the disparate social and civic structures of individual 

communities, but can also provide insight into the creation of a local self-identity by certain 

communities. 

A chronological discussion of seating inscriptions can only be carried out in very general 

terms. The date of most of the inscriptions is unknown and it at best can be suggested that they 

are from the later stages of the venues, perhaps the third, fourth, and sometimes even fifth 

centuries C.E. In only a few venues have the texts been dated to the earlier empire, including in 

the stadium of Didyma and in the theatre of Dionysus in Athens where some inscriptions are 

Augustan and the majority appear to be Hadrianic. Factional inscriptions in particular would 

only have been carved at a later date. 

There are differences in seating arrangements between venues in the East and those in the 

West. 1 One main difference lies in the types of venues themselves, that is, what type of 

spectacular edifice wa<> constructed in which region. Theatres were found throughout the empire. 

although those in the West were generally of Roman design whereas those in the East could be 

modified Greek structures or of Roman design.2 Odea, venues for small-scale theatrical or 

musical presentations. were also found throughout the empire although they were less common 

than theatres and were concentrated mainly in the East.3 Amphitheatres were venues of Roman 

origin and there were far fewer constructed in the eastern provinces than in the western, although 

1 It must be again stressed that the<;e findings depend upon the survival and publication of seating 
inscriptions; as well, some texts may have been painted and are no longer visible; see Chapter 2. 

2 Dodge 1999, 208-215. 
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some do survive.4 Stadia were Greek venues and are therefore concentrated in the East, whereas 

western communities were more likely to have a circus.5 Stadia were still used under Roman 

rule for athletic competitions and some were modified to suit gladiatorial combat or venationes as 

well; those constructed under the Romans tended to be of a more monumental nature.6 This 

geographical spread of spectacular structures of course limits the type of venue in which seating 

inscriptions are found. In the West these texts appear in theatres and amphitheatres but they 

predominate in amphitheatres; in the East seating inscriptions survive in odea, theatres, and stadia 

but are most common in theatres. Although there is not a great difference in the number of 

inscriptions that survive from the West and the East, the number of inscriptions that remain in 

situ is higher in the eastern provinces and perhaps because of the hotter and dryer climate of these 

areas the texts are on the whole in a better state of survival. 

In general, the practice of assigning seats was similar throughout the empire. The 

reservation of seats for senators throughout the empire has been discussed. Individuals or groups 

deemed important by the elite in charge of audience arrangements were granted their own seats. 

The main bodies of communities - the council and tribes as well as the council of elders in the 

East and the decurions and Augusta/es in the West - were privileged with reserved areas. 

Individuals holding religious office, members of professional associations, and youth groups also 

3 Dodge 1999. 223. 
-1 Dodge 1999, 231-232; Futrell 2000. 5. Some eastern examples include the amphitheatres of 

Corinth (refounded as a Roman colony in 44 B.C.E.; Bomgardner 2000, 59-60). Pergamum, Bostra. Dura 
Europus, and Caesarea (Retzleff 2003, 131 ). 

5 Dodge 1999, 241. 
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received seats. There is evidence from both the Latin- and Greek-speaking areas of the empire 

for peoples and individuals who were granted reserved seats in communities that were not their 

own. It is in the specifics of audience organization that the differences between the East and the 

West become clear. 

Political bodies specific to the Ea-;t (the ~ouA~ and the council of elders) clearly had 

reserved seats only in the eastern provinces. Similarly, it is in the eastern venues that the 

evidence for seating by tribe predominates. This may be related to the classical Greek tradition of 

using the theatre as a place for political assemblies as well as a venue for entertainment, but many 

communities had a venue designed specifically for political meetings, namely, the bouleterion. 

The use of tribal seating in stadia and theatres should perhaps be seen as a trdllsference of this 

pattern of audience arrangement, and does not in and of itself suggest that these venues housed 

political meetings. Almost all seating inscriptions for tribes come from theatres or odea. It is 

only on the seats of the stadia of Aphrodisias and of Saittai that tribal texts are found, and only in 

Saittai could seating by tribe be a viable arrangement since those inscriptions from Aphrodisia-; 

seem to reserve seats only for certain representatives. The only inscriptions relating to seating by 

voting unit in the West come from the amphitheatre of Lambaesis, where the members of the 

curiae of the city were seated according to this affiliation. The erection of statues by curiae in the 

theatre of Lepcis Magna reveals that a similar arrangement was also in place in that venue.7 The 

6 Izenour 1992, 193-198; Welch 1998, 121-122, 131. 
7 /RT 391. 405, 406. 411. 413, 414, 416, 417, 420, 436, 541; also Torelli (1971 ); Kolendo ( 1981, 

309). 
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number of seats reserved for members of collegia is much higher in the East, as is the variety of 

these groups. The evidence reveals that members of similar associations in different cities were 

not seated in the same areas; that is, that seating for each professional collegium was not standard 

throughout the communities in which these groups existed. Reserved seats for the members of 

these associations were found in all three types of ea.;;tern venue: theatres, odea, and stadia. 

There are also more inscriptions in the catalogue for religious personnel in eastern 

communities than in the West, primarily because of the survival of such texts in the theatre of 

Dionysus in Athens and the stadium of Didyma. Even though seating inscriptions survive from 

sanctuary theatres in Altbachtal and Contiomagus in Germany, in these texts there is no 

indication of the tenure of religious office. Factional inscriptions are found only in the East, in 

the theatre of Alexandria, the theatre of Miletus, and the theatre, odeon, and stadium of 

Aphrodisias. It is also only in the eastern provinces that women are identified by both office and 

name in seating inscriptions; in the West there is no mention of office held on any seats reserved 

for women. In both eastern and western communities, however, it appears that at least some 

women were a.;;sociated with their male relatives in seating inscriptions and it may be that the 

women in question were given the honour of a reserved seat only because of the social and civic 

standing of these men. Even though seats were granted to groups of young men in both the 

eastern and western provinces, they, and in particular the ephebes, are mentioned more frequently 

in ea.;;tem inscriptions. The importance of the ephebes to at lea~t one community is clear in the 
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foundation created by Gaius Vibius Salutaris in Ephesus.8 

As in the East, certain groups (the decurions and the Augusta/es) particular to the West 

were granted seats only in western communities. In terms of offices found throughout the 

empire, however, there is by far more evidence for identification by senatorial or equestrian rank 

in western venues. Quite a few inscriptions from the theatre of Carthage name senatorial men 

and perhaps senatorial youth as well, and many seating inscriptions for senators survive from the 

Colosseum.9 Seats are reserved for equestrians as a body in the theatres of Merida and Orange, 

and an individual eques also had his own seat on the podium of the amphitheatre of Syracuse. In 

the eastern provinces, on the other hand, there are very few seating inscriptions in which such 

status is indicated. Indications of status are more common in western amphitheatres than western 

theatres; in theatres senators were seated on benches in the orchestra whereas in amphitheatres 

they had seats (in some cases portable) on the podium at the front of the cavea. It may have been 

more common to inscribe podium seats, even if chairs were then to be placed on them, than to 

inscribe the portable benches from the orchestra; even if the benches were inscribed, the number 

of podium seats found in situ is much higher than the number of benches discovered either in or 

ex situ. 

It has been shown in this study that the representation of society on display in spectacular 

venues was not only a reflection of the disparate experiences of individual communities, but also 

in some cases one of the tools that the elite of a community could use to create or confirm a local 

x Chapter 4. 
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identity. Seating inscriptions can provide insight into the civic structure of a municipium or 

colonia, the arrangements of a provincial concilium, or the names of the members of a religious 

group within the larger community. In certain ca5es. particularly in the West, not all of the 

arrangements of this societal display were left to the choice of individual communities since 

seating legislation passed in Rome influenced provincial audiences. The organization of 

audience members in a community-specific. hierarchically-based fashion provided spectators not 

only with affirmation of their involvement in local society but also with a clear idea of their place 

within this society. The reservation of a seat or a group of seats represented the official grant of a 

defined place within the hierarchy of a venue, and of a society, in which the local population as 

well as visitors could be present. The presence of the local population was also important 

because audience organization was one of the ways in which the local elite could structure a 

community's identity for the benefit of its inhabitants. If visitors were to attend then they too 

would be aware of the local identity on display. The organization of audiences in the presence of 

symbols of the emperor provided spectators with affirmation that they as individuals, as well as 

their community a5 a whole. were also part of the larger Roman empire. 

Actors and Gladiators within Roman society 

Audience organization was not the only aspect of spectacular entertainment that served to 

display and to reinforce the social hierarchy. The architecture of the venues themselves reflected 

9 Orlandi 2004. cat. nos. 16.1-7 4, 17.1-178. 
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the divisions in Roman society, not only among audience members but between spectators and 

performers. Legislation was also passed concerning who was allowed to perform on stage and in 

the arena since such behaviour was considered beneath the members of the upper ordines of 

Roman society. 10 

The architecture of Roman theatres and amphitheatres played an important role in 

guaranteeing the social hierarchy among spectators. In both permanent and temporary theatres 

and amphitheatres within and outside of Rome senatorial seating was often separated from the 

rest by a low wall and had its own entrances leading directly to the orchestra, in order to prevent 

the elite from coming into contact with the plebs and others who were not of their social 

standing. 11 The design of the Flavian amphitheatre is testament to the importance of maintaining 

the social hierarchy at spectacles since it actively encouraged the effective display of the social 

order in the audience, including a minimum of interaction between the plebs and individuals of a 

higher social status. The senators were seated at the very front of the audience on the podium of 

the amphitheatre and had their own entrances; equites could also access their seats directly and 

were seated either immediately behind the senators on large rows separate from the podium but 

distinct from the rest of the cavea, or in the lower area of the cavea. The podium and the few 

rows behind it were separated from the ima cavea by a wall. The media cavea, the swnma 

cavea, and the sununa cavea in ligneis were reached through increasingly complex pathways 

designed to facilitate spectator access to seats, directing individuals at different social levels in 

10 The evidence for the -;tatus of actors and gladiators focuses on the city of Rome. 
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different directions. 

The architecture of Roman venues also helped to reinforce the debased position of those 

performing or fighting. In the theatres actors were separated from the audience by the height of 

the wall (proscaenium) upon which the stage was elevated and by the expanse of the orchestra, 

and at munera those in the arena were separated by barricades or the podium wall. 12 These 

architectural elements acted as effective social barriers; together with legislation concerning who 

wm; to perform, they extended the social hierarchy of the audience to include the occupants of the 

stage and arena. The audience members were defined as belonging to Roman society while those 

who were performing were defined as Other, as outside of Roman society. One of the most 

important aspects of Roman spectacle wa<; the dichotomy between those watching and the 

objects of their gaze. 13 The low standing of actors and gladiators in the hierarchy of the Roman 

state served to clarify and reinforce the place of the various social and legal levels of the audience 

members within that same hierarchy. Although the differences of status between audience 

members were never forgotten, the performers provided an object at whom the audience as a 

whole could direct its gaze. 14 

Actors and gladiators were seen a<; shameful because they sold their bodies for the 

11 Golvin and Landes 1990. 47; Parker 1999, 164, 166. 

1
" Parker 1999, 166. 


1.1 For this contrast ~ee Hopkins ( 1983, 27-29); Brown ( 1991 ); Potter ( 1993 ): Plass ( 1995, 25-27): 
Wiedemann ( 1995); Coleman ( 1998): Parker ( 1999, 167-168). The following discussion of actors and 
gladiators is a general overview; for more detailed studies, <;ee for example, Robert ( 1971 ); Jory ( 1986. 
1970): Barton ( 1989, 1993); Wiedemann ( 1995); Potter (2002). 

1 ~ See, for example, Lim ( 1999, 359) on laughter as a unifying force between the different levels of 
the social hierarchy of the audience. 
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pleasure of others and constantly put themselves in the public gaze; this reputation was reflected 

in, and reinforced by, legislation. 15 While the majority of actors and gladiators were slaves, freed, 

or free non-citizens (before the constitutio Antoniniana of 212 C.E.) some Roman citizens did 

choose to join these professions; when they did so they were classified as infames and lost the 

status of full citizen.16 Jnfames were subject to a variety of strict restrictions: they could not 

participate in local governments or stand for magistracies in Rome, they were banned from 

belonging to juries, and both actors and gladiators were prohibited from serving in the army. 17 

Under the lex Julia iudiciorum, infanzes were not allowed to make accusations against others; the 

lex Julia de adulteriis allowed a husband to kill his wife's lover if he found her with a slave, a 

condemned criminal, or an actor; under the lex Julia de nzaritandis ordinibus those who were 

15 In general chariot-drivers seem not to have been affected by legal restrictions. perhaps because 
of the historical associations of chariot driving as well as the lack of direct audience focus on the body of the 
charioteer (Edwards 1997. 75). For the disreputable status of actors and gladiators, see for example Tac. 
Ann. 1.77. 4.14, 11.21, 14.14; Petron. Sat. 126; Plut. Vit. Sufi. 2.2-4, 33.2, 36.1; SHA Gallieni 17.7, 21.6; 
Carus. Carinus, Nwnerian 16.7, 20.4-21.l; Mart. 11.66. 

16 Edwards 1997, 67, 69. In a detailed study of what it meant to be an infamis Edwards compares 
the legal status of infames with that of convicted criminals or dishonourably dismissed soldiers; in most 
cases it was the same, but the difference between the source of infamy is striking. Criminals and such 
soldiers could withdraw from public life but actors and gladiators only became infamous when they took up 
their public profes~ions. 

17 For participation in local governments see the Tabula Heracleensis. II 108-125; for magistracies 
in Rome see Tert. De spect. 22 (also Edwards ( 1997, 72)). As an example of the prohibition against jury 
service, the lex Acilia repetundarum of 123 B.C.E. excluded men who had hired themselves out as 
gladiators from sitting on a jury of 450 equestrians (Cic., Verr. 1.9; Cll 12.583; FIRA 2 1.7). For <;ervice in 
the army see for example Dig. 48.19.14, 49.16.4. Although army service may seem to be a burden rather 
than a privilege, it was an important element of Roman citizenship (Edwards 1997, 71-72). Notably, infames 
were not protected from corporal punishment. Freedom from this type of punishment was a significant 
aspect of Roman citizenship and one of the most <;triking distinctions between free and slave or infamis in 
Rome. Cicero ( Verr. 2.5.161-163) makes clear the horror in which Roman citizens held corporal 
punishment; see Edward<> ( 1997, 73-7 4 J. Actors and gladiators were liable to corporal punishment at all 
times up until the end of the Republic when Augustus ruled that they could only be beaten at the time of the 
games and in the theatre (Suet. Aug. 45.3 ). 
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infames could not marry freeborn Romans. 18 

The paradox of the professions of the stage and arena was that at the same time that these 

individuals were considered shameful and unworthy of Roman citizenship they were loved and 

admired by thousands. Although banned from public life, actors and gladiators were 

nevertheless conspicuous public figures both because of their profession and because of their 

legal status. 19 Actors and gladiators were so completely devoid of honour that they were used as 

examples of what proper Romans should avoid, yet at the same time they were admired and even 

emulated.20 

Although munera allowed gladiators to attain a publicly acknowledged standard of 

behaviour which would be impossible for them to achieve elsewhere, they were despised and 

feared because they earned their living through violence and they were stereotyped as being 

dangerously attractive to upper-class women.2 1 Both actors and gladiators could become 

extremely popular but actors seem to have had the ability to climb higher on the social ladder 

than did gladiators, and on quite a few occasions were friends with members of the upper orders 

and even with the emperor.22 The popularity of actors and gladiators often resulted in suspicion 

from members of the upper ordines. Actors had the opportunity to speak directly to the Roman 

IX Dig. 23.2.44, 48.2.4, 48.5.25. 
19 Edwards 1997. 69. 
20 For the voluntary performance of senators and equites in the theatre and a~ gladiators, ..,ee Tac. 

Ann. 14.15, 14.20, 15.32; Suet. lul. 39, Aug. 43.3, Tib. 35.2, Ner. I I. I, Dom. 8.3; Dio Cass. 51.22.4, 
55.10.11, 60.7.1; Juv. 8.183-192. See also Grant (1967, 94-95); Plass ( 1995); Wiedemann ( 1995, 106-111 ); 
Edwards ( 1997, 67); Kyle ( 1998. 80). ,, 

- Juv. 6.103-113 and Petron. Sat. 126 for example. 

22 SHA Ga/lieni Duo 17.7; Aur. 50.4; Carus. Carinus, Numerian 16.7; Suet. Calig. 55.1. Vesp. 19, 
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people and to command their attention, a position usually available only to the political elite and 

later only to the emperor. This opportunity gave them great political power and caused them, 

even more than gladiators, to be regarded with fear.23 From the late Republic onwards the theatre 

was a venue in which the Roman people could express their views - whether positive or negative 

- on political and other issues, and an actor could affect the audience's response to those 

individuals in the top levels of the social hierarchy.24 Actors are known to have been punished or 

exiled for displeasing those in power, although they were so loved by the plebs that they were 

sometimes recalled. 25 The strict definition of actors' and gladiators' place at the very bottom of 

the social hierarchy can be seen as an attempt to control and diffuse their power and the challenge 

which they presented to a structured society and those in charge of it.26 

Repeated legislation against the efforts of members of the upper ordines to perform on 

the stage or in the arena reveals the disdain with which these professions were regarded as well as 

the conflicting attitudes towards actors and gladiators.27 In 46 B.C.E. Caesar prevented a senator 

from fighting at his games but allowed equestrians and the son of a senator to take part, and in 38 

Tit. 7.2. Dom. 3.1. 
23 Cic. Sest. 56.120-121; Tac. Ann. 4.14; Suet. Vesp. 19.2; Ner. 39.3, 54; see also Levick (1983. 

108); Edwards (1993. 118; 1997, 79). 
24 Tac. Ann. 1.77. 6.13; Cic. Se st. 50. I 06, 56.120-121, 57 .123-124; Tert. Apo/. 38.2; Plut. Vit. Cic. 

13.2-4; Suet. Ner. 39.3, Ga/b. 13, Vit. 4. See also Edwards (1993, 100): Csapo and Slater (1995, 318): 
Parker ( 1999. 172). At the ludi Augusta/es held the year of Augustus' death a pantomime refused to go on 
stage until he was offered more money, a demand which the crowd supported (Tac. Ann. 1.54.2; Dio Cafts. 
56.47.2). 

25 Dio Cass. 54.17.4-5: Tac. Ann. 4.14, 13.25: Suet. Tib. 37 .2; Ner. 16.2. 39.3. See Jory ( 1986 ); 
Slater ( 1994 ). 

2°For more on the challenge which actors and gladiators presented to Roman order. see Edwards 
(1993. 1997); Parker (1999). 

27 For the performance of these individuals see Plass (1995); Gunderson (1996. 136-142). 
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B.C.E. a ban was imposed prohibiting any senator to fight as a gladiator.28 Although the bans of 

46 and 38 as recorded by Dio do not mention the stage, his next account of a prohibition in the 

year 22 B.C.E. reveals that both senators and their sons were already banned from performing on 

stage. The legislation from this year extended the prohibition from the stage and arena to the 

grandchildren of senators as well.29 Augustus continued the Republican tradition of legislation 

against performance by senators on stage and in the arena. He extended the prohibition to their 

grandchildren in 22 B.C.E. and to equites and perhaps upper-cla5s women in the same year.30 By 

11 C.E., however, he was forced to lift the prohibition against equites because of constant 

evasions.31 In the same year a senatorial decree was passed forbidding public performances by 

freeborn males under the age of 25 and freeborn women under the age of 20, perhaps in order to 

prevent young persons from taking advantage of the relaxation of the ban against the equites 

from earlier that year.32 

A senatus consultum was pa5sed in 19 C.E. in order to punish members of the ordo 

senatorius and ordo equester (equestrians had been allowed to perform from 11 C.E. until this 

date), as well as members of their families, who deliberately incurred infamia in order to perform 

28 Dio Cass. 43.23.5, 48.43.2-3. 
29 Dio Cass. 54.2.5. It is because senators and their children were already prohibited from the stage 

by the time of this ban that Levick ( 1983, 106) suggests that the senatus consultum of 38 banned them not 
only from the arena but also the stage. 

JO Dio Cass. 54.2.5. 
JI Dio Cass. 56.25.7. 
32 Although the senatus consu/tum banning the performance of freeborn individuals depending 

upon age refers only to the arena it should be taken as applying to the stage as well, as had the earlier 
legislation. 
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on stage or in the arena free from repercussions.33 By 19 C.E. senators and their sons had been 

banned from the stage and the arena since 38 B.C.E. and their grandchildren had been banned 

since 22; members of the equestrian order and women from senatorial and equestrian families 

had been forbidden the same since 22 but, because of constant evasion of the ban, equites were 

exempted from this prohibition by a senatus consultum of 11 C.E. Freeborn males under the age 

of 25 and freeborn women under the age of 20 had been banned from giving public performances 

by a decree passed later that same year. The following individuals were forbidden to perform a-; 

an actor or gladiator by the senatus consul tum of 19 C.E.: a senator's son, daughter, grandson, 

granddaughter, great-grandson, and great-granddaughter, any man whose father or grandfather 

(both maternal and paternal) or brother had ever been allowed to sit in seats assigned to equites at 

spectacles, and any woman whose husband, father, or grandfather (both maternal and paternal) or 

brother had been allowed the same. The prohibitions concerning performance by senators reveal 

that the interest in these activities was strong enough to be an on-going concern. There are many 

reasons why members of the elite may have been so eager to become infames: financial hardship, 

the glamour of the profession, the power which an actor or a gladiator could yield over an 

audience, or the freedom from living the life of a member of an upper ordo offered by the lack of 

social status.34 These individuals added to the social hierarchy among gladiators and freeborn 

fighters, ranging from the poorest individuals to equites and senators, tended to be more popular 

.n This senatus consu/tum is recorded on a fragmentary bronze tablet from Larinum; see in 
particular Levick ( 1983 ); also Malavolta ( 1978): McGinn ( 1992). 

3~ Barton ( 1993, 47) suggests that members of the upper ordines fought in the arena " ... as the final 
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than servile individuals and fights involving members of the ordo senatorius and ordo equester 

were extremely popular.->5 

By legislating who was prohibited from performing on stage and in the arena, the state 

was effectively declaring who was debased enough to be allowed to perform in a profession 

considered far beneath senators. equestrians, and their descendants. 36 The lowly position of those 

persons performing or fighting was an important element of the display of the social hierarchy at 

spectacles. It echoed the low social status of the individuals sitting or standing at the rear of the 

venue: women, the poor, and slaves. In reality, senators, equestrians, and others who were 

granted privileged seating near the front of the audience were in a somewhat precarious position, 

sandwiched between elements of the population that had every reason to dislike them. While the 

architecture of the venues ensured that individuals from different social levels would not mix 

while attending spectacles, whether as performers or spectators, the practice of assigning reserved 

seats in the cavea ensured that the different social levels would be reinforced and displayed once 

spectators had seated themselves. 

and ultimate act of a libertine existence, the !',Uicidal culmination of a life of self-indulgence." 
35 Dio Cass. 56.25.8. For discussion of the hierarchy in the arena see Edmondson ( 1996, 95-97); 

for the prices of different types of gladiators, presumably according to fighting ability, see Carter (2003 ). 
36 Venationes, staged animal hunts held in the arena, were not affected by any such legislation 

either in the Republic or Imperial period (for example Dio Cass. 48.33.4; Suet. Aug. 43.2). Plass ( 1995, 72) 
suggests that it was less socially risque to be a venator because the venatio was not as important a part of 
spectacle as was gladiatorial combat; the 1·enatio also had the more upper-class associations of hunting. 
Chariot racing also was not considered beneath the upper ordines and even Nero took part (Suet. Cal. 28.3; 
Ner. 14.14-15.15.67). 
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Spectacle as an Opportunity to Challenge the Social Hierarchy 

The organization of audiences as it is revealed by seating inscriptions provides insight not 

only into the disparate social and civic structures of communities throughout the empire, but also 

into the use of spectator seating arrangements in the creation of a community's self-identity. The 

presence of these seating inscriptions does not, however, reveal to what extent audiences would 

have in fact adhered to these idealized representations oflocal society. Since seating inscriptions 

are static they can obscure the ways in which audiences chose to structure themselves.37 

While this study ha'i focussed on the role of spectacle in displaying and reinforcing the 

social hierarchy, and on audience organization as a tool of the elite, it will conclude with a brief 

summary of the opportunities which spectacle offered to challenge the established order. 38 The 

available evidence concentrates only on the city of Rome, but similar situations surely would 

have arisen in provincial audiences. Literary sources reveal that in spectacular venues in Rome 

individuals sat in seats that were reserved for others, sometimes because of special permission 

but far more frequently via unofficial means, and this must have occurred far more often than 

was ever recorded.39 Incursions into the fourteen equestrian rows are mentioned most often. The 

people were certainly displea~ed with the lex Roscia theatralis at its introduction, and before 

Augustus passed legislation allowing anyone whose parents had ever had the equestrian census to 

37 van Nijf 1997. 235. 
38 For more detailed discussion. see Reinhold ( 1971 ); Edwards ( 1993, 1997); Edmondson ( 1996. 

98-111 ); Parker ( 1999). 
39 The ancient ~ources concentrate on the Colosseum but earlier venues are mentioned as well. 
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sit in the fourteen rows, bankrupt former members of the ordo tried to sit there.""'° Freedmen, 

soldiers, and others not generally allowed to access these rows are also known to have occupied 

these seats; often other audience members did not approve even if special permission had been 

granted to the individual.41 On occasion these incursions were promoted by the ruler; Caligula, 

for example, encouraged members of the plebs to sit in the equestrian rows by handing out gift 

tickets early.°"'2 By the time of Domitian things had become so disordered in the equestrian area 

that he had to strictly reinforce the regulations and theatre attendants were put in place to keep an 

h. 43 eye on t mgs. · 

The close contact between ruler and audience at spectacles in Rome provided the people 

with an opportunity to make demands concerning a variety of issues to which the ruler 

sometimes agreed, giving the people at least the appearance of control.44 They could demand the 

manumission of actors, the return of actors from exile, express their sentiments towards those 

performing or fighting, voice their opinion on legislation, comment on magistrates and members 

of the imperial house or their companions, complain about the grain supply, and plead personal 

cases.45 These opportunities allowed the plebs to challenge the leadership and social prominence 

40 Plut. Vit. Cic. 13; Suet. Aug. 40.1: Cic. Phil. 2.18. 

41 Schol. on Juv. 5.3; Hor. Epod. 4.15-16; Porph. on Hor. Sat. 1.5.51-55; Plut. Vit. Ant. 59.4; Mart. 


5.8. 5.14, 5.23. 5.25; Suet. Aug. 14. 
42 Suet. Cal. 26.4. 
43 Suet. Dom. 8; Mart. 5.8. 5.14, 5.23. 5.25; Juv. Sat. 3.153-159. Even into the fourth century 

individuals were still attempting to <>it in <>eats to which they were not entitled ( C/L VI 41328-41330). 
44 An excellent example of the interaction between the audience and the individual responsible for 

the spectacle outside of Rome is provided by a mosaic found in Smirat depicting the munerarius and his 
response to acclamations by the crowd (Beschaouch 1966). 

45 The manumission of actors: Suet. Tib. 47. I; Dio Cass. 57 .11.6. The return of actors from exile: 
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of the ruler. The lack of cohesiveness among audience members once they departed from the 

venue, however, ensured that protests begun in the theatre did not usually have a permanent 

effect.46 

Roman spectacle also provided those in power with the opportunity to challenge the 

social hierarchy of the audience. The ruler sometimes allowed or even encouraged individuals to 

sit in areas to which they were usually denied access; he could also invite anyone whom he chose 

to be seated with him.47 Those in power were also capable of promoting an individual to a 

higher status and thereby giving him official entry into a new seating area.48 The influence of the 

ruler could also be negative: members of the upper ordines could be forced to perform on stage 

or in the arena or could be condemned to death via the avenue of the arena.49 Individuals of high 

status could also be publicly humiliated in other ways. Caligula's encouragement to the plebs to 

sit in the equestrian rows would have appalled the equites, and Commodus attempted to threaten 

Suet. Aug. 45; Dio Cass. 54.17.4. Sentiments on those fighting: Diod. Sic. 37.11.12, for example (although 
this did not always have to involve the ruler). Opinions on legislation: Plut. Vit. Cic. 13. Comments on 
magistrates and other political figures: Cic. Sest. 56.120-121, 57 .124; Tac. Ann. 1.77; Suet. Tib. 66. l; Vit. 4; 
Her. 1.12; Dio Cass. 59.13, 72.13.3-4. 74.4.1-4, 75.4.2-7, 79.21.1; SHA Mac. 12.7-9; Plut. Vit. Galb. 17: 
Pl in. NH 34.62. See Whittaker ( 1964) for di<>cussion of the theatre audience's reaction to Cleander, associate 
of Commodus. The grain supply: Tac. Ann. 6.13. Personal cases: Tac. Ann. 3.23: Suet. Aug. 27.2; cf. Dio 
Cass. 47.7.4-5. For general audience and ruler interaction, see Tert. Apo/. 38.2; Cic. Sest. 50.106, 57.123, 
5.125: Suet. Tit. 8.2. 

46 Hopkins 1983. 18-19. 
47 Suet. Tit. 9.2, for example. 
48 At least one freedman was able to sit with the tribunician l'iatores in the seats reserved for 

apparitores (Tac. Ann. 16.12); Caligula granted an equestrian procurator the rank of ex-consul, moving him 
up to the <>enatorial seats (Dio Cass. 60.23.2), and he also granted an imperial freedman praetorian insignia 
(Tac. Ann. 12.53). 

44 For members of the ordo senatorius and the onlo equester forced to perform see Sen. Contrm·. 
7 .3.9; Dio Cass. 59. l 0.4; Suet. Cal. 35.2-3; Ner. 12.1. For condemnation to death in the arena see Suet. Cal. 
27 .3-4: Dom. 10.1; Dio Cass. 59 .10. 
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the senators watching him perform by shaking an ostrich head at them (a move which, according 

to Dio Cassius, was unsuccessful).so It was not only the members of the upper ordines whom the 

ruler attacked. Caligula reportedly had people scourged for not paying attention when his 

favourite actor Mnester was dancing, ordered individuals standing near the benches at a 

gladiatorial show to be thrown to the wild beasts in the arena, and removed the velum covering 

the spectators during the heat of the day.51 Suetonius relates that Domitian once had the owner of 

a band of gladiators dragged from his seat into the arena.52 Such challenges to the social order by 

the ruler, as they are reported by ancient authors, must have created a sense of unease in the 

audience. These authors may in fact have been using these reversals of the social order as literary 

devices to emphasize the negative characteristics of particular emperors. That is, these incidents 

at spectacles, where the display of the social hierarchy had been so carefully orchestrated from 

Augustus onward, exemplified the ways in which these emperors had gone astray. 

Although members of the upper orders could be forced to perform, many did so 

voluntarily. Their appearance on the stage or in the arena was a very public affront to the status 

of senators and equestrians. Emperors themselves were not immune to the desire to perform; 

Nero loved the stage and chariot-racing and Commodus fought in the arena.53 Although actors 

and gladiators were infames and the desire of individuals in power to perform was seen a<> 

50 Suet. Cal. 26.4; Dio Cass. 73.21. 
51 Suet. Cal. 26.4, 55. l; Dio Cass. 59.10.3. 
52 Suet. Dom. 10.1. 
53 For Nero and his love of performance. ~ee Tac. Ann. 14.14-15, 14.20-21, 15.33, 15.50, 15.65, 

15.67; Ner. 20-25, 53-54; also Beacham (1999, 197-254). 
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morally reprehensible, actors and gladiators could also transcend the social and legal barriers 

separating them from those watching and could exert control over audience members including 

political figures and even the emperor himself. 

Roman spectacle, both in the city of Rome and in the provinces, brought all levels of 

society together in close contact with those in power. In Rome the emperor himself was present 

but his presence was also felt in provincial venues through his symbols and representatives of his 

regime. It is precisely because the elite used audience organization so effectively to impose an 

idealized social structure upon those in attendance that spectacles offered valuable opportunities 

to audience members (including the elite) to challenge the established order.54 

54 As Parker ( 1999, 163) puts it. '"The theatre was a site of contesting identities and power. a place 
where the elite might be praised or attacked. where status was defined and defended. where social and 
~exual identity was proved and challenged." 
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Catalogue of Seating Inscriptions 

(abc) Letters that have been supplied to expand abbreviations 
[abc] Letters lost on the original stone because of damage or weathering but that have 

been supplied 
{abc} Letters inscribed by the lapicide in error 
ABC Letters that cannot be resolved in a word 
abc? Letters that have been supplied whose accuracy is uncertain 
A A letter whose identification is uncertain 
+ An unknown letter 
[- - -] An unknown number of lost letters on the original stone 

An entire line lost on the original stone 

Those letters that were once legible but now are no longer visible, denoted by an underline, have not 
been indicated here. The organization of entries by region follows that of SEG. Unrelated 
inscriptions on the same seat or seat block are separated by a semi-colon. Only those inscriptions 
from the eastern empire that can be securely dated to the Roman period are included here. Texts that 
comprise merely names or that are indecipherable remain untranslated. 

1. Athens. Theatre of Dionysus. The theatre was constructed in the early 5lh c. B.C.E.; the 
inscriptions are Hadrianic (117-138 C.E.) unless otherwise specified. The cunei are identified from 
left to right. The letters assigned for each inscription indicate the seat blocks from left to right when 
looking at the cavea; those seat blocks that are not listed are either lost or do not carry inscriptions. 
JG II 32 5025-80; the texts are listed in the same order here except 5080 which is identified as such. 
For details on the offices listed see Maas (1972, 99-140) and Parker (2005). 

1. Middle c1111eus, row 1 
a) h:p£ws I ~tos 'OAuµTTiou "(Place of) the priest of Zeus Olympias.'' 

"(Place of) the interpreter of the Pythian oracle.'' 

c) 1.c:p£ws/ ~tovuaou 'EAc:uec:p£ws 

"(Place of) the priest of Dionysus Eleuthereos." Date: perhaps pre-Hadrianic; inscribed on 
the middle seat in the first row, an appropriate location for the priest of the god to whom the 
theatre wa<> dedicated. 
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"(Place of) the priest of z.eus Polieos." 

e) [- - -] Surixoou "...(sacrificing) priest. .. " 

2. Middle cwzeus, row 2 
b) lc:p£wi;/'0A~TT(rn;NtKTls "(Place of) the priest of Olympian Nike." This priest 

was responsible for the games founded by Hadrian. 

"(Place of) the torch-bearer." 

e) l.E:p£wi;/' ATTOAAwvoi; nueiou "(Place of) the priest of Pythian Apollo.'' 

3. Middle cuneus, row 3 
c)'tc:p£wi;/ ~riµoKpmim; ; \c:[p£wi;j I ~tjµ[ou Kal] I Xapi[Twv) ; [Lc:p£wi;] 

OTOMc:µaiou Euc:py£TOu] Ka[lj J;3[c:pc:viKrii;1 

"(Place of) the priest of Denwcratia; (Place of) the priest of the Demos and the Graces; 
(Place of the priest) of Ptolemy Euergetes and Berenike(?)." For the restoration of the third 
text see Maas 1972, 108-10. Ptolemy III Euergetes ruled 246-222 B.C.E. 

d) "(Place of) the strategos." 

ii. KUpLa IB IB may be the number 12. 

e) KtjpuKoi; "(Place of) the herald." 

4. Middle cuneus, row 4 

Seat locations not given. Inscriptions date to after 200 C.E. JG II 32 5080. 


i. ~Loy£voui; I Euc:py£TOu 

"(Place of the priest of?) Diogenes the Benefactor." Diogenes wa-; the Macedonian 
commander who led his troops out of Athens in 229 B.C.E. after having been paid 150 
talents by the Athenians. This seat seems to have been reserved for the priest of the cult of 
Diogenes, although Mikalson ( 1998, 172) suggests that it was reserved instead for his eldest 
male descendant. 

ii. \c:p£wi; /'An6Aou I ETTwvUµou "'(Place of) the priest of eponymous(?) Attalus." 

This Attalus appears to be Attalus I Soter (241-197 B.C.E.). 
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5. First cuneus on left 

All remaining entries for no. 1 are found on the first row of seats unless otherwise indicated. 


a) h:poµv~µovrn; "(Place of) the magistrate in charge of temples (hieronmemon)." 

"(Place of) the priest and high priest of Augustus Caesar." Date: Augustan, although the 
"high priest" was a later addition (Maas 1972, 116); see Chapter 3. 

"(Place of) the priest of Hadrian Eleutheraios". 
Date: late 2nd to 3rd c. 

6. Second cuneus on left 

a) &pxovTOc; "(Place of) the archon (chief magistrate)." 


b) ~acrtAEw [c;] ''(Place of) the basileus (second of nine archons)." 

c) rrof.c:µ6pxou ''(Place of) the polemarch (the third archon)." 

7. Third cuneus on left 

a) 9rnµo8hou "Place of the thesmothete (one of six junior archons)." 


b)9rnµo8hou c)9rnµo8hou d) 9rnµo8ETOU I rop[- - -J 

''(Place of) the sacred herald." 

8. Fourth cuneus on left 
All seats in the first row have been lost. 

9. Fifth cuneus on left 
d) tc:p£wc; /' IaJ<:xaywyou "(Place of) the priest of Iacchus (Dionysus)." 

e) tEpEwc;/' AOKATJTTLOU I n[ai]w<v>ac; "(Place of) the priest of Asclepius Paionos.'' 

10. Sixth cuneus on left 
a) tc:p£wc; I rrupcj>6pou I£~ Gi<porr6- I Ac:wc; "(Place of) the fire-bearing priest from the 

acropolis." 
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b) h:pE:wc; D.tjµou I Kat XapiTwv I Kat· Pwµric; 

"(Place of) the priest of the Demos and the Graces and Roma." Date: Augustan. 

"(Place of) the sacrosanct herald and priest..." 

11. First cuneus on right 
a) EST'JYT'JTOU I ES Eunmpt8Wv XELPO-/ TOVT')ToU UTTO ToU I otjµou Ota ~iou 

"(Place of) the interpreter (of the Pythian oracle) from the Eupatridae appointed by the 
demos for life." 

b) tEpE:wc; XapiTwv I Kat 'ApTE:µtooc; /'Emnupytoiac; I nup¢6pou 

"(Place of) the priest of the Graces and fire-bearing Artemis Epipurgidia." 

c) tEpE:wc; I nooc:t8Wvoc; I <l>uTaAµiou "(Place of) the priest of nourishing Poseidon." 

d) tEpE:wc; /' An6t.t.wvoc; I D.rit.iou "(Place of) the priest of Delian Apollo." 

e) tEpo<jlavrnu "(Place of) the hierophant." 

12. Second cunem on right 
a) tEpE:wc; I D.toc; Bout.aiou I Kat 'ASrivac; I Bout.aiac; 	 "(Place of) the priest of z.eus of the 

council and Athena of the council." 

b) ~oul;uyou I tEpE:wc; D.toc; Ev I naAt.aoitµ 

"(Place of) the oxen-keeping priest of z.eus in the Palladion." 

c) tEpE:wc; I MEl.noµEvou I D.tovuoou I ES Euvc:t8Wv 

"(Place of) the priest of Dionsysus Melpomenos of the Euneidoi." The Euneidoi appear to 
have been a gens named after, and descendants of, the son of Jason and Hypsipyles that 
was of particular cultic significance and that was involved in music and religious sacrifices. 
Dionysus is here represented in his incarnation a~ the god of song and dance. 

d) tEpf:w.; /' ApTE:µteoc; I Kol.atvieoc; "(Place of) the priest of Artemis Kolainis." 
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e) h:p£w<; I noaa5Wvo<; Irat116xou Kat /' Epcx0£w<; 	 "(Place of) earth-shaking Poseidon and 
Erectheus." 

13. Third cuneus on right 

a) l.cp£w<; I vacat I EuKAEta<; Kat I Euvoµia<; "(Place of) the priest of Glory and Good Order." 


b) LEpEw<; I ~tovuaou I MEATTOµcvou I EK TEXVEt Twv 

"(Place of) the priest of Dionysus Melpomenus of the theatrical artists." 

"(Place of) the priest of Apollo Patroos." 

d) LEpEw<; I ,AVTlv6ou I xopdou EK TE-/ XVElTWV 

"(Place of) the priest of Antinoos of the Chorus of the theatrical artists." 

di) Lepta<; 'A0riva<; 'A0riviou 

"(Place of) the priestess of Athena, Athenian." An Arria Athenian has been identified in 
Athens (/G 2776, 11 ). This text is located in the second row, directly behind d). 

"(Place of) the priest of Zeus the Saviour and Athena the Saviour." 

14. Fourth cuneus on right 

a) cpatOUVTOU I ~to<; EK ndari<; "(Place of) the statue-cleanser of Zeus out of obedience?" 


b) l.cp£w<;/ &D&cKa 0cwv 	 "(Place of) the priest of the twelve gods." 

"(Place of) the priest of Zeus Philios." Date: pre
Hadrianic? 

d) l.cp£w<; I Mouawv "(Place of) the priest of the Muses." 

e) l.cp£w<;/ 'AOKAT]mou "(Place of) the priest of Asclepius." 

15. Fifth cuneus on right 

a) LEpEw<; r Hcpa(aTOU "(Place of) the priest of Hephaistus." 
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b) 1.c:p£wc; I Oupaviac; I Nc:µ£ac:wc; "(Place of) the priest of Urania Nemesis." 

c) l.c:p£wc;/ 'AvclK:wv /Kal "Hpwoc;/' EmTc:yiou 

"(Place of) the priest of the Anakes (Dioscuri) and of Hero Epitegios." 

d) ¢atouvToD I ~toe; '01.uµrriou I E.v "Amc:t "(Place of) the cleanser of z.eus Olympius 
in the city." 

"(Place of) the priest of Apollo Lukeos." The adjective lukeios, when used as an epithet for 
the god Apollo, seems to play upon different meanings: the wolf-slayer (lukoktonos), the 
Lycian god, or the god of light. Date: Augustan. 

16. Sixth Cllneus on right. 
a) 1.c:p£wc; ~~µrJTpoc; I Kat <l>c:ppc:¢mric; "(Place of) the priest of Demeter and 

Persephone." 

b) l.c:p£wc; I ~toe; Tc:t.d- I ou ~oli;uyou "(Place ot) the priest of z.eus the All-Powerful 
Bouzougos." 

"(Place of) the priest of Theseus." 

d) l.c:p£wc; I l.t8o¢6pou "(Place of) the stone-bearing(?) priest." 

e) lc:p£wc;/ Au/.wv£wc;/ ~tovuaou "(Place of) the priest of Dionysus Auloneos." 

t) l.c:p£wc;' Arr6/./.w- I voe; ~a¢vri¢6pou "(Place of) the priest of Apollo Daphnephoros." 

2. Athens. Theatre of Dionysus; see above no. 1. The inscriptions are Hadrianic unless otherwise 

specified. The row in which each inscription is found is indicated but individual seats are not 

identified and the letters assigned, unlike in no. 1 above, do not indicate seat order. JG II 32 5083
5164; the texts are listed in the same order here. For details on the offices listed see Maas ( 1972, 99
140) and Parker (2005). 


1. Middle CL1neus 

a) Row 2 H[- 6-]lav6c; b) Row 11 Ko/./.u[TEwv?] 


c)Row 14 ''(Place of) the priest. .. ?" 
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2. First cuneus on left 
a) Row 7 [- - -]£we; b) Row 11 At8oK<o>TTwv "(Place of) the stone-cutters." 

c) Row 15 TTav(---) 

3. Second cuneus on left 
a) Row 3 8[tAtj]µovoc; ; [- - -]At[- - -] 

b)Row4 'AntKo[u] ''(Place of) Atticus"; this is Herodes Atticus senior. 

4. Third cuneus on left 
a) Row 3 [- - -JN raiou 

5. Fourth c1111e11s on left 

a) Row 8 J\a5[a]µtj[a<;I Date: possibly Augustan. 


6. First cunellS on right 

a) Row 2 1c:pciac; I· HAiou "(Place of) the priestess of Helios." 


b)Row2 1c:p£wc; I Litovuaou "(Place of) the priest of Dionysus." 


c)Row 3 1c:ptj[a<;] c:[- - -J' Av[T]wviac; 

''(Place of) the priestess... of Antonia"; Antonia is the wife ofDrusus who was given divine 
honours after her death. Date: Augustan. 

d)Row4 	 1c:ptjac; • Emiac; ETT' &KpoTT6Aa Kai. J\a~iac; Kai.' louAia[<;] 

"(Place of) the priestess of Hestia on the Acropolis and of Livia and Julia." Date: 
Augustan. 

e)Row4 <l>aAc:ivou 

f)Row 5 

"(A place for the) two symbol-carriers of Verdant Themis(?)" The number two here seems 
to mean that enough space wa" reserved for two individuals holding this office, or perhaps 
that they took turns occupying the seat. 
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g)Row6 E:pari¢6poti; ~· ElfitSuia<i;> f.v &ypm[i;] 

''(A place for the) symbol-carriers of Ilithyia in the hunts(?)" The number two here seems to 
mean that enough space was reserved for two individuals holding this office, or perhaps 
that they took turns occupying the seat. 

h)Row7 Uµvr"JTptwv ua[- - - vu?]µ¢rii; "(Place of) the hymn-singers... " 

i)Row 8 'Qfi~iai; tEptjai; /KaB' UTTOflVflµ[a]noµov Kat KaTa /ljJtj<j>toµa 'lou/iiai; 
Tfi<; [- - -]8[-]µa[- - -]Ko[u] 8uy[mp6i;] 


(Place of) the blessed priestess, according to a decree and a vote, of Julia, 

daughter..." Date: Augustan. 


j)Row9 tEpciai; 'Hrn[Ttai;' Pw ]µaiwv ''(Place of) the priestess of Hestia of the Romans.'' 

k)Row IO 6/iri¢6pou 'ASrivai; 0€:µt8oi; "(Place of) the barley-carrier of Athena Them is." 

l) Row 11 0t/iiTTTTfl<; M ri8tjou 8uyaTp6i; "(Place of) Philippa, the daughter of Medeus." 
Date: Augustan. 

m)Row 12 McytOTfl<; Ka[Ta] tjJtj<j>t[oµa] "(Place of) Megista by vote." 

n) Row 13 [ - - -]£ Ki::<j>a/ifi8Ev At a later date <Dalitjp toi; was superinscribed. 

o) Row 14 Mi::yia[n1i;l KaTa tjJtj¢toµa ''(Place of) Megista by vote.'' 

p) Row 15 [- - -JtoOTpo~[- - -] 

q)Row20 ''(Place of) the priest ofThemis(?)." 

r)Row 20 ~aµa[- - -]K[- - -Jtoi; 

7. Second cwzeus on right. 

a) Row 2 tEpo¢aLv]T[ou] I' A[lilE~[av8pou?] 


"(Place of) the hierophant of Alexander or of the hierophant Alexander?" 

b)Row 3 [- - -Jatpnt8oi; a[- - -lKoa[- - -] 
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c)Row4 A[- - -] ~Lwvrislrrov[- - -] 

d)Row6 

"(Place of) the priest of Divine Roma and of Augustus Caesar." 

e)Row6 'A[cppobl]Tl1[SJ E:[n]npayias ''(Place of) ...Aphrodite Epitragias." 

f)Row6 'ApT£µL8os Olvaias "(Place of) ...Oenoean Artemis (related to the 
deme Oenoe).'' 

g)Row6 ~tjµ11Tpos 'Ax[aiasJ "(Place of) ...Achaean Demeter.'' 

h)Row7 "(A place for) the three ba<;ket
carriers from the Palladium"; cf. 6f, g. 

i)Row 8 'Acp[po8]lT[11s1 KwliLa8[os] Kan- - -]a[- - -1 

''(Place of) ...Aphrodite from Colias and ..." 

j)Row 8 "(Place of)AthenaAetiona (?).'' 

k)Row9 KaTa l)Jtjcpwµa y[- 5 -]µ[- 5 -lrias I AaµL8iou " ...by vote ...Lamidios..." 

l)Row 10 

"(Place of) Alcia<; wife of Atticus, Alcias according to vote and decree(?)." Alcias wa<; the 
wife of Herodes Atticus senior. 

m)Row 11 Aa8aµtjas TllS Mri[8tjou?] ''(Place of) Ladamea, the daughter (or wife?) of 
Medeus.'' Date: possibly Augustan. 

o) Row 12 AaµLbtou [Ka]Ta [l)J Jtj[cpwµaj "(Place of) Lamidius by vote.'' 

p)Row 13 tc:ptjas Klirnpim[risl ''(Place of) the priestess Klearista.'' 

q) Row 14 1c:p£ws ~Lovua[ou] "(Place of) the priest of Dionysus.'' 

r) Row 15 'AVTwvl[as] "(Place of) ...Antonia(?).'' 
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8. Third cuneu.s on right 
a) Row 2 OT£<jla[vri<j>6pou] "(Place ot) the crown-bearer." 

b)Row2 [Uµ]vlFptwv cl>tfitoiou "(Place ot) the hymn-singers of Philidios." 

c)Row 3 

''(Place ot) the priestess of verdant Demeter ; (place ot) Diophantus." 

d)Row4 "(Place ot) the priestess of Earth Themis." 

e)Row 5 UµvT)Tptas [l£p]ias Kou[p]OTp6<j>ou ~tjµ[T)TPOs] naeoDs I [- - -]a[- - -] 

"(Place ot) the hymn-singer priestess of child-rearing Demeter Peithos." 

t)Row 6 0[£a]µo<j>6pou "(Place ot) .. .the law-giver(?)." Thesmophoros is an 
epithet of the goddess Demeter. 

g)Row6 [- - -]m[- - -1 I [l£pMasOlvcXveri[s1 

"(Place ot) ... the priestess of the vine." Date: Augustan. 

h)Row7 "(Place ot) the mother of the gods(?)" 

i)Row 8 [- - -]OOJTWV 

j)Row 8 [~]riµtjT[pos 0]rnµo<j>6po[u] "(Place ot) ... Demeter Thesmophoros." 

k)Row8 Motpwv ''(Place ot) ... the Fates." 

9. Third c1meus on right 
a) Row IO Mcytm[TJsKITTa]ljJtj[<jl]taµa "(Place of) Megista by vote." 

b) Row 11 napv[---1 

c)Row 12 ITpa[- - -1; [' ApTE:µtoos Kollimvioos ''(Place ot) Artemis Kolainis." 

d)Row 13 [l]cptja[s- - -1 "(Place ot) the priestess... " Date: Augustan. 
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e)Row 14 'Iou[- - -] ~LOVUOOU A[- - -] "'. .. of Dionysus... " 

f) Row 16 [- - -] EV< Paµ[VOUVTl] " ... at Rhamnus (a deme in Attica)." 

g)Row 17 'AvTt6xou h)Row 18 Or(- - -?) 

10. Fourth cwzeus on right 

a) Row 4 lEplas • Ea[TJlas • P[w]µalwv "'(Place of) the priestess of Hestia of the Romans." 


b)Row 5 [, ApT]Eµt5os EV a[- - -] ; ~<;X5o<j>6pou Eµ napa[lEl] 


"(Place of)...Artemis in ... " ; "'(Place of) the torch-bearer in the Piraeus." 

c) Row 7 [- - -1 Al5ous '"(Place of)... Reverence(?)" 

d)Row 8 

''(Place of) Aphrodite Epitragia"; "(Place of) Hera Ellimenia." 

e)Row9 [lEp]£[rn; 'A<j>p]o[51T]TJSTTav5tjµou vUµ<j>ris [- - -]t[-]8[-]o[-]T][- - -1 

"(Place of) the priestess of the maiden (?) Aphrodite Pandemos." 

f)Row9 "(Place of)...Hebe." 

g)Row 10 5aTTVo<j>6po[ts Kma l!Jtj<j>toµa Kai. KuB' 1'.moµvriJµ-/ [aT]tl;µ[6v]; [- - -]Evo[- - -] 

''(A place for) the individuals carrying meat offerings according to vote and to decree." 

h) Row 11 KoupoTp6<j>ou E~ 'Ay1'al>pou ; ~tjµT]<r>pos 

"(Place ot) the Child-rearer of (the cult of?) Auglaurus"; "(Place of) Demeter." Aglaurus, 
one of the daughters of Cecrops, was worshipped on the Acropolis. 

i) Row 12 ~[tjµT]T ]pas KoupOTp6<j>ou 'Axalac; "(Place of) Achaean Child-rearer 
Demeter." 

j) Row 12 "(Place of)...Hebe." 

k) Row 13 "'(Place of)Demeter Plzrearoos." 
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1) Row 14 <l>Aaouirn; [- - -] I lf:p~rn; AriToD<; Kat' Ap[T£µuSoc;] 

"(Place of)... Ravia ... the priestess of Leto and of Artemis." Date: Augustan. 

m)Row 17 

11. Fifth cuneus on right 
a) Row 2 [- - -]µEv[- - -]~ 

b)Row 3 noa[a&livoc;J "(Place of) ... Poseidon." 

c)Row4 ZaK6pou ~to[KAfouc;] /'Iwv[- - -] 

"(Place of) the attendant in the temple of Diokleus (an Eleusinian hero)." 

d)Row 5 [OEVTE?]T11pio[o<;?] : [- - -]vac; The first text may be referring to a 
penteteric festival. 

e)Row 10 f) Row 11 [ - - -]Kpmac; 

g)Row 14 'A[S]avac; h)Row 16 

12. Sixth cuneus on right 
a) Row 2 8[E]avw b)Row3 [- - -]T[- - -] 

c)Row4 [- - -)aµt[- - -J/I 

3. Athens. Theatre of Dionysus; see above no. 1. Seat, original location unknown. The inscription is 
Hadrianic or later. /G II 32 5081. 

tEpEw<; I, ArroAAWVO<; I Zwmripiou 


"(Place of) the priest of Apollo from Zoster (a place on the west coast of Attica)." 


4. Athens. Theatre of Dionysus: see above no. 1. On a seat found in the orchestra whose original 
location is unknown. The inscription is Hadrianic or later. /G II 32 5082. 

Kat 'Arr6AAwvo-; " ... and of Apollo... " 
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Arcadia 

5. Megalopolis. Theatre seats. The theatre was originally constructed in the early 4th c. B.C.E.; these 
inscriptions have been dated to between the late l '1 c. B.C.E. and the time of Hadrian. The number 
provided indicates the cuneus number in front of which the seats of honour were found in the front 
row; those seats not included (l, 2, 8, 9) were free of inscriptions. JG V.2.452; Richards 1892, 125
126; Fiechter 1931, 23 no. 3. 

3 ¢ull~ M[atvall]lwv 'The tribe Mainalioi." 

4 ¢u(ll~) AuKm:LTwv "(Place of?) the tribe Lykaeitai." 

5 ¢uM\i; nappaaiwv ''(Place of) the tribe Parrhasioi." 

6 ¢u(ll~) navtmwv "(Place of?) the tribe Paniatai." 

7 ¢u(ll~)' Arrollllw[vta]Twv ''(Place of?) the tribe Apolloniatai." 

There are earlier tribal inscriptions in the theatre; the texts above were inscribed as the 
names of the tribes changed. 

Delphi 

6. Delphi. Theatre seats. The theatre was originally constructed in the early 3rd c. B.C.E.; the 
inscriptions are Roman in date. The cunei, of which there are seven in total, are identified from east 
to west; only cunei 2, 6, and 7 carry inscriptions. All text'i are found on the horizontal face of the 
seats unless otherwise indicated. Valmin 1939, 1-6, nos. 1-3; Dilke 1948, 184. 

Cuneus 2 
l. Row 13 [- - -]BAOBOOYIKOYI 2. Row 13 l - - -lµaxou 

3. Row 14 [- - -]K[- -]B[- -]B 4. Row 14, rise [- - -]A[- - -]YO[- -]<DY[- - -IH 

5. Row 15 [- - -]Y EooiK[ou] 

6. Row 15, rise [- - -]Y[- -]O[- - -]H[- - -]H 

7. Row 16, rise [- - -]n[- - -10[- - -]A 
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8. Row 17, rise [- - -JM[- - -]HOA[- - -]HA 

9.Row 19 [---JBO 10. Row 19, rise [- - -]n 

11. Row 20 [- - -?]Bou[A]a[s] NO[- -]A 12. Row 21 [- - -?]BouAa[s] ENO[-]A 

Although nos. 11 and 12 could be the ends of personal names, Valmin (2) suggests that 
these inscriptions may instead be refening to the local town council. Their position far away 
from the front of the cuneus does not, however, correspond with the privileged seating 
assigned to the members of the council elsewhere. 

Cuneus6 
13. Row4 'Apx11i5os Acim11s "(Place of) the priestess Lupa." 

14. Row 5 'Apx11 i5of~ Aoun11Js "(Place of) the priestess Lupa." 

This woman's full name is MEµµia Aouna, and in this cuneus seats are reserved for her by 
name and title in rows 4, 5, 10; her name may also be inscribed on a seat that wa<; found by 
the ew;t parodos wall (below, no. 39). In rows 5, 13, and 14 the name MEµµia is found, 
suggesting that a large portion of this cuneus may have been reserved for the family as a 
whole. MEµµia Aouna lived near the end of the 1st c. B.C.E.; for discussion of her family 
see Valmin ( 4 ). The title of priestess is also found in rows 6, 7, 8, and 9. 

15. Row 5, rise [- - -?l M[E]µµi[a]s MONYAOOYO~AOHIAfA[-JH[-JCl>OCTOI 

16. Row6 "(Place of) the priestess... " 

17. Row 6, rise [- - -]ICT[-]ITHOIOHOOOIAOKAHAI 

18. Row 7 'Apx11i5o~ "(Place of) the priestess.. .'' 

19. Row8 "(Place of) the priestess... " 

20.Row9 "(Place of) the priestess... " 

21. Row 9, rise Kopv11Ai(a)~ EY 

22. Row 10 "(Place of) the priestess Lupa." 

23. Row 10, rise [- - -]NH[-]IAI[-JEY[- -]CTATIAI 
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24. Row 11 [- - -]CT[- - -]KO 25. Row 12 [- - -]CT[- - -JK 

26. Row 12, rise [- - -]MPAMCTHOL\OIIIII 

27. Row 13 [- - -]CT [- - -JK 

28. Row 13, rise 'Aµ<j>tKTUOVWV [- - -]OI[- - -1 Mcµµia[s- - -]AEAI 

"(Place ot) the Amphictyons...(Place of?) Memmia..." It is surprising to find seats for the 
Amphictyons, members of the council designated by the Amphictyonic League, this far 
back in the cavea. Their historical importance at Delphi would suggest that they should 
instead have seats at the front of the audience (see, for example, Bonner and Smith 1943). 
Valmin (4) suggests that they had some connection with the Mc:µµia family, whose name is 
mentioned in the same row. A large portion of this cuneus seems to have been reserved for 
the family; see no. 14 above. 

29. Row 14 l- - -]CT 

30. Row 14, rise M[c:]µµ[i]a[sJ MNAO<DI[- - -]I[- - -]I 

31. Row 15, rise [- - -JKOlO[-]<D[- - -]0 

32. Row 16, rise [- - -]H 

33. Row 17, rise [- - -]O[- - -]SO 

34. Found ex situ in the external wall of the cuneus [- - -?]H[- - -JO[- -]I 

35. Found ex situ in the external wall of the cwzeus [ - - -]T[- - -?] 

Cuneus 7 
36. Row 5 TOYN[- - -IA 37. Row 5, rise [- - -JI 

37. Row 17 [- - -]O 

38. Found ex situ [- - -]J\IA0 A(- - -?) 

Fragments Found Outside of Theatre 
39. The eastern parodos wall [- - -]/\ 0 A I H I vel [- - -] J\oµJTTls 
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40. The western parodos wall [- - -]TO[- - -]0 

Macedonia 

7. Stobi. Theatre. The theatre was built at beginning of the t1<1 c. C.E; the inscriptions date from the 
late 2nd to perhaps the 4th c. C.E. The cunei are identified from the left; seating block numbers 
provided include stairway blocks and are given from the left or right (facing the cavea) depending 
upon the condition of the row. Row references are given from the bottom unless otherwise 
indicated. Saria 1940, nos. 1-167; this list corresponds to his, although his catalogue is in places 
difficult to interpret. References to Wiseman refer to catalogue entry no. 8 below. 

I~1 cuneus from left 
1. Row 2 , block 4 from right J\.ouKtou I KuVTt(- - -?) 

The two inscriptions appear to be unrelated, since the second line is in a much larger script. 

2. Row 2, block 3 from right 

ct>[- - -?]vtou I no~ll(tou?) IEPI(- - -?) I naullou I Allli(ou?) I[- - -]J\.[- - -?] 

3. Row 2, block 2 from right 

KouvTtAt(- - -?) I Kopri I naullt(- - -?) 'AyciJoKllrnc, I J\.[- - -?] 

Each line appears to be unrelated to the next; naullt and 'AyciJoKllrnc, have been 
inscribed over one another, although it is not clear which is the earlier inscription. 

4. Row 2, block 1from right 'Evavac,; I[---?1 

5. Row 3, block 3 from right Ou+~t(---?)/J\.E(---?); OUll[---?] 

6. Row 3, block 2 from right , Em8uµT"JTOU Y(- - -?) ; ra(o(u)/I~avou 

7. Row 3, block I from right J\.OUKlOU 

8. Row 4, block 5 from left <j>uM'ic, OuaM:ptac, "(Place of) the tribe Valeria.'' 
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9. Row 4, block 4 from left cpu/i(~~) MapTta~; Au(/iou?); fa((ou?) I KOL(- - -) 

"(Place of) the tribe Martia." 

10. Row 4, block 3 from left cpu(/i~~?) [- - -] "(Place of) the tribe..." 

11. Row 5, block 2 from left <l>t(- - -) ; Oua/i(£pta~?) ; cpu(/i~~) K[/iauo]ta 

"... (Place of the tribe) Valeria"; ''(Place of) the tribe Claudia." In his list of the 6 
tribes of Stobi whose names are inscribed on theatre seats, Wiseman ( 1984, 578 n. 
63) identifies a tribe Cl[audi]a, to which this inscription may be refening. 

12. Row 5, block 3 from left ~l(---); 8(---) 

13. Row 5, block 4 from left Ou(- - -) 

14. Row 6, block 4 from right A monogram composed of an H and two Ps at the 
top of each vertical line of the H. 

15. Row 6, block 3 from right Ou(- - -) 

16. Row 7, block 2? from left 

f(atou?) n(---) EY(---); XI(---?)/nPI(---)veln(---)P(---)I(---)/ 
l---?JEIB(---) BJ\0(---); Euxa(---); nprn(---) 

17. Row 7, block 3 from right [---o?]Y Kopx(---)/ 'Ioulit(ou?) 

18. Row 7, block 2 from right [- - -?]EIOY; EWK /OVI ; J\ou(Ktou?) 

19. Row 8, block 4 from right 

J\E(- - -) ; l,:+O ; EuTU(xou?)ff(- - -?)N(- - -?)E(- - -?) ; K(- - -?) I El0ayc:vwv 

20. Row 8, block 2 from right no(u~Arou?) Al(/i(ou?) 

21. Row 9, block l from left Kpmoauµou I ra(ou ; Oua[- - -1 ; ~W(- - -?) 

22. Row 9, block 3 from right Ouaptwv 
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23. Row 9, block 2 from right 'IouAtavwv Kal 

24. Row 9, block I from right 0ETLAALOU fatavou 

25. Row 10, block 1 from left Kpcrrwvou ; noµaWTT'JP.LXOU r(- - -) 

26. Row 10, block 2 from left Ac:t~t(o)u 

27. Row 10, block 3 from left [I]f.:KOUV~o[u] 

It is possible that the lambda is in fact a delta, making this [I]c:Kouv5o[uJ. 

28. Row 10, block 4 from left 1(- - -) 0(- - -L NOYM+ 

NOYM+ does not seem to be related to the first two texts. 

29. Row 10, block 5 from left 

Nc:t(Kiou?) ; Nc:t(Ktou?) ; Nc:tKiou ; B(- - -) ; +A(- - -) ; Au(Kiou?) <!>(- - -) ; 
KPI(- - -) ; [- - -?JNOYY E[- - -I ; Ou(- - -) 0(- - -) <!>om+(- - -) 

30. Row 11, block 1 from left npo[---J 

31. Row 11, block 2 from left <l>ouA(KL viou?) 

32. Row 11, block 5 from left LC:K(ouv8ou?) 0(- - -) nc- - -) vel on(- - -) 

33. Row 11, block 7 from left [- - -?]M(- - -) 

34. Row 12, block 2 from left 

AAE~a(v8pou?); OorJTLOu M(- - -)/ 'Iavou; fpavwviou/ 'AAc:(~av8pou?) 
[-]Y BEi(- - -) I Ooµrrov(iou) I ItKc:[8?]wvou 

35. Row 12, block 3 from left OYK(- - -?) ; faiou ; 011(- - -?) ; A(- - -?) 

36. Row 12, block 5 from left NLKO(- - -) 
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37. Row 12, block 6 from left Zwa(Aou?) Epµa(- - -) ; Af:wvt(bou?) I 
nombw(viou?) 

38. Row 12, rise of an unknown block KAEn(- - -?) C(- - -?) 1\1(- - -) 

39. Row 13, block 5 from right YAAou ; YM(ou?) 

40. Row 13, block 2 from right npoK(Aou?) I fE(- - -) vel r(- - -) E(- - -) ; H(- - -) 
P(- - -) K(- - -) vel 'Hp(a)K(AEtbou)? 

41. Row 13, block 1from right [- - -?JnOY(- - -?) 

42.Rowl4,block3fromright Af(---)/OY(---?) E(---) 

43. Row 14, block 2 from right AEwv(tbou?) 'AKutou IE(- - -) 

44. Row 15, block 3 from right i1tov(ucriou?) MA(- - -) vel M(- - -) A(- - -) ; raio(u) 

45. Row 15, block 5 from right OutAST]w+a[- - -?] 

46. Row 15, blocks 3 and 2 from right KaMt(- - -) i1tovu(criou?) E[- - -JAE 

47. Row 16, block 2 from right 

AlAt(ou) TEpn(ou)OuATTt(ou) E(- - -) Ar(- - -) vel A(- - -) r(- - -) 

48. Row 16, block l from right n(---)M(---) 

49. No longer in situ EuTUxou I [- - -?]QNil- - -?]~0 

2nd cuneus from left 
50. Row 2, block 2 from left [---?]I(---?); A(---) 

51. Row 2, block 3 from left E(- - -); [K]ouVTtAta(voCi)/N(- - -) T(- - -) I(- - -) 

52. Row 3, block 2 from left BIBIA(- - -?)/A(- - -) A(- - -) ; IJ(- - -?) ~(- - -?) ; 
At 

53. Row 3, block 3 from left Kut(vTOu?) AAE(- - -?)/ [- - -?] BAOY 
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54. Row 3, block 4 from left MapKOU 

55. Row 3, block 5 from left Tou>.(ou; AouKtOU nou~AlKlOU LEp~(lAtou?) 

56. Row 3, block 6 from left MapKou; <1>(- - -) M(- - -) Y(- - -); Icp$tf.tou?) 

57. Row 3, block 2 from left; Wiseman (1984, 578 n. 60) 

N(- - -) I [- - -JounTOU TOTTO~ '' ...Place of ...Titus." 

58. Row 4, block 2 from left A monogram that seems to include a <1>, N, P and 
perllaps an A. 

59. Row 4, block 3 from left A monogram that includes a <1>, Y, K, and perllaps 
another letter; another monogram that includes a <1> 
andan P. 

60. Row 4, block 4 from left, in large letters; Wiseman 1984, 582 and n. 83 

This text is carved across most of the row. 

61. Row 4, block 5 from left 

ra((ou?) velr(---)A(---); cpu(J.Tj~?);C(---)/A(---); cpul.Tj(~)/ [McpK]oupta~ 

H(---) 

"(Place of) the tribe ..."; ''(Place of) the tribe Mercuria .. . " 

62. Row 4, block 6 from left Au(>.ou?) BtTou(- - -?) 

63. Row 5, block I from left OuaAE(ptou?) OY(- - -?) 

The final OY may in fact be the genitive singular ending: Ouaf.c(p()ou. 

64. Row 5, block 2 from left 

A(- - -?) A(- - -?); monogram including T, Y, Y, 0, Y, and perhaps another 
letter; another monogram including E, W, T, and perhaps 0 and I. 
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65. Original location unknown Z(- - -) ME(- - -) vel Z(- - -) M(- - -) E(- - -) 

The zeta is much larger than the other two letters and seems unrelated. 

66. Row 5, block 3 from left [- - -?]NOY(- - -?) 

67.Row5,block4fromleft <l>AIN(---)/IT(---) A(---) 

68. Row 5, blocks 2 and 3 from left POAf(- - -) I MapK(ou) 

69. Row 5, original location unknown DA(- - -) I D(- - -) 

70. Row 6, block 1from left AE (- - -) 'Iou.Ac:ia 

71. Row 6, block 2 from left A(- - -) f(- - -) T(- - -) ; Eu[3t(6)T(ou)? 

72. Row 6, block 3 from left Monogram including an P, W, and either a Tor X; 
could be the chi-rho monogram on an angle. 

73. Row 6, block 4 from left Do(u[3.Aiou'?) M~tµa(.A)tavou 

These texts are prefaced by the image of a bull's head. 

74. Row 6, block 5 from left Zwa.Aou 

75. Row 6, unknown block <l>a[- - -]tou I ZO[- - -?] 

76. Row 6, unknown block DE(- - -) vel D(- - -) E(- - -) 

77. Row 7, block 2 from left EYTP(- - -) 

78. Row 7, block 3 from left KA(- - -) 

79. Row 7, block 4 from left D(- - -); K(- - -) I(- - -) W(- - -) vel K(- - -) IW(- - -) 

80. Row 7, block 5 from left IY(- - -) ; ~oµEv(Ttavou'?)/MA(- - -) ; 8~(- - -) 

81. Row 7, block 6 from left f(- - -) M(- - -) A(- - -) vel f(- - -) MA(- - -) ; 
I[- - -]A[- - -]N[- - -] 
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82. Row 7, unknown block OB(---) 

83. Row 8, block 2 from left EY(- - -) ; r[- - -]OVcI>II 

It is possible that the second inscription is two text~: f(m ?)au and Cl>II. 

84. Row 8, block 4 from left 

85. Row 8, block 5 from left 

86. Row 8, block 6 from left 

87. Row 8, block 7 from left 

88. Row 9, block 2 from left 

89. Row 9, block 3 from left 

90. Row 9, blocks 2 and 3 from left 

91. Row 9, block 4 from left 

92. Row 10, block 1from left 

93. Row 10, block 3 from left 

94. Row 10, block 4 from left 

95. Row I0, unknown block 

96. Row 10, unknown block 

97. Row 11, block 2 from left 

98. Row 11, block 3 from left 

99. Row 11, block 1 from right 

'JouOTOU 

AAUAII[- - ?]ANOI 

n(ou~A(ou?) , AVTov(vou 

[-]AXl[-]Af ; noµTTata Moµou 

A(ouK(ou?) '0KTa$toD?) 

I(ouA(ou?)'OKT~Lav{v}ou/BTAn; Kopvrili(ou; 
, Awtos ; [-]AP IIn 

ra((ou?) 

'lTTTTOAUTOU I ra((ou?); [Tp?]mavou H(- - -) 

8(- - -) vel 0(- - -) 

no(- - -) M(- - -) ; AouKLOU 

Airf.IMOnE[- - ?]QOY 

[-]0100 /nA(- - -?) 

BIBIM(---?) A(---) 

KAWn(- - -?) 

Ou(---); Nl~(---);M(---) 

H(---) 
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100. Row 11, unknown block A(- - -) 

101. Row 12, block l from left KAW(- - -) vel K(- - -) A(- - -) W(- - -); Y(- - -) 
faf3Lbl0~ 

l02. Row 12, block 2 from left I£K(ouv5ou?) I£Kou(v5ou?) I IcK(ouv5ou?) 

l03. Row 12, block 3 from left 

1(- - -?) T(- - -?) ; Kopv(rilliou) M~L(µou?); 1(- - -) Y(- - -) E(- - -) Monogram ofM, A, 
and perhaps fl; M(- - -) A(- - -) vel MA(- - -) ; EuTUxou 

l04. Row 12, block 4 from left 8A(---) A(---) A(---) 

105. Row 12, block 5 from left MA(- - -) vel M(- - -) A(- - -) 

106. Row 13, block 1 from left 

fpa(viou?) n(ou~lliou?) f(paviou?); 0(- - -) EI(- - -?) ; M~iµ(ou) 

107. Row 13, block 2 from left XA(---) <DOY(---) 

108. Row 13, block 3 from left TY(- - -) 

109. Row 13, block 4 from left MOYI(- - -) ; Y(- - -) ; rpavlL ?Jou 

110. Row 13, block 5 from left nOV(- - -) 

Wiseman ( 1984, 581 n. 79) suggests nou$11iou) (fpaviou) as an expansion; cf. no. 106. 

111. Row 13, block 7 from left 'Hpw(5ou?) 

112. Row 14, block 1 from left A(- - -) BIKTW(- - -?) 

113. Row 14, block 2 from left XA(- - -) ; np6Kliou / nnLliA L ( ou) / np6Kli( au) / 
AfO(---) 

The second group of inscriptions may in fact be on the same line; Saria' s catalogue does not 
make their location clear. 
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114. Row 14, block 3 from left 

115. Row 14, block 5 from left 

116. Row 14, block 6 from left 

117. Row 14, block 7 from left 

McMaster University - Department of Classics 

M(apKou?) Ic:mtµtou 

' lo( U)KOUVbou 

OuA(rnos) 'Hpo8ris; DETtAAtos; EY(- - -) rai(ou) 

EDIKTAI.; AP(- - -) H(- - -); Monogram of K, n, and either A ora~ 

118. Row 15, block l from left 

119. Row 15, block 2 from left 

120. Row 15, block 3 from left 

121. Row 15, block 4 from left 

122. Row 15, block 5 from left 

123. Row 15, block 7 from left 

124. Row 16, block l from left 

125. Row 16, block 2 from left 

126. Row 16, block 3 from left 

127. Row 16, block 4 from left 

128. Row 16, block 5 from left 

129. Row 16, block 6 from left 

130. Row 17, block 2 from right 

fE(---); T(---)M(---)I(---) 

/\(- - -) K(- - -) 

[- - -Jl[ou?]Kouv8ou OY(- - -) ; EC(- - -) I (- - -) 

<l>ovwv(- - -?) ; J\(ouKiou?) Ic:Kouv(C>ou?) 


[- - -?]NOY(- - -?) 


MaKc:[8ovt ?Jou NI(- - -) ; M<JSt(µc:ivou?) Hµdvou? 


rE(- - -) vel f(- - -) E(- - -) ; 'Hpw(8ou vel 8ris?) 


npc:tµou 


OpwTOyc:vou 


Karr(iTwv?) Karr(iTwv?) 


DA(- - -) 


J\ou(Kiou?) 


P(- - -) 
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3rd cuneus from left 
131. Row 3 AA(- - -) 

133. Row 5 EY(---) 

135.Row9 Hp(w5ou velw5ric;)? 

137. Row 13 IA(- - -) 

138. Row 14 L(- - -) VE(- - -) 

139. Row 15 IAA[- - -]AO(- - -?) 

Seats no longer in the theatre 
141. Found to the ea<;t of the basilica 

142. Found to the east of the basilica 

143. Found in the chapel of the basilica 

144. Found in the chapel of the basilica 

145. Found in the chapel of the basilica 

146. Found in the basilica, near the apse 

132.Row4 <t>(uA~<;?) "(Place ot) the tribe... " 

134.Row6 CW(---) 'Iou(Atou?) 

136. Row 10 OY(- - -) 

As published by Saria, this text is in the Latin 
alphabet. 

140. Row 16 -tOu!i(tavou?) Ic:Kou(v5ou?) 

'Ioulitavou 

ratou 

KA(- - -) 

TO(- - -) 

A(- - -) 

00(- - -) AfO(- - -) 

147. Found in ba<iilica, between the left and the middle aisles 

OAP(- - -) vel 0(- - -) A(- - -) P(- - -) ' louAtavoc; 'lou(Atoc; vel /i(avoc;?) AO(- - -) 
II(---) 

148. Found in the basilica, between the left and the middle aisles 

AoK(o(u?) Kop(vrililou?) TlTOU 

149. Found in the ba<;ilica, in the right aisle Aou(KLou?) [- - -]ou OPO(- - -) I[- - -] 

150. Original location unknown [---]IOY<t>IAE vel [---]tau <l>tAE(---) 
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8. Stobi. Theatre seats; see above no. 7. The following texts were discovered after the publication of 
Saria' s 1940 article. The full publication of the cavea inscriptions by J. Wiseman is forthcoming in 
a volume on the theatre of Stobi edited by E. Gebhard. All cuneus designations are from the left 
facing the cavea and rows are designated from the bottom. Unlike Saria, Wiseman does not include 
the first row ofprohedria in his row identification meaning that his references are a row below 
Saria's (cat no. 7 above); they have been adjusted accordingly here. 

1. Cuneus 2, row 3, seat block 2; 578 n. 60 MaKc:Mvou Torros 

"Place of Macedonus." 

2. Cuneus 2, row 13, seat block 2; 581 n. 79 M(apKou) f(paviou?) 0(- - -) 

3. Cuneus 3, row 11, seat block 2; 581 and n. 77 Xc:v(Tiou?) 

4. Cuneus 4, row 14, seat blocks 1- 3, near lip; 581 and n. 79, 80 

b) Ic:miµtos • Apµoois; Ic:miµtos cDt!ioUµc:vos; Ic:miµtos X6pµos ; Ic:miµtos 
•Apµoo[is?] 

c) Au<j>(iotos) Ku(- - -) 

The above texts represent 3 sets of occupants, listed here in chronological order. 

5. Cuneus 4, row 15, seat blocks 1-3?; 581 and n. 82 NtK(- - -) 

6. Cwzeus 4, row 15, seat block 1; 581 and n. 81 ·Pou(- - -) 

Thrace 

9. Plovdiv (Philippopolis or Trimontium). Stadium I amphitheatre? I circus seat. The suggested 
date of the construction of the venue, which has yet to be securely identified, is the beginning of 3111 

c. C.E. Four rows of seats were found with inscriptions but this is the only one published. Tsontchev 
1947, 15; Mihailov 1961, no. 1035. 

"Priest." 
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10. Sarmizegetusa I Ulpia Traiana Sannizegetusa). Amphitheatre bisellia. The amphitheatre was 
built in the first half of the 200 c. C.E. under Trajan (98-117 C.E.) or perhaps Hadrian and was 
renovated in 157/158 C.E. The catalogue numbers referenced here (i.e. no. 1) are from Alicu and 
Opreanu 2000. 

I. C/Lill 1522 M(- - -) 0(- - -) 2. no. 1 ADAIAP I HFN 

3. CIL ill 12586; no. 2 Aug(ustalis?) ''Augusta/is(?)" 

4. CIL ill 1526; no. 3 Aur(- - -) Muc(- - -) 

5. CIL ill 1522; no. 4 [ - - -]AVIM[- - -] 

6.no.5 Coloniae " ... for or of the colony..." 

7.no.6 C(- - -) IC(- - -?) 0(- - -?) vel Co(- - -?) 

8. CIL ill 7991; no. 7 Valer(ii?) 

9. CIL ill 7991; no. 8 Flamen "Priest." 

The term used in Dacia for the high priest of the provincial cult appears to have been 
sacerdos (Fishwick 2002, vol. 3.2, 294-295). 

10. no. 9 Dec(urionis?) C(- - -) "(Place of?) the decurion...(?)" 

11. no. IO [---?]/[---?] 12. no. 11 [- - -?]L11- - -?] 

13. C/Lill 1523; no. 12 [- - -? JNO[- - -?] vel N(- - -) 0(- - -) 

14.no. 13 !(- - -) CL/j:(- - -?) 

15. CIL ill 1623; no. 14 S(- - -?) C(- - -?) !(- - -?) I R(- - -?) V(- - -?) 

16.no. 15 T(- - -?) f(- - -?) !! oq---?) vel OC(- - -?) 
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11. Sarmizegetusa I Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa). Amphitheatre, location of seats unknown; see 
above no. 10. 

1. fu three fragment~; no. 16 LO,CltS "Place of. .. " 

2.no. 17 Aug(ustalis?) [.(- - -)? /(- - -?) vel Aug[usta]li[s]? ''Augusta/is?" 

3. In two fragments; no. 18 [---?]ABR[---?j fl(---)/?.(---) vel !1(---)f(---) 

4. fu two fragments: no. 19 Suofecit V[- - -] ''Made for or with his/her own ... " 

12. Syracuse. Amphitheatre, the crowning of the balustrade of the podium. The amphitheatre was 
built at the beginning of the Imperial period; the inscriptions date to the 3rd c. C.E. EAOR Ill 85.1
24; CIL X 7130.1-22. No. 1below corresponds toEAOR 11/85.l and CILX 7130.1; the other 
entries follow suit accordingly except for nos. 23 and 24 that do not have a C!L reference. 

I. [- - -]ni eq(uitis) R(omani); lo[cus- - -] " ... Roman equestrian"; "Place of ..." 

2. lorns P(ubli?) Lae[- - -] ''Place of Publius... " 

It is possible that nos. 1and 2 were in fact one text: Locus P(ubli?) Lae[- - -]ni eq(uitis) 
R(onumi) "Place of Publius Lae...nus, Roman equestrian" (Buonocore 1992, 120). 

3. [- - -]RV+[- - -] This could be part of a genitive plural ending, ontm. 

4. [- - -loc]z{S Alli[- - -l "Place of Alli ... " 5.locu[s---] "Place of. .. " 

6. [- - -] Rosciani Antiocfzj 

7. [- - -lr tabularis The X could pertain to the number of seats (ten) within a specific area 
assigned to the tabularii: alternatively, the inscription could read [locus 
illius e]x tabularis (Buonocore 1992, 120). 

8. Iocus Statili [- - -? ] "Place of Statilius..." 9. [- - -].s:si Eu[- - -] 

10. [- - -lpriaiou Note the use of the Greek here. 
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11. [- - -]RN[- - -]OSMA+A[- - -] 12. [- - -De]xippi Alfiani V[- - -] 

13. loc[us] Aur[eli - - -] "Place of Aurelius... " 

14. [- - - Ru]finifili ; loc(us) [- - -] "...son of Rufinius"; "Place of ... " 

15. [- - - P]onti Q(uinti?)j{ili) Ro[- - -] '' ...Pontus, son of Quintus ..." 

16. [- - -] Sabini ; loc[us- - -] '' ...Sabinus... ";"Place of ... " 

17. [- - -]aeornm 18. [- - -] Alfiani et Pilati 

19. [- - -] Telesphoriani Yacin[thi? - - -] 

20. [- - - ] C estiani F aretri ; locus [- - -] '' ... Cestianus Faretrus"; "Place of. .. " 

21. [- - -]toris 22. [- - -] Jfilario[nis - - -] 23. [- - -Jicis et Sterc[- - -J 

24. [- - -)0 

Sardinia 

13. Cagliari (Carafes I Cara/is). Amphitheatre seatc;;. The early amphitheatre was Republican, but 
the major structure was built in the 211

c1 c. C.E. CIL X 7608-10. 

1. Cn(aei?) P(- - -?) F(- - -?) I V(ibri?) F(- - -) 2. COS(- - -?) 

3. E(- - -) C(- - -) N(- - -) vel [- - -]ECN[- - -] 

14. Aquileia. Amphitheatre seat. The amphitheatre wac;; built in the mid I '1 c. C.E. EAOR II 74; CIL 
v 1023. 

[-?] Juli S[- - -J 
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15. Aquileia. Theatre. The theatre was built in the mid I>t c. C.E. 

1. Bisellium. Pais 1884 fasc. I, 145. 

L(ucii?) M(- - -) I Orig(- - -) loc(a?) II Qu(inti?) et I Ill/ 

2. Seat~. Pais 1884 fasc. I, 205; Bandelli 1987. 

Seat I: [XXJ/] I [- - -]a I [- - -?l 

Seat 2: XX1 I P(ubli?) Por(- - -) I C(ai?) Val(- - -) 

Seat 3: Palant(ina?)I Rutediae I A[-JF[-]NAE Procla[-] I [- - -]dua Pret[- - -] ; 
XX I C(ai?) Clu(- - -) I C(ai?) Pom(- - -) 


Seat 4: XIX I T(iti?) V[- - -] I C(ai?) A[- - -] I Comini 


3. Seats. Pais 1884 fasc. I, 206; Bandelli 1987. 

Seatl:[---]T /------? 

Seat 2: MAXSVM4 I CEVONIA I A(uli?) ManiI(ii?) I EBVR(- - -?) MAXS [ ?]// 

Seat 3: VEI' I I vacat I CV/CON I A(uli?) Manil(ii?) 

4. Seats. Pais 1884 fasc. I, 207; Bandelli 1987. 

Seat 1: T(iti?) Cotta I [- - -JN 

Seat 2: C(ai?) Vari I M(anii)Alleni I Capitan(- - -) I [-]VI 

Seat 3: O[- - -l vel Q- - -] I - - - - - - ? I 0[- - -l 

5. Seat. Bandelli 1987, 113 fig. 1. 

Seat I: R; [- - -?]RI [- - -?]TA 

Seat 2: JAE; VII IM(- - -) Tet(- - -) IL(- - -)Luc(- - -) 

Seat 3: VI IT(- - -) Tit(- - -) I C(ai?) Cast(- - -) 
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16. Rimini (Ariminum ). Amphitheatre seats. The amphitheatre was constructed under Hadrian. 
EAOR II 76a-c; CIL XI 432a,b.d. 

1. XIII 

2. [- - -d(ecreto)] d(ecurionum) l(oca) [d]es(igl1llta?) [- - -] 

" ... places assigned by a decree of the decurions..." This combination of two fragments was 
suggested by Hilbner (ad foe. CIL XI 432). 

3. No CIL reference. Q(uinti) C(- - -) L(- - -) 

17. Cassino (Casinum). The theatre dates to the late l..i c. B.C.E. CIL X 5262. 

Mariae Salviae 

This inscription, pemaps on a seat, was found in the theatre and now is in the theatre wall. 

18. Corfinium. Amphitheatre or theatre seat. First half of I st c. C.E. EAOR III 86. 

XXXIIII XX[XV] 
[loc(us)] C(ai) Vetti T(iti)f(ili) Rtif{i) loc(us) [- - -] 

"(Place of) Gaius Vettius Rufus. the son of Titus" "Place of. .. " 

19. Ivrea (Eporedia). Theatre seat. The theatre dates to I~1 c. C.E. CIL V 6799. 

[- - -'?]EVIIIHVS[- - -JMVL4SE I [- - -?]AJVIIIV[- - -]I/VIII[- ]MI [- - -'?]MINI 
[- - -]/RI[ -]Dl- - -?I 

20. Puteoli. CIL X 2346. 

Locus Ollar(_- - -) II? I A(uli?) Cossini Moschae 

'"Place of Ollar ... Aulus Cossinus Moscha." The original location of this text is not 
indicated and while it is tempting to see it as reserving a seat in a spectacular venue, pemaps 
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the amphitheatre of the city, it may also be an honorary or sepulchral inscription. 

21. Verona (Colonia Verona Augusta). Amphitheatre seat. The amphitheatre is Julio-Claudian. 
EAOR II 72; CIL V 3456. 

I [cun(eus)?] I loc(us) fill I lin(ea) I 

The numeral I from the first line can be taken as referring to the cuneus number. This 
particular seat would have been found in the first cuneus, fourth locus (although whether 
this is meant to be a row, normally indicated by gradus, is unclear; perhaps instead it can be 
taken as a section of the cavea), and the first linea. Here linea, usually used to indicate the 
lines inscribed in the row to separate the seats, appears to be used to identify the seat itself. 

22. Volterra (Volaterrae). Theatre seats. Construction of the theatre began under Augustus and was 
completed under Claudius (41-54 C.E.); renovations were carried out in the 2nd c. C.E. AE 1957, 
221. 

1. Fiumi 1955, 136 fig. 21. 143 no. 2. 

XXJ; Persia 

The number 21 identifies the seat and is inscribed on the upper margin. This text most 
likely reserves a seat for a member, or members, of the gens Persia. 

2. Fiumi 1955, 137 fig. 22, 144 no.3. 

IV; Vih(ius? vel enna?) Gall(onius?) 

The number 4 identifies the seat and is inscribed on the upper margin. This inscription 
could be reserving the seat for an individual. perhaps named Vibius Gallonius, or 
alternatively for a member of the gens Vibenna. 
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23. Pola (Colonia Julia Pola). Amphitheatre seats. The original construction of the amphitheatre 
occurred during the Augustan period; the second phase was Flavian. The inscriptions most likely 
date to a late phase of the venue. EAOR V75; CIL V 86; IIX 145; listed here in the same order. 

l. L(uci?)A(- - -) [- - -] 2. a) P(ubli?) A(- - -) [- - -] b) M(arci?) P(- - -) C(- - -) 

3. [-l Q(- - -)A(- - -)/ T(iti'?) G(- - -) [- - -] 4. Q(uinti?)A(- - -) T(- - -) 

5. Q(uinti?)A(- - -) T(- - -)/ T(iti?) G(- - -) T(- - -) 6. Q(uinti?) At(- - -) C(- - -) 

7. Bello[- -] 8. C(ai?) C(- - -) [- - -] 9. C(ai?) Cal(- - -) [- - -] 

10. C(ai?) C(- - -) /(- - -) 11. C(ai?) C(- - -) L(- - -) 

12. C(- - -) A(- - -) 13. L(uci?) C(- - -) X(- - -) 

14. a) C(- - -) P(- - -) b) [ -l H(- - -) C(- - -) 

15. C(- - -) V(- - -) 16. C(ai?) Cos(- - -) L(- - -) 

17. H F( - - -) S(- - -) 18. L(uci?) F(- - -) S(- - -) I C(ai?) S(- - -) P(- - -) 

19. T(iti?) G(- - -) l- - -1 20. T(- - -) G(- - -) I H(- - -) R(- - -) IV(- - -) /(- - -) 

21. M(arci?) H(- - -) M(- - -) I Q(uinti?) l- - -1 


22.a) T(iti?)H(- - -) 0(- - -) b) T(iti?)M(- - -) Y(- - -) 


23. [-] /(- - -) C(- - -) 24. C(ai?)/(- - -) C(- - -) 

25. L(uci?) /(- - -) [- - -1 26. Q(uinti?)I(- - -) C(- - -) I L(uci?) N(- - -) 

27. S(exti?) /(- - -) C(- - -) 28. [- - -1 S(- - -) I[-? I T(- - -) /(- - -)/P(ubli?) A(- - -) R(- - -) 

29.a) C(ai?) L(- - -)Ave(- - -) b) L(uci?) V(- - -) C(- - -)/ L(uci?) Vb(- - -) [- - -] 

30. [- - -] L(- - -) I L(uci?) I(- - -) V(- - -) I C(ai?) C(- - -) /(- - -) 
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31. C(ai?) L(- - -) [- - -] 32. C(ai?) L(- - -) £(- - -) I C(ai?) C(- - -)A(- - -) 

33. C(ai?) L(- - -) Mar(- - -) 34. C(ai?) L(- - -) Thesmi I C(ai?) S(- - -) [- - -] 

35.a) M(arci?) L(- - -) T(- - -) b) [-?] M(- - -) N(- - -) 

36. S(exti?) L(- - -) M(- - -) I P(ubli?) V(- - -) A(- - -) 37. M(arci?) M(- - -) [- - -] 

38. S(exti?) P(- - -) M(- - -) I C(ai) [- - -] 39. P(ubli?) Mar(- - -) P(- - -) 

40. f- - -] T(- - -) I C(ai?) M(- - -) [- - -1 41. L(uci?) Q(- - -) [- - -] vel 

42. + R(- - -) + 43. M(arci?) R(- - -) M(- - -) 44. C(ai?) S(- - -) A(- - -) 

45. C(ai?) S(- - -) C(- - -) 46. C(ai?) S(- - -) Ph(- - -) 47. L(uci?) S(- - -) [- - -] 

48. + S(- - -) B(- - -) I C(ai) 1(- - -) [- - -] 49. P(ubli?) S(- - -) [- - -] 

50. Q(uinti?) S(- - -) [- - -] 51. Q(uinti?) Sirl(i) Ter(- - -) I P(ubli?) [- - -] 

52. L(uci?) T(- - -)A(- - -) 53. T(iti?) Q(- - -) I T(iti?) G(- - -) Al(- - -) 

54. C(ai?) V(- - -) [- - -] 55. C(ai?) V(- - -) M(- - -) 56. L(uci?) V(- - -) M(- - -) 

57.a) T(iti?) [- - -I b) + V(- - -) M(- - -) 58. L(uci?) V(- - -) + 

59. C(ai?) Vb(- - -)A(- - -) 60. [- - -]ens(is?) I L(uci?) Sei B(- - -)g(- - -) 

61. [-?] H(- - -) P(- - -) 62. [- - -]inor(wn?) 


63.a)L(uci?) E(- - -) [- - -] b) C(ai?)S(- - -) C(- - -) vel [-J C(ai?) Sc(- - -) 


64. l-1 N(- - -) £(- - -) I C(ai?) F(- - -) /(- - -) 65. [-?] 0(- - -) S(- - -) + + 

66. [ -?] R(- - -) /(- - -) 67. f-?l Si/(i?) P(- - -) 68. [-?] S(- - -) S(- - -) 

69. [-?] 0(- - -) S(- - -) I L(11ci'?) C(- - -) P(- - -) 70. [-?] S(- - -) T(- - -) 

71. V(---)C(---)/C(---)/(---) 
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72.a) L(uci?) C(- - -) F(- - -) I L(uci?) V(- - -) N(- - -) I Q(uinti?) At(- - -) C(- - -) I L(uci?) L(- - -) 
P(- - -) 

b) Max(_- - -) I Jun(- - -) I L(uci?) Vb(- - -) C(- - -) 

73. [- - -?] Ve(- - -) B(- - -) I P(ubli?) C(- - -) [- - -] 74. VIII/ 

75. [- - - ?J IX- --)/A(uli?) F(- - -) S(- - -)IA(uli?) F(- - -) [- - - ?] 

76. [- - -] X(- - -) I C(ai?) V(- - -) [- - -1 77. C(ai?) + [- - -] 

78. L(uci?) V(- - -) [- - -] 79. P(- - -) N(- - -) I Cl(- - -) As(- - -) 

80. Ve(- - -) No(- - -) I L(uci?) /(- - -) H(- - -) I Q(uinti?) Ri(- - -) F(- - -) 

81. [- - -] I M(arci?) C(- - -) P(- - -) I M(arci?) [- - -] 


82.a) [- - -] H(- - -) b) P(ubli?) Ae(- - -) R(- - -) 


83.a) [-IS(- - -) P(- - -) I L(uci?) V(- - -) R(- - -) I C(ai) S(- - -) P(- - -) I Q(uinti?) P(- - -) M(- - -) I 

C( - - -) L(- - -) 

b) C(ai?) Tre(b/ani?) Paul(li?) 

24. Pula (Colonia Julia Pola). Small theatre or odeon. The theatre dates to the end of the 
I''1c. C.E.; the inscriptions may date to the 200 c. C.E. IIX 147. 

l. C(ai?) L(- - -) F(- - -) ; S(- - -) S(- - -) N(- - -) 

2. L(ucii?) V(- - -) 0(- - -) ; L(ucii'?) V(- - -) 0(- - -) 3. [- - -JP(- - -?) S(- - -) 

25. Pula (Colonia Julia Pola). Large theatre. The theatre dates to the mid l ~1 c. C.E.; the inscriptions 
may date to the late 1<,! or 211

d c. C.E. II X 148. 

Sa[- -JS(- - -)P(- - -?)A(- - -?)H(- - -) 
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Gallia Narbonensis 

26. Aries (Are/ate). Amphitheatre podium seats. The amphitheatre dates at the latest to the early 
Aavian period. EAOR V 40a 1-6; CJL XII 714.1-6; listed in the same order here. Nos. 7-9 all 
correspond to EAOR V 40a6, and nos. 8 and 9 are not found in C/L. 

1. [- - -]+ARI[- - -] DIFF(- - -) 

It is possible that this inscription could be restored to reserve seats for oil merchant~: 
[ole]ari[arum] dijfiusorum) (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 59). 

2. [- - -]{i(ecurionum) d(ecreto) loca [- - -J "Places (assigned) by a decree of the decurions." 

3. [- - -]./(oca?) XXX d(ecurionum) d(ecreto) ; loc[a - - -] 

"30 places a~signed by a decree of the decurions ...";"places..." The repetition of loca 

could indicate a new inscription or the I of the first l(oca) could instead be part of the 
number of seats which are being reserved, although that would mean 80 seats were being 
assigned to an unkown group (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 59). 

4. [- - -Jchora[- - -] 5.+++++wn 6. [- - -]IRI+IN II NI 

7. [- - -]TANAV[- - -] 8.XXXIDllI 9. IIDLV 

27. Aries (Arelate). Amphitheatre; see above no. 26. Seats. 

1. Located in the first maenianum (ima cavea), second cuneus to the right of the entrance, and the 
third row in the western half of the venue. EAOR V 40b 7; CIL XII 714.7. 

L(oca) XXV d(ata) "25 places granted (by a decree of the decurions )." 

2. Located above the first praecinctio, in the western half of the venue. EAOR V 40b 8; CIL XII 
714.8. 

[- - -]FOSTV[- - -] 
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3. Located in the first maenianum (ima cavea), fourth cuneus to the right of the entrance, and the 
fourth row in the western half of the venue. EAOR V 40b 9; CIL XII 714.9. 

Locadat[a] ''Places granted (by a decree of the decurions)." 

4. Located over the southern entrance. EAOR V 40b lO; CIL XII 714. I0. 

[- - - /oc]us d(ecurionum) d(ecreto) pas[- - -] 

"Place (assigned) by a decree of the decurions." 

5. Located in the second maenianwn (media cavea) between the 2°d and 3rd vomitoria to the right of 
the entrance in the western half of the venue. EAOR V 40c 11; CIL XII 714.11. 

[- - -]horor(wn) TI[- - -] vel T(- - -) /(- - -) 

It has been suggested that this text and the one above should be joined, creating [Loc]us 
d(ecurionwn) d(ecreto) pas[to] I [p]lwror(wn) t(empli) I(sidis), 'The place of the priests of 
Isis (assigned by) a decree of the decurions" (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 61 ). If this 
is the case then the singular locus is being used to assign seats to a group; cf. 54.1. 

6. Located in the first maenianum (ima cavea), third cuneus to the left of the entrance and the third 
row in the eastern half of venue. EAOR V 40c 12; CIL XII714.12. 

[lo]c(a) XX scholast(iconun) 	 "20 places for the scholastici (a~signed by a 
decree of the decurions)." 

28. Aries (Are/ate). Theatre, in the orchestra. The theatre is Augustan. CIL XII 716. 

A[ed]i[liwn per]m[issju I Secundu[s] 

'·Secundus, by the permission of the aediles." It is possible that this text is granting a seat to 
a Secundus, but it is usually the responsibility of the decurions to assign seats, as can be 
seen in no. 27 above. This text may instead refer to a grant of space in another public 
context. A series of painted inscriptions on the arches of the exterior of the Pompeian 
amphitheatre that grant individuals a locus by permission of the aediles at first glance 
appear to be related to seating ( CIL N 1096, l096a, l097, l097a, l 097b ). They should 
instead be taken as indicating spaces available outside during spectacles granted to vendors 
by the aediles; their location does not suggest an immediate link with the arrangements in 
the cavea (Kolendo 1981, 303). 
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29. Orange (Arausio). Theatre seats. The theatre is late Augustan. CIL XII 1241. 

a) Eq(uites) G(radus) (tres) b) Eq(uites) G(radus) (tres) 

'The equestrians, three rows." These two inscriptions each grant tres gradus, three rows, to 
the equites of the population. These texts could be assigning the first three rows of each of 
the two cunei in which they were found, providing approximately 170 seats (Kolendo 1981, 
310). Alternatively, they could reserve the first three rows of the entire theatre, providing the 
equites with approximately 340 seats (Fonnige 1914, 47-49). 

30. Niines (Nemausus). Amphitheatre, crowning of the podium wall. The amphitheatre is late 
Ravian in date. EAOR V 41-44, listed in the same order here. 

I . CIL XII 5096 [- - -1 [.,o(cus?) Sp(- - -) £(- - -) Mar(- - -) [- - -] 'The place of...'' 

2. CIL XII 3320 [- - -J Severinae 

3. CIL XII 3316 +add. p. 836; cf. no. 4 

N(autis)Atri(cae) et Ovidis loca n(umero) XXV d(ata) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) 
N(emausensium). N(autis) f?hod(ani) et [A]rar(is) XL d(ata) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) 
N(emausensiwn) 

"Places numbering 25 granted by a decree of the decurions of Nimes to the shippers upon 
the the Ardeche and the Ouveze. 40 places granted by a decree of the decurions of NImes to 
the shippers upon the the Rhone and the Saone." The sailors for whom these seats are 
reserved are identified by the river upon which they travel: the Ardeche, the Ouveze, the 
Rhone, and the Saone; cf. no. 4. 

4. EAOR V 44; CIL XII 3317; cf. no. 3 

[N(autis)Atr(icae)] et O[vidisj loca XXV [d(ata) d(ecreto) d(ecurionwn) N(enuzusensium)]. 
N(autis) R[hod(ani) et Arm~is) XL d(ata) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) N(emausensium)J 

31. Niines (Nemausus). Amphitheatre; see above no. 30. Seats. EAOR V 45a-f, listed in the same 
order here. 

1. First maenianwn, third III cwzeus to the right of the entrance, first row; CIL XII 3318a 
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Cuneus ova/is lo[ca - - -] 

The adjective ova/is is very rare, and comes from ovo, to raise a joyful clamour, to rejoice, 
or to exult ( clamorem quendam laetum tollere, triumplwre). This may have been an area 
reserved for members of a claque. 

2. CIL XII 3318b; cf. no. 3 [- - -] COEL(- - -) 

Most likely a portion of an individual's name, either a gentilicium such as Coelius or a 
cog1wmen such a~ Coe/ianus (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 63). 

3. First nu1enianum, fourth cuneus to the left of the entrance, fourth row; CIL XII 3318c; cf. 2 

[- - -] COEL(- - -) 

4. First praecinctio, to the left of a vomitorium to the south-west 

Arelat(ensium) "(Places ot) the Arlesians." 

This inscription reveals that individuals from Arles, presumably official delegates, were 
given a reserved area in the amphitheatre of Nlmes. 

5. First praecinctio, to the right of a vomitoriwn to the south-west 

DI I DNP nav(iculan'orum? Vel tarum?) D " ...s ipowners or sai·1ors....h' (?)'' 

6. Found in the northern vomitorium leading to the first praecinctio 

PIIMEVR 

32. Niines (Nemausus). Amphitheatre: see above no. 30. Fragmentary inscriptions, perhaps seats. 
EAOR V 46; CIL XII 3319. 

a)E/S b)E VIIIIS c) E++++Vll I - - - - - - I - - - - - 
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Gallia Aguitania 

33. Bourges (Avaricum Biturigum). CIL XIlI 1197. 

Gaviae Quietae I Aemili Afri Ilvir(i) I filiae I [Gav?]i Blaesi I [- - -]? I [- - -] Bit(urigwn) 
Cub(onun) I [f]ocus 

'The place of Gavia Quieta, the daughter of Aemilius Afrius, duumvir, (the wife of) 
Gavius(?) Blaesius ... (granted by a decree of the decurions) of the Bituriges Cubi." Since 
the stone·is curved it is likely that the text was fixed to the podium wall in the amphitheatre. 

34. Saintes (Mediolanum Santonum). Amphitheatre seat. The amphitheatre was originally 
constructed under Tiberius ( 14-37 C.E.). The inscription should be dated to the Tiberian-Claudian 
period. CIL XIII 1052; EAOR V77. 

Hie loc(us) IQ.r(ariomm vel icarionun) 

'This is the place of the sellers of leather thongs." Lorarii appear to not only have been the 
makers and sellers of Lora, leather thongs, but also individuals who spurred gladiators to 
fight by means of whips (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 121 ). 

35. Saintes (Mediolanum Santonum). Amphitheatre, perllaps seats; see above no. 34. Perllaps 
seat. The date of the inscriptions is unknown. CIL XIII I053. 

a) ll(- - -?) B(- - -?) 0(- - -?) b) S(- - -?) 

Gallia Lugdunensis 

36. Lyon (Lugdunum ). Amphitheatre seats. The first phase of construction was in 19 C.E. and the 
amphitheatre was embellished in the mid I '1; considerable renovations were carried out in the 2nd c. 
C.E. EAOR V78. l-9, listed in the same order here. 

I. CIL XIII 1667a; cf no. 2 

[- - -?] A111(emi), Bit(uriges) C(ubi). Bit(uriges) C(ubi), Bit(uriges) C(ubi), [- - -?] 

This inscription and no. 2 both reserve seats for the delegates of two of the peoples of the 
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Tres Galliae, theArvemi and the Bituriges Cubi. 

2. CIL XIII 1667b; cf. no. 1 

[- - - Bit(uriges)] C(ubi), Bit(uriges) C(ubi), Bi[t(uriges) C(ubi), - - -] 

3. CILXIII 1667c [- - -] Tri(casses), Tri(casses), [- - -] 

The inscriptions reserve seats for the delegates of one of the peoples of the Tres Gal/iae, the 
Tricasses. 

4. CIL XIII 1667d [- - - locus?] n(wnero) I ; des(ignata?) loca n(umero) XX; [- - -] 

"A place numbering l";"Places designated numbering 20... " 

5. CILXIII 1667f a) [- - -? j /(- - -?) ; S(- - -?) [- - -?] 
b) [- -l P(ublii?) /(- - -) M(- - -) ; C(aii?) C(- - -) R(- - -) [- - -] 

6. AE 2000, 938 Glanici 

This inscription reserves seats for the representatives of the people of Glanum in Gallia 
Narbonensis (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 124). 

7. AE 2000, 939 [ - - -]pol[- - -1 

The restoration [Anti]pol[itanil is possible, reserving a seat or seats for the delegates from 
Antipolis in Gallia Narbonensis (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 124). 

8. AE 2000, 940 Loca [- - -] I Mace[llar(iornm?)] vel Mace{ip[num]? 

"Places ... of the butchers(?)" The restoration of this inscription is controversial. Vismara 
and Letizia Caldelli (2000, 125) suggest that this text is reserving an area for representatives 
of the Macedonians invited to Lyon to watch the games, or for negotiatores of the 
Macedonians (cf. AE 2000, 940). Audin and Guey (1976, 202), however, suggest that the 
inscription be expanded to loca rtot] ma[c]e[llar(iontm)] since a negotiator attis 
macellariae is known from Lyon. The presence of local businessmen in the amphitheatre 
seems more plausible, particularly after the enlargement of the cavea, than the presence of 
an individual or individuals from Macedonia. 

9.AE2000, 941 L(- - -) + (- - -?) [- - -?] 
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37. Lyon (Lugdunum). Amphitheatre; see above no. 36. Balustrade of the podium. EAOR V79.1
9, listed in the same order here. 

1. CIL XIlI l667e; cf. no. 2 

[ - -- lo?]ca la+[---] I [- - -Augu?]stal[- - -] I [- --Aug?]usta[l-- -] I [- --] I I I I I [-- -] /[-

- - - -?] 

One possible restoration of these inscriptions results in seats being reserved on the podium 
for Augusta/es; cf. no. 2. 

2. CIL XIlI 1667g; cf. no. 1 [- - -?] Au[gust?- - -] 

3. CIL XIlI l 667h [- - -] VIN[- - -] I [- - - - - -?] 

Vismara and Letizia Caldelli (2CXX>, 126) record [- - - tres pro]vin[ciae Galliae - - -] as a 
possible restoration. 

4. CIL XIlI l 667i; AE 2CXX>, 942 C(ai?) lu[li - - -] I [- - - - - -] 

5. CIL XIlI l 667k M(- - -)A(- - -) [- - -?] I [- - -]mi Saturnali [- - -?l I [- - - - - -?l 

6. CIL XIlI 2044 [- - - Vel?]lavor(um) [- - -] 

This text may indicate that seats were reserved on the podium of the amphitheatre for the 
delegates of the people of Vellavi, members of the Tres Galliae (Vismara and Letizia 
Caldelli 2CXX>, 128). 

7. a) [- - -]+u+L- - -] b) [- - -111:- - -] c) [- - -]VO[- - -] 

For fragment a) it is possible to suggest the names of some of the peoples in the Tres 
Galliae such as [- - -Ae]duo[r(wn)- - -], [- - - Viroman]duo[r(um)- - -], or 
[- - -Vi]duc[as(sium) - - -1 (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2CXX>, 128). 

8. AE 2CXX>, 943 [- - -?] L(ocus?)Anemi 'The place of Anemus." 

9. AE 2CXX>, 944 [ - - -]nus f- - -?J vel [- - -]nus[- - -I 

This could be read as the end of a name in the nominative (although seats were usually 
reserved in the genitive). Vismara and Letizia Caldelli (2CXX>, 129) suggest perhaps the 
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names of the individuals who completed the work on the amphitheatre: Adrianus or 
Vespasianus. 

Gallia Belgica 

38. Paris (Lutetia Pariswrum). Amphitheatre seats. The amphitheatre is Trajanic in date. The 
inscriptions should be dated to the 3rd or 4th c. C.E. EAOR V 80.1-51; CIL XIII 3035.3-53, listed in 
the same order here unless otherwise specified. 

1. a)+++ b) Q(uinti) Marti ; SX 

The two inscriptions on this block are superimposed, although which is the earlier is 
unclear. 

2. [- - -]+++METW 3. [- - -]TE IR[- - -] 

4. a) Martia[l-] b)[- - -]rtii These two inscriptions are superimposed. 

5. [- - -]B~N[- - -] 

6. a)SS b) Livi[- - -] These two inscriptions are superimposed. 

7.a)MI 111111 b) Cas(- - -) Vat(- - -) B[- - -] 

These two inscriptions are superimposed. 

8. CIL XIII 3035.10 +E+ERV[- - -I 9. CIL XIII 3035.12a +I+IAVSI 

10. CIL XIII 3035.13 [- - -]II GLC 11. M(- - -) N(- - -) P(- - -) P(- - -) 

12. [- - - ?]OC(- - -) 

13. a) on the rise: [- - -]R+E+[- - -] b) [- - -]¥4.GN+[- - -] 

c) on the seat: Aus(- - -) 

The two inscriptions on the rise are superimposed; the name on the seat is most likely that 
of a later occupant. 
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14. a) [- - -]+IR++~[- - -] b) [- - -]+VEN++[- - -] 

These two inscriptions are superimposed. 

15.N~V+++ Vismara and Letizia Caldelli (2000, 135) suggest a restoration of nautae 
but others, such as perhaps navicularii, are also possible. 

16. [- - -JNOS[- - -] 

17. On the rise On the seat 
a) [- - -]EGI+[- - -] b)Dac(---) 

18. a) [- - -JAV+I[- - -l b) [- - -]+f RA+[- - -] These two inscriptions are superimposed. 

19. [- - - P]ostumi L[- - -] 20. [- - -]+vi Tetrici 

21. [- - -JO Crati 22. a) [- - -]us[- - -] b) [- - -]V[- - -] 

23. a) [- - -1011- - -I b)[- - -11e These two inscriptions are superimposed. 

24. [- - -JR+[- - -] 25. a) on the rise: [- - -]+ON+G[- - -] 
b) on the seat: [- - -]ft(- - -) ; Ri(- - -)[- - -J 

26. CIL XIII 3035. l l and 29 a) [- - -]+X+/+~[- - -] These texts are superimposed. 
b) [- - -lASl.- - -] 

27. St(- - -) L(- - -) 28. a) [- - -]R[- - -] b) [- - -]C//[- - -] 

29. TC+M+V+ 30. +AJ,+A+A+L4.V SX 

31. a) l- - -]A[- - -] b) [- - -~Tl+[- - -] c) M(- - -) 

32. [- - -]AWMS[- - -] 

33. a) +APR(- - -?) QRFI+++ b)L(---?)APR(---?) TV+/ 

These inscriptions are superimposed. 

34. a) [- - -]AVIIC MA+++[- - -] b) [- - -]VUC K4L[- - -] 
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35. [- - -]VOE[- - -] 

36. a) on the rise: [- - -]VO+/[- - -] b) on the seat: M(- - -) 

37. [- - - M]arcellus 38. [- - -]refi(- - -) <;aeri(- - -) Gqf l(- - -) [- - -] 

39. [- - -]RO+[- - -] 

40. a) [- - -]X[- - -] b) [- - -]R++/EMA[- - -] c) [- - -]L4[- - -] 

41. CIL XIlI 3035.44 a)[- - -]FER b) [- - -]MA[- - -] 

The two inscriptions do not appear to be related since they have varying letter heights and 
were inscribed at different depths. 

42. CIL XIlI 3035.44 a) IV(- - -?) b)SSILW 

These two two inscriptions are superimposed. 

43. [- - -]$A 44. a) Quint+ b) I I I I I 

45. a) [- - -]RI[- - -] b) f- - -]+AR[- - -] These two inscriptions are superimposed. 

46. a) [- - -]RA[- - -] b) [- - -]f~B\11- - -] 47. [- - -]~VEV++RJ[- - -] 

48. a) [- - -]XT++[- - -] b) [- - -]+RI[- - -] 

These two inscriptions do not appear to be related. 

49.f!MRJS 50. [- - -]BT[- - -] 

51. [- - -]R[- - -] The R is inscribed underneath a monogram in which an I and perhaps a K 
can be distinguished (Vismara and Letizia Caldelli 2000, 146). 

53. This block may not be from the podium. EAOR V 80.53; AE 2000, 973a 

M(- - -)A(- - -) H(- - -) 
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39. Paris (Lutetia Pariswrnm ). Amphitheatre; see above no. 38,. Blocks of the podium cornice. 

1. EAOR V 80.52; CIL XIII 3035a 

2. EAOR V 80.54; AE 2000, 973b 

3. EAOR V80.55;AE2000, 973c 

4. EAOR V 80.56; AE 2000, 973d 

[- - -]C+ECVPAVI+[- - -] 

[- - -]mus 

[- - -]+/+4++RO++N+[- - -] 

[- - -JR[- - -] 

40. Pachten (Contiomagus). Theatre seats. The theatre, located within a sanctuary to the Celtic 
river goddess Pritona (known also as Ritona and Ritonia), may date to the 2nd c. C.E. Schillinger
Hafele 1977, 467-72. no. 27.1-33; the inscriptions are listed in the same order here. 

l. lo(cus) Privati(i) Biraci 'The place of Privatius, son of Biracus." 

2. Serani(i) Solli(i) 3. Tes[s] i(linii vel i?) ]yfa,rtalu(s) 

4. Victori(i?) I Art(onii vel tonis) 5. [Ma?]n[i?]/i(i)? Matuaci 6.Moxius 

7. Seis_seri(i) [V]olli[i vel ionii?J 8. Litugeni(i) [- - -] 

9. ]yfascellio Col[- - -]iu(s) Decenti(us) 10. [M]ascli 11. T(iti?) Terti[i - - -?] 

12. Cotti 13. Simi/[- - -] 14. Sena[- - -J 

15. P(ubli?) Con[- - -] 16. Senomaini At(ti)l(l)i(i)? 

17. Q(uinti?) Car(ii?) Donisil([)i? 18. [- -]ari(i?) Atti(i?) 19. Petmlli 

20. [- -]SSJM- - -] 2l. Cobnerti 22. [- - -]amo Attej 

23. Man(- - -) Iassi 24. Mako 25. [- - -]iss(- - -?) Petr[ulli?] 

26. [- - -] Satto[- - -] 27. Cintu(s)mu(s?) Primitivi 

28. Faustu(s?) 29. C(ai?) Victo[- - -] 30. Sexti(i) V(i)cani 

31.a) M(- - -?) D(- - -?) Moce(tii?) b) Moceti(i) c) A.xsilli(i) 
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32. Prinumi 33. Vicanus 

41. Trier - Altbachtal. Theatre seats. The theatre, located within a sanctuary to Hecate and two 
unknown goddesses, dates to approximately 100 C.E. From what direction the seat blocks are 
numbered is unknown. Gose 1972, 104-107. 

Northern end of cavea 
1. Row I, seat block 2 

2. Row I, seat block 3 

3. Row 3, seat block I 

4. Row 3, seat block 5 

5. Row 4, seat block I 

6. Row 4, seat block 2 

7. Row 5, seat block 1 

8. Row 5, seat block 2 

9. Row 6, seat block I 

I0. Row 6, seat block 3 

I1. Row 6, seat block 4 

I2. Row 7, seat block I 

I4. Row 8, seat block 1 

16. Row 11, seat block 9 

I7. Row I2, seat block 9 

[T?]ott(- - -) Vi(- - -) 

a) f/M(- - -?) vel [- - -?]f/M[- - -?] 


b) l( ocus'?) /aes[- - -?] ''Place of Iaes..." 


[- - -'?]TA[- - -?] vel T(- - -?)A(- - -?) 


Sex(Ji) C aup(i i?) Sec(- - -) 


L(ucii'?) Teu(- - -) 


[- - -?]T[- - -?] 


[- - -?],V 0[- - -?] vel ,V(- - -?) 0(- - -?) 


L- - -?] n- --?J vel V(- - -?) 


L(- - -) _T(- - -) vel L(- - -) ~(- - -) 


[---?]R[---?] 


/(ocus?) C9vi(- - -) "Place of Covi..." 


Sev(- - -) 13. Row 7, seat block4 [- - -?]IL[- - -?] 

Mar(- - -) 15. Row 8, seat block 2 [- - -?JC!C- - -?l 

[- -1! 

[- - -?]VSL[- - -?] vel [- - -?]SAL[- - -?] 
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18. Row 13, seat block 4 M(- - -) C(- - -) C(- - -)A(- - -) 

19. Row 13, seat block 5 /(ocus?) Iai[- - -?l "Place oflai .. .'' 

20. Row 13, seat block 8 [- - -?]0[- - -?l vel 0(- - -) 

21. Row 13, seat block 9 [- - -?]!-[- - -?] vel J,(- - -) 

22. Row 14, seat block 6 [---?]CJ[---?] vel C(---)J(---) 

23. Row 14, seat block 7 [- - -?]L+[- - -?l vel L(- - -) +(- - -) 

24. Row 16, seat block 1 [- - -? JLJ[- - -?l vel L(- - -) /(- - -) 

25. Row 16, seat block 2 [- - -]/ 

26. Row 16, seat block 3 [- - -?] V!71- - -?] 

27. Row 16, seat block 4 l(ocus?) Mui(- - -) vel l(ocus?) M(a?)vi 

'The place of Mui... or The place of Mavus." 

28. Row 16, seat block 5 C(ai?) Tot(- - -) 

29. Row 16, seat block 6 [- - -?]Ll~1[- - -?] vel L(- - -)/(- - -) M(- - -) 

30. Row 16, seat block 9 [- - -?]ATI- - -?J velA(- - -) T(- - -) 

Southern end of cavea 
31. Row I, seat block I [- - -?]BIVSVITAL[- - -?] 

Although Vita/is is a cognomen and may be restored here, it is not paralleled in 
this area (Gose 1972, I05). 

32. Row I, seat block 2 a) [- - -?]ADARJ[- - -?] 

b) /AC/(- - -?) II L4 IACHI(- - -?) 

33. Row I. seat block 5 a) Vita/is an earlier inscription reads: QVI.(?(- - -) 
b) [- - -?]SAS[- - -?] vel Sas(- - -) 
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34. Row 1, seat block 6 Tertas 

Tertas is inscribed overtop of Tertius, and beneath these two texts is yet another name. 

35. Row 1, seat block 8 Cai(i?) 

36. Row 1, seat block 9 [- - -1 37. Row 2, seat block 5 [- - -?] VVJ[- - -?] 

38. Row 2, seat block 6 [- - -?]/ vel /(- - -?) Claudi 

39. Row 2, seat block 7 a)[---?]TS[---?] vel T(---)S(---) 
b) [- - -?]I/VJ[- - -?] 

40. Row 3, seat block 1 8[- - -] vel 8(- - -) 

41. Row 3, seat block 3 [- - -?]ATILJIV/J[- - -?] 

This inscription could perhaps be read as Atilevii, At(t)i Levii, orAt(t)illi Ve(- - -) 
(Gose, 106). 

42. Row 3, seat block 7 a)[- - -?]£YS[- - -?] vel [- - -?]JVS[- - -?] b)[- - -] 

43. Row 3, seat block 8 a) [- - -'?]VI/TT/MA/[- - -?] b) [- - -?]VIIN[- - -?] 

a) could be resolved as Vettimanii or Vetti Ma(- - -) (Gose, 107). 

44. Row 4, seat block 3 [- - -?]"!?AECI[- - -?] Perhaps Graeci (Gose 106). 

45. Row 4, seat block 4 [---lL[-- -1 

46. Row 4, seat block 7 [- - -?]MJ:J[- - -?] vel [- - -?]MIJ,[- - -?] 

47. Row 5, seat block 3 [ - - -]£[- - -] 

48. Row 6, seat block 4 [- - -?]S[- - -?] vel S(- - -?) 

49. Row 6, seat block 5 l---?lSA[---?] vel SA(---) vel S(---)A(---) 

50. Row 9, seat block 4 [- - -?] J[- - -?] vel [- - -?]V[- - -?] vel{'i(- - -) vel V(- - -) 
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Ex situ 
51. [- - -?}AL[- - -?] 52. [- - -?]MEL[- - -?l vel Mel(- - -) 

53. [- - -?]MEL[- - -?] vel Mel(- - -) 54. [- - -?]M[- - -?] vel M(- - -) 

55. Ocellionis 

Hispania Baetica 

42. Cordoba (Colonia Patricia Corduba). Theatre seats. Ventura Villanueva 1999, nos. 8-11, 
listed in the same order here. 

I. Western sector, located in either media or swnma cavea. Date: early 1't c. C.E. Ludi Romani 
2002, no. 19; CIL 1I2n 571. 

[Anna]eae I [Opta?]tae l(ocus) p(edum) II 

''A place of 2 feet for Annaea Optata(?)." 

~ 

2. CIL rr~n 466a and b a) P(ubli) Furi Plzilotimi Date: first half of the 1<;( c. C.E. 
b) Rullinae fil(iae) Date: second half of the l '1 c. C.E. 

"Place of Rullina, daughter of. .. " 

3. CIL 112n 456 [- - -] Fannia [- - -] Date: end of thel '1 c. C.E. 

4. CIL 112n 608a Num(- - -) Date: Julio-Claudian 

43. Cordoba (Colonia Patricia Corduba). Theatre or amphitheatre seat. Antonine period. CIL 112n 
608. 

Messiae 
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44.Hispalis. Corzo Sanchez 1994a, 243; CIL II 6283. 

[lo]c(us) ordin(is) [decurionum?J I [- - -] et Juli Ho[norii?] [- - -] I [- - -]i e(gregii) v(iri) 
curato[ris - - -] [- - -?] I [l]oca v[e]t(e)ranont[m] [- - -?] 

'The place of the decurional order ... and Iulius Honorius(?).. .viregregius, curator .. .places 
of the veterani(?)..." This inscription must be expanded with caution since the entire left 
and right sides are missing. The double II in VI/RAN ORV in the inscription as it is 
presented in CIL may have originally been an E and a T. In Valentia both veteres and 
veterani are mentioned in inscriptions, evidence for a type of double community (Galsterer 
1971, 53). These veterani of Hispalis, if this text is restored correctly, would appear to be 
the new settlers of Hispalis rather than merely a military contingent of the local population. 
The designation egregius vir is an indication of equestrian status. 

45. Italica. Amphitheatre seat.,. The amphitheatre was constructed between Hadrian and Marcus 
Aurelius (117-180 C.E.), after Italica's promotion to colonia. Corzo Sanchez 1994b, 195-196; CIL 
II 5102-16 (except no. 16 below). Listed in the same order here unless specified otherwise. 

I. [- - - A?]mianti I [- - -]ma I [- - -]B[- - -?] I [- - -](- - -)vir(i?) 

2. M(arci) Ax(- - -) [Q(uinti)Jflilius) I [- - -J Mar[celli?] 

"Place of Marcus Ax ...son of Quintus... Marcellus(?)" 

3. T(- - -)A(- - -)A(- - -) 4. G(- - -) C(- - -) IM(- - -) IL(- - -) IE(- - -) 

5. a) Earlier inscription b) Later inscription 
L(- - -) M(- - -) Q(uinti?) L(- - -) S(- - -) I Iul(ii) Pr(imi?) 

6. Q(- - -) IP(- - -) Mo(- - -) 

7. [Po]tamii Osm? Nata/is; S(- - -) F(- - -) M(- - -) pr(- - -?) ; Ha(- - -) L(- - -) S(- - -) Pi(- - -) ; 
[- - -]mae ; [- - - Pot]ami[i]i? 

There are several inscriptions on this fragment, some of which are superimposed; it is 
difficult to determine which inscriptions are related. 

8. T(erentii) La[e]t(i)? 
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9. [- - - Val?]eriani ; S[- - -] These two texts do not appear to be related. 

10. M(arci?) Val(erii?) Cas[t]o(ris) I [et] iuniont(m)? 

"Place of Marcus Valerius Castor and of the younger men(?)" 

11. Q(uinti) V(ibi vel ibii) IL(- - -?) A(- - -?) 

12. [---]ies/C(---) 13. [- - -loris I [- - -]a[l]is? 

14. [- - -]a Us[- - -] IC(- - -) These texts do not appear to be related. 

15.M(---)/G(---) 

16. CllA 2.2, no. 522; CIL II 5372 M(- - -) [- - -?] I Fabior(um) Se[- - - ] [- - -?] 

Hispania Tarraconensis 

46. Tarragona (Tarraco ). Theatre seat~. The theatre appears to have been Augustan. El Teatro 
Romano. La Puesta en Escena 2003, 166-67. 

I. [- - -]Aur(elii?) In(- - -?) 2. T(iti?) Q(- - -) 3. Vet(---)P(---) 

4. Vav(---)Bal(---) 

47. Tarragona (Tarraco ). Seats from an amphitheatre, theatre, or perhaps administrative building. 
I '1- 2°d c. C.E. CIL II 4280a-c; Alfoldy 1975, no. 250 a, b, 251. 

1. Ex H(ispania) c(iteriore) Vet(tones) Met(ercosani) 

'The Vettones Metercosani of Hispania Citerior." This inscription assigns seats to envoys 
from the concilium provinciae of Hispania Citerior. Metercosa was a place in the border 
area of the Vettones and the Carpetani. The identity of the building in which this text, as 
well a~ nos. 2 and 3, was found is unknown, although it has been suggested that it wa~ an 
administrative building in the complex for the provincial imperial cult (Fishwick 199 I, vol. 
II. l, 580-581; 2004. vol. ill.3, 38-40). It is also possible that it was the amphitheatre which 
is closely connected to this complex; cf. no.2. 
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2. Ex H(ispania) c(iteriore) Vet(tones) Met(ercosani) 

3. C(- - -) X(- - -) M(- - -) I p(edes) XVIII s(emis) L[- - -] " ... 18 feet ...semis..." 

48. Tarragona (Tarraco). Amphitheatre seats. The inscriptions date at the earliest to the Flavian 
period but a later date is more likely. The majority of these texts appear to be very fragmentary 
names. Where two references are provided the first is to Alfoldy 1975 and the second to Mayer and 
Masso 1990; where only one is listed it is to Mayer and Masso 1990. 

1. no. 240; no.2 A1*(arii) (vicesimae) 

These individuals are either the arkarii XX hereditatum or libertatis, those clerks 
responsible for the inheritance tax or the tax on manumission. 

2. no. 433; no. I (Sevirontm) IV 

Although Mayer and Masso suggest that this inscription is reserving five seats for the seviri, 
the second line of text is smaller, suggesting that it may be unrelated to the first line. 

3.no.805-806;no.3 a) M(arci?)Aeli(- - -) b) L(- - -) L(- - -) C(- - -) 

4. no. 807-808; no.8 a) F(abii?)A(- - -) b) l- - -It. Afric(- - -) 

While Alfoldy suggest~ a reading of L(- - -) Art(- - -) or Lare(- - -) for b), Mayer and Masso 
restore the inscription instead to to have a nomen such as Africanus, Africanius, or Africius. 

5. no. 809; no.7 V(- - -) E(- - -) R(- - -) vel Ver(- - -) 

6. no. 810; no. 15 [- - -]/ON[- - -?] 

7. no. 811; no. 22 L(ucii?)V(---)A(---) ; /(---?) 

8.no.812-813;no.25 a) P(ublii?) C(- - -) b) M(- - -) F(- - -) 

9.no.4 Q(uinti) Grani Adi11to[1is] 

10. no. 5 [- - -] Mwi Sil[vani vel onis?] 
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11. no. 6 a)[---]R b) Luc(- -) c) Se(- -) 

12.no.9 a) [- - -lv!MVS b)An11f[u]s c),SA[- - -] 

13. no. 10 Q(uinri) TH[---] 14.no. ll [---JO/[-]M/F?li(cis) 

15.no. 12 FA[- - -J 16. no. 13 [- -]NO[- - -] 

17. no. 14 LM{- - -J 18. no. 16 CHE[- - -] 

19.no. 17 [- - -l VI.RV£- -1 20. no. 18 [- -?]IV[- - -?] 

21. no. 19 [- - -]/Vf[- - -] 22. no. 20 - - - - - /[- -lm- - -1/ -- ---

23.no.21 L(ucii?)R(---); C(ai?)R(---); C(ai?) [---] 

24.no.23 L(ucii?) C(- - -) C(- - -) 25.no.24 [- - -1 M(- - -) F(- - -) [- - -] 


26.no.26 F(---)A(---) 27.no.27 [---?]£[---?] 


28.no.28 [- - -?]M[- - -?] 29.no.29 [- - -]M[- - -] 


30.no.30 [- - -]N[- - -] 31. no. 31 [- - -?] 0[- - -?] 

32.no.32 [---]0[---] 33.no.33 [ - - -]L[- - -] 

34.no.34 [- - -]XXVJI- - -] 

If in fact numbers, this text could be indicating how many seats were assigned to a 
particular group it could be identifying a specific seat. 

35.no.35;cf no.34 [- - -]XX[- - -] 
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Hispania Lusitania 

49. Merida (Augusta, Emerita). Amphitheatre, podium wall. The amphitheatre was dedicated to 
Augustus in 8 B.C.E. Ramfrez Sadaba 1994, nos. 11-15, listed in the same order here. 

1. a) Decurionis L(- - -) ; [- - -?] G(- - -?) b)[- - -] Vetti I [- - -] 

a) "(Place of) the decurion..." The letter type of the first text in a) differs from that of the 
second text. suggesting that they are unrelated. 

2. E[-?]HE[- - - ?] VID(- - -) SEV(- - -) L(- - -) ER(- - -?) I?!!I T(- - -) L(- - -) 

3. [- - -?] A(- - -) L(- - -) 4. G(- - -) M(- - -) I T(- - -) 0(- - -) I [- - -] 

5. [- - -] IC(- - -) P(- - -) I C(- - -) /(- - -) I T(- - -) C(- - -) 

50. Merida (Augusta, Emerita). Theatre seats. The initial construction of the theatre began in 16 
B.C.E.. Ramon Melida 1925. 144. 

E(quites) (decem) d(ecreto) [d(ecurionum)] 

"The equestrians, I 0 rows?/seats? by a decree of the decurions." 

Britannia 

51. Chester (Deva Victrix). Amphitheatre seat. The first pha~e of amphitheatre construction dates 
to the fourth quarter of the 1..i c. C.E. and it was reconstructed in stone just after I 00 C.E.; the 
inscription dates after the 200 c. C.E. EAOR V82; Thompson 1976, 86 no. 5, Fig. 22.5. 

Serano locus 'The place for Seranus." 

Although the editors of EAOR have Serano f 'o 'cus, the o is clearly visible and on the same 
line as the rest of the text. Note the use of the dative rather than the genitive. 
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Germania Superior 

52. Ladenberg (Lopodunum ~ Theatre seats. The theatre dates to the 2nd c. C.E. and all the 
inscriptions date to the mid 2nd c. C.E. unless otherwise noted. Wiegels 2000 nos. 18-26, listed in 
the same order here. 

1. CIL XIII 6421e [vicanis Lopodunensibu]s Q(uintus) Cassius [- - -] 

"Quintus Cassius ... , to the villagers ofLopodunum." 

2. CIL XIII 6421b, c vic(anis) Lop(odunensibus) Q(uintus) Gabinius Pompeianus 

''Quintus Gabinius Pompeianus, to the villagers ofLopodunum." 

3. CIL XIII 6421d vie(anis) Lop(odunensibus) Martialin(ius) Ma[rtialis?] 

"Martialinius Martialis(?), to the villagers of Lopodunum." 

4. CIL XIII642la [vic(anis)] Lopodun(ensibus) Q(uintus) Vennonius [- - -] 

''Quintus Vennonius ...to the villagers ofLopodunum." 

5. CIL XIII 6422a T(itus vel iti) vacat Fl(avius vel avi) Ian(uarius vel uarii) m(agister vel 
agistri?) p(agi?) 

''(Place of?) Titus Flavius Ianuarius, the magister pagi(?)." 

6. CIL XIII 6422b T(itus)/(- - -) V(- - -) Date: mid 2nd c. to early 3nl c. C.E. 

7. Optati(i) Tetrici 

Wiegels (2000, 67) suggest'> that the use of the genitive here indicates above all the right to 
the seat by the individual named. He argues that the inscriptions in the nominative name 
individuals who donated funds to the theatre and who are therefore being commemorated, 
and that the right to the seat in these cases is only of secondary importance. 

8. CIL XIII 6421 f [- - -] Peregrinus 
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9. V(---?) M(---?) S(---?) C(---?) D(---?) S(---?) f(---?)!etS(---)Lunqrisl---?] 

Date: late 2nd c. to early 3rd c. C.E. 

53. Speyer (Nemeftle I Noviomagus). Nesselhauf 1939, no. 72. 

[- - -1 loca n(umero) [- - - I - - - d(ata) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)] c(ivitatis) N(emetwn) 

"Places numbering ...by a decree of the decurions of Civitas Nemetum." 

54. Trier (Augusta Treverorum ). Amphitheatre seat-;. The inscriptions should be dated to the mid 
3rd c. C.E. (the end of the l" c., the date by which the amphitheatre was constructed, is less likely). 
EAOR V 81.1-4, listed in the same order here. 

1. Ginestet 1991. no. 206; CIL XIII 3708 

a) locus [- - -?] b) Iuven(um) [- - -?] "Place of the young men." 

Both inscriptions seem to be from the same text, meaning that they are reserving an area for 
the local association of iuvenes, young men. Here locus is used in the singular to reserve 
seats for a group; cf. 27.5. 

2. CILXIII 11331.l [- - -]cioni{i}s [- - -] 

3. CIL XIII 11331.4 lo[cus- - -] "Place of ... 

4. CIL XIII 11330 a) lower rise: locusA[---1 "Place of. .. " 
b) upper rise: VIN/I[- - -] 

Pannonia Inferior 

55. Aquincum. Civilian amphitheatre seats. The amphitheatre was constructed by 162 C.E. Those 
inscriptions that can be dated fall within the reign of Severus Alexander (222-235 C.E.). CIL ill 
10493a-x, with no j; listed in the same order here. 

1. MacMullen 1963, 100-101 Aur(elii?) Gentilis I Va[- - -] 
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2. Aur(elii) D(- - -) Jul(- - -) 3.Aur(elii) [- - -?] I Sep[- - -] 

4. [- - -?]BO/(- - -?) vil(ici?) Kolendo (1979, 47) suggests that this individual could be 
the vilicus of the statio vectigalis, the overseer of the post 
in charge of taxation. 

5. MacMullen 1963, 101 Bonat(i) S(- - -) 

6. MacMullen 1963, 101 Cla(udii?) Fab(- - -) 

MacMullen suggests that Fah(- - -) may instead be Fau(sti), and that the individual in 
question may be Claudius Pompeius Faustus (CIL III 3438, I0475). 

7. lul(ii?) [Fe]licis 8. MacMullen 1963, 101 Val(erii?) Iuliani et Ael(ii?) Quinti 

9. C(aii?) Val(erii?) Servinonim(?) 

10. MacMullen 1963, 101; Kolendo 1979, 47, 52 n. 89 

Locus Val(erii?) I kar(cerarii) leg(ionis) 

"Place of Valerius, the warden of the legionary jail." MacMullen suggests that VAL could 
be expanded to val(etzulinarium), the military hospital within the camp, but Val(erius) or 
another name seems more likely. 

11. VETR !IL- - -?] 

12. MacMullen 1963, I01-102 Flo(- - -) 

MacMullen proposes Marcus Aurelius Florentinus (CIL III 3535) or Aurelius Florianus 
(CIL III 3474) a5 candidates for the occupancy of this seat. 

13. Prisc[i?] 

14. MacMullen 1963, 102 [- - -?] Seven'ni I [- - -?] Vet(erani? vel tii?) 

MacMullen suggests that the occupant of this seat was a Marcus Aurelius Severinus ( CIL 
III 3617). 
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15. [- - -1 C(- - -) /(- - -) 16.[---]GID 17. [ - - -]IL[- - -] 

18. [- - -]NO[- - -] 

19. MacMullen 1963, 102 [Se?]pt(imii?) V[e]r(ani?) R(- - -?) 

Septimius Veranus was a veteran of the second legion of 218 C.E. (Macmullen, 102; CIL 
ID3344). 

20. T(- - -) C(- - -) G(- - -) 21. T(- - -) C(- - -) G(- - -) 

22. [- - -?] T(- - -) Max(- - -) 23. VE(- - -?) S(- - -?) ET!!! 

Pannonia Superior 

56. Carnuntum. Military amphitheatre seat. The military amphitheatre dates to the mid 2nd c. C.E. 
CIL ID 11253; Kolendo 1979, 49. 

(Quattuorviri) vel (Quattuorvirontm) 

This inscription, reserving seats for the magistrates of the civilian settlement, was 
found on a seat in the smaller, northern tribunal. 

57. Carnuntum. Civilian amphitheatre. The amphitheatre was constructed between 124 C.E. and 
the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161-180 C.E.). AE 1934, 263, 264; Miltner 1933, 36; Kolendo 1979, 
49-50. 

1. Loca I Augusta/ I iwn m(unicipi)A(elii) K(amwztini) 

'The places of the Augusta/es of the municipiwn of Camuntum.'' The entranceway above 
which this inscription was found leads to seats in the second maenianum. 

2. Loca I pagi I Ae/eni 

"Places of the pagus Aelenus." The entranceway above which this inscription wa-; 
found leads to seats in the first maenianwn. The pagus Aelenus was a subdivision of the 
territory of Camuntum. 
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" f T. .3. MacMullen 1963. 100 T(iti?)j{ilii?) Nigri . . . N.1ger, son o 1tus(?)" 

Africa Proconsularis 

58. Carthage. Amphitheatre, most likely seating inscriptions. The first phase of amphitheatre 
construction was Augustan or Julio-Claudian and a considerable extension was carried out in the 2nd 
and 3rd c. C.E. The inscriptions date at the earliest to the time of Constantine (306-337 C.E.) and 
perhaps as late as the fifth century (Kolendo 1981, 313; Bomgardner 2000, 98). CIL VIII 24659 1
43, listed here in the same order. If a corresponding reference to Delattre (1898) exists, it is provided 
in brackets. 

1. 	 [- - - B?]oncari vie(- - -) Fo[- - - I - - -Jinius ex vic(ario) Aj{ricae)? 

In the 3rd c. C.E. vicarii were equestrian procurators of provinces appointed by the 
emperor to replace senatorial governors. When Diocletian reorganized the empire 
into dioceses each diocese was entrusted to a vicarius, the official agent of the 
praetorian prefects. 

2.(5) 	 a) f- - -] I [- - -] v(iri) c(larissimi) 
b) Gabinian(i) I Finni v(iri) [c(larissimi)?] 

Vir clarissimus and clarissimus vir ("most illustrious" or "most honourable man") 
are senatorial designations; those individuals thus identified were members of the 
senatorial order. Cf. nos. 4, 5b, 6, 7, Sa, 9, 10, 11, 18b, no. 59.3. 

3. Gabinian[i] I +TT/zeod[- - -] 

4.(2) [- - -]ienti Pacati v(iri) [c(larissimi)?] 

5.(6) 	 a) Pof!lp(eii?) lnnocen I ti(s?) Iunior(is) c(larissimi?) p(ueri?) 

Clarissimus puer and puer clarissimus ("most illustrious" or ''most honourable 
boy") are senatorial designations; those individuals thus identified were of 
senatorial families. Cf no. 13. 

b) 	 [- - -?]OC(- - -?) F[-?]vinii c(larissimi) v(iri) P(- - -?) V(- - -?) 
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6.(3) 	 a) [- - -laec[hi? vel iii?] v(iri) c(larissimi) 
b) Restituti c(larissimi) v(iri) I VT- - -] 

7.(4) Valeriani v(iri) c(larissimi) 

8.(1) 	 a) [- - -]ebli Iun(ioris'?) c(larissimi) v(iri) 
b) p(rincipalis) a(lmae)[K(anhaginis)] vel Pa[- - -] vel P(ublii?) A(- - -) 

T. Kotula ( 1979, esp. 243) dates the title ofprincipalis almae Kmthaginis, assigned to 
leading dignitaries of the city, to the fourth century C.E.; cf. nos. 16, l8a, 21 a, no. 59.1. 

9. [- - -]tii c(larissimi) v(iri) I [- - -]itiani c(larissimi) v(iri) 

10.(7) a) [- - -]vi v(iri) c(larissimi) I [- - -] P(ublii?) b) l- -?]B( - - -?) 

11.(26) [- -Ji v(iri) c(larissimi) I [- - -]SIC(- - -?) 

12.(9) a) S(- - -) P(- - -) C(- - -) b) Pom(- - -) 

13. [- - -?]UVIC[- - -?J I [- - -]si p(ueri?) c(larissimi?) E(- - -) T(- - -) 

14.(16)a) [- - -Ji v(iri) d(evoti) ag(entis) in r(_e)b(us)? 

The agentes in rebus were brought in by Diocletian to replace the fnmzentarii and 
served as couriers between the central government and the provinces; they came to 

be known as agents of the secret police. 


b) Sex(_ti?) [- - -?] c) Cogn(- - -) 


15.(14) [- - -]llSis Pa[- - -] I [sacelrdota[lis?] '• ...high priest. .. " 

16.(12) [Mine?]rvi Flaviani (duoviri) I [- - -?J T(- - -) p(rincipalis) a(lmae) 
K(mthaginis) 

17.(10) [Mine? Jrvior(_um) Flavia[nor(_um)JI [- - -]enicenii? p(rincipales?) I [- - -] 

18.(l l) a) [- - -liati p(rincipales) a(lrnae) K(anhaginis) 
b) 	 CE[- - -?I I NIE[- - -?] I c(larissimi?) v(iri?) 
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19.(13)a) [- - -Ji p(rincipalis?) K(at11wginis?) b) CE'?(- - -?) FVS(- - -?) 

20. [- - -]/UNII [- - -]onii p(rincipalis) K(a11haginis) 


21.(28)a) [- - -] p(rincipalis) a(lmae) K(arthagini) b) [- - -] I Ju[- - -?] 


22.(33) [- - -] A \tXA(- - -?) [- - -?] 23.(17) [- - -]a Bonifa(tii?) 


24.(31) a) [- - - ]amjj[- - -] 


b) 	 C(ai?) /(- - -) vel c(larissimi?) i(uvenis?) I Cres(- - -) L(- - -) /NII[- - -?] I [- - - - - -] I 

[-----] 

25.(15) Felicis (nwnmi?) (duo) 

Although N is the abbreviation for nummi and follows F elicis, it does not make 
much sense in this context. 

26. [Fl?]orenti[s - - -?] 27. Tj(- - -) Fortww 

28.(24) [- - -] Her[acl- - -] 

29.(25)a) /(- - -) I A(- - -) L(- - -) I A(- - -) b) [- - - H?]eracl[- - -] 

30.(18)a) [------] b) Pomp<;(ii vel iani) 

31.(35)a) [- - -?]ER[- - -?] b) [- - -]/[- - -?l I [- - -] Posteum[ i?] 

32.(19)a) [- - - - - -] I [- - -] VlV/l- - -?] b) L(ucii?) Rufinian(i) 

33.(29) [Ga?]binii [- - -?] I [- - -]Pl[- - -] 

34.(23) [Fus'?]ciani [- - -?JI [- - -]SY/M[- - -] 


35.(20) [- - - F e?]lici I [- - -]see/lino 


36.(8) a) [ - - -JLL4L[- - -1 I [- - -]NIC[ - - -1 b) [- - -]NIO[- - -1 


37.(27) [- - -]PA[- - -?] I [- - -]XEN[- - -?] 
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38. [ - - -? ]/J/CEN/A vel [- - -?]J.J1CENIA 

39.(30) [- - -]ani //[- - -?] vel [- - -]AN///[- - -?] 

40.(22) [- - -]+RMN/[- - -] 41.(34) [- - -]TEL[- - -] 

42.(32) [- - -?]+++/VC+[- - -?] 43.(21) [- - -]+VS![- - -?] 

59. Carthage. Amphitheatre; see above no. 58. Possibly fragmentary podium inscriptions. CIL Vill 
24660a-o, listed here in the same order. 

I. [- - -?]ratio Afiric?- - -) p(rincipalis?) a(lmae?) [K(a11haginis)?] 

2. [Vo?]lussi Ae I miliani I Pntden[tis?] 

3. [- - -]nwni v(iri?) [c(larissimi)?] I Flahiontm I [- - -?] Re(- - -?) Ment[- - -?] 

Cf. no. 58.3, 4, Sb, 6, 7, 8a, 9, 10, 11, 18b. 

4. [- - -?]LEBVP[- - -] I [- - -?]N///RL[- - -] 

5. C(ai?)A(- - -) f(- - -) vel C(ai?)A(- - -) !;;(- - -) 

6. A(uli?) E(- - -) 7.CA(---?) vel C(ai?)A(---) 8. [---?IROG[---?I 

9. [- - -]NI[- - -] 10. R(- - -?) [- - -?] I [- - -?] P(- - -?) 11. C(ai?) 

12. C(ai?) 13. C(ai?) 14. R(- - -?) 

60. Carthage. Amphitheatre; see above no. 58. Very fragmentary inscriptions perhaps from seats or 
podium. C/L VIll 24461 a-b', listed here in the same order. 

I. l- - -?]EE Fe(- - -) lztl(- - -) I [- - -]/ix 2. [- - -?]ll/OBSIAR[- - -?] ; [- - -?]P[- - -?] 

3. [---?]AT[---?] 4. [- - -?]Bl[- - -?] 

5. [- - -]EA/[- - -] vel [- - -]EA/[- - -1 6. [- - -?] Ho[- - -] 
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7. [- - -]IAN[- - -] 8. [ - - -]/Bl[- - -] 9. [- - -]/El[- - -?] 

10. [- - -]i F[- - -] 11. [- - -]/Tl[- - -] 

12. [- - -?]F[- - -] vel [- - -?] F(- - -?) ; [- - -]RV[- - -] vel R(- - -) V(- - -) 

13. [- - -JLU[- - -1 14. [- - -?] Lo[cus?] "Place of? ..." 

15. Loc(us) ''Place of ... " 16. [- - -?JNAf[- - -?] vel [- - -?JNAR[- - -?] 

17. [- - -?]NIP[- - -?] [- - -]atis 18. [- - -?]NII/I[- - -?] ; [- - -]AE4N[- - -J 

19. [- - -]0.(([- - -1 20. [- - -]RE( [- - -1 vel [- - -JREO[- - -] 

21. [ - - -JVL[- - - ] vel V(- - -) L(- - -) 22. V(- - -) M(- - -) 

23. Loc(us) "Place of. .. " 24. [- - -luii F[- - -] 25. [- - -]XOO[- - -] 

26. [- - -]X/H[- - -] 27. [- - -?]XX[- - -?] 

61. Carthage. Theatre seats. The earliest theatre may have been Augustan, but the extant remains 
are largely Hadrianic in date. 

1. CIL VIII 24664; Gauckler 1907, no. 352. 

[- - -I+++ I Lut(atiomm) Aemili I anonun 

2. Gauckler 1907, no. 364. C(ai?) /(- - -) vel c(larissimi?) i(uvenis?) 

3. CIL VIII 24664; Gauckler 1907, no. 353. [- - -]inciae Tio[- - -] 

62. Tebessa (Thevestis ). Amphitheatre, balustrade of podium. The first phase of construction dates 
to the fourth quarter of the l '1 c. C.E.; the outer rows of seating were added in the late 3rr1 I early 4th c. 
C.E. Lequement 1968, nos. 15-53; listed in the same order here. 

1. a) [- - -IT [- - -] I [- - -]M I[- - -1 b) Albinomm 
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2. a)[- - -JS b) Ambibuliani I lunioris 

3. Asclepi I ontm 4. a) Comasj b) Vi[- - -] 

5.a)[---]t{s b) Crescen[- - -] 6. [- - -] (r?:S,conii 

7. a)[- - - - - -] b) Cwnini Ni[- - -] 

8. a) [- - -]A[- - -?] Ianuariani I ni b)Dqlmati c) Vale[- - -] 

9. a)[- - -Jont Im b) Lampi(- - -) c) £:cl[- - -] 

10. [- - -JEPLEONTff 11. [.EVCA[- - -] 12. Pro/Jini [- - -] 

13. a) [- - - or?Ju1J1 b) Quieti [- - -J 14. [Val?]eri Romuliani 

15. a) Rusticia I ni b) Loc(us?) ''place of. .. " 

16. [R?]{tstjciani 17. a) [- - -]ionun b) Selez(C9!1ii 

18. a) Titinni Comasi b) EC[- - -] 19. [Val?]eri Victoriniani 

20. [Vic?Jtqr[i]tJia[ni] 21. ASS[- - -1 22. [ - - -] N[- - -]/[ - - -] (I Mt\VR[- - -] 

23. [- - -]/UPP/[- - -J vel [Ph?Jilippi [- - -] 

24. a) [- - -]aniani b) Fl[- - -] 

25. a)[- - -Juris I [- - -] b) Opt[- - -J 26. J;U[- - -] 

27. a) [- - -o]rum b) 71:- - -] 

28. a) [- - -]tJiani I i b) [- - -]OR[- - -] I ,jtjlos [- - -] 

29. [- - -JLlfO VA[- - -] 30. [- - -]iomm I- - -?] I [- - -] PR[- - -?] 

31. f- - -JRVMCEL[- - -] vel [- - - o?]ntm Ce![- - -] 

32. [- - -] P[- - -] I [- - -]OSEL[- - -] I [- - -JIN[- - -] 
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33. [- - -]/Q- - -I I [- - -]M[- - -] 34. [- - -]{UPO[- - -] 

35. [- - -JM/ANO[- - -] 36. [- - -]Y[- - -] I [- - -] 37. [- - -JV[- - -] 

63. Tebessa (Thevestis). Amphitheatre seats. The first pha-;e of construction dates to the last quarter 
of the l '1 c. C.E.: the outer rows of seating and stone-cut facade were added in the late 3rd I early 4th 
c. C.E. Lequement 1968, nos. 54-57, listed in the same order here. 

I. [- - -]CECONIETGTIIL[- - -] I [- - -J Albino[nun?] 

2.ROMANfSI 3. Loc(us?) "place of ... " 

4. Locus IFesti I4 Vl:IV!f_- - -J "Place of Festus..." 

Numidia 

64. Lambaesis. Amphitheatre, on the upper rows in the north-east section. The amphitheatre was 
originally constructed by 128 C.E.; it was restored in the third quarter of the 200 c. C.E. The 
inscriptions date to the 3rd c. C.E. CIL VIII 3293; Kotula 1968, 39 no. 8. 

Fourth row: 
Curia Antoniniana 

Third row: 
C(uneus) VI C(uneus) VII C(uneus) VIII C(wieus) VII// C(uneus) X 

C(uria) Papir(ia) 
C(uria) Aur(elia) 

Second row: C(uria) Satumia 

First row: C(uria) Aug(usta) C(uria) Traia(na) 

The members of each of the curiae, voting units, seem to have been assigned one row in 
more than one cuneus. 
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65. Aphrodisias. Theatre, seat inscriptions. The theatre was originally built in the second half of the 
l '1 c. B.C.E. and the swnma cavea was added under Antoninus Pius (138-161 C.E.). The cunei are 
numbered from north to south. The vertical lines indicate the divisions between seating blocks. 
Roueche 1993, cat. 46; cuneus l corresponds to her c1meus A through to cuneus 8 =her cuneus H. 
She omits the letter I in her numbering system, meaning that cuneus 9 here= her cuneus J, and so 
on. 

Cuneus 1 
1. Row 3 To(rrrn;) µavi5(chopo~) "Place of the mandator." 

2.Row6 [- - -]Y[IZ;I I OIJYoi:\i:\TNIPOY I NIA TOYNI[- - -]IEAOI 

3.Row8 rIZ(- - -?) I A(- - -?) 

4. Row 10 OE(- - -?) I I K vac. A I [TEXETat ?] " ... reserved... " 

5. Row 18 H(---) 6.Row20 AK(- - -) vel A(- - -) K(- - -) 


7.Row24 Alvdou Tarro~ "Place of Aeneas." 


8.Row26 Ivac. Toni[o~] "Place of ... " 


Cuneus 2 

9. Row 15 KP al[TEXETat] "Reserved ... " The P seems to be from another text. 

10. Row 16 vac. KK vac. 11. Row 19 IKarl[EXETat] "Reserved ... " 

Cuneus 3 
12. Row 12 A monogram containing H, T, A. A, either a Kor an Y and an 0 

13. Row 18 KaKa :r¢t t:rri I TWV npaaivwv "Bad years for the greens!" 

14. Row 21 Ivac. I~,:\. IKalTE [XETat ]I HTA I [- - -] "Reserved ... " 

15. Row 21 vac. IKUK Ivac. 

16. Row 22 steps Igameboard Itwo seats IAT IK(al.) IA/11 ~Xn lvac.I X lvac.I steps 
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17.Row26 

Cuneus4 
18. Row 12 

19. Row 19 

20.Row20 

Cuneus 5 
21. Row 8 

22.Row9 

23. Row 11 

24. Row 15 

25. Row24 

Cuneus 6 
26. Row 5 

27. Row6 

28.Row6 

29. Row6 

To(rms) B~yupiv( ou) "Place of Venusinus." 

IKYm IE l[xnm] "Reserved ... " 

I[- - -] I~AN I[- - -1 


J\I I [K]IAmt l[xnm] I ~T "Reserved ... " 


steps Ivac. Ivac. IOY I[- - - I<I> ION Icross Icross Ivac. 


zn vac. I ~OTN vac. IX( ) n I ED 


At right angles to other script: TY(- - -) I EY(- - -) 


i. NLKg ~ TVXTJ TWV npaaivwv 'The fortune of the Greens triumphs!" 
ii.• H TUXTJ TWV npaaivwv 'The fortune of the Greens..." 

NLKg ~ TUXTJ TWV npaaivwv 'The fortune of the Greens triumphs!" 

vac. I Y K E ~ Ivac. I~ X I(} Isteps 

steps I vac. Ivac. IK!Xf I[txnmJ "Reserved ... " 

[KaTE] 	 Ivac. xvac. nat I "Reserved ... " 

I YIOI 


[- - -] IL-lppxwv J<(at) AE vac. IL- - -] 
I vac. A.TA vac. I 

L- - -11 vac. J\ Ivac. 18 vac. IL- - -] 18 may be the number 12. 

[---Jin 
[- - -] IAt~s <Pllat3(ias) Isteps 

This second text may be either a woman's name, Flavia, or perhaps that of a tribe; the 11 in 
the first text does not appear to be related. 
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30. Row 10 steps Idesign I KaA T I vac. Ivac. AI Ivac. I KT I vac. AI Isteps 

31. Row 11 IOPOI vac. Ivac. Itwo seats Isteps 
ISE.<; 1<j>Lq<; I 

32. Row 16i steps Ivac. IY A 0 I I 
I A no I 
IAE YT AOAI 

''Reserved ... " 

34.Row 17 I.HI vac. Nif(- - -?) AfA(- - -?) I 

33. Row 16 

35. Row 18 TOTTO<; I" EpwoTo<; "Place of Eros." 

Roueche (107) suggests that this inscription may be a joke rather than an official 
reservation. 

36.Row22 In (nA) A I steps T(- - -?) ~I TOTTO<; NA " ... place of. .. " 

37.Row26 vac. I TT Ivac. 

Cuneus7 
38.Row8 [- - -] IOT M- - -1 I Ir(- - -?) I [- - -] IPAI [- - -1- - -] 

Each line of this inscription is in a different hand. 

39. Row 11 Ivac. IM [- - -] XHN I [-11 vac. IB vac. Isteps 
I ~AT I 

IB might indicate the number 12; cf. no. 28. The letters in the second line are much larger 
and seem to be unrelated to the first line, perhaps from KaT[EXETat]. 

40.Row 12 i. NtK~ ~ TUXTJ Twv Bcvbwv 'The fortune of the Blues triumphs!" 
ii. cross Tona<; I Inav8t vac. I 0(- - -?) ''Place of Spandius." 

Cuneus 8 
41. Row 6 AIT(- - -) 
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42.Row6 TOTT(°';) cross 

This text could be read two ways, either as the place of the cross or as the place of a 
Christian individual whose name was never cut, meant to be accompanied by a cross. 

43.Row8 [- - -] 'Aya.8wn°'; vac. "(Place ot) Agathops." 

44.Row8 'Emaµ11y[i]-/ (ou) "(Place ot) Heptamenius." 

45.Row8 Three monograms: 
a) Based on E, other letters 0, K, A, and A or~ 


b) Based on K, other letters 0, Y, P: Kaup[- - -] 

c) Based on E; other letters 0, ~orA, N 


46. Row9 'A8ava I ai(ou) ; Eurn=:f)i(ou) "(Place ot) Athanasius; (Place ot) Eusebius." 

47.Row9 To(no~) Eu[m:J~[lou] "Place of Eusebius." 

48. Row 19 steps I [KITTE]XETat \)I [no - - -] "Reserved by(?) ..." 

49. 	Row 19 [- - -] IAflO\f'OY vac. I [- - -] IKaTEXET[at] 

"Wipe (the seat) clean(?) I Reserved..." Roueche (I IO) suggests that the first line may 
come from emoljJaw, to wipe off or wipe clean. 

50.Row20 steps Itwo seats IJ<Tl a IT£xl[£Tat] ''Reserved..." 

51. Row20 vac. TOTT(o~) Isteps 	 "Place of. .. " 

52. Row22 steps I three seats Iuno I Ka I fl vac. A I three seats I V I K I T I [- I -] steps 

53. Row23 I KAfPO IE I 0 I two seats Isteps 
INOpoy I l-J I[K]~EXETat 

"... reserved.. ."' 

54.Row25 [Km£xna?]lt uno Tl [- - -] "Reserved for ..." 
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Cuneus9 
55.Row2 vac.' Hlito&Dp(ou) "(Place of) Heliodorus." 

56. Row 8; cf. Roueche 1995, no. 2. 

a) TOU KE I KolioTpo- I voi; b) Vt K~ ~ TUXTJ I ernMwu I npoTaU- I pap lOU 

'The fortune triumphs of Theodotus, first gold5mith......also called Kolotron." 

The above texts were cut on either side of a graffito of a head. It seems likely that the text 
on the left (a) is the remainder of an inscription which started on another seat and is 
unrelated to that for 8rn66wi; (b). 

57. Row 13 T9rro(i;) Twv µaKc:!ili iTwv I N t K~ ~ TUXTJ Twv Bc:vE:Twv 

"Place of the butchers. The fortune of the Blues triumphs!" 

58.Row23 [- - -]MOY[- - -?] I [- - -l<l>OY[- - -?] 

59.Row23 A monogram based on K and E, with perhaps T and I 

60.Row26 vac. Iµviou /\.Y(- - -?) Ivac. 61. Row 26 [- - -] IITI I [- - -] 

62.Row26 l --l IAAfT I [ - - -I 

Cuneus 10 
63.Row6 vac. I~EATYllO~ 

64.Row8 NHAI 

65. Row 21 steps Ivac.I T I vac. I0 Ivac.I vac. IN 11 Y Ivac. Isteps 

This text could be To(noi;) followed by the name of a group or of an individual. 

66.Row22 Monogram based on K and E, with /\. and perhaps T 
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67. 	In the steps leading upwards between blocks K and L 

a) Fourteenth step: A b) Seventeenth step: ~? 

Roueche (113) suggests that these letters might be numbers, 1 and possibly 4, indicating the 
seat rows. 

Cuneus 11 
68.Row6 vac. Er(- - -) vac. 

69.Row7 steps ITOTIQ<; 1;3c:yh1py I "Place of the Blues." 

70. Rowl8 vac.I vac. n vac. Ivac. nAe [- - -] I vac. Isteps 

71. Row 19 steps Ithree seats IT I XPYI(ou) [-]vac. Isteps 

72.Row21 steps IX Ivac. I[-] Ivac.I 0 Ivac. 

Ex situ 
73. Seat with back, standing in front row a)A K(---?)/<1> An(---?) 

b) [- - -] I <I> i:\ [-] NTE;IX I[- - -] 

74. Seat with back vac. ~IL:<I>QQIN 75. Seat with back IHAIAN(- - -?~ 

76. NtK<;'.i Ti ruxri T[w]y npaaiy(wv) 'The fortune of the Greens triumphs!" 

77 Seat from the swmna cavea vac. KITTEXETa I[l - - ?] " ... reserved... " 

78. [- - - ? 'An]I vac. ¢ia K(al) <I>/i((43toc;) "Epµmfnoc; - - -?] 

79. Seat with back IKa:T[EXETat ?] I IIOY [- - -] "Reserved ... " 

80. [- - -] IXIOY 81. Seat with back [- - -] I[- - -1.I [- - -] I [- - -] I[-] OYAAAO [- - -] 

82. vac. EYAT vac. 	 83. vac. fO(- - -?) vac. Al(- - -?) vac. 

84. vac. ZO(- - -?) vac. 	 85.[---]i:\.H(---?) vac. 
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86. KaTEXETat Iµ~ µaxn H (- - -?) "Reserved. Don't quarrel." 

The second line is intriguing since it seems to be instructing the viewer not to argue over the 
occupancy of the seat. The final H is from an unrelated text. 

87. Appears to be from the upper cavea vac. ~HMH vac. 

88. Appears to be from the upper cavea 

a) in "a large sprawling hand" M(---) 


b) in formal lettering Kapµtvias Kliau8[t]av11s vac. 


Carminia Claudiana must be a member of the Carminii, a prominent family at Aphrodisias 
from the mid-second century. Marcus Ulpius Carminius Claudianus spent 10,000 denarii 
on the cavea of the theatre, perllaps explaining why Carminia wa5 given the honour of an 
officially reserved seat inscribed with formal lettering (Roueche. 117; Lewis 1974. 91M). 

66. Aphrodisias. Odeon seats. The odeon dates to the late l '1 I early 2nd c. C.E.; it was reconstructed 
in 4th c. C.E. The cunei are numbered from west to east. The vertical lines indicate the divisions 
between seating blocks. Roueche 1993, cat. 47; cuneus 1 corresponds to her cuneus A. 

1. A series of groups of letters on the front lips of the seat5; they are found only in one section of the 
cavea because elsewhere the edges of the seats have been lost. 

a) MP: cuneus 2 rows 4, 5, 6 (found four times on seat), 7, loose fragments 
b) AAE: cuneus 2 row 7 
c) AN: cuneus 5 rows 7, 8. loose fragment 
d) APAP: cuneus 2 row 4 
e) ro: cuneus 2 row 1 
f) EP: cuneus 2 row 5 
g) ZH: cuneus 2 rows 4 (twice), 5, cuneus 3 row 4 
h) HPA: cwzeus 5 row 7 
i) HPI: cwzeus 2 row 6 (twice) 
j) nAA: loose fragment 

2. Cuneus 2, row 5 TOTTok; vrnT£pw[v] "Place of the younger men." 

3. Cwzeus 2, row 8 "Place of the Jews." 
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4. Cuneus 4 row 6 ToTTos BEvE:Twv I ' E~p£wv Twv rr9Acwv 

"Place of the Blues, of the elder Jews." 

5. Cuneus 5 row 5 [ - - -] BEVETP\J " ... of the Blue faction(?)" 

6. Cuneus 5 row 7 Tolrros BEvE(Twv) "Place of the Blues." 

67. Aphrodisias. Stadium seats. The stadium was built in the mid- to late l '1 c. C.E. The cunei are 

numbered anticlockwise beginning with the cuneus over the eastern entrance. The vertical lines 
indicate the divisions between seating blocks. Roueche 1993, cat. 45. 

1. Cuneus 1 row 25 A(- - -) 

2. Cuneus 2 row 13 Tolrrbg[-JI[-JcD [-]l,'.\01~ [-]I~ [-JIOIN IPN lvacat "Place of. .. " 

3. CunellS 2 row 20 Toi[TTJlol£s11 <PY,'.\ QIP [- - -I "Place of ..." 

Roueche (85) suggests that the seat could be reserved for either a cpu.Ari or supporters, 
cpt.Aop-. 

4. Cuneus 2 row 21 cppouµ(EvTapiwv '?) Tolrro(s~ vacat 

"Place of the com-dealers." Roueche (85) suggests that one interpretation of this text 
indicates that the seats were reserved for frnme11farii, com-dealers (and not the government 
agents), but admits that she knows of no other instances of the word being used in this 
manner in Greek. 

5. Cuneus 3 row 10 vacat INT vacat 

6. CwzellS 3 row 11 
vacat 

W.l BEVE 

IAup[- - -] ,'.\,'.\O 
ITwv Ivacat 
UI ENION I 

"(Place of) the Blues..." 

7. Cuneus 3 row 16 steps I T 161 rr (os) I[- - -] "Place of ... " 
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8. Cuneus 3 row 22 Tonoc; I' AvopovtKoO I(T]oO J<a( l<DotBl'ptou 

"Place of Andronicus, also called Phoeberius." 

9. Cuneus 3 row 22 TOTT(oc;)[- - -] "Place of. . .'' 

This inscription is unfinished and seems to have been carved by a spectator rather than 
because of an official grant (Roueche, 86). 

I0. Cuneus 4 row I [- - -]O~PJ.(QN npacr(v[wv] "...of the Greens." 

11. Cuneus 4 row 15 vacat ITolrrog Mak:rraup.EI[tTwv] 

"Place of the Mastaureitans.'' This inscription reserves seats for the citizens of 
Mastaura in Lydia. 

12. Cuneus 7 row 13 steps I[- - -JIMOCTPArraYI vacat 

This text may be the end of a name such as dTJµompchou. 

13. Cuneus 7 row 22 steps I[-JalQIJ'.\ Icru~wyl vacat 

14. Cuneus 7 row 24 [' AnolAA]<pv(oµ [ajy~ l[A]µmoyM¢oµ 

"Place of Apollonius, sculptor." 

15. Cuneus 8 row IO l- - -] IO Ivac. Ivac. IT Ivac. Ivac.1.1 PIT Isteps 

16. Cuneus 8 row 17 [- - -JIE rr If IE lvac, 1JI steps 

17. Cuneus 8 row 18 [- - -11 Ml 0 I N Isteps 

18. Cuneus I 0 row 16 TOrrlo~I lf'.\QJ;3I[-]~1(- - -] "Place of ... " 

This could be referring to supporters; Roueche (88) suggests pemaps ¢tlio~£vnot, a new 
description of a supporter of the Blues. 

19. Cimeus IO row 24 a) vac. OUE vac. I b)TJ'.\Xll':-J I 
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20. Cuneus 10 row 25 I[- - -]IKA(au5irn;)IIEAWKEtla<; To(rroc;~[-]X IP lrf: I[- - -] 

"Place of Claudia Seleuceia ... " Although a city in Pisidia is named Claudia Seleucia, it is 
more likely that this inscription is reserving an area for a woman named Claudia Seleucia, 
since seats reserved for cities give the name in the genitive plural (Roueche, 89). The 
inscription is spread out over at least three seats. 

21. Cuneus lOrow 25 [Torroc;Jrrfic; ouiy:rEX I[viac;]UIO[- - -]Al[- - -]~II[- - -] 

"Place of the association of... '' This inscription is on the rim of some of the same seat<; as 
the inscription for Claudia Seleucia and may date to a different time, an example of the 
reuse of seats. Alternatively, van Nijf ( 1997, 222-223) suggests instead that the entire row 
was reserved for Claudia Seleucia and that as a benefactor to the unknown association she 
allowed some of its members to sit in her row. 

22. Cune1ts 11 row 6 [- - -]AYP.I I[- - -]~lJ<p lv6µou vac.lvac.I seat of honour 

"Place of Aurelius(?) .. .oec01wmus." 

23. Cune1ts 11 row 7 TOTT[oc;] I[- - -JY olKov6µ(ou) I vac. 

"Place of .. .oeconomus." 

24. Cuneus 11 row 8 [- - -] vac. M IOY vac..{IMOY vac.I 

25. Omeus 11 row 14 steps I[- - -]IT~AI I[-JI vac. AY I[-] Ivac. ~IA I[- - -] 

26. Omeus 11 row 21 steps I[- - -] l)OY TE;HI I[-JI~Br ITou lvac. '.Iyvm[vac.] 1.tTJ J<.E I 
'Ylj>LJ<A.E;L.<; [- - -]IOKJIN [- - -Hfavou I [- - -] 

" .. .Ignatia and Hypsicles..." 

27. Cuneus 12 row 1 Ivacat Ano I[- - -] 

28. Cuneus 12 row 4 Y ~I u Ip Ivac. Ia If. Iw Iv 1p I!-> I[YTEXVta] 

"(Place of) The a<;sociation of tanners." 
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29. Cuneus 12 row 8 

steps I[- - -] I I Y I [-] T E I[- - -] I wv Ifive seats Iµ vac. El IA~ TI [ 6 jJTI[oc;] Isteps 

''Place of the Milesians or of Miletus(?)." This inscription may be reserving seats for 
individuals from Miletus. 

30. Omeus 12 row 10 I [--]I KY IJ[-j l[-]E IOp I.I I [- - -] 

31. Cuneus 12 row 12 AI IAt lal vou I vac. 

32. Cuneus 12 row 13 steps I[-Jr I [--]I [-JE 101 ap laal wu ITo(rroc;?) INHC I 

"Place of Eurastus." 

33. Cuneus 12 row 18 vac. ITorr(oc;) I[' A]VTty61 vo[u] I vac. 

''Place of Antigonus." This name is not otherwise attested at Aphrodisias (Roueche, 91). 

34. Cwzeus 13 row 4 J\u(- - -) 

This inscription should be understood as reserving the whole row; cf. nos. 44, 45, 46, and 
47 also from the stadium. Although the letters could stand for Ly(simachus) or another 
name of an individual, it seems instead that this inscription is an abbreviation for some sort 
of group. Roueche (1993. 91) suggests that this group might be from outside Aphrodisia'>. 
such as the Ly(cians) or Ly(dians); alternatively it could be a civic tribe, since the 
abbreviation must represent something easily understood by spectators. 

35. Cuneus 13 row 15 steps IEpI[-] IK I Y I [ -] I [ - -jM I [- -] I E IT IpI I 0 I Y I steps 

36. Cuneus l 3 row 18 [- - -11 [- - -] ~)'OY vac. np vac.1 steps 

37. Cwzeus 14 row IO steps IM I A I C I [- - -j 

38. Cuneus 14 row 22 [- - -] Ivac. AA(- - -)vac. [- - -] I[- - -] 

39. Omeus 14 row 23, on the rims of several seats 

steps Ivac. Ivac. 0 vac. Ivac. Ivac. P vac. I[- - -] 
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40. Cuneus 14 row 24, on the rims of several seats 

steps I vac. op vac. IAB' Hpwota vac. I y[ou - - -] I[-?] I [-JP vac.13 seats I 
vac. n [- --] 

41. Cwzeus 15 row 26 vac. I IA IIA I [- - -JI AI IAI I [--]I steps 

These letters could be different combinations of the number eleven. 

42. Cwzeus I8 row 6 A monogram composed of the letters PTXANE orOTXANE. 

43. Cuneus 21 row 13 steps ITo ITT I [ o<; - - -1 '"Place of. .. " 

44. Cuneus 28 row 2 Ivac: YljJ t(- - -)vac. Isteps 

45. Cwzeus 28 row 3 l'YljJt(- - -) vac. I 

Nos. 44 and 45 are perhaps abbreviations for a group; cf. nos. 34, 46, and 47. 

46. Cuneus 28 row 12, found on the seats at either end of the row AP(- - -?) 

47. Cuneus 28 row 18, found on the seats at either end of the row 1\1(- - -?) 

Nos. 46 and 47 are most likely abbreviations for the names of groups. AP is also found in 
the odeon (66.1), and two combinations of AI are found elsewhere in this stadium (no. 4 I). 

48. Cuneus 29 row 27 steps IB IA I [ - - -] 

49. Cuneus 30 row 18 steps 11.c: Ivac. I [p 10 Iv Io I 't IK Io Iv Io I µwv Isteps 

"(Place of) the sacred oeconomi." Roueche (95) suggests that these individuals may be the 
oeconomi of the goddess Aphrodite; cf. no. 51. 

50. Cuneus 30 row 19 steps ITO ITTO<; I ol 1KOV 16µ Iw Iv Iv Ic:w ITE Ipw Iv Ivac. I 

"Place of the oeconomi of the younger men or of the younger oeconomi." 
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51. Cuneus 30 row 20 steps 11 E I p I w I v I 9 1 l I K I vac. I 6 I [µ]ip I v I [ - - -] 

'\Place of) the sacred oeconomi." 

52. Cuneus 30 row 21 steps 11 I E I pw I v I vac.1 l: I [ ¢ MIvac. I~ Iip Ivac. I v I vac. I 

''(Place of) the sacred ephebes." 

53. Cuneus 30 row 22 steps I1Epwv IE.¢~ If3w I:v Ivac. 1l: Ivac. I¢ Ivac. I~ Ivac. Ivac. I 
vac. I~ Ivac. Iwv Isteps 

"(Place of) the sacred ephebes... " Nos. 51 and 52 are the only instances of which Roueche 
(95) is aware in which ephebes are described as sacred, and she suggests that this may only 
apply to a particular subgroup. 

54. Cuneus 32 row 19 steps Ithree seats I' Apt[a]T I iwv Irn; Ivac. 

55. Cuneus 32 row 25 steps ITo vac. Ino.; vac.1 cpu vac. I/iwv vac. I' A vac. Iwpo vac. I 
~nqt[E]wv Ivac. 

"Place of the Aphrodisian tribes." One row could not have seated all the tribes of the city. 
therefore these seats must have been reserved for particular members or officials of the 
tribes (Roueche. 95). 

56. Cuneus 33 row 8 steps I[' A] I:r IT I@ Io I u I 9 I u I [v] I!< I~ ITIT 1.tK(ou) Isteps 

"(Place of) Attalus, senator." All senators from the city with this name are from the mid
second century (Roueche, 96). 

57. Cuneus 33 row 16 [- - -] I.I A I vac. Ii'.\HI Isteps 
I P I 

58. Cuneus 33 row 18 [ - - -] I 0 I [ -] I [ -] I' E ITT I t y I 6v I [ ou] I [ - -] I steps 

59. Cuneus 33 row 19 stepsl vac. I' A I no I Ali I w I vi I ou IEI 15seats11:-1 palm !steps 

"(Place of) Apollonius ... " The palm, a symbol of victory. might indicate that Apollonius 
was a victor, suggesting that the inscription could be restored as d[EpovEtKou] (Roueche 
1993, 96). 
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60. Cwzeus 33 row 20 IZBI I two seats Isteps 

61. Cuneus 33 row 27 

stepsl [- -] I [-JN I [-] IT [ o] I vi IKT) Ii TT palm u(KTOU) I [-] ~ Iv Iou 14 seats Isteps 

Roueche (96) suggests that the individual seated here was probably a boxer; the sigma, 
which is lunate, may instead be an abbreviation mark. 

62. Cuneus 34 row 19 steps I [-] I [-] I [-]I ['A] Iy IT I t Ip IX 1.E I [t] I w Iv Isteps 

"(Place of) the people of Antiocheia." This inscription seems to reseive an area for the 
citizens of Antioch on the Maeander. 

63. Cuneus 34 row 26 steps Ia I u Iv IT IE Ix Iv I (I a I vac. IKI T'J ITT Io I u Ip(wv) I 

'The a.;;sociation of gardners." 

64. Cuneus 35 row I 2 steps Ivac. Ivac. IKIB Ivac. f':.. I[- - -] 

Roueche (97) suggests that this inscription could be reserving an area for individuals from 
Kibyra in Phrygia. 

65. Cuneus 37 row 5 I' Aopacr ITau T[o]TT(oc;) Ivac. ''Place of Adrastus." 

66. Cuneus 38 row 3 vac. KN vac. vel KxI 

67. Cuneus 39 row 16 vac.1 TPTT Ioc; vac. Icrupap( Iwv vac. Isteps 

"Place of the gold-workers." A TTpornaupapioc;- the leader of the crupapiot - had his 
own seat in the theatre (65.56b), and crupapiot were also granted seats in the theatre of 
Miletus (71.1-4). 

68. Cuneus 40 row 19 steps Ivac. Ina Irriw I [ v] I oc; I:r(6rroc;) 14 vac. Ivac. [- - -] 

"Place of Papion... " 

Seats found ex situ 
69. TOTToc; "Place of ... " 70. TOTToc; "Place of ... " 
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71. vac. En(- - -) vac. 72. vac. EPZH(- -?) vac. 

73. vac. i\APICT~I (- - -?) vac. 74. Ti mrrpi<; 'The fatherland ... " 

68. Didyma. Stadium seats. The Hellenistic stadium is within the sanctuary to Apollo, and all but 
one of the seating inscriptions that have survived come from the steps to the temple platform which 
were used as seats for the stadium. Most seats on the other side of the stadium are now lost. The 
rows are numbered from the bottom, and the seat blocks from west to east unless otherwise 
indicated. The relationship between various inscriptions on the same seat block is not always clearly 
defined in Rehm' s catalogue. Vertical lines represent the divisions between seat blocks. Rehm 
1958, no. 50, listed here in the same order. 

There are two terms in the inscriptions that indicate unknown types of group, seemingly 
organized around individuals, TpLKAtvov, technically a dining room with three couches, and its 
variants (nos. 1.18, 1.30, l .43b, 1.48, 1.50, 2.3, 2.1 Ob, 2.30, 2.32a, 2.38, 2.42, 3.1) and Twv TTEpi, 
"those around... " (nos. 1.6, 1.15, 1.39, 1.44, 2.21, 2.37, 2.50, 3.16). The rrpo<j>~Tat, priests of 
Apollo, were elected armually from the leading families of Miletus; five candidates were nominated 
by each of the five local demes and then in a second vote the final choice was made (Parke 1986, 
124; Jones 1987, 326). Several inscriptions from the stadium contain foi and it seems that this term 
was used to indicate that a seat had been officially reserved by the authority of the prophetes in 
office. This term is explicitly linked with this office in several inscriptions (1.3, 1.7, 1.18, l .38, 1.39, 
l .40, 2.26a, 2.35, 2.42, 3.1 l). Rehm (I 958, I02) suggest~ that arr6, which is found in three 
inscriptions (1.43b, 2.39, 3.8) and is in two (1.43b, 3.8) associated explicitly with the office of 
prophetes, indicates that the seat was reserved from the year in which the prophetes named held 
office onward. This insistence on the specific year, however, may not be necessary and the term 
should instead be taken to indicate more generally that the seat was reserved during the tenure of the 
office ofprophetes by the individual named onward. The inscriptions from the stadium of Didyma 
on several occa-;ions use formulae not found elsewhere whose meaning is difficult to ascertain, and 
the text-; seem to be a mix of official reservations and personal graffiti, making their interpretation 
even more challenging. 

1. Row 1 

I.a)' E11s:xpxou ; Xt6vt(5o<;)[- - -1 b) vertical face E[-]oµEVOU<; 


"(Place of) the commander or overseer." 

2. I<j>oC>pia<; ; OuEpytfi[iJ Iou 
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3. fol. AuKivou npo¢tjwu I ~ta8ouµc:vou 4.Tpu¢ovoi; 

5. <l>if.wvoi; Kat nom I8wviou ; ETTL <l>LAOOTpa I TOU 

6. TWV TTEP 11. Mof.n(fy IITAN xwpi(ov?) "The place of those around Molpan(?)..." 

7. [~]toTiµ I(ou?) novt Emyc:ypaµ(- - -) ; ETTI. LTpmwvoi; np(o¢tjwu?) ~L001<oupi8ou; ETTL 
<l>LAlbOU 

The first text may be referring in some manner to the inscribing of the seat. 

8. 0rnK[f.]fo(ui;) ; ETTI. ITpmwvoi; np(o¢tjTOu?) <l>tf.ompawu 

9. rnl. Xa(pµou?) I ~LOOKoupi(fou) 

10. ETTL, AT[TL KOU?] I nonf.iou ; ETTL , ATTLK(ou) ; [- - -?]ou[- - -?] µa[- - -?] ETTL I<l>LA(i)b(ou) 

11. [- - -]<l>tf.op:r(pawu) I~ I 11piou I Mmav8piou ; <l>LAOOTpmou 

12. Irjt(ou) 13. [- - -] ETTI. Iwn61.c:wi;; Toui; 'tc:pou(i;) " ... the priests..." 

14. ~LOvucri I ou 15. ETTL T{ c: }wv nc:pl. 'ApT£µw(va?) /'Amo(- - -?) 

17. fol I Xap(µ)o(u) <l>tf.fou; fol I' AntKou ~11µ11Tp(ou ; fol Iw¢avou ; ~1iµ11Tp(ou /Tau 
nut.mµ£vou 

18.' t::¢c:cr l_iou ; ETTL LWTTOAL(ou) AEUKElOU ; , ATTOAAW I86pou !ETTI. Mc:vino(u) non!.( I OU I 
npw¢tjwu TPElKA I avov 

19.' AAKLVOOU; ETTL, Aptmfou ; 'EKma(ou; NtKoµtjfo Iu; ratou 

20. ETTL Iw -/ [¢]av(ou) ; np~iou ; E'f1t 'AT ITLKoU 

21. np~iou ; np~iou; :n;Dy ~11PlVOU I fol. Mc:vi(cr)KOU ; np~iou ; , Av~m 

22.a) ETTL Mc:v(TTTTOU b) vertical rise 'Epµ(ou ; ETTt Iw¢av I ou Kf.c:av8pou 
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23. ETTt '.Io~Lou ; 'AVTty6vou TP I ay({lbou "(Place of) the tragic actor Antigonos." 

24.•Epµwv<XK IToe; 

25.a) ETTt 'louvLou Tou I L1aµa Ka1 ITcixµoc;; E:rrt NtKoµtj8ou I <DtAfou' Av8(p)Lou ; ETTL 0£wvoc; 
"1tµtT(pLou?) 

b) vertical face AupT'JALoE 

26. KA£av8pou ; TupwTwv 27. ETTI. <DtAoOTp(mou) /'Epµ.L(ou) ;' Avn6xou 

28. Nt[K]o[µ]tjfou; 'Emy6vou; [fl]oTTA I LOU KappoupvLou; "1T'JpLvou 

29. OuAta8ou IKai./' Impo8 I c:µa(foc;?) 

30.'Emyovou TOU Iw(- - -) ; vrnT(pLKAtvov?) ; ETTL <DtAoOTpaTOu "1tovuaL(ou) ; ETTI. 
0£wvoc;' EpµLou 

The term here that has been expanded as vrnTpLKAtvov may represent some sort of newer 
grouping or pemaps a group of young men; cf. no. 1.48. 

31. M£vTa(- - -) ; (E:rr)'t' AvTtox(ou) 

32.a) Iw¢6vouc; Later texts: E:rr't , Iouv(LOU) ; ETTL , A TTlKOU r dtOU I Iwx6µou 

b) vertical rise "1nµrJTp(ou 

33. (E)TT't Xa[p Jo Later texts: [E:rr]'t <DavL(ou)ITwv TTEpt; ETTt 'ApT£µwvo I c; Aumµaxou 

34.a) [- - -lc:av<XKT I oc; ; Aumµaxou ; flomoc; <DtAfo Iu(c;) 

b)vertical rise ' A VTty6v I ou 

35. 0£wvoc; EV XPO I l- - -] tboVToc; ; 'Av8povl L ]Kou 

36. rvaLOU ;'Emy6vou c:lc:pou;, AVTmmpou "(Place of) the priest Epigonus." 

37. ETTt 'ATTtKOU I ra1ou /' AVTtoxou ; Ent 0£wvoc; ;' A:y~oy(oc;) ; flat8tjvou 
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38. Euayyf:J.ou Kal ~aµa; ETTL TTpo<j>tjTOu 'ATTwAAa ; vwu 

The addition of vwu seems to be a correction on the part of the lapicide to alter 
'ATTwAAa into' ATTwAAwvtou. 

39. ETTL' Aptmwµaxou; Twv m:pl 0rn06:rou :roli 'Ayptou ETTL TTpo<j>tj[T]ou Euy(- - -) 

40.a) ETTL X6pµou; ETTL [B]EVOKAfou ; EI TTL Mr']Tpo&Dpou TTpo<j> ItjT[ou] /Orna(E~)ou"(~) 

The third text: "(Reserved) during the tenure of office of god-fearing(?) prophetes by 
Metrodorus (?).'The term appears in Miletus as well, but in a different context; cf. 71.12, 
.15. 

b) Aumµaxou I Tou TTmp6~ I ETTL TTpo<j>tjTOu 

41. Irjlo(u) ; NtKtOU np6KAOU !ETTL <!>tA(- - -) <!>AaKKrjiou 

42.' ATToAAoMT Iou 

43.a) <!>tAtaKOU ; MEVEKAfou~ ; ETTL 'AptOT I fou <!>tAtaKou 

b) vertical rise 	 Eu56Sou Kal 'OMVTTou vEwKwpwv TO TptKAtvov I &rro 'ApTf:µwvo~ 
TTpo<j>tjTOu 

"(The place of) the grouping of Eudoxus and Olympus, guardians of the temple, from the 
tenure of office ofprophetes by Artemon(?)" 

44. En:t I<!>tAlbou TWV TTEpt nof\twva 

45.a) fol' ATTtKOU ralo I u TWV ; 'EpµwvaK;r[o~] [' A]TTOAAWVlOU 

b) vertical rise ' Epµou 

46.a) Aumµa I xou ; 'EKmo&iJpou I To(u) 0paawvi5ou 

b) vertical rise 0rn8Wpou I TOD 'EmviKou 

47. 'AvTt6xou Replacedby:'Emy6vou Another later text: nau I aavtou 
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48. vrnTptK.Aivo(v) ; 'Emy6vou; yuµvam lapx(ou) 

The term here that has been expanded as vrnTp i KAt vov may represent some sort of newer 
grouping or perhaps a group of young men; cf. no. 1.30. "(Place of) the gymnasiarch." 

49.'0oiou ; NEOT I opos ; ·HpO:oos ; , AvTtmrrpou Kat 'Iaa xwpriyw Iv /Baaaou npqt(- - -) 
<Dc[io?]wvos 

''(Place of?) the chorus-leaders Antipater and Isas... " 

50.E:TTl ~tovuaiou/ T[piK]A[tvto]v.H(p)aK.Aioou; [---]Kal M£v£KAfous; Nf:OTopos 

51.' AptOTfou{s} Ka.A Iou This text appears to be a personal graffito, referring 
to a place for "Aristeus the hand-;ome". 

52. AwKiou I Tou I [mop vi ?]vo I u ; AwKiou [- - -] I Imopvi.Aou ; 'AVT tax I ou ; ~iwvos Ta 
,AAcsa 

53.' Apxcf\aou ; ETTL TE[.A] I.Aou 54. [- - -]pTf:.Aou vel L- - -]pT£vou 

55.'Hyc(---); [.Plriyivou; Q[---)1[-JYOY[---]I 56. ewoa(s?) 

57. MapKOU K1.tPTWTOU Rehm suggests instead KUpTwTou, "hunch-backed", and the 
inscription appears to be a joke. 

58. 0woS:X(s?) aep(- - -) 

59. otc.Aam:is From ot£AaUvw, this term is equestrian in nature and may refer to an 
eques. 

60. •Hyri I µav0pou I wu • Hyriµa I v8pou 

61. VLK11 K(- - -) Tt~ap£iwv ; 'ATTcl.Aou 

'The ... triumphs of the Tiberioi." The Tt~apdot were involved in a cult association 
for the emperor Tiberius. 

2.Row2 
1. ETTl n.AaOTap I[x'?J I ou Xt6vt(oos) 2. [' E ]my6vou 
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3.' Apn:µLaiou TO TptKALvov; ~wvuao&Dp I ou 

4. [- - -]c:apxou 5. MapKou TO In°'; ''Place of Marcus." 

6. E:nl AouKiou Mo I Lpayc:vou<; E:nl 'ApLa(wµaxou?) 

7.a)Enl Xapµou b) vertical rise <Daio I [pJou I QpXL E<j>T)~EOOlJ 

"(Place of) Phaidrus, the leader of the ephebes." 

8.' Ano!t/ta a<j>aou ; 'Epµiou 9. TJ Epµou(?) 

1O.a) 'ApT[µ[w ]vo<; Kat A(- - -) 

b) vertical rise E:nl <l>L!tompmou Eu<j>tjµou I TptKALvov 

11.a) E:nl 'ATTLKOU ~iwvo<; IKat AP[- - -]OY 

b) vertical rise MapKou ; [- - -]upaou ; l.c:povLK Iwv "(Place of) the sacred victors." 

12.a) [CT)on!tiou 

b) vertical rise 'Ovonriya(v)ou EJT[l] Itµ I [<j>a]vou I E:nl Iw<j>avou 'Ovonriy61vou 

13.a) (I)TpcXrtµ[Vo<;] b) vertical rise Ent 8EWVO<; 

14.a) MT)Tp[o]o(wpou) b) vertical rise E:nl etwvo<; I<l>WTLOOU 

15. [8]paaw\-'.tOou ; fdiou 

16. Elaa This appears to be the first person singular aorist indicative active of 'ic;w, to sit, 
and therefore should be seen a.;; a personal, rather than official, inscription. 

17. [- - -J<j>avou 18.a) E:nl <l>LttOOTpmou I MTJTpo&Dpou 
b) vertical rise Mrivo<j>i!tou 

19. ~aµa[ai]ou 20.a) Ent <l>LALOOU b) vertical rise E:nl 'ATc:!tiou 'AnoA/ta 

21. E:nl 'Iov(- - -) 22. Tc: I Lµo IKpmou ; Twv nc:p 1 l 'EmKpa I TTJV Kal ~tjµ Iwva 
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23. [' Av]Ttoxo[u] ; [- - -]wvoi; f:rrl <Dtlli I8ou T[- - -]A 

24. May(vou?) I 6 TOTToi;; 'Av8poKAfoui; f:rrl <Dtlli8 Iou /' Av8poKAfoui; fol 
<Dtllompmou 


"Place of Magnus." 


25. f:rrl <Dtllomp(mou) 

b) vertical face K<lAtK IAurnu ; fol rrpo<jltjrnu Iwcj>aVou 'Epµiou 'Ayp(ou 

27.a)' Axc:p8d v0v ; K n1a(ou ; <Dtllov(- - -?) 

b) 'AAc:sa 6 Torroi; £rrl 'A(p)Tc:µ(ou 

b) is an unusual inscription. The name Alexas occurs on other seats (1.52, 2.32b, 3. l4b), and on 
one of these seats (3.14b) the inscription reads 'AAc:sa 6 Torroi;. Although Alexas is never 
explicitly identified a~ a prophetes, the repetition of the name, a pattern found with prophetai, 
suggests that this individual did indeed hold the office. It seems unlikely that Alexas would have 
had four reserved seats, and instead what may be occurring is that four seats were reserved during 
his tenure of office. The inclusion in this inscription, however, of an f:rrl associated with 
Artemius does complicate matters since this appears to be the formula used to indicate that a seat 
was reserved during the tenure of office ofproplzetes, although the name Artemius does not 
appear elsewhere in the stadium (nor does Atellius, Rehm' s suggestion for an alternative 
reading). The formula of a name plus topos is found elsewhere a~ide from 3.14: 2.5, 2.24, and 
even more confusingly in 4.6. Prima facie the translation of this inscription seems to be "The 
place of Alexas during the tenure of office ofproplzetes of Artemius", although it is not entirely 
satisfying. 

28. "Av8pwvoi; 

29.a) no(at)&Jv(ou TIU Iwou ; <DtAlaKOU 

CTuwoi; is related to TTOUVl cJL;c: lV, having to do with the practice of pederasty; this 
inscription seems to be a joke. 

b) vertical rise Aaµrri TOU 

30. Tp(~[A]tvov • Hpa8oi; 31. [~]tovucriou 
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32.a) Tpt I K(Atvov) ; TptK I Atvov b) £nt nAamap I xou' Pou<j>ou ; 'AM:~a ; ZwlAou 

33. Tou' Aptmfou ; 'Ap(mwvo Ii:; Ent AcuKiou ; ElTt 'Apta(Twvoi:;?) I Karr(Twvoi:; 

34. Iw<j>avoui:; ; Aaµn( Tau ; M I apKou 

35. ~aµ[- - -] Ko01<(wv(?)ou ; Ent npo<j>11Twv I [- - -?]opova Ko01<ou ; Z~vwvoi:; IT(oo?) Kat 
IaTupou ; yuµvamapx(ou) ; u1wv 

Fourth text: "(Place of) the gymnasiarch." Fifth: ''(Place ot) the sons(?)." 

36. (3)Evo<j>WvTOi:; KAauo(ai:; BaaaiA I AT]<; 

"(Place of) Claudia Ba<;silla, the daughter of (the wife of?) Xenophon." 

37. Twv TIEpt 8E6ooT I ov Kat 8paawvl511v ; ~ripivou ; 'louAiou 

38. AcuKiou IaTOpvdAou ElTt 'ApTEµ[wvoi:;] TO TptKAavov ; Iwn6~Ewi:; 

39.' ApTE:µwvoi:; Kat Aumµaxou Twv Aumµax I ou ; arro MapKo I u I Xt6vtooi:; E[- - -] ; 
[- - -]tovioou \j)t[- - -] 

40. <!>tAOOTpm{ oi:;}ou e I Ew[voi:;] I TOO ~t6vt5oi:; 

41. Ent [' Apta? vel ITpa?]TOYLKOU 

42. Iw<j>avou I TptKAtvAt ; £nt npo<j>~TOu I' Avopfou I vac. I AuKd vou 

43. £nt <!>A[- - -] I' Avnn¢(Tpou) ; Ent <!>tAompmou I ~t[oJvuai[o]u Kat MEvEo8£y.ii:; 
y[- - -?] ; <!>w I vTioou 

44. [' A]ptmoµ[axou]; IwyE:v[oui:;] 

45. L8lrn~p[ou] IKat Iiµ[yE:voui:;?] Uµv~o I wv ota Biou 

"(Place of) Thedorus and Sogenus(?), hymn-singers for life." 

46. AaµniTou 47. AaµntTOU ; 'Hpa(i:;?) 48. AaµniTau 
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49.0rn5al s 50. KTT]GlOU nauaaviou I ETTt ArnKtOU ; ETTt Xapµou TWV m:pl 
MEVEKAE:a 

51. [IJuµµaxou fol [- - -J ; [- - -JON[- - -J 

3. Row 3, seats numbered from east 
I. <l>Aa{3iou ~wvuao&Jpou I TptKA(tvov) 2.' ApTEµa 

3. fol Mcvia[Kou] 4.a) [8p]aawvos b) vertical rise 'A9rivai ; ~T]pivou 

5.a) Mrivo<j>iAou ETTI.' Apimwvos b) vertical rise ' Api mw I [ vl~s 5rnu 

6. <l>tJiioou ; 'AAK1otjµou 7. [- - -]EI[- - -] ; ~ripivou 

8. AEUKLOU MaAiou ImopviAou C.mo, ApTE:µwvos ITTpo<j>tjTOu Kat rat.au MaALOU' PriyiA I 
AOU 

h"gh pnest...,,9. 8E:wvos ETTt Iw<j>avou I [- - -]wtmwv TOD clpXtEp~os " ... o f the i . 

10. ~ripivou 

11.' ArroMwviou Uµvw10ou I fol' Pou<j>ou rrpo<j>tjTOu 

"(Reserved for) the hymn-singer Apollonius during the tenure of office ofprophetes by 
Rufus." Alternatively these could be two separate inscriptions: "(Place of?) the hymn-singer 
Apollonius" and ''(Reserved) during the tenure of office ofprophetes by Rufus." 

12. fol. Mtwio[-]vos IIwAT]Vt(- - -) 

L. Robert (1969, 661) suggests a restoration of awAT]Vl ( mou) or awAT]Vl (mai), '·shellfish
dealers''. 

13.a) ~T]plYOU b) vertical face' HAto&Jpas aywvo IeE:Tou ; 'IEpOKAfou 
"(Place of) Heliodora the agonothete." 

14.a) AaµrriTou 

The name Alexas is mentioned elsewhere (cf. 2.27b above) and in a context that casts some 
doubt on the translation of this text as "The place of Alexas." A seat (2.27b) already appears 
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to be reserved for this individual, and although it might have been reserved at another time, 
he appears on several occasions. It is possible that in this case the name Alexas was 
preceded by an ETTt that has been lost and the inscription is reserving a place for an 
individual whose name is missing during the tenure of office ofprophetes by Alexas. 

1s. MTJvocpiJ.ou Tau Mtwiwvos Rehm dates this inscription to the first decades C.E. 

16. Twv m.:p't NI tKoµav(- -?) 17. Aumµaxou 

4. Row 3, numbered from west 
1.'Iacrovos 2. [- - -?] Eµwv TabE Zwcriµou 3. <I>(- - -?) , AAKl(- - -) 

4.' Av8poKJ.fous I fol. Iwcpavou 5. ETTI. AuKivou 'ApTEµa(s?) 

6. ETTt !':itoyf. Ivous &pxovTos 'louf.iou 6 TOTTos Kat TTpocptjTOu 'A Iptmfou 

This inscription is very complex, and may in fact be two inscriptions that have remained 
undistinguished. The first part of the text as it appears here, ETTt !':itoyf. Ivous, is a formula 
found on many other seats in the stadium and is perhaps best understood as "Reserved 
during the tenure of office ofprophetes by Diogenus." If&pxovTos' louJ.iou is included 
here, then the text might read "Reserved for the archon Julius during the tenure of office of 
prophetes by Diogenus." Although this might seem a logical place to suggest that the first 
inscription ends and the second begins, there are some difficulties here as well. The formula 
6 TOTTOs is found in four other inscriptions in the stadium (2.24, 2.27b, 2.5, 3. l 4b ), but in all 
ca<ies is preceded by a name, ostensibly the name of the person for whom the seat is 
reserved (although see 3.14b). If this pattern were to be followed here, then Julius would 
be associated with 6 TOTTOs rather than with the office of archon. Another difficulty with 
dividing the inscription after the name Julius is that the second text would then read 6 
TOTTOs Kat rrpocptjTOu 'A Iptmfou, and the inclusion of the Kat, as well a<> of the office of 
prophetes here, causes difficulty. All other mentions of the office ofprophetes in the 
Didyma inscriptions are associated with the terms fol. or arro and seem to be used to 
indicate that the seat was reserved while the individual named was prophetes. If the 
prophetes Aristeus is taken to be in the same inscription as 6 TOTTOs, then the text could be 
interpreted a-; reserving a seat for him, an arrangement which appears unparalleled in the 
stadium (although cf. 2.27b). Rehm (102) suggest-; that the office of stepluznoplwms should 
be understood at the beginning of this inscription and that the text would therefore be dated 
to the particular year of the eponymous office with fol., but again this does not seem to be 
paralleled elsewhere in the venue. Unfortunately it seems the only information that can be 
taken from this text is that a seat appears to have been reserved for an archon. 
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7.' Hpa8os ~LOU 8. ETTL' ATTLKOu I KLKoµtj8ou 

9., Ap.l9TEoU 

10. N£wv ; , AvTLTT I cirpou yuµva(m6pxou?) 

"(Place of) the young men"; "(Place of) Antipater the gymnasiarch." 

5.Row4 
1. £TTl Mi::vi::KAE- I ou I Xt6vuSos IKal MLwiwvos I fol I TpaTwvos 

2.' Hpo<j)WVTos 

6.Row4 
l. nom8wviou TTPO I¢tjTOu ul.ou BoTLOU 

There are two possibilities for the interpretation of this inscription. The first is "(Place of) 
Posidonius, prophetes, son of Botius." The name of the prophetes, Posidonius, is repeated 
elsewhere ( 1.5). When the title prophetes is mentioned in a seating inscription it is almost 
always in a~sociation with ETTL and indicates that the seat was reserved during the tenure of 
that office by the individual named. The second possible translation of this text assumes 
that the fol has been lost and therefore the inscription would read "(Reserved for) the son 
of Botius (during the tenure of office of) prophetes by Posidonius." 

2.' A01<J.11ma8ou Kal Eu¢LAtjTOu I1i::pwv "(Place of) Asclepiadus and Euphiletus, 
priest~." 

3. fol MLviwvos N£wvos 4.' Ax(i::)p8dvwv 

7.Row 5 

ETTt, ATEA -/ J.wu I Kaf.ouva(- - -'?)I [- - -]Tou 

8.Block found ex situ 
Block from the seats opposite the temple platform steps. This is the only inscription which survives 
from this area; most of the original seats have disappeared. Rehm 50a 

"(Place of) the members of a sacred village association('?)" 
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69. Ephesus. Theatre seat<;. The theatre was originally constructed around 200 B.C.E. but was 
continually renovated until the end of 200 c. C.E.; the summa cavea was added in 140-144 C.E. 
These texts are tentatively dated to 128 C.E. SEG 34.1168, a-d. 

1. upper rise: [- - -] Tfii; 'Aaiai; lower rise: [- - -] KEpaµt TJT[- - -] 

2. upper rise: [- - -]' AptmoKpmo[ui;] 

3. upper rise: [- - - v ]aWv Twv E.v E¢£a~ Ou.Aniou lower rise: [- - -] TOTToi; 6 oo[- - -] 

4. upper rise: [- -]µt T]Tati; TOTT[oi; - - -] 

When combined in the correct order, the inscriptions read as following: 

Upper rise: [KEpa]µt~Tati; TOTT[oi; 6 8o8di; uno ToU OpXtEp£wi;J Tfii; 'Aa(ai; [v]aWv Twv E.v 
'E¢£a~ Ou.Aniou 'AptmoKpmo[ui;] 

Lower rise: KEpaµt ~T[ati;] TOTToi; 6 ool8di; UTTO TOU OpXlEpEwi; Tfii;' Aaiai; VaWV TWV E.v 
E¢£a~ Ou.Aniou 'AptmoKpchoui;] 

"To individuals from Keramus, a place that was granted by Ulpius Aristocratus, the high 
priest of Asia of the temples in Ephesus." 

70. Ephesus. Theatre: see above no. 69. Perhaps related to seating. Various inscriptions from 
statues ba<;es found in the theatre date to the 2nd c. and 3rd c. C.E. and the inscriptions below may 
date to the same period. IK 11.6, 2086a b, c; Heberdey et al. 1912, no. 86a, b, c, 87a b. 

1. [Kp?]mtmrii; Bo[ullTii;?] 

''(Place of) the most illustrious (?)council." The adjective KpaTtmoi; is the Greek 
equivalent of clarissimus, the title accorded to those of senatorial rank. 

2.a) [- - -?] yEpou[a(ai;] ""(Place of) ...the council of elders." 

b) [- - - BouX?]6pxou mpa(T~you) "(Place of) the strategos, leader of the council(?)" 

3. [- - -?]A[- - -] 4. [- - -?] Olf(- - -) E[- - -] 5.TO[---] 
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71. Miletus. Theatre seats. The original theatre dates to the late 3rd c. B.C.E. but a complete 
reconstruction was begun in the Flavian era. The inscriptions are Roman in date. The cunei are 
identified from the left, the rows from the bottom, and the seating blocks from the right unless 
otheiwise indicated. Hemnann 1998, 940a - aa. 

Maenianum 1 
1. Cwzeus 1, row 2, blocks 1and 2; 940a TOTTOS al>papiwv Bcvhw(v) 

"Place of the Blue gold-workers." 

2. Cuneus 1, row 2, block 5; 940n HrAN(- - -?) vel ' Hy(- - -)' Av(- - -) 

3. Cuneus 1, row 4, block 8; 9401; cf. 12.1. Iw[- - -] 

4. Cuneus 1, row 5, blocks 1- 3; 940b TOTTOS al>papiw(v) "Place of the gold-workers." 

5. Cuneus l, row 8, block 8; 940n; cf. 14 HfAN 

6. Cuneus 2, row 3, blocks 2 and 3; 940c TOTTOS ETTlVlKlWV I aupapiwv 

"Place of the triumphal gold-workers." 

7. Cuneus 2, row 3, blocks 5 and 6; 940h ~Evhwv E1o[u8lf:wv 

"(Place of) the Blue Jews." 

8. Cuneus 2 row 10, block 2 from left; 940o [- - -]~JIT[- - -] 

9. Cuneus 2, row 14, block 7 from left; 940p [- - -]ALI [- - -] 

10. Cuneus 2, rows 17 - 19 (=1- 3 from top). Row 1: block 1 from left; row 2: blocks 1- 3 from 
left; row 3: blocks 1 - 5 from left. 94Qj. 

This text reserves approximately 20 seat~ in the theatre for the family and other dependents 
of Marcus Aurelius Thelymitres, a prominent athlete of the city (Hemnann, 126; van Nijf 
1997, 223). 
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11.Cuneus 3, row 1, block 4; 940q IJAITOI 

12. Cuneus 4, row 2, block 5; 940g 0E[ocr?]E~LOV "(Place of) the God-fearers." 

13. Cuneus 4, row 3, block l; 940i ~LOOOTOU I TOTTO~ ''Place of Diodotus." 

14. Cuneus 4, rows 4-6. Row 6: block 2; row 5: blocks 1-3; row 4: blocks 1 and 2. 940d 

TOTTo~ <j>LAa- I youmov I {Xl]papiov "Place of the Emperor-loving gold-workers." 

15. Cw1eus 4, row 5, block 4. Late 2n<l - early 3rd c. CE. SEG N 441; C/J II 748; Hommel 1975; 
Trebilco 1991, 159-162; Herrmann 1998, 940f; Baker 2005 

Tono~ Elouo£wv rwv Kat 0rn<a>E~(ov 

"Place of the Jews who are of the group of God-fearers." 

16. Cuneus 4, row 16 ( = row 4 from top), block 3; 940e TO(TTo~) vEwT£pwv 

"Place of the younger men." 

17. Cuneus 4, row 19 ( = la<;t), not in situ; 940r [T]on[o~] ''Place of ..." 

18. Cuneus 4, row 19 (=last), not in situ; 940s [- - -]YP[- - -] 

Maenianum2 
19. Cuneus 6, row 2 (surviving) from top, block 1 from left; 940k 

Blocks found ex situ 
20. 9401 Iwm~(ou IW is inscribed on a block lying to the southwest of the theatre, 

perhaps the beginning of Iwm~(ou. 

21. 940rn 'Pou<j>[ou] 

22. Found by the ea<;tern entrance of the theatre; 940s [- - -]YP[- - -] 

23. Found by the eastern entrance of the theatre; 940y [ - - -]f.ay£w [ v - - -] 

24. Found by the eastern entrance to the theatre; 940z [- - -]NIO[- - -] 
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25. Found by the baths; 940t [- - -JBEP[- - -] 

26. Found northwest of the theatre; 940u [- - -]NEIK[- - -] 

27. Found southwest of the theatre; 940v [- - -]Cl>IIA[- - -1 

28. Found southwest of the theatre; 940w [- - -]POID[- - -] 

29. Found southwest of the theatre; 940x [---]BA[---] 

30.940aa [- - -]~tav[- - -] 

72. Smyrna. Theatre seat. The theatre was originally constructed at the end of the 2nd c. B.C.E. and 
the extant theatre was built no later than the 2nd c. C.E. This inscription was identified as coming 
from a seat by Sear (2006, 3, 353); its date is unknown. Le Bas and Waddington 1972, no. 10. 

'IouAtOU 

73. Saittai. Stadium seats. The inscriptions date to the second half of the 2nd c. to the 3rc1 c. C.E. The 
cunei are identified from left beginning in the northeastern end of the stadium, and rows are 
identified from the bottom unless otherwise indicated. Kolb 1990, nos. 1-40, listed in the same order 
here; also TAMV 74; van Nijf 1997, 232-233. 

1. Cuneus 2 row 10 <J>ufi~s' ATTolitiwvta8os "(Place of) the tribeApollonias." 

2. Cuneus 2 row l 0 [' Arr]oli/iw[vtafos] "(Place of the tribe) Apollonias." 

3. Cuneus 2 row 11 <j>[u]fi~s [' ArrJ9[!iJ!i1pvt¢8os "(Place of) the tribeApollonias." 

4. Cuneus 3 row 2 ~tovuata5os "(Place of the tribe) Dionysias." 

5. C11neus 3 row 3 [<j>UA~s, AOKATJTTLO?j5os "(Place of the tribe) Asclepias." 

6. Cuneus 3 row 6 <j>u(fi~s) ~tovuatafos "(Place of) the tribe Dionvsias." 
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7. Cuneus 3 row 7 cpu{Mis) 'A01<J.11ma8os "(Place of) the tribe Asclepias." 

8. Cuneus 3 row 8 cp(ul.~s) ~tovuma[5os] "(Place of) the tribe Dionysias." 

9. Cuneus 3 row 9 cp[ul.~s 'Ala[KJ.11ma8os?] "(Place of) the tribe Asclepias(?)." 

10. Cuneus 3 row 12 'A01<{ 11 }J.11ma5[os] "(Place of the tribe) Asclepias." 

11. Cuneus 4 row l, block 1from left II(- - -) 

12. Cuneus 4 row 6 ycpou[ aias] "(Place of) the council of elders." 

13. Cuneus 4 row 9 Imai.11ywv "(Place of the tribe) of the Satalenoi." 

14. Cuneus4row 10 ImaJ.11vw[v] "(Place of the tribe) of the Satalenoi." 

15. Cuneus 4 row 11 cp(uA~s) ImaJ.nvwv "(Place of) the tribe of the Satalenoi." 

This tribe appears to have been named after the village of Satala which was located within 
the territory of Saittai; cf. nos. 13. and 14. 

16. Cuneus 4 row 12 Taµaap'.t TllVW[v] "(Place of) the tribe of the Tamasaitenoi.'' 

This tribe appears to have been named after the village of Tamasis which was located 
within the territory of Saittai. 

,, f th . (?) . (?)"17. Cuneus 5 row 1 h:p[£ws?J vel l.c:p[£wv?] ...o e pnest . or pnests .. 

18. Cuneus 5 row 2 YEbE[- - -] 19. Cuneus 5 row 3 EEP 

20. Cuneus 5 row 4 [- - -lvwv? 21. Cuneus 5 row 5 [ - - ]511 [- - -] 

22. Cuneus 5 row 6 oµyo[---1 

23. Cuneus 6 row 4, almost in the centre 0(- - -) 

24. Cuneus 6 row 5, nearly at the end of the row Y(---) 

25. Cwzeus 6 row 6 ''(Place of) the tribe..." 
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26. Cuneus 6 row 9 (- - -]Eat(- - -] 27. Cuneus 7 row 4 \f'[-]NA(- - -?) 

28. Cuneus 7 row 5 A(- - -) 

29. Cuneus 7 row 13 To[no~? - - -] "Place of. .. " 

30. Cuneus 8 row 1 [- - -1.]lvo[upywv] ''(Place of the tribe) of the linen-workers." 

31. Cuneus 8 row 2 [- - -1.tv]oupywv ''(Place of the tribe) of the linen-workers." 

32. Cwzeus 8 row 3 [- - -Atvo]u[p]ywv ''(Place of the tribe) of the linen-workers." 

33. Cuneus 8 row 5 [-  -ly(liv "(Place of the tribe) of the linen-workers(?)." 

34. Cuneus 8 row 6 [- - -]p{~}y(li[v ?] v~[wT£pwv ?] 

"(Place of the tribe) of the younger linen-workers(?)" 

35. Cuneus 8 row 7 ¢ul.(fi~) B' [A]tvou[pywv ?] 

"(Place ot) the tribe of the linen-workers (2).'' The number two may indicate the order of 
this tribe in the official list.This is the only tribe in Saittai with a surviving inscription 
named after a professional a5sociation; cf. nos. 30-34 and 80.11+.18 from Gerasa. 

36. Cuneus 8 row 8 cp(ul.fi~)' HEpCXK(AT]t8o~) [- - -]cuap5oo~ v(- - -'?) 

''(Place ot) the tribe Heracleas .. . " 

37. Cuneus 8 row 9 

"(Place ot) the tribe Heracleas; (Place ot) the tribe... " 

38. Cuneus 8 row 10 cp(ul.fi~f Hpa(KATJt5o~) ¢(ul.fi~) [- - -io]o[~] 

"(Place ot) the tribe Heracleas; (Place of) the tribe... " 

39. Cuneus 8 row 11 •Hpa[KAT]too~] cp(ul.fi~) M- --]a[io]o[c;] 

''(Place of the tribe) Heracleas(?); (Place of) the tribe... " 
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40. Cuneus 8 row 12 (Hp ]a[ KA flt ]~[o~]? cj>(uAfi~) 

"(Place of the tribe) Heracleas(?); (Place of) the tribe... " 

41. Cuneus 8 row 13 

''(Place of the tribe) Heracleas; (Place of) the tribe... " 

74. Pergamum. Theatre seats. The first permanent stone building dates to the late 3rc1 c. B.C.E.; 
renovations were carried out under the Romans. At least two of these inscriptions are Roman in date 
(nos. 3 and 6); the others may be as well. Rows are identified from the bottom of the theatre. 
Fabricius and Schuchhardt 1902, no. 616 a-g, 617-19; listed in same order here except no. 4(=e) and 
no. 5 (=d). 

1. Upper maenianum, in the south of the theatre, row 17, directly beside middle stairway. 

5taKaTEXETat [uno ---] "Reserved for... " 

2. Upper maenianum, in the north of the theatre, rows 22-24, directly beside middle stairway. 

5taKaTE[xnm - - -] I 5ta[Km]E:xnm [- - -] I [5taKITTEXETat] uno 'Aptmc:l5ou 

"Reserved...Reserved...Reserved for Aristeides." Fabricius and Schuchhardt (385) 
suggest that all three rows were assigned to Aristeides and members of his family. This 
would be quite a large number of seats and it seems unlikely that Aristeides and his family 
would have been able to fill them all. It is possible that others were allowed to sit there as 
well, including, for example, individuals involved in a group of which he wa~ a patron. 

3. Upper maenianum, rows 21-23, 5 metres south of the middle steps; most of the seats are 
destroyed. 

[- - -] I [- - - ]p' 'louAiou Kt86p5[ou?- - -] I [- - -] 

4. Upper maenianum, row 23, lying loose. [5taKITTEXETat unO?J f af3[tviou?] 

5. Found in lower part of theatre. [5taKITTEXETat urro 'An?]W.ou 
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6. [8t]aKaTEXETat I [urrol KAau8iou Ao I [- - -]c:[- - -]£8oui:; "Reserved for Claudius..." 

7. 8ta[KaT£xnat urro - - -] 8. Xapti:; 

9. T6rroi:; [- - -) ''Place of..." l0. [- - -]wv Torroi:; "Place of ... " 

Phrygia 

75. Hierapolis. Theatre seats. The theatre was begun in the late 1st c. C.E. and finished under 
Hadrian; the inscriptions date to the late 2nd - early 3rd c. C.E. The cunei are identified from left, 
rows are identified from the bottom, and the seating blocks from the left unless otherwise indicated. 
Kolb 1974, nos. 1-10; listed in the same order here. 

1. Cuneus 2 row 13. blocks 1, 2 cpuAfii:; Ewc:v[i8oi:;J 

"(Place of) the tribe Eumenis." This tribe was most likely named after Eumenes I. 

2. Cuneus 3 row 11, block 1 cpu[A]fii:; ~EA.EU[Ktboi:;] 

"(Place of) the tribe Seleucis." This tribe was named after Seleucus I. 

3. Cuneus 3 row 13, blocks 1, 2 [c)>]!J~fi.i:; [Aa]o8[tKt8]qi:; 

''(Place of) the tribe Laodicis." This tribe was most likely named after the mother 
of Seleucus I. 

4. Omeus 4 row 11, block 1 

"(Place of) the tribe Atta/is.'' 

5. Cuneus 4 row 13, blocks l, 2 cpuAfii:; [- - -]ya[-]9A[- - -1 "(Place of) the tribe... '' 

6. Cuneus 5 (the middle cuneus), 2 rows behind the box of honour, blocks 1and2 

"(Place of) the first tribeApollonias." 
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7. Cuneus 5 (the middle cuneus), row 21 (row 3 from top), blocks 1and2 

CTp<tJ(TTJ<;) ¢ul.Tj<; 'Arrol.J.w[vta0oc;] "(Place of) the first tribeApollonias." 

Nos. 6 and 7 are the only texts not found in rows 11 or 13 of the theatre. 

8. Cuneus 6 row 11. blocks 1 - 3 [¢]µAri,<; [- 7-8-]lKt8[o<;] 

A possible expansion is [ ¢ ]ul.Tjc; [ITpmov]lKi8[oc;], "(Place of) the tribe Stratonikis." 

"(Place of) the tribe..."9. Cwzeus 8 row 11, block 1 

10. Cuneus 9 row 13, blocks 1 - 3 ¢ul.Tj<; r AVTt]oxi0o<; "(Place of) the tribeAntiochis." 

76. laodicea. Larger theatre, inscription on seats. The cavea is thought to date to the Hellenistic 
period, but the outside cunei and the stage building are most likely Roman. The inscription covers 
five seats in the third row from the back of the theatre. M4MA 6, no. 7; AE 1940, 179. 

nauAE:ivou uncrrtKou ''(Place of) Paulinus, man of consular rank." 

This inscription could perhaps be reserving a seat for Tiberius Claudius Paulinus, who was 
a suffect consul at an unknown date before 184 C.E. (AE 1940, 179). 

Pisidia 

77. Termessus. Theatre seats. The theatre originally dates to Hellenistic period but the upper 
nzaenianwn was added under Augustus and the south end of the cavea was extended in the late 2"d 
c. C.E.; here the entries are divided by maenianum to emphasize the different dates of construction. 
The cunei are numbered from south to north, the rows from bottom to top. and the blocks from the 
left unless otherwise indicated. The vertical lines denote the divisions between seating blocks. TAM 
3.1 872. 

Upper maenitinum 
1. Cuneus 2. Seat~ not in situ 
1. CTpoKa I [ TEX£Tat - - -J "Reserved ... " 2. [- - -le;' AA IE~av8 I [pou - - -?] 

3. [- - -JI yu(vmKo<;?) 'EpEaiou " ... (place of) the wife(?) of Heresius." 
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4. [' aµ?]axiou <Dt IAi mrou 5. [L1] I~to6A I[ou - - ?] 6.lnEEPN I 

7.lnAYAI 8.1 KO[-]NAA I 9.INOI 

2. Cuneus3 
1. Row 1, blocks 2 and 3 from right I' lt:p6va I Kot I 

'The sacred victors." The inscription is bracketed by palm leaves. 

2. Row 3, blocks 4 and 5 from right IIIWMOAI 

3. Row 5, entire row IAOTJT Iou I[- - -] I [-]o[-]o I s Kat 0 I paµf311 ITJTOs I 

4. Row 6, blocks 1 and 2 from right I' Epµala I Kou A I 

R. Heberdey, the editor of the relevant volume of TAM, suggests that nos. 3 and 4 should be 
joined and provides TOTTOs as a suggestion to fill in the missing letters. I' Epµdia I KOU A I 
AOTJT Iou I[61 T]olTT]o Is Kat 0 I paµf311 ITJTOs I "(Place ot) Hermaiscus Aloetus and 
Orambletus(?)": 

5. Row 7, blocks 4 and 5 from right IIwa IKAou I[- - -?] 

What appears to be a palm leaf follows the text, indicating that the individual in question is 
a victor in sacred games. 

6. Row 8, block l from right nptu(- - -?) 

3. Cuneus 4 
I.Row 1, blocks 7-8 I Ko0vou I v<Stos I 

2.Row 1, blocks 1-4 l<DW IEIP IA[- - -] I[- - -] 

3. Row 2, blocks 1-3 I [0all] I AI[E] llaiou I vel I [0a] I AI [t:]Aaiou I 

4. Row 3, blocks 4-5 IOu/i Iou 

5. Row 3, blocks 1-3 I[- - -] I+tO I I I 
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6. Row 4, blocks 1-3 I' ABalo] IKav ITo Is I 

7. Row 5, blocks 8-10 IKo I8vo I uv8tos I 8. Row 5, block 7 IOII 

9. Row 5, blocks 2-6 ITOTT I [osl' A I vuTa I y' Alv£ I ou I 

"Place of Anuta and Aineus." 

10. Row 5, blocks 1-3 

11. Row 6, blocks 7 and 8 I [-]K[-] I T[-JON+ 

12. Row 6, blocks 4 and 5 I 0 [- - -?] I A [- - -?] I 

13. Row 6, block 3 I~ton:iµou I 14. Row 6, blocks I and 2 IN I0 I 

15. Row 7, blocks 5 and 6 I +K6v I wv[-?] IOTTA Iwvos I 

16. Row 7, blocks 3 and4 IApµama/ Mc:>.rioavop Io[uJ 

17. Row 7, blocks 1and2 IIIOI 

18. Row 8, blocks 6-9 IKaT I£x I[n]m I' Aµa I [l;ovio(?)] It Kov Iwv[o Iu] 

"Reserved for Amazonid[- -JI Kononus." Heberdey suggest-. that the inclusion of 
K6vwv... here is an alternative to including it in no. 15 above. 

19. Row 8, blocks 4 and 5 InpoK I >.£ous I 

20. Row 8, block 3 IMc:>.riaaopo[ul I 

21. Row 8, blocks 1 and 2 Ino[-] Ino[-] I 

22. Row 9, block 3? InpoKaTEXE ITE Apµaa[Ta] I 

Heberdey joins nos. 16, 20, and 22, all aligned vertically: InpoKITTEXE I TE Apµaa[TaJI 
MEArJaavcSpo[u] I Apµama I MEl.riaav5p I o[u ]. "Reserve for Annasta, the daughter of 
(the wife of?), Melesandrus, Annasta, the daughter of (the wife of?), Melesandrus." 
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4. Cuneus 5; only a portion of this cuneus survives and the rows are numbered relatively 
l. Row l, blocks land 2 I Y OBpt IµoTOu I 

2. Row 3, blocks 1-3 I' A I PXE[A] Ia~ I 

3. Row 3, blocks 1and 2 I Y y [rrpu]Ta Iva [- - -] I " . . . the prytanzs. (?). . .. " 

4. Row 4, blocks I and 2 IKovta III[- - -IE r I 

5. Cuneus 6 IT I 0 I [rro~?] "Place of. .. " 

6. Cuneus7 
l. Row I, block 7 I 8[-?l 

2. Rows 5-1. Row 5, blocks 2-5; Rows 4, blocks 2 and 3; Rows 3, blocks 2 and 3; Row 2, blocks 2 
and 3; Row 1. blocks 3 and 4 

IKa I TE I [X I ET]a I l rum) Op I xl l] I EpEl I a~ I [Ma] I µacr ITl I80~ M I 

"Reserved for the high priestess..... Heberdey supplies MaµoTaato~Was additional text to 
finish the line, joining no. I above to this inscription, although the text he supplies is not 
visible in the diagram in TAM. The first portion of the inscription, in row 5, has been 
inscribed over an earlier text which is difficult to decipher. Blocks 6 and 7 of row 5 contain 
the letters AMO, but they do not seem to be part of the longer inscription. The lower rows 
also seem in some cases to have been inscribed over earlier texts. 

3. Row 6, blocks 3 and 4 I[- - -] I [-]E+[-] 

4. Row 6, block 2 5. Row 8, blocks 1-3 ICTI Ivac. I A++I 

7. Cwzeus 8 
1. Row 1, blocks 1-3 from right I [ - - -] I [- -]Awy IBaato~ I 

2. Row l, blocks 1-3 from left I AtBa I opT I ou 

3. Row 5, blocks 1-5 from right I [- - -]ou TO IuI AtB I ao IpTOu I 

This text is inscribed over an earlier one which Heberdey identifies as: I [Km£xE ]TE Iurro 
Na I w[rJ]A I t8o~ vel Na I w[rJATJ~ I H]A I t8o~, "Reserve for Nannelis or Reserve for 
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Nannela Helios." 

4. Row 6, blocks 1-4 from right, not in TAM I [- - -] I IE I [- - -] I KAI[- - -] I 


5. Row 8, blocks 2-6 from right I npoK I mtx I nm urro I [ - - -] I [ - - -] I 


"Reserved for. .. " 


6. Row 8, blocks 6 and 7 from right I [T]orro[s] I "Place of ..." 

8. Cuneus 9; only a portion of this cwzeus survives and the rows are numbered relatively 
I. Row 1, entire row 

I Op(pcwv) Aa(Turrwv) Ivac. I Oppc(wv) I Aa(rurrwv) Op(pcwv) Aa(TUTTwv) I Oppcwv I Aa I 

rurrw Iv Ivac. Ivac. Ivac. IOp(pEwv) I Aa(rurrwv) I 


van Nijf (1997. 225) suggests that rather than •oppcwv AITTUTTOL, the stone-cutters 
a5sociated with the imperial lwrrea, this inscription could refer to opdot AaTUTTOL, the 
stone-cutters from the mountains. 

2. Row 2, blocks 3-7 [I Ka I TE I x?]c I TE UTTO I [- - -] ''Reserve for ..." 

3. Row 2, blocks I and 2 IL111µ I+T[- - -] I 


4. Row 3, blocks 4 and 6, not numbered in TAM l[---]LI IN[---11 

5. Row 3. blocks 1 and 2 I fl11 Iµos+ I 


6. Row 4, block5 7-10 I [- - -]E ITEYr+I [- - -] I +[- - -]N I 


9. Cuneus 10; only a portion of this rnneus survives and the rows are numbered relatively 
1. Row 1, block4 I!\+I 

2. Row 3, block5 2-6 I[- - -1 IOYT I OKAI IOPT I [- -]A[-lM I 


3. Row 4, blocks 1-4 I [L1]11 Iµo I [K]AE Iwv I 


10. Cuneus I I. row 3, blocks I and 2 !WINI 
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Lower maenianum 

11. Cuneus 1 
1. Row 2 from top npoKCXTEXE.:Tat I UTTO Z11vo86[TOu?] "Reserved for Zenodotus(?)" 

12. Cwzeus 2 
1. Row 1, block 1 from left I0 I 

2. Row7, blocks 1-3 from right 10EPI ICTAA ITW[- - -] I 

3. Row 8, blocks 1-3 from left Ir IN I A I 

4. Row 8, blocks 2 and 3 from right I [- - -]MW I NEAE I 

5. Row 9, blocks 1and2 from left IfN I A I 

6. Row 10, blocks 1 and 2 from left IfN I A I 

7. Row 11, block 1 from left IfYN I 

8. Row 11, blocks 1and2 from right I[- - -]EI WN I 

9. Row 12, block 1 from left IfNA I 

10. Row 12, block 1 from right IAE I 

11. Row 13, blocks land 2 from right IWIN I 

12. Row 14, blocks 1and 2 from right IW I N I 

13. Row 15, blocks l and 2 from right I E +I A I 

14. Row 16, blocks 1-3 from right Ion I A I 0 I 

15. Row 18, blocks 12-15 IKarcx[£?] I [Tat?- - -] I [- - -] I [- - -]HI "Reserved ... " 

16. Row 18, blocks 9-111 'P11TOpLKoU I+ I CTIT+YI "(Place of?) the rhetor ... " 
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17. Row 18, block 5 IECTI 

18. Row 18, blocks 5-8 IKA ITAr IEIXA I A I 


19. Row 18, block 5 I[A]up(11Ata?) Apµaa[Ta] I 


13. Cuneus 3; only a portion of this cuneus survives; the rows are numbered relatively 
1. Row 1, blocks 1-3 A I MAX I A I 


2. Row 2, unknown blocks IN I A 

3. Row 2, block 1 IXP I 


4. Row 3, blocks 1-3 "(Place of) the ephebes..." 

5. Row 4, blocks 1-4 I' E<j> I11 I~ Iw I [ v - - -] "(Place of) the ephebes... " 

6. Row 5, blocks 1-6 I ' E<j> I11~ IWV A I UT[0] Iµc:v I l [ avwv? - - -] 

"(Place of) theAutomenianoi (?) ephebes... " 

7. Row 6, blocks 1-3 15ls, A I pTaµo I u I 


8. Row 7, blocks 1-3 I' Epµ Iat IOU I 


Heberdey joins the above two inscriptions: I' Epµ Iat Iou 16ls 'A I pTaµo I u I 

"(The place of) Hennaius; the second spot(?) of Arteimus?" or "(The place of) Hennaius 

the son of Hennaius, Arteimus?" 


9. Row 8, blocks 1-5 I' HAto<j>o Ipta Iv I w Iv I 


10. Row 9, blocks 3 and 4 l'E<j>11 I~v I 


Heberdey joins the above two inscriptions: I' E<j>11 I~v I' HAto<j>o Ipta Iv I w Iv I 

"(Place of) the ephebes Heliophorianoi(?)." 
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Palaestina 

78. Nablus/Schechem (Flavia Neapolis). Theatre seats. The theatre may have been constructed 
around the time of Marcus Aurelius. This inscription is located in the first row of the central cuneus. 
Magen 1984, 275. 

<PlJJll(Tj<;) 'HpaKATJtbo<; "(Place of) the tribe Heracleis." 

In the area which this inscription denotes are carved in Greek letters the numbers 1 through 
21, moving from right to left. Since the entire tribe could not have fit in these seats it seems 
that they were instead for chosen representatives. The rest of the tribe may have occupied a 
portion, or the entirety, of the rest of the central cuneus. To the west of this text are two 
more reserving seats for tribes but they are only very fragmentary (Magen, 275). 

Arabia 

79. Bostra I Nova Traiana Bostra. Theatre seats. The theatre is Trajanic in date. All the inscriptions 
are identified as being in irregular script. The cunei are numbered from the right. IGLSyr XIII, 9156
9166; cf. van Nijf 1997, 228 no. 5. 

I. Cuneus 1, praecinctio 1, Ist seat of honour from right; 9166 [- - -]0Y[- - -] 

2. Cuneus l, praecinctio l, 2nd seat of honour from right; 9165 [- - -lKAA[- -] 

3. Cuneus l, praecinctio 1, 19th seat of honour; 9157 [- - -]K [- - -] 

4. Cuneus 2 row 9, seats 6-10; 9156 XaAKITTOTTot vel Xa1'Ka(Turrwv) TOTTOt 

'The bronze-workers or The places of the bronze-workers." The first suggestion 
necessitates seeing Xa1'KaTOTTOt a-; the equivalent of XaAKOTUTTOl, and provides a 
nominative plural form. The second suggestion provides the genitive plural of the variant 
plus TOTTOt. 

5. Cuneus 2 row 11, seats 11 and 12 from right; 9159 , AOK(OTTOlWY) 

'"(Place of) the wine-skin makers.'' 

6. Cwzeus 2, praecinctio I, 2nd seat of honour from right; 9163 [- - -]Y[- - -1 
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7. Cuneus 2,praecinctio l, 3rd seat of honour from right; 9162 Xpua9[x6wv] 

"(Place of) the gold-workers." 

8. Cuneus 2, praecinctio 1, 5th seat of honour from right; 9164 ~Ai'.\ [- -] 

9. Cwzeus 2, praecinctio l, 6th seat of honour from right; 9160 'ACJK(onotwv) 

"(Place of) the wine-skin makers." 

l0. Cuneus 2, praecinctio 1, 7th seat of honour from right; 9161 Xpua9[x6wv] 

"(Place of) the gold-workers." 

11. On a seat of honour installed in the 2°d praecinctio, slightly to the right of the centre; the 
inscription is unfinished and would have been continued on the next seat; 9158. 

'ACJKon[otwv] "(Place of) the wine-skin makers." 

80. Gerasa (Jerash). Odeon (also known as the North Theatre), podium and seat inscriptions. The 
original phase of construction dates to 165/166 C.E., and a later architectural phase to the reign of 
Severus Alexander (222-235 C.E.). The original tribal inscriptions as well as that for the j3ou/i~ 
seem to date to the second century, whereas that for the Atvoupyot is of a later date. The cunei are 
identifed from the left facing the cavea; the rows are identified from the bottom. The Greek numeral 
associated with each tribe represent<; its number in the order of the tribes as they were seated in the 
odeon. The reference to Agusta-Boularot and Seigne 2004, nos. 4 to 28, is provided first followed 
by that to Retzleff and Mjely 2004, nos. 1.1-4.11. Ifonly one reference is given it is to Agusta
Boularot and Seigne 2004 unless otherwise indicated. The text of the inscriptions from Retzleff and 
Mjely have been provided in the ca<;e of a disagreement with those from Agusta-Boularot and 
Seigne. 

I. Cwzeus 1, podium. no. 4; no. 1.1 Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: T611o[i;] BouAfii; 
Retzleff and Mjely: T6[11o]i; [B]ouAfji; 

"Place of the council." 

2. Cuneus 2, podium. no. 12; nos. 2.10 and 2.11 Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: '6' 'A<j>pooi TTJs 
Retzleff and Mjely: '6 'A<j>poo[i TTJs] 

"(Place of the tribe) of Aphrodite (4)." 
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3. Cuneus 2, row 2. no. 11; nos. 2.8 and 2.9 8' <j}uA(~<;) 'A<j)po8iTT]<; 

"(Place of) the tribe of Aphrodite." 

, " (3) ,,4. Cuneus 2, row 4, far left. no. lO; no. 2.7 y ..... 

5. Cuneus 2, row 6. no. 9; nos. 2.5 and 2.6 Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: y' <j)uA(~<;) AT]TOU<; 
Retzleff and Mjely: y' <j}uA(~<;) A~TOU 

"(Place of) the tribe of Leto (3)." 

6.Cuneus 2, row 8, far left. no. 8; no. 2.4 w "...(2)." 

7. Cuneus 2, row 10. no. 7; no. 2.3 Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: ~, <j)uA(~<;) 'AnoAAwvoc; 
Retzleff and Mjely: <j)uA(~<;)' AnoAAwv[o<;] 

"(Place of) the tribe of Apollo (2)." 

8. Cuneus 2, row 12. no. 6; nos. 2.1 and 2.2 

"(Place of) the tribe of Zeus (l)." 

9. Cuneus 2, back wall. no. 5 d <j)[uA]~<; ~t6<; ''(Place of) the tribe of Zeus (l)." 

10. Cuneus 3, podium, far left. no. 19; nos. 3.6 and 3.7 

"(Place of the tribe) Hadriane (8)." 

I I. Cuneus 3, podium. no. 28 ALvoupywv (6 Tonoc;) "(Place of) the linen-workers." 

12. Cuneus 3. row 4. no. 18; no. 3.5 

Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: r( <j)[uA(~<;)] 'A5ptav[~J<; J:-I[A)LOu 

Retzleff and Mjely: <j)uA(~<;) 'A5p ta[ v ]~<; 


"(Place of) the tribe Hadriane (Helios) (8)." 


13. Cuneus 3, row 6, far left. no. I 7 " ...(7)." 
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14. Cuneus 3, row 7. no. 16; nos. 3.3 and 3.4 

Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: (,' cpuA(~<;) 'A9riv[a]c; 
Retzleff and Mjely: (,' cpuA(~<;) 'A[9ri]v[ac;] 

"(Place of) the tribe of Athena (7)." 

15. Cuneus 3, row 9, far left. no. 15 " ...(6)." 

16. Cuneus 3, row 11. no. 14; no. 3.2 Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: i; cpuA(~i;)' HpaKAfou[<;] 
Retzleff and Mjely: cpuA(~<;) 'HpaKA[fouc;] 

"(Place of) the tribe of Hercules (6)." 

17. Cuneus 3, row 13. no. 13; no 3.1 Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: E' cpuA(~<;) 'ApTEµL5oc; 
Retzleff and Mjely: cpuA(~<;) 'Ap[TE]µl5[o ]<; 

"(Place of) the tribe of Artemis (5)." 

18. Cuneus 4, podium. no. 27 6 TOTTO<; "Place of ... " 

Retzleff and Mjely combine this entry and no. 11. to form their catalogue number 4.11; 
Agusta-Boularot and Seigne make the same suggestion: 

Alvoupywv 6 Tonoc; "Place of the linen-workers." 

19. Cuneus 4, row 2. no. 26; nos. 4.9 and 4.10 

''(Place of) the tribe of Hera (12)." 

20. Cuneus 4, row 6, far left. no. 25; no. 4.8 la " ... (11)." 

Agusta-Boularot and Seigne indicate that this inscription is in row 6, whereas Retzleff and 
Mjely indicate that it is located in row 5. 

21. Cuneus4, row 7. no. 24; nos. 4.6 and4.7 

Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: La cpuA(~<;) 'Arn<Arimou 
Retzleff and Mjely: la cpuA(~<;) [ Acr]KATJmoD 

"(Place of) the tribe of Asclepius (11 )." 
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22. Cwzeus 4, row 9, far left. no. 23; nos. 4.4 and 4.5 

Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: L' ''... (10)." 

Retzleff and Mjely: t' ¢uA(fis) ~riµtjTpos 


"(Place of) the tribe of Demeter (10)." 

23. Cuneus 4. row 11. no. 22; no. 4.3 

Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: L' ¢uA(fis) ~riµtjTpos 


"(Place of) the tribe of Demeter ( 10)." 


Retzleff and Mjely: L' " ... ( 10)." 

24. Cuneus4, row 13. no. 21; nos. 4.1 and4.2 

Agusta-Boularot and Seigne: 8' ¢uA(fis) n[oa]ELOWVOs 
Retzleff and Mjely: 8' ¢uA(fis) n[oaELJ8wvo[s] 


"(Place of) the tribe of Poseidon (9)." 


25. Cuneus 4, back wall. no. 20 8' ¢u[A)fis [nJoa[EL8]wvo[sJ 
"(Place of) the tribe of Poseidon (9)." 

81. Alexandria. Theatre seats. The theatre is Severan in date. The seating blocks are identified from 
the left facing the cavea. Borkowski 1981. 

I. Row I, seating block 4: 81 no. 39 

Nl Kg ~ TUX- I ri KaAOTUXO- I u Kal ToU VE- I OU ~6pou I Nl Kg ~ ruxri I npaaivw [v] 
yc:wc:wTa-/ Twv /'Arra K6pu- I ¢Tis ws o- I vuxwv I E:rrc:ac:v I To Bf.vno I Kal HX[
JI[-] I MET[-]TWN 

'The fortune triumphs of Kalotuchus and the young Dorus! The fortune triumphs of 
the most noble Greens! The Blue was defeated from his head to his feet(?) ... " The 
translation of the last legible clause is a suggestion of Borkowski ( 1981. 60-61 ). 
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2. Row 2, seating block 5; 87 no. 47. 

NLK9 ~ rux11 I EuToKiou I KE Bcvbwv I KaKa Ta h11 I Tau /\.axava 

'The fortune triumphs of Eutokius and the Blues! Bad years for Lachanas!'' This is the only 
inscription for the Blues that survives in the Alexandrian theatre. 

3. Row 5, seating block 3; 86 no. 24 NtK9 ~ TUXTJ I Twv <v>£wv np- I aaivwv 

'The fortune triumphs of the Green young men!" 

4. Row 5, seating block 3; 80 no. 25 

NL K9 ~ w- I XTJ Kalio- I Tuxou I KE 'AE- I wu I KE Tau I ~6pou 

'The fortune triumphs of Kalotuchus and Aetus and Dorus!" These charioteers rode for 
the Greens. 

5. Row 7, seating block 3; 80 no. 18 

NLK9 ~ TUXT'J I nnoµ£vou I KE, Anou I KE TOU I ~6pou I KE[- - -]WI IKAHKA I 
TOY+ 

'The fortune triumphs of Petomenus and Aetus and Dorus!...", Green charioteers. 

6. Row 11, seating block I ; 96 no. 15 PNB 

These letters have a numerical value of 152 and may indicate that rows I through 11 were 
somehow distinct from rows 12 and above which were numbered in a different manner. 
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